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PREFACE.

The present text follows that of Baiter and Sauppe

(Zurich, 1 841), which is prescribed by the Board of Studies

at Oxford. A few misprints have been corrected : in § 129] has been, on excellent authority, altered

to ', and in several places the punctuation

has been changed ; but in every case warning of the

change is given in the notes.

The Zurich editors base their edition on the Parisian MS.

known as . This is admittedly the best MS. of Demo-

sthenes ; but, that it should not be considered exclusively

correct and infallible, has been shown by Shilleto, among

others, in his critical annotations to the De Falsa Legatione.

In the present speech it often omits words and phrases, found

in most other MSS., which, so far as internal evidence goes,

are genuine, that is to say, are apposite, and sometimes

necessary, to the sense. Hence the readings of Dindorf

(Leipzig, 1 874), who takes a view rather different from that

of the Zurich editors, and perhaps juster, of the authority of

, have been stated in the notes throughout the speech

;

and other variants, which seemed important or instructive,

have been added.

References, in the notes, to other speeches of Demosthenes

are given by the sections and pages of the same edition of

Dindorf, which are those generally adopted. In the case

of the De Falsa Legatione I have, for the sake of con-

venience, given the sections of Shilleto, of course retaining

the page.

45S544



vi PREFACE.

Several of the notes—which I have tried to make as

concise as possible—may appear unnecessary to a scholar;

but they have been inserted for the practical reason that

the obstacles they should remove have been felt by some

of the many pupils with whom I have read this speech.

The main difficulty which Demosthenes presents to the

student lies in the close logical connection of his argu-

ments ; and most commentaries consist largely of transla-

tion or paraphrase. Paraphrase is dangerous, as it may
lead a novice to a belief that he quite understands a piece

of Latin or Greek, when he is some way from doing so.

I have, therefore, taken the bull by the horns, and have

given a continuous rendering, as close as I could decently

make it. Nobody, I trust, will rest satisfied with this, but

will by all means improve on it. as a translation. Its aim

is purely commentatorial—to save its weight in notes. It

is intended to show what Demosthenes said, but not how

well he said it. And, I may say, I believe that every

lecturer and tutor in Oxford will admit that an under-

graduate, or sixth-form boy, cannot get full value out of

reading the De Corona without such help.

In the first part of the Introduction will be found a sketch

of Athenian history, as far as is necessary for the thorough

understanding of this Oration. In the second portion, a

precis of the oration of Aeschines, as well as of that of

Demosthenes, is prefixed to a brief analysis of the two

speeches considered as an attack and a defence. To read

Demosthenes without knowing the circumstances under

which he spoke, and the quality of his antagonists, is to

miss half the interest ; for above all things that are remark-

able in him as an orator are his mastery of a situation and

the breadth and intensity of his reasoning.

A further relief has been given to the notes by collecting
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the various uses of the more notable words and phrases in

an Index (II), where I hope they will be found more con-

cisely and more profitably exhibited than if they had

appeared in detached portions. This index is also in-

tended to be tolerably complete. 'Dominantia verba,'

which occur often without any definable variation of

meaning, I have, as a rule, only entered once or twice

;

but I have departed from this rule pretty frequently where

a word, though common, might help as a key to a passage

of interest. In this way I trust that Index II will give a

fair view of the vocabulary employed by Demosthenes in

this speech. For purposes of composition this should be

useful ; for the vocabulary is the half of a style.

Oxford, i88i.
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INTRODUCTION.

Athens from the Close of the Peloponnesian

War to the Battle of Chaeronea.

The growth of the Athenian empire was an outcome of that

coaHtion of the Greek states which had been caused by the danger

of invasion from the East. Its fall meant the disintegration of

Greece, and the return of the diiferent Greek communities to their

old jealousies, and their old policies of selfish league or isolation.

There was left, however, at Athens, the tradition of a hundred

years of gallant deeds, the memory of a preeminence fairly

acquired and fairly held, and a sentiment which connected Athe-

nian hegemony with the championship of Greece against the

foreigner—a sentiment which lived, though it burned low, for sixty

years, until it was fanned into flame once more by Demosthenes,

and, when then it was extinguished, Greek liberty was dead.

The history of Hellas, as a whole, from the close of the Pelo-

ponnesian war to the beginning of the domination of Macedon, is

a tangled skein. It is necessary, however, in order to understand

the Speech on the Crown, only to trace the thread that belongs to

Athens, discovering her contact with the changing combinations

and transient supremacies, among the Hellenic states, which mark

this period.

The autocracy of Sparia, and the rise and decline of Thebes.

Athens recovered her democracy in the memorable year 403 B.C.

But her walls were demolished, her fleet destroyed, her subjects

and allies gone from her, her citizens thinned in number by misery,

war, and faction ; and forty years elapsed before she could venture

to play a leading part in Hellenic afl"airs.

In these, at first, Sparta was naturally predominant. All the

cities of the old Ionian confederacy were held in her grip by means
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of Laconising oligarchs and Lacedaemonian governors; and the

successes of Agesilaus in Asia Minor brought her both prestige

and plunder. But growing hatred of the arrogance of Spartan

rule, aided by the influence of Persian gold, shrewdly distributed

about the Greek world, soon caused an eruption. By 394 b.c.,

Thebes, Corinth, and Argos were in league against Lacedaemon

and Phocis, and hostilities had begun. Athens, joining the league,

took an active share. Athenian forces were at Haliartus when King

Pausanias arrived too late to save Lysander, were despatched

subsequently to Corinth, and fought against Agesilaus at Coronea

;

later, sallying from Corinth, the light troops of the Athenian

Iphicrates annihilated a whole of Spartan hoplites. The

maritime power of Lacedaemon, and her influence on the Aegaean,

were lost after the defeat sustained at Cnidos. Conon, too, coming

home with the Persian fleet, obtained from Pharnabazus permission

and help to rebuild the Long Walls and re-fortify the Piraeus : and

Athenian squadrons under Thrasybulus and Iphicrates did some-

thing to regain the position of Athens on the Hellespont.

At last, however, Sparta closed a seven years' war by the dis-

graceful compromise with Persia, known as the Peace of Antal-

ciDAS (387 B.C.). This act surrendered all the Greek cities in Asia

Minor, with Clazomenae and Cyprus, to the Persian king, and

allowed him to dictate a general pacification. All the Greek states

were to be independent. Athens might keep the small islands,

Lemnos, Imbros, Scyros. Thebes lost her command of Boeotia.

Sparta, as protector of the peace, backed by a strong alliance, was

secured in her hegemony.

The bad faith of the Spartans was soon apparent. Beginning

in Boeotia, they used every eflbrt of fraud and force to create a

' ring ' of oligarchical governments, closely bound and subservient

to themselves; and in this they succeeded. The treacherous

seizure and retention of the Cadmea, the citadel of Thebes itself in

382 B.C., and the reduction of the cities of the Olynthiac Union in

379 B.C., left them autocrats of Hellas, supported by the despotisms

of Persia, Macedon, and Syracuse.

Their success was short-lived. It was an outrage to Hellenic

sentiment.

In the same year (379 b.c) Theban exiles, operating from
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Athens, were' able, by a daring stratagem, to destroy the oligarchy

at Thebes, and expel the Lacedaemonian garrison. The new

Theban magistracy, led by Pelopidas and Epaminondas, declared

war against Sparta, and for seven years received assistance,

especially maritime, from Athens, until the Spartans were wholly

driven from Boeotia.

Offended, however, at the sharp reprisals taken by the Thebans

on Thespiae and Plataea, and traditionally jealous of Theban

successes, the Athenians at length struck with Sparta the Peace of

Callias (371 B.C.), by which Sparta called home all her harmosts

and garrisons, and Athens her fleet. From this peace Thebes

was excluded.

Thus Thebes was left to fight single-handed. A Lacedaemonian

army was in Phocis, under king Cleombrotus. But the peace

of Callias was not three weeks old, when the genius of Epami-

nondas dealt, in his complete victory at Leuctra, a surprising but

crushing blow to the military prestige of Sparta.

The loss to Sparta was much more than the loss of a battle.

The defeated forces, indeed, were allowed to leave Boeotia undis-

turbed, owing to the advice of Jason, tyrant of Pherae and tagus

('federal general') of Thessaly (a man remarkable as a proto-

type of Philip), whose aid the Thebans had invited ; but all the

ascendancy hitherto held by Sparta in northern Greece was

divided between Jason and Thebes.

The Theban Hegemony dated from Leuctra. Next year Epami-

nondas pressed into the Peloponnese at the head of a great army

of allies, and invaded Laconia, but was dissuaded, by the vigorous

defence of Agesilaus, from persisting in his attempt. His other

measures were, perhaps, as disastrous to Sparta as an occupation

of the city would have been. On the north, breaking up the

old Peloponnesian alliance, he formed all Arcadia into a strong

federate whole, meeting in synod at the newly-founded Megalopolis :

on the west, he reinstated the long-dispersed Messenians in their

old country. Thus broken and hemmed in, the Spartans turned

to Athens, formally resigning their claims to primacy ; and were

received by her into alliance—a relation which was destined to be

permanent.

Athens, in order to preserve the balance of power, had, soon
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after 378 b.c, formed a confederacy, consisting both of Pelopon-

nesian states, and, still more largely, of her old maritime allies.

She had also augmented her navy, and by her victory over the

Lacedaemonian fleet at Naxos (376 b.c.) was once more mistress

of the sea.

The Thebans, for nine years, continued to increase in power,

and their leadership received royal sanction from Persia. Their

most important military operations were in Thessaly. These were

directed against Alexander of Pherae, a corrupt successor of Jason,

and covered about five years, during which the despot received

occasional aid from Athens. Finally defeated at the battle of

Cynoscephalae (where Pelopidas fell), he became a subject ally

of Thebes, and afterwards chiefly distinguished himself by acts of

piracy in the Aegaean, on one occasion plundering the Piraeus.

Thebes was now paramount in Thessaly, extending in influence

as far as Macedonia.

The Euboeans, who had taken part in the Anti-Spartan league,

sided with Thebes at the beginning of her supremacy, but, later,

fell into divisions; and in many cities tyrants started up, who
were guided in their political attachments by purely personal

motives. One of these, Themison of Eretria, put Oropus into the

hands of the Thebans, who delayed to restore the city to Athens,

owing to its advantageous position with regard to Euboea. Thebes

coveted the possession of that island as the only opening by which

she could realise her ambition of becoming a naval power. Some
maritime operations against Athens were, indeed, actually begun

(363 B.C.) under Epaminondas, with promising success ; but they

ceased at his death.

In 362 the disturbances that had arisen, some time back, be-

tween Elis and Arcadia, in which Mantinea and Sparta had taken

the side of the former, seemed to threaten the safety of the new

Arcadian confederacy. Epaminondas crossed into the Pelopon-

nese to support the Theban party, and met and routed the enemy

at Mantinea. He was mortally wounded himself His irreparable

loss, added to his dying injunction that peace should be made,

put an end to hostilities ; and a general pacification ensued.

Though victorious at Mantinea, the Thebans had not bettered

their position : or rather the decline of their active influence over
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their confederates may be dated from that battle. Phocis had sent

no contingent. The reduction of the old autonomous cities in

Boeotia, especially Orchomenus, must have excited general indig-

nation. Yet worse, the two great Theban generals and statesmen

were now dead, and their places were never filled. Still Thebes

was strong. She was sovereign in Boeotia. She held Oropus.

Most of Euboea, Thessaly, and the northern and western states

were in friendly union with her. In the Peloponnese, Sparta

was degraded, and, with Elis, was kept in check by the new

Arcadia and Messene ; Argos, too, was Theban ; Corinth, Sicyon,

and the other cities to the north-east, were isolated and neutral.

She had only one rival, Athens. By the close of this period

(c. 360 B.C.) the Athenians had recovered much of their old com-

mercial prosperity : their fleet was the most powerful in Greece

;

they were at the head of a large insular alliance, and possessed, of

their own right, Pydna, Potidaea, Methone, together with Samos

and valuable conquests in the Thracian Chersonese.

From the accession of Philip to his first advance into Thessaly.

The rival states met in Euboea. In 358 b.c. the Thebans were

in possession of the island. Moved by a sudden impulse the

Athenians resolved to assert their claims. Volunteers took upon

themselves the trierarchies.^ In five days an expedition was pre-

pared : in thirty days the Thebans were compelled to evacuate all

Euboea, which then joined the Athenian confederacy, sending

members to the synod and subsidies to the common fund.

Athens was now at her zenith. But a rapid declension fol-

lowed in the next five years, to which two causes mainly con-

tributed.

The first was the Social War (357-355 b.c). Athens had

selfishly appropriated to her own citizens the acquisitions made by

the help of her allies ; her own contingents had consisted of mer-

cenaries, whose employment led to extortion and rapine. She had

also robbed Byzantium of its port dues. Chios, as oligarchical,

had never been in full sympathy with her. The Carian prince,

Mausolus, established an oligarchy at Rhodes, and occupied Cos.

* See note on § 102 of this Speech.
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These four states seceded. Athens, in her attempts to reclaim

them by force, was unfortunate. She met with repulses at Chios

and at Byzantium, and lost the services of her best commanders

—

the gallant Chabrias having been killed at Samos ; and Timotheus

fined, Iphicrates driven into retirement, on the representations of

their less competent colleague Chares. In 355 b.c. the threat of

Persian interference brought the war to an end, and Athens

recognised the independence of the seceding cities.

The second cause, operating simultaneously with the Social

War, and furthered by the distraction of Athenian activity which

that occasioned, was the aggression of Philip.

As an hostage for the amity of Macedon, he had spent some years at

Thebes, and had there enjoyed the example and society of Pelopidas

and Epaminondas. The death of his brother Perdiccas forced

him, amid a crowd of competitors, to the Macedonian throne

(359 B-c) in his twenty-fourth year. During the earlier portion of

his reign he had, again and again, to meet in battle or to treat with

his traditionary enemies and neighbours in Thrace, Illyria, and

Paeonia.

He first came into contact with the Athenians as the supporters

of Argaeus, a rival to the Macedonian sceptre. To them he

offered Amphipolis, the * jewel of their old empire,' which they had

for more than sixty years longed to regain ; and, when he crushed

Argaeus, he sent home the Athenian volunteers who had served

under that pretender, with the kindest treatment and the most

friendly off'ers. Peace was concluded between Macedon and

Athens ; but the latter power, perhaps owing to her occupations

in the Chersonese, neglected Amphipolis for more than a year.

In the meantime Philip had grown strong in his relations with

the neighbouring inland nations. At the end of the year 358 b.c.

he laid siege to Amphipolis, which indeed had belonged to him as

little as to the Athenians. The people of Amphipolis besought

Athenian help. Philip, on the other hand, declared that he desired

the possession of that city in order to complete its surrender to

Athens ; and Athens, with a fatal credulity, believed him. Philip

then achieved its capture—an achievement that gave him the

auriferous regions of Pangaeus, worth, as he worked them, a thou-

sand talents annually. Deluding Athens with assurances, never to
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be fulfilled, he further led her, thanks to the gold he had now begun

to employ as a diplomatic agent, and through the mouthpiece of

Athenian speakers (who talked mysteriously of his willingness to

exchange Amphipolis for the once-Macedonian Pydna), to reject

a proffered alliance with Olynthus, now—after emancipation from

Sparta—the head of a union of thirty-four cities. His next step

was to propitiate Olynthus by the present of the district of

Anthemus, and subsequently of the important Potidaea. Pydna he

took for himself (356 b.c), and henceforward considered himself

free from any obligations to Athens in the matter of Amphipolis.

Such were the beginnings of the ' war about AmphipoHs/ which

lasted for some twelve years (till 346 b.c), without any formal

peace. Athens was obstructed by her own negligence, by the re-

luctance of her citizens to serve in person, and by the misconduct

of her mercenaries (owing largely to her own failure in their pay-

ment), as well as by the Social War. Chares, indeed, for a time

obtained some successes in the Hellespont, and obliged the

Thracian prince Cersobleptes to become an Athenian ally, sur-

rendering all his possessions in the Chersonese except Cardia.

On the other hand Philip besieged Methone, the last stand-

point of Athens on the Macedonian coast, and captured it

353 B-c.

Thebes, also, in the interval, had fallen into trouble. Soon

after Leuctra she had revived the long dormant Amphictyonic

Council,^ and, by her influence among the representatives of the

northern tribes who formed a majority in that Council, had caused

a heavy fine to be inflicted on the Lacedaemonians for their seizure

of the Cadmea. In 357 b.c. she succeeded in obtaining a similar

sentence against the Phocians, towards whom she had for six

or seven years entertained grudges, on account of an alleged

sacrilegious trespass on the demesne of Apollo. Neither fine, of

course, was paid. In the latter case, the Phocians, as defaulters,

were doomed by the Council to elimination. In response,

Phocis, roused by Philomelus, seized Delphi, once part of the

Phocian estate, and defeated an assault of Amphissian Locrians.

Thus began the Sacred War, which paved Philip's way to the

mastery over Hellas. The Thebans, together with the northern

^ See note on this Speech, § 143.

b
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Amphictyonic tribes, took arms against Phocis : Athens and Sparta

gave her promises of help, but, as it proved—owing perhaps, later,

to the impious malappropriation of the Delphic treasures by the

Phocian commanders—gave little more than promises. Chequered

campaigns, lasting over several yaers, ensued. Philomelus, on his

death, was succeeded by Onomarchus, who made himself master

of the district of Thermopylae and allied himself with Lycophron,

the new despot of Pherae. Lycophron's foes, the Aleuads, or

ancient houses of Thessaly, provoked by his encroachments, were

instigated by Eudicus and Simus, of Larissa, to solicit the help of

Philip, who was now (353 b.c.) at Methone.

Philip marched into Thessaly, and took Pagasae—an Athenian

fleet arriving too late to save that port—and defeated Phayllus,

brother and subordinate of Onomarchus. On the arrival, however,

of Onomarchus in person, he was twice defeated by the Phocian

commander, and withdrew—in his own words ' retiring, like a

battering-ram, to be more terrible in his return'—to his own

kingdom.

From the beginning of Demosthenes public life to the end of the

Olynthiac war.

In the interval, the Phocians were at the high flood of their

fortunes, the Thebans at a low ebb. Sparta, catching at the oppor-

tunity, tried to reassert herself in Messenia and Arcadia. Envoys,

laden with alluring promises, were sent by her to Athens, and were

there met by a rival embassy from Megalopolis.

The debate in the Athenian assembly was hot, and Demosthenes

took part in it. His general principle, in the oration pro Megalo-

politanis, was that both Sparta and Thebes should be kept weak,

and he recommended that Athens herself should assume the pro-

tectorate of Arcadia, in place of Thebes, maintaining the inde-

pendence of Megalopolis against Lacedaemon. His advice, however,

does not seem to have prevailed, as nothing was done in the

matter.

He had begun public life the year before (354 b.c.) by a speech,

de Symmoriis, on the occasion of a panic caused by rumours of a

Persian invasion ; and he had struck the same keynote in which his
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subsequent speeches, the Philippics and Olynthiacs, are written.

At present, he said, Athens had no grounds for fear, but must bestir

herself. As the traditionary champion of Pan-Hellenic liberty,

she must be prepared for emergencies. Then followed definite

suggestions for the improvement of her means and forces. This

first speech is marked by strong patriotism, by appeals to his

country to act up to her noblest past, by a thorough grasp of the

situation, and by practical wisdom. It also contained some very

plain-speaking about the political failings of his countrymen, and

these were serious.

The Athenian citizen had wholly changed from the type eulo-

gised by Pericles. * Pugnacity, Pan-Hellenic championship, and

the love of adventure, had died within him ' (Grote). They had

been succeeded by a home-keeping spirit, a love of the pleasures

of city life, the taste for trade, and a constraining indisposition for

the burdens of personal military service, made worse by a back-

wardness even to pay for substitutes. Owing to the decline of the

'citizen mihtia,' soldiership had become a profession, filled by

adventurers, penniless, hopeless, and homeless. These roving

mercenaries, for whom there was now little oudet in the way of

emigration, were a misfortune to the whole of Greece. At Athens,

apathy and the aversion to a vigorous foreign policy fostered the

growth of a peace-at-any-price party, led by the orator Eubulus,

and the ' perpetual general ' Phocion, a blunt, sarcastic man, re-

spected universally for his integrity, but a pronounced pessimist.

Such an Athens was soon to be brought into conflict with

Philip. In neither of the above orations is he even named by

Demosthenes
;
yet he had already created, out of the excellent raw

material found in the poor and rude shepherds of Macedonia, a

large standing army, continually exercised in the field of battle, and

organised with a splendid military genius which had been trained -

in the school of Epaminondas.

The Thebans had taken the field again, but had suffered re-

verses at the hands of Onomarchus, who captured Coronea, when

Philip re-appeared in arms in Thessaly. He proclaimed that he

was come to destroy Pheraean tyranny, to administer vengeance on

Phocian impiety, and to restore to the Amphictyons their Pylaean

synod. He was joined by the Thessalians at large. Onomarchus

b2
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united with Lycophron, and a battle took place (352 b.c.) near

Pagasae, in sight of an Athenian fleet which lay off the coast.

The forces of Onomarchus were routed with great slaughter, their

commander himself being among the slain ; and the defeat was

followed by the expulsion of Lycophron, who transferred his mer-

cenaries to Phocis. Philip then besieged and took Pagasae,

Athenian help coming to the relief too late, and marched south-

wards to Thermopylae. There, by an extraordinary effort, the

Athenians, under Nausicles, had already manned the Pass. They

were supported later by auxiliaries from Sparta and Achaea ; and

Philip found himself obliged to retreat. So southern Greece was

saved for the moment. But Philip soon made himself master' of

Thessaly (352-350 b.c). He had also acquired a considerable

naval power ; and, v/hile he himself passed northwards to carry on

aggressive operations in Thrace, his flying squadrons descended

on the Athenian islands, on Euboea, even on the coast of Mara-

thon (where they made prize of a sacred galley), and did incalculable

damage to Athenian commerce.

Phayllus continued the war against Thebes with varying success.

On his death (351 b.c.) he was succeeded by Phalaecus. The scene

was for a time changed to the Peloponnese, where the Phocians

assisted Lacedaemon against Arcadia and Messene, the latter rein-

forced by Theban troops ; but no result ensued, except an increase

of ill-feeling on either side. As the campaigns proceeded under

Phalaecus, Phocis was ravaged. Pangs of remorse, made keener

as the Delphic treasures were becoming exhausted, arose in that

country; and Phalaecus fell into disfavour. Still Phocis retained

her hold upon Boeotia ; and Thebes grew impoverished both in

men and means, owing to the protraction of the war.

Philip was now recognised as formidable by Greece at large.

Irritation at his successes was especially felt by Athens, the principal

victim of his depredations, but issued in nothing more than the

despatch of feeble mercenary expeditions and incessant complaints

against the failures of the generals. When news came, at the end

of 352 B.C., that the Macedonian king was attacking Heraeon-

Teichos, in the close neighbourhood of the Athenian possessions

in the Chersonese, preparations were, indeed, begun for a great

armament ; but the news of his sickness and rumours of his death
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led to a relaxation of the eifort. It was now that Demosthenes

delivered his first Philippic. He recognised the danger to be ap-

prehended from Macedon, but saw that there was yet time to pre-

vent it. After showing that the late humiliations of Athens were

due to the culpable negligence of her citizens, who acted in strange

contrast with the unresting vigour of the enemy, he proposed the

formation of two great forces, one for continuous operations,

having its headquarters at some convenient centre in the Aegean,

the other to be kept as a reserve at home, but ready to move at a

moment's notice ; and he exhibited a financial scheme by which

the necessary funds could be provided. Above all, he insisted on

the personal service of a large proportion of Athenian citizens.

Probably he had against him the elder statesmen who belonged

to the peace party, and perhaps, by this time, paid agents of

Philip. At any rate, all the action taken was to send out a

ridiculously small and ill-provided fleet, under the mercenary chief

Charidemus.

The years 352-347 b.c. witnessed an advance of the Macedonian

power as rapid and deadly as it had been unexpected. Philip was

absent himself from Greece, during the earlier portion, at least, of

this period ; but his officers were active, and his gold omnipresent.

Great as a general, he was greater as a diplomatist. He had a

keen eye for the internal dissensions of his enemies, and a skilful

hand in fomenting them. It may perhaps be said that, after his

first success against the Phocians, he never attacked a city in which

there was not already an organised minority politically and person-

ally interested in his cause. No town was impregnable, he said

himself, to which an ass, laden with gold, could climb. . To his

credit, on attaining his objects, he generally showed scant courtesy

to such unpatriotic servants of his ambition.

These years were especially disastrous to Athens in her relations

with Chalcidice and Euboea.

Olynthus had seceded from her anti-Athenian alliance with

Philip in 352 b.c. Philip did not begin serious operations against

the Olynthiac Confederacy till 350 b.c. But by 347 b.c his seduc-

tions and his armies had laid in ruins thirty-two free Greek cities.

Demosthenes delivered his Olynthiac Orations (350 b.c) after

his city had united with Olynthus. The order of these speeches
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is uncertain. Grote makes that which is numbered II in the

editions first in time. In this oration Demosthenes dwelt on the

importance of the Olynthiac alliance, and pointed out signs and

germs of decay in Philip's power : yet, on the other hand, he

insisted that Athens must reform her finances, and every citizen

do his duty to the full. Demosthenes, it must be remembered, was

still ' in opposition,' and no steps were taken by the city. Before the

delivery of what is, probably, the next speech, (numbered I), things

had grown worse for Chalcidice. Demosthenes now vehemently

demanded that help should be sent to Olynthus, and that Philip

should also be attacked at home. If the Theoric fund could not

be touched, then extraordinary subscriptions must be raised—for

money must be had—and must be supplemented by personal ser-

vice. At this juncture, mercenaries were sent by Athens to Chal-

cidice, and achieved some successes there, which flattered Athenian

pride, and threatened to confirm Athenian inaction. In the third

Olynthiac (III) Demosthenes warned his countrymen not to be

deluded—Philip was not beaten yet—and he even ventured to

advise distinctly the diversion of the Theoric fund from holiday

purposes to more serious needs. This speech must have been as

unpopular as it is splendid. As before, Athenians were deaf to

their best adviser.

Macedonian influence in Euboea was won mainly by intrigue,

beginning 349 b.c. Disturbances at Eretria drew the Athenians

thither, under Phocion, who found himself surrounded by treachery.

The bad faith of Callias of Chalcis, in particular, led him into straits

at Tamynae, from which his troops only extricated themselves by

signal valour. A further expedition was accompanied by Demos-

thenes—who had strongly disapproved of the first, his non-parti-

cipation in which had, indeed, laid him open to a charge of^.
Euboea, however, continued unfriendly to Athens, in spite of

the great effbrts made by the latter, during the next two years, to

regain her position in the island. Similar efl"orts were made to

help Olynthus—a decree was even passed, though afterwards in-

validated, to apply the Theoric fund to the purposes of war

—

with similar non-success. The Macedonian arms (348-347 b.c.)

' finished the business of Olynthus,* most thoroughly. Exiles, and
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trains of enslaved captives, from Chalcidice, were sights common in

southern Greece, and excited both pity and indignation. PhiHp

himself was triumphant, and held, in his own kingdom, a grand

Olympic festival, at which rewards, gifts, and favours were lavishly

distributed.

Events leading to the Peace 0/ Philocrates, and its

consequences.

Among the captives taken and retained in the Olynthiac war by

the Macedonian generals were Athenian citizens of importance

;

and the private petitions and general desire for their restoration

raised much emotion in the assemblies of Athens 347 b.c. More

than this, her Aegean possessions were threatened; and the

feeling thus aroused was embittered by all the wrong-doings of

Macedon during a war now extending over some twelve years.

So, for a moment, even the peace party woke up. Envoys were

sent throughout Hellas, especially in the Peloponnese, to raise a

crusade against Philip. Among them, Aeschines (now a soldier of

repute, with distinctions won at Phlius, Mantinea, Tamynae, and a

rising orator) went to Megalopolis. Here, he declares, his elo-

quence was thwarted by Philip's creatures, especially one Hierony-

mus ; and his experience was probably typical. The gold-mines

of Philippi had pushed their products throughout the independent

cities of Greece: political selfishness and shortsightedness still

reigned in these : and Athens found that no active cooperation of

the Greeks at large, even against a common enemy, could be hoped

for. Peace, therefore, seemed to be a necessity. It was preached

by Eubulus and by Aeschines. Isocrates had even begun to accept

Philip as the arbiter of the destinies of Greece, and to urge him to

proceed in the name of all Hellas to the extermination of the ancient

foe, Persia. Demosthenes was helpless to stem such a tide of feeling,

and was obliged to acquiesce. On his return from Euboea he

had become a member of the senate, and as such, certain formal

duties fell on him which were afterwards made grounds of un-

founded accusation against him.

Further inducements towards a reconciliation with Macedonia

supervened. Philip seems always to have entertained a kindly
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feeling towards Athens, due probably to a respect for her past

glories, and, still more, to his appreciation of her eminence in

letters and in art; and he Avas on terms of friendship with her

leading actors and philosophers. He was not a man to be carried

out of his way by sentiment: indeed he appropriated Athenian

possessions, whenever they stood in his path, or promised him

advantage, without hesitation. But, his ends secured, he always

sought, by every courtesy that political exigencies allowed, to show

a good-will to Athens which was in marked contrast to his treat-

ment of other, even Hellenic, states and cities. When other

motives coincided with this feeling of regard, his amiability towards

Athens was profuse. Some instances of the sort, occurring at the

present conjuncture, helped very much to bring about his politic

peace.

Peace had already been mooted, in 348 b.c, by envoys from

Euboea to Athens, who made it their business to communicate the

good dispositions of Philip. A certain Athenian citizen, Phrynon,

who had been captured at sea by a Macedonian cruiser during the

Olympiac truce, and had been obliged to purchase his deliverance,

obtained from the Assembly a deputy, Ctesiphon, to go with him

to reclaim his ransom: they returned successful, and both were

loud in the praises of the Macedonian king. Philocrates, the prime

mover in all the subsequent negotiations, passed a decree which

gave Philip permission to send a herald and envoys; and, in a

prosecution which was brought against him, he was acquitted by

the advocacy of Demosthenes, who was probably unaware, as yet,

of the corrupt Philippism of his client. Philip did not avail himself

of the decree, waiting for a better opportunity. Next year the

actor Aristodemus, sent to treat for the restoration of the Athenian

captives, came back, accompanied by a citizen of note, latrocles,

whose release had been granted without ransom ; and formally

announced, both before the senate and in the assembly, Philip's

friendliness towards the city, and his desire not only for peace but

also alliance with her.

Simultaneously, or soon after, the total failure of the missions

to the Peloponnese was learnt. News came of the growing im-

poverishment and the internal dissensions of Phocis, the latter

resulting in the formal deposition of Phalaecus ; who nevertheless,
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as a matter of fact, retained command of the forces lying in Locris.

Attempts that had been made by Athens to form a union with

Thebes Avere also fruitless. Worse than all, the Thebans, worn out

by the long Sacred War, took a most fatal step—fatal eventually,

not only to themselves, but to the independence of all Hellas—and

called in the aid, which was only too readily granted, and only too

near at hand, of Philip. When, on this, Phocis cried for succour,

the insubordinate Phalaecus rejected with insults the support

which promptly reached him from Athens and Sparta.

Still Philip dared not try the Pass of Thermopylae. He might

hope to do so with success if he could but secure the neutrality of

Athens, and so have the Phocians alone left in the field against

him. Desire for rest on the part of the Athenians, anxiety for

their countrymen who remained in captivity, their lack of allies,

their besetting improvidence, and the shameless corruption and

startling mendacity of some of their leading men, all worked

together for him, and he achieved the notorious Peace of Philo-

CRATES (346 B.C.).

The incidents of the conclusion of this peace led three years

later to the trial ' Concerning the Dishonest Embassy' ( r^y€€), on which Acschines won a bare acquittal against the

charges of Demosthenes. The orators contradict one another in

many respects, and Aeschines' speech is seriously inconsistent

vith his oration * Against Ctesiphon* on the later trial ' Concerning

the Crown.' As, in the year 343 b.c, Philocrates was under dis-

grace and an exile, and renewed irritation against Philip had lifted

the Avar party into the ascendant at Athens, it was to the interest of

both orators to clear themselves of responsibility for the peace,

and of complicity with Philocrates : this they do, each accusing

the other of venality and treachery. Hence the history of the

peace is hard to discover in its completeness. For the present

purpose, however, it is enough to state the main and admitted

facts.

At the close of 347 b.c, on the motion of Philocrates, ten Athenian

envoys were sent to ascertain the mind of Philip. These were

Philocrates, Ctesiphon, Phrynon, latrocles, Aristodemus—already

partisans of Philip— Dercyllus, Cimon, Nausicles, Aeschines,

Demosthenes. A courteous reception awaited the ambassadors at
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Pella, where they addressed Philip in turn. Aeschines declares

that Demosthenes, who had made himself disagreeable during all

the journey, broke down in his speech, while he himself made a

great oration, which, if we accept his own account of it, was of a

character remarkably inappropriate under the circumstances. At

any rate, the rivalry of the two orators arose on this first embassy.

Philip made his response, to the effect that he was willing to con-

tract a peace, each party to remain /;/ statu quo ; and at once started

for Thrace, against Cersobleptes, on the day on which he dismissed

the envoys, instructing representatives of his own to proceed without

delay to Athens. The envoys brought home with them a letter

from PhiUp, couched in most amicable terms, and containing in-

definite promises of good services to be done by him hereafter.

Some of the envoys, in the account of their proceedings, took

occasion to dwell on the hospitality, grace, and accomplishments

of the Macedonian prince.

In the month of Elaphebolion 346 b.c. the Macedonian pleni-

potentiaries, Antipater, Parmenio, and Eurylochus, arrived. On the

1 8th, Philocrates moved a decree, accepting the terms of peace

between Philip and his allies on the one part, Athens and her allies

on the other ; but with a clause excluding the Phocians. To this

clause strong objections were raised, and it was omitted when,

next day, the decree was passed. The difficulty still remained, as

Antipater would not tender the oaths to the Phocian deputies, and

Athens would not renounce her old allies. In a few days, how-

ever, the obstacle was surmounted. The means employed were

marvellous. Philocrates, and Aeschines (who now can only be

looked upon as a corrupt agent of Macedon), had the effrontery

to affirm that the exclusion of Phocis was a mere form, necessitated

by Philip's Theban alliance. In reality PhiUp was anti-Theban,

and would declare himself very shortly. Phocian interests would

be safe in his hands. The Macedonian generals tacitly encouraged

the .delusion, ^y so gross and palpable a lie did the people of

Athens, in the thirst for repose and with selfish blindness, allow

themselves to be persuaded ! A suggestion of the synod of the allies

present at the time, to the effect that all Hellenic states, which

chose to do so within three months, should be enabled to subscribe

their names on the instrument, was neglected. By the 25th, Athens
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took the oaths ratifying, not only peace, but alliance with Philip, in

her own name and independently. Thus the Phocians were

practically, though not formally, excluded.

In all this Demosthenes, however reluctantly, acquiesced. But

he did his utmost to save his country from worse humiliation. On
the 25th, an embassy, consisting of the same members as before,

had been instructed to go at once, wherever Philip might be, and

administer the oaths to him. As each party to the treaty was to

retain the possessions held at the time of its ratification, haste

was all important, in order to stop Philip from further con-

quests. His activity was indicated by the news, received next day,

of his capture of the Sacred Mountain in Thrace, close to the

Chersonese.

Still, on the 3rd of the next month, Munychion, the ambassa-

dors—ail by now, probably, partisans of Philip, except Demosthenes,

who had taken the duty with great unwillingness—had not moved.

Demosthenes procured a further decree, commanding the utmost

despatch. Yet his colleagues, by constant delay, and by waiting

at Pella, wasted fifty days, after leaving Attica, before they saw

Philip. He had then returned, the conqueror of Thrace, to his

capital ; where other envoys, also, from Thebes, Sparta, Euboea,

Phocis, awaited him, and a great Macedonian army was gathered.

Still he was not pressed to take the oaths by the Athenian

ambassadors, who discussed other matters with him, and sent

home utterly fallacious reports. Demosthenes protested in vain.

So great was the breach betw^een him and his colleagues that

he would have gone away had he not been prevented. Philip

met the demands, and kept alive the hopes, of all parties by de-

lusive assurances, and began his southward march. On reaching

Pherae, he submitted to be sworn, publicly excluding the Phocians,

but including his newly-created allies in Thrace. The ambas-

sadors reached Athens on the 13th Scirophorion, seventy-six days

after the date of the original decree passed to despatch them on

their mission. Demosthenes instantly accused his fellow-envoys

before the Senate, and made that body so sensible of the mag-

nitude of the immediate danger, that it framed a measure of de-

fence to be submitted to the assembly on the i6th. On that day,

before business could be commenced, Aeschines rose, and allayed
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the fears which the vicinity of Philip, now within three days' march

ofThermopylae, had awaked, by a speech full of glowing promises,

both explicit and vague, which met every political desire enter-

tained at Athens. Demosthenes was hooted and laughed down.

A cleverly-worded letter of Philip was read, to be followed imme-

diately by two others in the same vein, inviting Athenian forces

to join him at Thermopylae. No troops were sent, but a decree

was carried by Philocrates, giving Philip every moral support.

Once more the same ten ambassadors were appointed, to convey

this decree to Philip : Demosthenes, however, refused to go, and

Aeschines made an excuse of illness to stay behind ; so others

took their places.

Scarcely had these envoys reached Chalcis when they heard

terrible news. Phalaecus, informed that no help would come from

Athens, had made terms for himself and his troops, and sur-

rendered the Pass on the 23rd ; and all the towns of Phocis had

hastened to offer their submission. Philip had joined forces

with Thebes, and proclaimed a policy wholly in the Theban

interest. The tidings reached Athens on the 27th, and panic

efforts were made for defence against an anticipated invasion.

These apprehensions were lulled by professions of good faith

received from Philip, and by the long-desired restoration of the

Athenian citizens, who had been captured at Olynthus, to their

homes : but nothing could remove the indignation and chagrin of

the Athenians at the loss of their hopes, and the ignominious

failure of an ignoble policy.

Aeschines now plucked up strength to travel, and was even well

enough to assist at the solemnities and festivities, with which the

close of the Sacred War was celebrated by the Thebans, Thessa-

lians, and Macedonians in Phocis. There Philip was master : he

commanded a great allied army, and was venerated as the defender

of religion, victorious without striking a blow. After placing

the temple of Apollo once more in the hands of the Delphians, he

convened the Amphictyonic Council, which had not met for ten

years. The Amphictyons showed their gratitude to Philip by

electing him member of the Sacred League, and investing him

with the votes which they took from the excommunicated Phocians.

They proceeded to fix and pronounce the doom of that unhappy
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people, of whom such as possessed the means had already gone

into exile with Phalaecus, or sought asylum. The sentence was

hard. The Phocian cities were to be razed to the ground; the

inhabitants to be disarmed and dispersed among small hamlets, the

size and situation of which were regulated by severe restrictions.

They were still allowed to till most of their lands, subject however

to an annual fine of fifty talents, to be paid to the god at Delphi.

The execution of this sentence was left to old and bitter enemies,

such as the Thebans and Thessalians, who committed atrocious

excesses of butchery and rapine in its name. For years afterwards

Phocis was a spectacle that filled the traveller with awe and pity.

Ruins of houses and walls lay among starved fields. It was a

land where you could not meet a man in the prime of life—only

old men and women and a few little children, whose misery no

words could express.

From the renewal of hosiilities to Chaeronea.

Thebes had little solid reason for self-congratulation. Her

vengeance, perhaps, was satisfied ; certainly a long and harassing

war was over ; and something of her old pre-eminence in Boeotia

was restored. But her victory was, in a political sense, Cadmean.

She was utterly dwarfed and obscured by the magnitude and

splendour of the position of Philip. He showed no inclination to

retire. He held, in Thermopylae, the keys of Greece, and he

never relinquished them. While he strengthened himself, nearer

home, by a reorganisation of Thessaly, and by vigorous move-

ments against his more northern neighbours, he was incessantly

and ubiquitously active, especially in intrigue, throughout the

whole of Hellas. Everywhere his partisans grew into parties.

Greece was divided ; and no recombination was conceivably

possible, except under the leadership of Athens.

At Athens, indeed, Philocrates had preached peace when there

was no peace. His treaty lasted, formally, from 346 to 340 b.c,

— practically, for a period to be measured in weeks rather than

years. At the outset, only such prudent advice as that of

Demosthenes in the speech ' Concerning the Peace * ( t^s

(, when he counselled his countrymen not to 'fight the
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world for the shadow at Delphi,' prevented a downright refusal to

recognise Philip as member, and protector, of the Amphictyonic

league. But Philip's restless aggression soon caused hostilities to

recommence. The details of these are not known,—in fact our

only knowledge of the period is gathered from the various speeches

of Demosthenes and ^schines,—but we need only mark the chief

incidents.

The star of Demosthenes began to rise in the dark hour of

Athens. He had, indeed, for years before, shown the strong

light of truth : but the truth had been disagreeable, and had been

without potency. Now his influence became felt. The exact

occasion of his second Philippic is unknown. It was delivered

344-343 B.C., and is, in form, an answer to deputations from

the Peloponnese, where Philip's machinations had been busy,

especially among the Messenians. Demosthenes declares, most

definitely, that Philip's ultimate aims were against the City. The

only safeguard was contained in the one word, which he had lately,

as envoy, tried to inculcate in the Peloponnese, and that was

'Distrust.' Let Athens call to account those who had inveigled

her with strange promises, so strangely falsified ; and, henceforth,

keep watch and ward. Demosthenes' eloquence was felt even by

Philip, who sent to Athens a powerful Macedonian orator, Pytho,

to counteract it. Pytho carried the day with suggested alterations

of the terms of peace ; but, in the end, nothing came of these.

The rapid spread of Philippism ^ drove Athens first to defensive

measures. She garrisoned her frontier, and secured IVIegara.

Later, she expelled from Oreus and Eretria the tyrants whom
Philip had established there, and created an independent Euboeic

league, of which the most prominent member was CalUas, of

Chalcis, now a vigorous opponent of Macedon.

Open hostilities now began in the region of the North Aegean.

Philip caused great offence by laying hands on Halonnesus

(343 B.C.). His offers to give the island to Athens were rejected

:

he must give it back. The quarrel lasted for two years, until,

in 341 B.C., the island was appropriated by the Peparethians.

Resenting this, Philip sacked Peparethus, and was guilty of great

cruelties there.

^ See the list of traitors given in the Speech below, § 295.
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In 342-341 B.C., Philip was in Thrace, evidently preparing his

way for the acquisition of the important positions in the Cher-

sonese. His ally, Cardia, refused to accept any portion of a

number of Athenian settlers who had arrived under the command

of the general Diopithes. Proffered arbitration in the dispute was

declined by Athens, who could not so lightly abdicate her

sovereignty in the peninsula. Diopithes, among other military

movements, raided in the Macedonian districts of Thrace, and

made good his return to the Chersonese before Philip could reach

him. Philip sent serious complaints to Athens, where his

creatures tried to procure the recall of Diopithes. This was

prevented by Demosthenes. In the two Speeches, 'Concerning

the affairs of the Chersonese * ( eV ^), and

' Against Philip ' { ), delivered at the end of

341 B.C., he declared that the peace had never been carried out,

and had long ago been broken, on the part of the Macedonian,

whom he denounced as the dangerous foe both of Athens and of

Hellas; and, most emphatically, he gave his sentence for open

war. He had already gone on missions to the Peloponnese and

to Western Greece. Now he went as envoy to Byzantium, where,

by rare eloquence and diplomatic skill, he broke down the barrier

of ill-feeling which had stood and grown, for nearly fifteen years,

between Athens and the Byzantines, and won their alliance, as

well as that of their neighbours, the Perinthians. Philip, in response,

besieged Perinthus, ravaged the Chersonese, and dispatched

cruisers to scour the Aegean. At length Athens, formally de-

clared war ; and Philip did the same, in a long manifesto preserved

among the speeches of Demosthenes (340 b.c).

The siege of Perinthus was memorable for the magnitude of the

attacking forces and the obstinacy of the defence. Relief came in

the shape of a joint expedition of Athenians, Byzantines, and

Persians. Philip then tried to surprise Byzantium, but was dis-

lodged by an allied fleet under Phocion ; who pressed him from

point to point, and maintained a mastery over the whole sea.

These naval successes must have been largely due to the trierarchic

reform^ of Demosthenes (340 b.c). They won his city the admiration

^ See note on § 102 of this Speech.
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and gratitude of her allies ; and Demosthenes himself received a

public vote of thanks. At this juncture a peace is said, by Diodorus,

to have intervened ; but his statement is generally doubted. Philip,

at any rate, desisted from the personal conduct of the war, and

departed (339 b.c.) on his Scythian expedition.

Aeschines, during this period of Demosthenes' ascendancy, had

been comparatively idle, his chief interference in politics having

been a partially successful attempt to spoil the Trierarchic Law.

He now wrought a mischief such, that if he foresaw the conse-

quences—and only judicial blindness could have hid them from

him—he must rank among the arch-traitors of the world's history.

This was the kindling of a new Sacred War. As deputy in the

Amphictyonic Council, held at Delphi, in the spring of 339 b.c,

he accused the Amphissian Locrians of trespass on the demesne

of Apollo, rousing the Council to make a violent protest, and to

summon an extraordinary meeting of the members of the League

to confirm and carry out a sentence of condemnation on the

alleged off"enders.^ Athens, at first inclined to assist, took better

advice, and stood aloof; as did also Thebes. The operations of

the Amphictyonic army were feeble in the extreme. No doubt

they were intended to be so by the Macedonian agents, who
were engaged in the business. These men soon performed their

service, and procured that a call should be sent to Philip, as the

champion of the god.

Philip, thus invited, and having a clear road before him into the

heart of Greece, soon marched southwards. On the way, he

transferred Nicaea, one of the defences of Thermopylae, from

Theban to Thessalian hands. Then he directed his course to

Elatea, which he occupied, and began to rebuild the dismantled

fortifications. At the same time he sent to Thebes to announce

that his intentions were against Athens, and to ask for moral, if

not material, support. Thebes was the last obstacle in his path

—

indeed, unless she allowed him a passage through her territory, he

could not touch Attica, which the superiority of the Athenian

fleet rendered impregnable on the seaboard. As, however, Thebes

was still unfriendly to Athens, and had lately given proofs of her

* Details of these proceedings are given Aeschines Contra Ct. §§ 107 sqq.

(see below, p. xlii), and Demosthenes de Cor. §§145 sqq.
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enmity by rejecting repeated overtures from that city, he had little

doubt of carrying his point.

The alarm which was caused at Athens by the news of the

seizure of Elatea is described, in a famous passage, by Demo-

sthenes.^ The city was paralysed. He alone rose to the occasion,

which he had so long foreseen. Coming forward in the expectant

assembly, and generously forgetting to dwell on his neglected

prophecies, he pointed out what was to be done. This was to

arm, defend the frontiers, and once more send an embassy to

Thebes with offers of alliance on the most liberal terms. On this

embassy he went himself; and, in the face of enormous odds, in

spite of the old hatreds of the two cities, and in opposition to the

presence and proffers of representatives, not only from Philip but

from all his allies, he won the day by his eloquence. His speech,

unhappily, is not preserved.^ The alliance was immediately

consummated, and a Thebano-Athenian force was soon under

arms in Boeotia.

Of the ensuing war, which lasted nearly a year, we know little.

On the one hand, Philip appealed in vain to the Peloponnese ; but

succeeded in cutting to pieces a body of 10,000 mercenaries which

had been lent to Amphissa, and in carrying out his minor purpose

of punishing that state for her alleged sacrilege. On the other

hand, Demosthenes was indefatigable. He diverted the Theoric

fund, at last, to military purposes. His 'gaddings about' resulted

in the acquisition of allies and the collection of funds in many

parts of Hellas. The patriotic allies reconstituted Phocis, and

fortified Ambrysus. We hear, also, of two victories won by them,

in ' the winter battle,' and ' the batde by the river.' Demosthenes

received at home, on the motion of Demomeles and Hyperides,

the honour of a golden crown, which was proclaimed at the great

Dionysiac festival, March, 338 b.c. We hear, too, that Philip

attempted separate negotiations with Thebes, which were frustrated

by the orator.

But no diplomacy and no eloquence could compensate for the

military inferiority of most of the Greek troops and the incapacity

^ De Cor. §§169 sqq.

^ Kennedy feels its loss so much that he gives, from conjecture, a vigorous

sketch of what it ' may have been,' in his Appendix * Chaeronea.'
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of their commanders, when they met the veterans of Macedon led

by the greatest general since Epaminondas. The end soon came.

In August, 338 B.C., a pitched battle was fought at Chaeronea,

where, after a long and gallant resistance, the Greeks were utterly

routed. More than a thousand Athenians fell, and twice that

number were taken prisoners, while the losses of the other allies

must have been terrible.

Philip at once proceeded to inflict a heavy vengeance on Thebes

for her unexpected opposition. He sold the Theban captives

into slavery, banished or destroyed the leading citizens, set up an

oligarchy of Three Hundred, chiefly composed of exiles and

invested with absolute power, and stationed a Macedonian gar-

rison in the Cadmea. He then secured his hold on Western

Greece, and made a settlement of the Peloponnese. Sparta only,

as proud as she was helpless, refused to submit.

The news of the disaster had been received at Athens with the

keenest disappointment and grief; but these were quickly followed

by frenzied effbrts to place the city in a state of defence. The

fortifications were hurriedly repaired with material taken from

every quarter ; funds were gathered from the whole body of

citizens, and from the islands ; and a levy was called of all who

could bear arms. But Philip had no desire for the destruction

of Athens. He was satisfied to off"er terms of peace, through the

orator Demades. The prisoners should be returned without

ransom, and Oropus restored to Athens, if she would accept and

support the hegemony of Macedonia. To such conditions no

refusal was possible, and Athens, resigning herself to her humilia-

tion, accepted them.

A great congress of the Hellenic states was assembled at

Corinth the next year. Philip was recognised as the head of

Greece; and required contingents from each state for a grand

expedition against Persia. So the victor ' harnessed the Greeks

to his car,' in preparation for the conquest of the world.
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II.

The Trial.

Demosthenes, in spite of the utter failure of his policy to

maintain the dignity and independence of the city, still retained

the respect of his countrymen. In addition to his offices of

Treasurer of the Theoric Fund, and Conservator of the Walls, he

was appointed to the important duty of special Corn-Commissioner.

A still more marked and honourable distinction was that he was

selected to deliver the funeral oration over the ashes of those

who had died on the battle-fields of the late campaign. The

Macedonian party, indeed, assailed him with every possible means

of legal procedure, and, for a period, he was on his trial ' daily

and all ,day long.' But in every case the prosecution failed.

When 337-336 B.C. Ctesiphon proposed to confer on him a golden

crown, to be proclaimed at the coming Dionysiac festival, in

recognition of his public services and of a generous gift of three

talents, which he had made towards the recent repair of the

fortifications, his motion was passed by the Council of the Five

Hundred. But here Aeschines interposed, and preferred against

Ctesiphon an indictment for Breach of the Constitution, and the

proposal could not be proceeded with until this charge had been

tried. The trial did not take place for nearly seven years.

During these years the history of Greece, apart from her rela-

tions with Macedonia, of which indeed she was now merely a de-

pendent province, is little better than a blank. The assassination

of Philip, on the eve of his departure for Asia (336 b.c), was a

cause for thanksgiving to all true patriots, and kindled hopes of

liberation. These were dimmed by the promptitude of Alexander,

who instantaneously filled his father's place, and removed any

doubts of his ability to wield the Macedonian sceptre. Marching

at once into Greece, at the head of an overwhelming force, he

overawed all opposition, and, summoning a congress at Corinth,

obtained a convention, by which he secured to himself the pre-

rogatives before held by Philip, and laid down the conditions

which were to rule inter-Hellenic affairs. These conditions he,

c 2
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and his generals, soon commenced and continued to violate,

arousing a wide-spread discontent. In 335 b. c. he had left on

a northern expedition. No news had been heard of him for a

long time, and rumours grew that he had perished. The Thebans,

throwing off their oligarchy, blockaded the Macedonian garrison.

In this revolt they were encouraged by Demosthenes and other

Athenian statesmen, and aided by them with gold which had come

from Persia. Suddenly the existence of Alexander was announced

by his appearance in person in Boeotia. Thebes was invested.

The Thebans were too far committed to hope for reconciliation,

and so defied him. They met his assaults with the courage of

despair, but the city was stormed and wholly razed to the ground.

Six thousand Thebans were slain in the massacre which took place :

thirty thousand were sold into servitude. It is said that only the

house, and the descendants, of Pindar were spared. The Cadmea

was preserved as a Macedonian fort. The rest of Greece, was ter-

rified into humble submission. Alexander required the surrender

of ten Athenian public men, among whom Demosthenes was first

named, and it was with difficulty that he was persuaded to relax his

demand. Once again, in 330 b.c, soon after the final victory at

Arbela (331 b.c) had made Alexander lord of the East, the

Spartan king, Agis, took up the cause of freedom : but he was

defeated by Antipater, and died on the field the death of Leonidas.

In August 330 B.C. the trial 'concerning the Crown' at length

took place. The reasons for the delay are not evident. The

charge having effectually blocked Ctesiphon's motion was then,

perhaps, dropped, and was only revived when the triumph of

Macedonism offered Aeschines and his party a favourable oppor-

tunity to gratify old grudges. Or perhaps the continual uncertainty

of the success of Alexander in Asia, the occasional neighbourhood

of the Persian fleet, and the wide-felt sympathy with the hopes

and efforts of Thebes and Sparta, had hitherto reduced the likeli-

hood of obtaining a verdict in a large Athenian court. Certainly

former attempts to indict those who had proposed to honour

Demosthenes had signally failed, with serious loss to their authors
;

and a similar fate had fallen on such as had more lately attacked

the orator directly. On the other side, Demosthenes and his

friends could not venture to challenge the prosecution. Demades
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and Phocion were supreme in Athenian affairs, and the threatening

growth of Macedonian power obliged the patriotic party to keep

a prudent course.^

A contest, so long looked forward to, between the two greatest

living orators,—who were not only bitter rivals, but also represented

the two opposite policies which for twenty years had distracted

every Hellenic state,—who were now met, as was well known,

not so much to plead on points of local law, as to deal with

questions which had been, and still were, of the highest moment

to the Hellenic race,—woke the liveliest anticipation through the

whole of Greece, and drew to Athens, from all quarters, an un-

precedented concourse of hearers. At Athens itself every help

which party strength could lend had been laid under requisition.

Each orator was surrounded and supported by as many as possible

of his most influential advocates. After being solemnly sworn,

a full jury of five hundred dicasts took their seats in the court.

Rumours had gone abroad about the grand points which either

side would make. It was before the largest, most interested, and

most critical audience which ever came together, that Aeschines

rose for the prosecution.

The Speech of Aeschines.

Aeschines' argument was to the following effect :

—

Aeschines contra Ctesiphonte??i, §§ i-8. * I come here to vindicate

law against undue influence and wirepulling. Instead of the

orderly proceedings of the good old times, our assemblies are now

overruled by factious disorder. One only remedy, one only safe-

guard of your political liberties, lies in the indictment for Breach of

the Constitution. Let no pressure prevent you from applying this

remedy to-day and performing your high trust conscientiously.

^ Prof. Jebb, Att. Or. II. p. 400, says, ' In the spring of 330, probably, when

there were still hopes of the Spartans prevailing, the patriotic party were

emboldened to renew the bill of 337, now a dead letter. Aeschines was driven

into a comer. He must again give notice of his action, or the bill will become

law. And, having given notice, he must this time follow it up, or suffer the

public judgment to go against him by default.' This is a very attractive solu-

tion of the difficulty: but I cannot find authority for the statement, except

perhaps the last words of the Irepa iinoOcais (preceding this speech) which close

a passage that contains some very loose history.
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§§ 9-12. There has grown up a practice of nullifying the official

responsibility of public servants by anticipatory votes of thanks or

crowns, so that the court of Auditors cannot condemn an officer

without stultifying the people. At first magistrates were boldly

honoured before passing their scrutiny ; later, owing to a qualm of

conscience, proposers added the proviso ' on passing the scrutiny.'

Ctesiphon has taken the former and more lawless course.

§§ 13-16. He cannot evade me by saying that a selected repre-

seniative does not hold regular office^ but merely takes a charge

and ministration, and that the law speaks only of officers elected

by lot. As a fact, the law bids all publicly-chosen officers, all over-

seers of public works, and all who have presidential jurisdiction in

the law courts, to hold office, and register accounts thereof. Demo-

sthenes, as Conservator of the Walls, was an overseer of public

works, and had legal jurisdiction.

[Laws quoted.]

§§ 17-31. Nor will it avail Demosthenes to exclaim that there is

no scrutiny into acts of generous loyalty. The constitution makes

every public servant accountable—priest, trierarch, Areopagite,

senator—so strictly, that, during his accountability, he may not leave

the country, or change his family by adoption, or dispose of his

property, whether he has handled public moneys or not.

Besides, Demosthenes was Treasurer of the Theoric Fund.

This post, from the time of Eubulus down to the law of Hegemon,

absorbed the functions of the Clerk of the Exchequer and the Re-

ceiver-General, the maintenance of the Dockyard and Arsenal, the

province of the Commissioners of Roads, and almost every de-

partment of the administration.

[Decrees read in evidence 0/ Demosthenes' acts as Conservator of
the Walls?^

It will be equally futile to plead that Demosthenes was nominated

by his tribe. He was still a magistrate in the eye of the law.

[Laws read^

§§ 32-34. The proposed proclamation of the crown in the

theatre, also, was contrary to the law

[Law read.\
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which directs that crowns given by the Commons are to be pro-

claimed in the meeting-place of the Assembly, and those given by

the Council in the Council-hall ; but nowhere else.

§§ 35-48• The Dionysiac law, on which my opponents will

vainly rely, was framed to put an end to promiscuous proclama-

tions, in the theatre at the Dionysia, of emancipations, or crowns

given by tribes or demes, which had become both an abuse and

a nuisance. All these were abolished, and only crowns bestowed

by foreign states were allowed to be announced in the Theatre,

and even these were to be consecrated to Athene, while the pro-

clamation had to be sanctioned by the people of Athens.

§§ 49-50• Thirdly, the statement of Demosthenes' claim to dis-

tinction constitutes an illegality : for it is false, and tojsert

falsehoods in public bills or documents is expressly forbidden

by law!
~

§§ 51-57• Ii^ treating the life of Demosthenes I will not trouble

you with the stories, now too stale, of his scandalous behaviour in

connection with Demomeles, Cephisodotus, Midias. He himself

proposes, I believe, to make a fourfold division of his career,

comprising

—

Firstly^ the period of the war with Philip, concerning Amphi-

polis, down to the peace brought about by Philocrates and himself.

Secondly^ the period of the peace, down to his own violation

of it.

Thirdly^ the period of the war down to Chaeronea ; and

Fourthly^ the sequel down to to-day.

Then he will force me, will-I nill-I, to answer, in which of

these periods I impugn his conduct.

I answer you now, Demosthenes, in presence of the jurors, in

presence of our countrymen, in presence of all the Hellenes who

have concerned themselves to assist at this trial—and never on any

former occasion have so many congregated to witness a public

contest—I answer that I impeach all the_periods of youx_career,

according to your own division; and, please heaven and my
"JreHrersrirshall prove that the preservation of ^thens is due to

Providence^ and to the courtesy and moderation of those w^ho
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dealt with us, while of all our disasters Demosthenes has been the

guilty cause.

§§ 58-78. In the first period, you might have made peace in

common with the general body of the Hellenes—Athenian pre-

eminence to follow,—by waiting for the return of your embassies,

had it not been for the venalities of Demosthenes and Philocrates.

Do not be surprised at this charge, but listen with mathematical

impartiality to the facts. If I demonstrate that Demosthenes did

more than Philocrates to promote the peace, to flatter Philip and

his ambassadors, to prevent the united action of Hellas, and to

sacrifice Cersobleptes, then grant me that, in this portion at least

of his public hfe, he has not done well.

When Philocrates was put on trial for proposing the admission

of Philip's envoys, he was acquitted by the help of Demosthenes,

who then got into the senate, fraudulently, in order to support

him there. Philocrates' second motion, to send ambassadors to

invite plenipotentiaries from Philip, was carried ; and Demosthenes

was one of those who went. He returned the eulogist of peace

;

and proposed a safe-conduct for Philip's representatives. Philip

further planned, through the instrumentality of Demosthenes and

Philocrates, that, without waiting for the issue of your negotiations

with the other Hellenes, you should vote not a peace only but an

alliance, to the exclusion of Cersobleptes, against whom he was

marching: and these ends Demosthenes ' Philip's foe!' secured by

a sacrilegious hurrying on of your assemblies. Your allies, whom
I supported, proposed a treaty of peace only, open to the accept-

ance of any Hellene within three months. But at the second

assembly, on the morrow of the first, Demosthenes, usurping the

platform, declared that peace and alliance were indissoluble, and,

after a collusive questioning of Antipater, helped Philocrates

to carry the bill. Cersobleptes remained to be thrown over.

Philocrates inserted a clause confining the terms of the treaty to

the allies * who were present,' the Thracian king's envoy being

accidentally absent ; and Demosthenes put the question to the

vote. And this—mark—was before the second embassy.

Then Demosthenes went out of his way to procure seats of

honour for the Macedonian ambassadors at the theatre, attended
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them thither, and escorted them on their departure. This is the man
who had a pretended revelation of PhiHp's death, and came abroad

in holiday dress, though his only daughter had just been laid in

her grave ! Can such a parent be a patriot ?

§§ 79-83. In the second period we find Philocrates banished,

Demosthenes on a pedestal : how came the change ? Seeing

Philip in Phocis, Thebes too strong, and you panic-stricken, feeling

that the authors of the peace were in peril, excited further by a

private quarrel with Philocrates over the gold, and knowing himself

to be a coward—what was Demosthenes to do ? Treacherously

turnino^ round on his fellow-ambassadors, he indicted them, and

was then picked up by the war-parly -asu Uhe only incorruptible

man/ In their service he set himself to discover grievances

against Philip in connection with places hitherto unknown,

Serrium and the like ; bade you require, but forbade you to re-

ceive, envoys from him ; rejected his suggestion of arbitration, and

charged you not to take, but only r^-take, Halonnesus, which was

freely offered ; crowned the raiders who had followed Aristodemus

into Thessaly and Magnesia ; and so, at last, created the fatal war.

§§ 84-105. The Euboean and Theban alliances were 'walls of

bronze and adamant to Attica' ? Triple wrongs ! Look at them.

First, Euboea.

Callias, of Chalcis, ungrateful for our prompt and generous

rescue of Euboea from the grasp of Thebes, treacherously attempted

to exterminate our forces at Tamynae ; and only our own gallantry

saved us from the double disgrace of defeat at the hands of in-

feriors. Pardoned, again he strove to strengthen Euboea against

us for his own tyrannical ends, and became a friend of Philip.

Cast out by him, he sought, and deserted, Thebes. Thus exposed

to two fires, he formed the design of entrapping Athens in an

alliance ; and this he obtained, thanks to the ' tyrant-hater ' De-

mosthenes—who also, by his fine sentiments, relieved Chalcis of

her subsidy and her attendance at Athens, and waived the tribute

of ten talents due from Eretria and Oreus, forming, of all things,

an Euboean synod ! Callias carried his design by bringing news

of a wonderful Peloponnesian confederacy against Philip, ready

with *men, money, and ships ; and Demosthenes backed his tale,
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adding Acarnania and a promised hegemony of Athens, and lying

most circumstantially. Then jie produced his decree, longer than

the Iliad, emptier than his own speeches, or his own life, and

filled only with hopes that werejvain~and armaments that were

never to muster; and so you lost ten talents, getting in return

[Decree read?^

phantom fleets and forces. Demosthenes secured three talents for

the job, wringing the uttermost farthing from the impoverished

Oreites.

[Decree of Oreites read?^

This is Ctesiphon's ' patriot,' this his ' good man !'

§§ 106-136. The third and worst period comprises his sacrilege

against Delphi, and his ruinous alljgjicejwiiiLThebes.
~~"

^ ListeiTto an account of the destruction of the impious Cirrhaeans,

and the dedication of their lands to eternal desolation by Solon

and the Amphictyons. \Aeschines here gives ihe account^ Hear

the Oracle, the Oaths, and the Curse \which are here read]^

binding the Amphictyons to enforce the sentence for ever. In

spite of all this, the Amphissians tilled the land, rebuilt the port,

and exacted tolls, purchasing the home support of the deputies,

especially Demosthenes,—who showed strongly, in this instance,

that whatever private man, or potentate, or free community he

has to do with, he involves each of them in irremediable disasters.

When I went to Delphi, I found the Amphissians trumping up

an old charge against us, to flatter Thebes. I grew angry, de-

nounced their trespass vehemently [^Aeschi'nes here recounts his

speech'], and moved the Amphictyons to lay waste the violated

land anew. The president, Cottyphus, called a general assembly,

and the permanent officers were instructed to prepare a resolu-

tion. Demosthenes fraudulently prevented Athens from taking

action, and unhappy Thebes stood aloof. The other Amphictyons

proclaim war, under Cottyphus—Philip we must remember being

in Scythia—and the Amphissians are fined, but fail to pay. A
second war is begun, Philip having meanwhile returned.^ We

should have taken the leadership, and signs and portents from

heaven warned us to do so; but Demosthenes defied them, as he

defied the omens at Chaeronea, and courted our doom, ilence
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the strange dispensations of heaven in our time. Nothing un-

hoped, nothing unexpected, that we have not seen! We have

lived to starde posterity. The Persian king, breaker of moun-

tains, bridger of seas, who demanded earth and water from the

Hellenes, and claimed dominion from the rising to the setting sun,

fights now for mere life against the champion of Delphi. Thebes,

our neighbour Thebes, has in a single day been blotted out of

Hellas—^justly, perhaps, but her folly had no mere human origin.

The Spartans, so litde sinning, once leaders of the Hellenes, now

fling themselves on the mercy of AlexandfiL. ^Atheris,_th£_asylum,

the salvation of Greece, the courted of all^ now has to struggle for

the bare ^sgiJ AmL all this has _befallen us since Demosthenes

came forward. Is not thisJjhe„sinfuLjiian» ,,the bane oT nations,'

spoken of by the prophet Hesiod?

§§ 1 37-1 51• Though he claims the Theban alliance as won by

his own eloquence, many men, eminent, eloquent as he, and

closely bound to Thebes, who tried to bring it about before, failed,

but failed only through error of that city. It was Philip's advance

which drove the Thebans iotQ. your arms^,and_you helped them

before a word was uttere^_byJ[)emosthenes^ What he did was to

spoil the alliance in three^w_ays.__JFirst^_he_specially guaranteed all

BoeotiaTto^hebes^ and made us incur two-thirds of the expense,

yet enjoy no preeminence in the command—a fact you know but

neglect. Secondly, he transferred the seat of our government to

Thebes, turned autocrat, browbeat all opposition, embezzled pay,

and, by dividing our forces, sacrificed ten thousand mercenaries

at_Amphissa—thus playing into Philip's hands. Give villany

power, and a people suffers ! Thirdly, when Philip, aware of his

hazard, offered peace, and the experienced Boeotarchs were in-

cHned to treat with him, Demosthenes, jealous lest others should

finger Philip's gold—for life was intolerable, if there was a bribe

he did not share—swore by the statue of Athene, which we might

think Phidias designed specially for his perjuries, that he would

hale to prison, by the hair, any advocate of peace, and would ask

of Thebes a passage for Athenian troops to face the enemy alone.

Thus he shamed the Boeotarchs into the field. So, a generation

before, Cleophon led us to ruin.

§§ 152-158. Then he, the runaway, dared to pronounce the
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funeral oration over the men he had sent to their death ! Will you

forget them, and crown him ? Come with me, in imagination, to

the theatre. Fancy you see the herald advancing to make the

proclamation; and ask yourselves if the bereaved will shed as

many tears over the coming tragedy, as over the unkindness of the

City. What cultured Hellene will not suffer a pang, when he but re-

members that, in the good old times, the herald would bring forward

the children of the brave dead, clad in panoply, and, uttering his

soul-stirring words, conduct them to the seats of honour ? while

now, as he leads on the maker of orphans—no ! Truth will ring

through his formula, crying that here we give a crown of virtue to

a villain, a crown of valour to a coward ! Men of Athens, erect

not a trophy against yourselves by the altar of Dionysus ! Convict

not the people of madness ! Do not rend the hearts of the

Theban exiles whom you shelter ! Picture their sufferings—the

sack of their city, the demolition of their walls, the burning of their

homes. See wives and children dragged to slavery, old men and

old women too late unlearning freedom, all supplicating you, in

tears of agony and wrath, not to crown the bane of Greece, whose

counsel has ever brought ruin ! Shall a ferryman who has but

once lost ajboat be dismissed^jet he w.ho.has wrecked all Hellas

sJilLpilot-youjL State ?

§§ 159-167. After Chaeronea he fled in a trireme; but was

recalled by tidings of Athens' escape from destruction. For a

time he lived in obscurity. Philip's death brought him out exultant.

'Alexander was Margites, would stay in Macedon and philosophize.

Valour wants blood.' Yet he dared not perform his duty as am-

bassador to this Alexander in the camp at Thebes, but made dis-

graceful terms with him through a low boy, Aristion. He had three

further chances of showing his warlike temper against Alexander.

One, when that prince crossed to Asia. He was dumb. Again,

when Alexander was in desperate straits in Cilicia. He only

dangled his letters, made jocular threats against me, and—waited

for a better opportunity. Lastly, Alexander was at the world's

end, and Antipater was slow in gathering forces to meet Sparta,

Elis, Achaea, and Arcadia, all revolted and triumphant. You only

gave us vile and portentous metaphors, performed antics on
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the platform, and boasted that you had raised Laconia and

Thessaly. You ?

§§ 168-176. Do you pretend to be a popular statesman?

A popular statesman should be a pure-born freeman, of patriotic

lineage, of good .conduct—profligacy means dishonesty—of good

judgment, eloquent, and brave. An oligarch is the reverse of this.

Which is Demosthenes }

His father was a freeman, but his mother a daughter of the

traitor and oudaw Gylon, by a Scythian wife, the marriage being, in

fact, irregular. Hence his treachery, hence his barbarian villany.

Having squandered his patrimony, he turned speech-writer, and

betrayed his clients. Losing his custom, he became public orator,

still dissipating the money acquired in this profession,—though

Persian gold at present keeps him afloat. About his purity the less

said the better. His speeches are specious, but bad in their results.

His courage•—he admits his cowardice, in spite of the fact that a

coward is subjected by Solon to legal degradation, and may never

be crowned. So much for Demosthenes as a popular statesman.

§§ 177-190. Crowns? Men of Athens, I warn you against

these vain distinctions. In old times, when these were rare, men

were great, the city grand : now these are matters of course, and

we—sadly to lack. Would old athletes have trained if wreaths

could have been jobbed? Do we now train hard? Curtail dis-

tinctions, you multiply merit—multiply them, and you demoralize.

Contrast the victors Themistocles and Miltiades, the liberators who

came from Phylae, the just Aristides, with the runaway, the

oligarch, the lawless Demosthenes—though I should not mention

him on the same day with them. Had they crowns ? None, but

the undying gratitude of a high-minded people.

Rewards ? J The conquerors at the Strymon did ask and receive

a reward—three Hermae, bearing inscriptions that contained no

names. What did Miltiades get ? A place in the fresco in the

porch. What were the wages of Thrasybulus and his comrades ?

Olive-wreaths, and ten drachmae each for religious purposes.
\

Contrast the decree then passed with Ctesiphon's.

[Decrees read?[
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These comparisons he will decline, and tell us that Philammon

was not pitted against Glaucus. Yes, skill in wrestling may be

relative : virtue is absolute.

§§ 1 9 1-2 1 4. What was the glory of the liberators? To have

vindicated the laws. Then, as my aged father was wont to tell

me, breaches of the constitution were rigorously tried and minutely

investigated, ^ce Demosthenes appeared, our courts are lax,

^cases are turned upside down and decided on irrelevant issues or

evil precedents. Once Cephalus could pride himself, not like

Aristophon, on seventy-five acquittals, but that he was never prose-

l* cuted. Once friends would indict friends—even Thrasybulus was

convicted by Archinus. There were no beggings- off then, nor

should there be now. In obvious breaches of the law all pleadings

should be confined to mitigation of the penalty. Moreover advo-

cates are unnecessary—in Demosthenes' case, dangerous. Keep

Ctesiphon to the point, and, if Il£aiosthenesj»ast^be~heard, make

him adopt the same order as I have done—first, the two legal

pomis, then "hi^ merits or he""wiir trick you. Do not let him rip

up old party wounds, but tell him he is no democrat. Doubt his

oaths, and if he bewail his condition, bid him weep for that of the

State from which he has detached himself. What is this case to

him } Let him take his crown, should he get it, with deprecation.

If it be denied him, fear not, lest, in grand chagrin, he slay

himself—he only bruises himself, or suff'ers bruises from Midias,

for money.

Of Ctesiphon I will say no more than that he and Demosthenes

are a pair of scoundrels, who know one another too well to be

comfortable.

§§ 215-228. Demosthenes intends to vilify all my actions, and

even my inaction—though I am not ashamed of them—and to

accuse me of instituting this trial to court Alexander. ' Why did

I not oppose his measures if they were bad ?' I am an inde-

pendent politician, and speak when I feel called. You are dumb
when you are feed, noisy when you have spent : and you speak at

the bidding of your paymasters. This suit was laid before your

miraculous revelation of Philip's death, and I bring it fonvard

—
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I may do so, in a free state—when I think proper. You will say,

I never accused you. Is Amphissa forgotten, is Euboea, is your

filching of a whole fleet when you were naval minister } Then
the danger ! You slew your host Anaxinus, and brazened it out

;

not to mention your forgeries, and the arrests and tortures of

your victims. You intend to compare me to a bad physician,

prescribing too late. You were worse : you caused the disease,

and nullified our remedies. After Chaeronea, too, we had other

things to think of than accusing you. When, however, you had

the face to ask for a crown, I could bear no longer, but set my
veto on the proposal.

Then he will compare my eloquence to the deadly music of the

Sirens,—how inappropriate a comparison from the lips of a mere

man of words

!

§§ 230-235. Is the decree constitutional? Shall not a profligate

like Ctesiphon be punished 1 Will you crown Demosthenes, who

has discrowned you ? What if a dramatist should crown Thersites t

Hellas will hiss you. Will you crown the author of your disgrace ?

You punish false judgments in the games : will you pass one

yourselves in national matters, weaken the constitution, and set

a man above the law—for nothing ? It is mere luck that your

demagogues are not tyrants, hke the Thirty, whose footsteps they

follow.

§§ 236-260. WliaL-are__Cemosjhenes' merits.? He poorly for-

tifiedjJTg^citjii-a^ainst a siege which he Jiimself invited. To credit

himwithjhje Theban alliance is to deceive the ignorant and insult

the informed. The Thebans, like the Persian king, sought us

only in their own dire need ; and Demosthenes kept the royal

gold, when a fraction would have bought back the Cadmea, and

won over the Arcadians.

Can we tolerate self-praise from a man who is the dishonour of

his city } Defend yourself, Ctesiphon : you are orator enough.

Are Demosthenes' merits so weak that an advocate must help you "i

It was not so with Chabrias, Iphicrates, Timotheus. We reckon

the material instruments of homicide as unclean : shall the corrupt

coward and murderer be honoured .? Think of the insult to the
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dead, the discouragement to the living, the evil effect on the young.

You, judges, are on your trial ; Athens is on hers. Do not stamp

with your approval self-styled patriots, who are filching your con-

stitution, who carry on treasonable correspondence, yet to whom
the people, like a dotard, surrenders its conduct. The traitor who

sailed for Samos was slain, the coward who fled to Rhodes

barely escaped death. Will you not punish this political pirate

to save our name in Hellas .? Your duty is to be just. Use

your own eyes : who are his supporters } ^JThe friends of a

manly youth ? His was a boyhood of intrigue. Is he Persuasion

itself, that you should believe the tales of his political exploits ?

Against the partners of his crimes see arrayed Solon, the fount of

Law, Aristides, the type of Justice, and with them Themistocles

and all the Heroism of the Median wars

!

Earth, Sun, Virtue, Intelligence, Moral Culture, bear me witness !

I have come to the rescue, I have spoken : if well and fittingly,

'twas my wish; if inadequately, 'twas my best. Think of all I

have said, or should have said, and give a judgment right and

wholesome to your country.' J

The Speech of Demosthenes.

After a formal plea had been entered by Ctesiphon, Demo-

sthenes delivered his reply, of which the following is an outline.

Dem. de Cor. §§ i-i i. \
' Men of Athens, I pray that my constant

loyalty may win me a kin^nd impartial hearing from you, and that

I may be allowed to choose for myself the method of my defence.

I am at a disadvantage, compared with my opponent, both

because I fight for higher stakes than he, and because, while he

plays the part of accuser, which is always sure of interesting an

audience, he has thrust upon me the odious duty of praising

myself. If, in doing so, I tire you, for that you must blame the

prosecutor.

You will all admit that I am even more concerned in this suit

than Ctesiphon, for I risk the loss of your good-will ; and there-

fore I entreat of you to remember your oaths, and listen with

impartiality to my just pleas, before you come to a verdict, which,

I trust in heaven, will be worthy of your character.
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I must first clear the case of the irrelevancies with which my
opponent has distorted it. If his abuse of my private history be

true, condemn me at once. But if you think me a better man

than he is, then disbelieve his charges as a whole. I intend to

deal principally with his libels on my pubUc Hfe, and then perhaps

I may have something to say about his ribaldry.

§§ 1 2-16. The prosecution is'on the face of it self-condemned,

both by its obvious malice, futility, unfairness, lateness and incon-

sistency; and as a cowardly attack on a third person, instead

of a straightforward settlement of our personal hostilities.

§ 17. False as the charges are seen to be, I must examine

them singly, especially those in connection with the Peace and the

Embassy ; and, to do so, I must remind you of the political circum-

stances of the times to which I refer.

§§ 18-24. The divisions and jealousies among the Greek

states, when the Phocian war began, made Philip's opportunity.

By lavish use of gold he flung the Greeks into domestic chaos,

and took advantage of the mistakes which ensued. When the

Thebans were at length worn out by the war, he prevented their

union with us by promising them help and off'ering us peace.

The ignorance and cowardice of the Greeks at large drove you to

come to terms with him. That ruinous peace was none of my
making, but was brought about by your partner, Aeschines, the

corrupt Philocrates, and by the members of the party of inaction.

Still Aeschines declares that, besides being responsible for that

peace, I prevented Athens from forming it in concert with her

allies. Why then did he not oppose me ? Nor in fact were any

negotiations with our allies still in progress. We had already

found them wanting. To have called them to arms, while we

were treating with Philip, would have been dishonourable. To
have called them to make peace with him would have been

ridiculous: they were all at peace with him already. Thus I

stand clear of all responsibility in this matter.

§§ 25-30. Compare my conduct with that of Aeschines after

the peace. knew that Philip was active in his aggressions

d
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against the city, and that he must be sworn before he had taken

your important possessions in Thrace. I proposed a decree that

our ambassadors should proceed at once to administer the oaths

to him, a decree which Aeschines deUberately ignores—though he

misrepresents my simple courtesy in providing Philip's envoys

with free seats in the theatre. No, Aeschines, it was not my duty

to secure a few obols from them, while selling, as you have sold,

our national interests.

J [Decree read^

In spite of this decree, three months were wasted, and Philip

was master of Thrace, before he swore to the peace.

§§ 31-41. Philip now secured a second advantage from our

corrupt ambassadors, namely, that they should remain away till

he was ready to march on Phocis, lest Athens, hearing of his

approach in time, should man Thermopylae, and block his way.

In his anxiety he condescended even to hire Aeschines, to make

in his name false promises of the benefits he was about to confer

on us, and the heavy blow he was going to deal to Thebes. So

his way was left open. "To show what came of these promises,

listen to the decree which you passed in your alarm, when Philip

destroyed the Phocians, and to the letter in which he announced

this act.

[Decree and letter read^

You see how Philip won over the Thessalians and Thebans,

and how he tricked you. Yet Aeschines, his agent in all this,

ventures to-day to draw pathetic pictures, of the present miseries of

Thebes and Phocis

!

§§ 42-49.1 After the close of the Sacred War, Philip was

enthusiastically supported by Thebes and Thessaly, while you and

the other Hellenes suffered from his aggressions, but could not

break the peace. Philip went to conquer the Illyrians and Tri-

balUans. Traitors flocked to him from all parts. At length the

indolence and the blindness of the Hellenic states were rewarded

by the loss of their Hberties. The traitors too received the due

recompense of their labours from their master. They now wander

over the whole world, despised and homeless outlaws. And, but
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for the fact that Athens was saved by her patriotic statesmen,

Aeschines and his sympathisers would be in the same plight.

§§ 5o~52• Forgive me for this recital : Aeschines has laid his

own crimes to my charge, and I was obliged to clear myself of

them, as there are many here who do not remember the events.

I admit that the tale of his hireling service is disagreeable. This,

by the way, he calls friendship, and complains that I reproach

him with the friendship of Alexander. I should be the last man

to do so ; I call him hireling. Let Aeschines hear whether you

think him the hireling or the friend of Philip and Alexander !

"1

§§ 53-59• I wi^^ i^ow deal with the indictment,

[Indictment read?^

and follow its order of topics. The statement that I did and said

what was best for Athens, and should therefore be crowned, must

be examined in the light of my public life. The proposal to

crown me, while I was still an accountable officer, belongs partly

to the same subject ; but will also require me to produce the laws

which protect the proposer. It will be necessary for me to enter

upon inter-Hellenic affairs, in order to justify my political conduct,

for it was with these that I concerned myself.

§§ 60-72. Philip started with a great advantage. Greece was

ull of traitors, by whose employment he was able to aggravate her

intestine feuds. Amid the divisions of the states, and their

ignorance of the danger that threatened them, what was I, who

was charged with the foreign policy of Athens, to advise her to

do .? To forget her dignity, and, like the Thessalians, help Philip

to dominion over Hellas, or at least to connive, like the Pelopon-

nesians, at his designs? Nay, these very peoples have suffered

more than we, and have almost lost their political existence. But

what should Athens have done ? What should I have proposed ?

I knew that in all our history we had been the champions of Pan-

Hellenic liberty. I saw that our antagonist, Philip, would stop at

no sacrifice in the quest of supremacy. Were the men of Athens

to surrender their freedom to the man of Pella ? No, you with-

stood him, and I was your counsellor. Aeschines says that, by

dwelling on Philip's wrong-doings in the Aegean, I hurled the city

d 2
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into war. It is not true, and I will say nothing of them now.

But look at his acts in Euboea and Megara, as well as in the

Hellespont. Were these not violations of the peace .? Was Hellas

to have no defender and fall an unresisting prey .? If so, Athens

has done wrong, and I am the guilty cause. But if there was a

cry for helpy who should have responded but Athens .? Such was

my policyJ
§§ 73~82. That Philip broke the peace by the seizure of our

vessels can be proved by the decrees of that time, none of which

however were proposed by me.

[Decrees readJ]

Show me any decree of mine leading to hostilities. I am not

blamed even by Philip.

[Letter of Philip read.'\

Why .•* To name me would have been to call attention to his

own crimes, which I constantly withstood. I confronted him in

his attempts both on the Peloponnese and on Euboea; I de-

spatched the squadrons which rescued the Chersonese and By-

zantium from his hands ; and thus I won for Athens crowns from

the grateful Hellenes whom she saved, and awoke even in those

who refused to be succoured admiration, amid their miseries, for

her prophetic power. W^hat gold would Philip have given to have

escaped these reverses ? Aeschines, the host of his envoys, knows

best of all. And yet he dares to say that I am dumb when I

receive a fee, and noisy when it is spent. It is different with him

:

he is noisy while he retains his fee.

§§ 83-94. For my services I received a crown, proposed in just

the same" manner as that proposed by Ctesiphon.

[Decree of Aristonicus read.'\

This distinction of mine brought no harm to Athens of the sort

prophesied by Aeschines, and is a proof of the value of my
services. Byzantium was important to you as commanding your

corn-supply. When, therefore, that city was besieged by Philip,

you at once sent relief, and I was responsible for advice to that

effect. .The advantage you reaped from this act was demonstrated

by the plenty which you enjoyed in a time of war, a time of
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greater comfort than the present peace which these traitors

—

Heaven thwart their designs !—uphold.

[Decrees of Byzantines and peoples of the Chersonese,

CONFERRING CROWNS ON Athens, here read.]

L Such was the effect of my policy, but it did more. It showed

the nobleness of Athens in strong contrast with the baseness of

Philip, and it proved that Athens would not desert even those who
sinned against her in their hour of peril. "?

§§ 95-101. To point out the falsehood of Aeschines' libels

upon Euboea and Byzantium would be superfluous. But to show

their meanness, let me recall one or two of the great acts of

Athens, done in your time. During the Spartan autocracy, broken

as our city was, you marched out to Haliartus and to Corinth,

forgetting your grievances against Corinth and Thebes, and fully

alive to the danger. You and your fathers knew, indeed, that death

closes all; but believed that something, ere the end, should be

done by men of worth. So, when Thebes was supreme, and

would have destroyed your old foe, Lacedaemon, you set your

veto on that also, letting the world know that your anger fades

when an enemy is in extremities. Yet again, you rescued Euboea

from the Thebans, and scrupulously restored the cities to the very

men who had wronged you. When the issue touched ourselves,

was I to sully these and a thousand more such precedents ?

§§ 102-109. I>Iy next act was the reform of your navy, which

—

to the great detriment of your operations abroad—was in a state

of decay. In spite of the offers of enormous bribes, and in face

of an indictment,

[Document read.]

I divided the trierarchic burden so fairly between the rich and the

poor
[Old Schedule and New Schedule read.]

that no one made a complaint, and I secured the complete

efficiency of your fleet.

These instances, and I need quote no more, prove that my
home and foreign policies were alike liberal and honest, and had

the same end, namely, what was best for Athens and for Hellas.
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§§ 1 10-125. It remains to speak of the legal points. I admit

that I was an "accountable servant of the state. But there is no

law to call me to account for my free gifts. You have crowned

others during their term of office for special acts of generosity.

[Decrees conferring Crowns read^\

If I was guilty of misconduct in my office, why did not Aeschines

protest at my audits ?

In the bill of Ctesiphon

[Bill of Ctesiphon read?^

all he attacks is the grateful return to be made for my gifts, the

acceptance of which he allows to be quite constitutional. Is it

CQiistitutioftal-4o_ja£cepJ_a_giftj, unconstitutional to thank the giver?

A villainous doctrine

!

Proclamations in the theatre may be counted by the thousand,

and are for the national good, as they provoke emulation in

patriotism. They are quite legal, if sanctioned by the assembly.

[Law quotedi]

Shall Aeschines be allowed to garble the laws, to bring suits

founded only on malice, and to occupy the courts of law with

abuse instead of accusation .? Never has he attacked me directly,

but only does so now, when the city is implicated with me. He
poses as my enemy : really he is the enemy of his country.

§§ 126-138. Who is he to use hard words—harder than would

have fallen from the lips of a stern Judge of the Dead ? A hack.

How dare he speak of moral culture—he, the son of a slave and a

prostitute ? But enough. Look at his career. In return for the

promotion you gave him, he has served your foes. /

He would have saved the incendiary, Antiphon, but for the

Areopagus, which body, as I can prove,

[Depositions read.']

removed him, as a traitor, from the office of your advocate at

Delos. Again, when Philip's mouthpiece, Pytho, assailed our

honour, Aeschines bore false witness against his country. Further

he is known
[Witnesses produced.']

to have held nightly meetings with Anaxinus, the spy—himself a
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born spy. I could say more : but your delight in litigious debate

makes you careless of your interests, and a treacherous calum-

niator is safer than a constant patriot.

§§ 139-144. His cooperation with Philip, before the war, was

infamous. During the war, did he propose any wholesome decree.?

None. Therefore, either he could not improve on my measures,

or he was in the pay of the enemy.

None so active, however, when a mischief could be done us.

Look at the havoc he wrought by creating the war at Amphissa.

Of that crime he can never clear himself. I detected him instantly

— I stake my happiness upon it; and I speak so solemnly, because

I fear, though my demonstrations lie among your archives, lest

you should think him., as you thought him before, when his false

reports brought the Phocians to destruction, inadequate to cause

evils so immense. The war at Amphissa, which let Philip into

Greece, was the work of Aeschines. When I tried to warn you at

the time, you thought my protests were factitious, and my voice

was drowned. Listen now, and learn the astuteness of Philip.

§§ 145-159. He suffered considerably from the war, in spite of

the failures of our generals. His whole commerce was stopped

by privateers. Attica was impregnable by sea. His one hope

therefore was to win over Thebes and Thessaly against us. This

could not be done directly ; it was necessary to inveigle them into

some common cause. So he hired Aeschines, who, as an Athe-

nian, would pass unsuspected. Aeschines got himself elected

sacred deputy, went to Delphi, and worked the Amphictyons into

an excitement against Amphissa by accusing that State of sacri-

legious trespass. He says he was provoked to this by the Am-
phissians bringing a charge against Athens : but no such charge

was brought. The sacred deputies, while beating the bounds of

the Delphic demesne, were roughly handled. War was declared

on Amphissa. Amphictyonic forces assembled, but did nothing.

At length, thanks to treacherous intrigue, the conduct of the war

was given over to Philip. He came southward, in response to the

call, and—occupied Elatea! What would have befallen us had

I not gained the alliance of Thebes ?

[Amphictyonic Decrees and dates read^
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You see from Philip's letter

[Letter read^

that he puts forward pretexts which are wholly Amphictyonic.

Who gave him these? Aeschines, the chief among the many

traitors who have ruined Greece.

§§ 160-168. At this juncture, when Greece was blind to the

dangers foreboded by Philip's advance, I was careful, following

the best precedents, to keep a watchful eye on our relations with

Thebes, in order to prevent that open rupture which the hirelings

of Macedon were trying to effect.

[Decrees and Correspondence with Thebes read^

So hopeless did any union between Thebes and Athens appear,

at the moment when Philip secured Elatea.

/ §§ 169-195. [You remember the night of bewilderment which

followed the arrival of the news—^your hurried meeting in assembly

at daybreak—the long suspense, when the voice of the country

called in vain for counsel. I at last rose, and laid bare Philip's

scheme, which I had long studied. Thebes, I said, was not wholly

at his beck, and he had taken Elatea that his show of arms might

overawe the Theban friends of freedom. If we remember our

old bickerings with Thebes, all her parties will unite in a general

philippism. What must we do .? Defend the frontier, prepare help

for Thebes, which is in greater danger than we, and offer her

alliance with a generosity worthy of Athens. After saying this

and moving a decree, I devoted myself to the situation and per-

formed my duties to the full, and more than my duties. Nick-

name me what you will, Aeschines, I served my country, when

you, with all your airs, were useless.

[Decree of Demosthenes read^

This decree began our reconciliation with Thebes, and our danger

passed away like a cloud. I gave my best services in the hour

of need, like an honest counsellor—not waiting in silence that I

might later carp at the measures of others. Was not my advice

for the best ? Let any, who can, better it even to-day. In what

particular was I wanting ? It is my principle, my efforts that you

must regard, not the final issue of events—that is ordered by

Heaven. You could not blame a shipmaster, if his vessel, being

well fitted, failed to ride, without some loss, the storm which it was
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not his to control. If we suffered so much, when we had Thebes

to shelter us—what, if she had joined the foe ? The final battle

filled us with consternation, when it was fought at a distance of

three days' journey—what, if it had been fought at our own gates ?

Thank God, and thanks to the Theban alliance, we were saved that.

§§ 196-210. All this I recapitulate for your information. Aeschines

may be reduced by a simple dilemma. If he foresaw the future,

why did he not enlighten us .? If he did not foresee the future, he

cannot blame my blindness. I did all I could, he—nothing. Now
he tries to make capital out of our misfortunes, and proves his

treachery by the action and inaction of his whole life. I will go so

far as to affirm, that, had we known what course events would

take, still honour obliged us to resist Philip, as we did resist him.

Athens has been often tempted to betray Greece for her own

aggrandisement : but she never forsook the path of honour. Wit-

ness the Athenians of the days of Themistocles ! They rightly

and nobly held that servitude was worse than death. I do not

dream that I created such sentiments in you : they have been ever

yours, and I was but your servant. If you obey my opponent

—

who, to steal a wreath from me, would rob you of immortal glory

—if you condemn my client because my measures failed, then you

have suffered because you erred. Erred, when you fought for the

liberties of Hellas ? No, by all the heroes of Marathon and Plataea

and Salamis and Artemisium ! They all lie in the pubHc tombs

—

all, Aeschines, not the victorious only. Tell me then, sir actor of

third parts, when I came forward to counsel my country how to

play the first part, was I to forget and dishonour the past ? You
too, judges, have a duty towards the past, and, in deciding public

suits, like this, you must lift your eyes to the high ordinances of

your ancestors. ^
§§ 2 1 1-2 1 7. To return. When we, your ambassadors, reached

Thebes, we found the prospect gloomy, as our first despatch

informed you. For any improvement brought about by our

diplomacy Aeschines will allow me no credit, although he lays

wholly at my door the failures of your generals in the field!

[Despatch read.\

Philip's representatives spoke first, calling upon the Thebans to
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show their gratitude to him and satisfy their vengeance on you,

by lending active aid or, at least, by granting him a passage ; and

they warned them of the danger of listening to us. Would that I

dare repeat to you our answer—but time, like a deluge, sweeps

away your interest in bygone things. Yet hear what a favourable

response we won from the Thebans.

[Reply of Thebans read^

So you went in force, were warmly welcomed by the Thebans—to

whom you showed yourselves models of sobriety, discipline, and

courage—and, by their side, gained those triumphs which got you

so much gratitude, and which you celebrated so joyfully. If

Aeschines rejoiced at them with us, why does he find fault now ?

If he stayed moodily indoors, what does he deserve ?

[Decrees of Sacrifices read^

§§ 218-226. With so happy a revolution of our fortunes contrast

the agonised letters sent by Philip to the Peloponnese, that you

may see what my persistent diplomacy and my goings to and fro,

and my disparaged decrees, achieved for you.

You have had many great statesmen, but none who ever made

himself solely responsible for a course of policy and assumed its

whole management : I, however, was so impressed with the mag-

nitude of our danger, that I saw no chance to spare myself, and

took every duty which I felt I was specially qualified to fulfil.

[Philip's Letters read^

To this I reduced him, and deserved the crown I received.

[Decrees of Coronation read^

These decrees were attacked, but absolved, though identical in

terms with that of Ctesiphon. Why did not Aeschines assail

them, before they passed into precedents? Because, when the

facts were fresh, he dared not do, as he does now—produce a

mass of musty chronicles and garbled decrees, falsify dates and

motives, and ask you to conduct a rhetorical tournament in place

of a critical enquiry into questions of national importance.

§§ 227-231'. He has tried to mislead you by a sophistical fallacy,

bidding you forget your formed opinions, and treat facts like

figures that may be cancelled. Thus he overreaches himself, for
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he virtually admits that your opinion is favourable to me. But he is

guilty of injustice also. The method of history is not arithmetical.

The results of my policy

—

-the _conversion of Thebe"s_and .Luboea

.,and from foes into allies—are deeds that_cannot be un-

done and should be memorable for ever. And it was the strength

' you thus acquired that"~acCuunted for Philip's show of moderation

in dealing with Athens.

§§ 232-243. A fair critic would not mock my mannerisms—can

it be that on them hinged the fortune of Hellas ?—but would in-

quire into facts, asking what were the means and forces of Athens

when I became her minister, and what I afterwards made them

;

and on such an enquiry his verdict would rest.

Athens, then, had in her alliance only the weakest of the islands,

yielding a subsidy of five and forty talents (and that was over-

drawn), but not a heavy-armed or mounted soldier beyond her

home forces ; and she had nothing more. Look at Philip. Ab-

solute commander of a large standing army, irresponsible, pos-

sessed of unlimited wealth— such was the foe I confronted, my
sole resource the poor privilege of speech, which was as freely open

to his hirelings as to me, and often used by them with ruinous

effect. Thus unfairly matched, I won the alliance of Euboea,

Achaea, Corinth, Thebes, Argos, Megara, Leucadia, Corcyra,

acquiring thence .fifteen thousand auxiliaries and two thousand

horse, besides their citizen forces : and I also procured very large

sums of money. Aeschines spoke of strict justice in our terms

with Thebes and others. He does not know that, of the famous

three hundred triremes that fought against the Persian, two hundred

came from Athens, and she did not feel aggrieved, but glad that

she could do twice as much as the other Hellenes for the deliver-

ance of all. Nor dared I chaffer, when Philip was in the market.

What would these calumniators have said, had my hard-bargaining

driven these cities into Philip's alliance .* That I had ruined

Athens by sea and land. Base and malignant, Aeschines, as are

all such creatures, you are but a counterfeit presentment of man
or orator. Would a physician be heard, who never prescribed till

his patient was laid in the tomb ? Are you so mad as to open

your lips to-day after what is past ?
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§§ 244-247. Aeschines gloats over the defeat. In the wordy

battles I had to fight with Philip's ambassadors, I was everywhere

victorious. True, he retrieved such losses by armed force, and for

that Aeschines crassly blames me. But my province was not

generalship. All an orator's responsibility I accept. Ought I to

have watched the growth of the situation, and given timely warning ?

I did. Should I have checked and counteracted the constitutional

errors of the State .? That also I did. With Philip's armies it was

not mine to cope : but on the battle-ground of corruption against

incorruptibihty, I ever repelled his advances. Thus, in all that

concerned me, there has been no defeat.

§§ 248-251. Such are some of the justifications I afforded for

the proposal of Ctesiphon. The people added others. When, in

the midst of the panic that followed the battle, they might pardon-

ably have been angered with me, all their measures of defence

were directed by my decrees, and they elected me special Corn-

Commissioner. Still further, when my enemies made incessant

and furious attempts, in every court, to get a conviction against

me, I was ever acquitted, thanks to Heaven, and to your sense of

justice. Did not all this justify Ctesiphon.? Aeschines may say

that Cephalus was never put on his trial. He was fortunate. But

why is my case worse than his? I was never convicted of the

least misdemeanour, and was never even indicted by Aeschines.

/ §§ 252-256. The heartlessness of my opponent appears strik-

mgly in his remarks about fortune. To reproach a fellow-man

with a thing so changeable is, indeed, folly: I will answer him,

I trust in a better tone. Athens is fortunate, but mankind now

suffers from adversity, and she has had her share of disaster.

Her good fortune, however, has enabled her, by following the

path of right, to fare better than those states which thought to

secure their own felicity by betraying her. The fortunes of single

men must be judged from their private histories. To say that

my poor fortune overruled the grand destiny of the State is

ridiculous.

If Aeschines and I must necessarily compare our private for-

tunes, I will do so, though not frivolously. I shall fall into no
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absurd pride of wealth or contempt of poverty. But he has driven

me to contrast our careers, which I will do with all possible

^ moderation.

§§ 257-269. As a boy, my education and my means were respect-

able. In youth I was backward in no honourable competition.

As a public man, I diose a policy which brought me honours, and,

at least, was never called dishonourable even by my worst enemies.

jt I plume myself on nothing of this. You, the man of pride, spent

*' your childhood as helper of your father, a school drudge, your

boyhood in assisting in your mother's contemptible mummeries,

your early manhood as petty scribe, then as third actor in a miser-

able dramatic company, your prime in the occupation of a timid

traitor. I will not dwell on the fact that our previous lives have

been, at every stage, in strong contrast. To-day, / risk the loss

of a crown, you run the risk of being punished for treachery.

My fortune has been bad, yours good? Recite your old stage

harangues, vhile I call the witnesses of my acts of liberality,

[Depositions read?\

and yet not all of these. I am content with my general repute.

§§ 270-275. But I would escape from personalities. I will con-

fess that if there be a people beneath the sun that has not suffered

from Macedon, I am guilty; if however all mankind has suffered,

then the fault must lie in the general ill-fortune of the world. You,

Aeschines, lay the blame on me, though you have as much to

answer for yourself. I spoke, with no special authority, in a free

assembly, of which you also were a member : and you failed to

improve on my counsels. Their non-success was due to no crime

or blunder of mine, and was a disappointment, to be shared by all,

even—on your own confession—by you, my accuser.

§§ 276-284. Then this honest speaker bids you beware of my
rhetorical skill ! All I have of such skill—and indeed the power

of an orator is measured by the welcome received from the

audience—has ever been put forth to promote your national in-

terests, never, like his, for selfish and malicious ends. Nor were

these courts built as a theatre for personal encounters. His

coming here, unprovoked by any crime on my part, to discharge

I
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an elaborate tirade of abuse, is an epitome of wickedness and

cowardice. He treats the occasion as meant merely for a display

of declamation. Not the vocal talent of an orator, but his hearty

and unselfish sympathy with the nation, is here esteemed. That

sympathy I have always cherished : he, never—he, who tricked his

country by false declarations, and called by tHe name of friendship

his hireling service to Philip. Does he think that you have for-

gotten, or that you do not know him for what he is—a traitor ? I

§§ 285-293. My countrymen showed their respect for me by

appointing me to deliver the funeral oration over the slain, reject-

ing Aeschines and all of his party, and neglecting their vehement

protests. Why? Because those men were felt to be old foes,

newly unmasked ; because they had joined in the revels- of the

blood-stained victor ; and also because it was known that the cause

in which our brave dead had fallen was so dear to no man as to

me. The very epitaph then inscribed upon the tomb

[Epitaph read^

demonstrates the shamelessness of Aeschines in laying to my charge

a dispensation of heaven—for which may heaven punish him ! His

tones, too, were joyful—that fact alone proves him no patriot

—when he spoke of the disaster, and when he affirmed that I was

solely responsible for your resistance to the foe. Would that such

an honour were really mine ! Yet, to gratify his spite against me,

he thus disparages the greatest of your glories.

§§ 294-296. He crowned his libels with the astounding state-

ment that / coquetted with Philip ! If we enquire seriously, who

Philip's creatures were, they are found to be the men in the

various Hellenic states who resembled, not me, but Aeschines. The

whole day would be too short to enumerate their names ; but they

were all alike—parasites, ministers of evil, mutilators of their

countries, who toasted away our liberties at Macedonian banquets,

and wrecked the old Hellenic code of honour.

§§ 297-305. From any part in such iniquity my policy saved

both Athens and myself. Does he then ask, what are my claims

to honour? These, that when all the Hellenic statesmen were
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corrupt, I alone was incorruptible : that I fortified our city, not

only with walls of stone, but with the bulwarks of powerful

alliances : and that neither in calculations nor in preparations was

I worsted by Philip. I fulfilled the duties of a patriotic minister,

protecting our seaboard by the shelter of Euboea, our other

frontiers with Boeotia and the Peloponnese, insuring the safety of

the corn-route, and securing the most important Aegean states

;

and all my measures were conceived justly, and carried out with

integrity and diligence. If treachery, bad generalship, and the

hand of fate ruined us, am /guilty ? Had the other states—had only

Thessaly and Arcadia—possessed each but one statesman such as

I was, Hellas had been saved

!

[Lists of allies and forces read^

§§ 306-313. Had my plans succeeded, Athens would have been

indisputably and justly supreme : as it is, her honour is safe. To
do such acts as mine was the duty of a good citizen—not to trip

up the patriot, not to court the foe, not to nurse private hatreds

and silendy wait, and prepare, to overwhelm a victim. Your

elaborate eloquence, Aeschines, should have borne fruit in national

benefits. You have had many chances, to shine as a public bene-

factor, but have taken none. What successful ^ mission, what

addition to our m.aterial wealth, what wholesome reform, stands to

your credit .? Not one. Have you even been loyal at heart ? Nay,

when all contributed their utmost to save the city from destruction,

you, out of your large means, gave nothing. It is only when mis-

chief is to be done that you shine. None then so brilliantly—base.

§§ 314-324. Lastly he speaks of the great and good of old.

But let him not take advantage of your reverence for your past

heroes, to show me in a bad light. Compare the living with the

living. Because Athens is grateful for the good deeds of her

ancient leaders, shall she be ungrateful for services rendered now ?

And, indeed, my acts and measures have been conceived in the

true spirit of the great men of old—who themselves, no doubt,

were contrasted by detractors with heroes of a yet earlier age.

I fall short of their standard : but who lives that reaches it ?

Philammon would be no match for Glaucus : yet, as he vanquished

his rivals, he received his crown. In the same way, pit me against
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any living statesman—I shrink from comparison with none. When
the contest was in patriotism, I was ever victor; although, when

subserviency to foreigners was required, I grant that I fell far

behind such princely competitors as Aeschines and his fellows.

But the two qualities of the worthy citizen—to maintain, when in

office, the prestige of Athens, and at all times to preserve his

loyalty—have ever been found in me. Neither fear nor any other

inducement made me desert that with which, from the beginning

of my public life, I bound myself up, the honour, the power, the

glory of my native land. I do not smile at my country's woes,

nor shudder at her successes, as do these apostates, who have

their hopes abroad, and bid us, when our decline has exalted the

foreigner, be careful that there come no change.

Heaven ! reject their prayers ! If their hearts cannot be turned,

destroy them utterly ! But unto us grant a lasting deliverance !

'

Comparison of the two Speeches.

As the ancient orators were in the habit of publishing revised

editions of their speeches, the question has arisen, how far we have

the present speeches in the form in which they were delivered.

Dissen believed that Aeschines made considerable alterations, after

hearing Demosthenes ; that he omitted what he had said (cf. Dem.

de Cor. 95) about the Byzantines, that he elaborated the passage

about Euboea, introduced ' manifesta mendacia * into his account

of the Theban alliance, and maliciously added topics referring to

events which had occurred after he preferred his indictment. He
believed, also, that Aeschines' apparent anticipations of points

which Demosthenes would make, such as the illustration drawn

from the crowning of the athlete Philammon (Aesch. c. Ct. § 190;

Dem. de Cor. § 319), and the parable of the physician (Aesch.

c. Ct. § 225; Dem. de Cor. § 243), were inserted in his speech

when the trial was over. We may add that Aeschines was also

right in anticipating that Demosthenes would attack his silence

and inaction as well as his words and actions (Aesch. c. Ct. §§ 216,

217 ; Dem. de Cor. § 198).

On the other hand, Aeschines was wrong in expecting (§ 54)

that Demosthenes would divide his life into four periods ; and his
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further suppositions—in § 207, that Demosthenes would declare

that truth ranked oligarchs round the prosecutor and democrats

round the defendant ; in § 209, that he would bewail his own sad

lot; in § 228, that he would compare Aeschines' eloquence to the

music of the Sirens; and in § 257, that he would call on his

advocates to bear him witness—are all falsified, for Demosthenes

does none of these things.

Aeschines, then, is as often wrong as he is right in his fore-

stallings of the points of his antagonist. The theory of deliberate

change in the published version of his speech leaves unexplained

the retention of his unsuccessful forecasts. The most probable

view is that there had been much gossip about the contest, that

some of Demosthenes* disciples had let a few hints of their

master's designs leak out, that unfounded rumours also flew

abroad, and that Aeschines took advantage of all of these, and

did his best to spoil in advance the eff"ect of the speech for the

defence. He needed no rumours to lead him to fortify the weak

points in his own case against the assaults of Demosthenes.

Dissen also fancies that Demosthenes would not have had

enough courage to put the plain question of § 52, or to administer

the plain-spoken rebuke of § 138, to his audience on the trial.

But, in the former case, he could be sure that his friends would

be prompt with the right answer : and, as to the latter, from the

beginning of his public life he had always been blunt when he

spoke of the faults of his countrymen. Dissen's general doubt,

' Quis V. c. credat cum multis in locis refutentur quae Aeschines

dixerat haec omnia sic elaborata fuisse ut nunc habentur?' is

hardly pious in so devout an admirer of the orator.

We may, then, be satisfied that we have both these speeches

very much as they were spoken.

With a few exceptions^the^jnere facts and occurrences, on

which Aeschines bases his case, are correctly given^his principle

of attack beingixather to impute false and^ishonest motives to his

opponent , and produce a telling caricature of his political life,

than to venture upon historical misstatements. His charge, how-

ever (Aesch. c. Ct. § 67), that Demosthenes deliberately hurried on

the assemblies in Elaphebolion, 346 b.c, refusing to wait for the

return of the envoys who had been sent among the Greek states,

e
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and excluding Cersobleptes from the treaty, is wholly untrue.

The envoys, having been away eight months, had long ago sent

in their reports : and, as a matter of fact, Cersobleptes was not

excluded from the peace by Athens. The accusation, too, which

(§ 1 1 6) he asserts the Amphissians to have laid against Athens,

at Delphi, 339 b.c, is nowhere recorded : and if, as he states, it

was laid in the Theban interest, it is inconceivable that Thebes

took no part in the subsequent proceedings. With this falls the

libel (§ 125), that Demosthenes was bribed by Amphissa to pre-

vent Athenian action. His accounts (§§ 85 sqq.) of the trans-

actions in Euboea in 342-341 b.c. are inconsistent with known

history, and were made eleven years after the occasion. Lastly,

his allegation (§ 222) that Demosthenes lessened the Athenian

fleet by sixty-five fast cruisers is quite unsupported by evidence,

and contrary to what we know of the effects of the naval reform

of 340 B.C. Demosthenes, on the other hand, seems to strain a

point when (§ 21) he afiirms that he took no part whatever in the

conclusion of the peace of 346 b.c, and there is a little exag-

geration in his complaint (§ 30) that the second embassy was

idle for ' three whole months.*

The legal view of the case was expounded by Aeschines most

luminously and completely. He proved conclusively that Ctesiphon

had violated both the spirit and the letter of the law. Demosthenes

could not deny that he held office, for which he was still account-

able, when it was proposed to crown him. H|s plea, that he was

to be crowned, not for his administration, but fbrhisgiTts to the

state, and Hs indignant denial that any tribunal existed to scrutinise

acts of generosity, are^ inr^g^Ptent wif^ t^<^ t^rmg of Ctesiphon's

bill, and simply amount to the quibble anticipated and refuted by

Aeschines. Any bad magistrate _could escape through such a

loophole. Such a plea only ' shows the extreme looseness of legal

reasoning which was tolerated in Athenian courts* (Thirlwall)—

a

laxity of procedure^vigorously denounced in _ Aeschines' speech.

The citation of instances when crowns had been given to account-

able officers is met by Aeschines' retort, that one illegality does

not justify another. The same applies to the precedents, quoted

in the defence, of coronations in the theatre—the prosecution

having pointed out that these had been an abuse which had
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necessitated a prohibitory statute. Demosthenes* doctrine , that the

more public the proclamation the "^tter—^noL ibr the recipient,

but for the donors of a crown—is mere verbiage. His only real

defence rested on an excepting clause—probably taken, however,

from the Dionysiac law, and, if so, applying only, as explained by

Aeschines, to crowns given by foreign states. But if Demosthenes'

legal arguments were weak, he was most adroit in choosing the

right place tor them in his speech. They occur just after he had

pleased and roused his audience by a glowing account of the

victories which had won them lavish honours and thanks from the

Hellespontine cities; and they are followed instantly by a storm

of personalities which was sure to turn the attention of the soberest

of Athenian hearers.

However strongly Aeschines might dwell on the need for the

vindication of Law, he knew, as well as Demosthenes who touched

the technical issues so lightly, that what the Dionysiac statute said,

or did not say, mattered little on that occasion. The real issue

was personal and political. He had to carry a sentence of con-

demnation on the public life of Demosthenes. He must have felt

this to be hopeless. Often, indeed, in the )after portion of his

speech, he almost implies that the crow fi
^'^^^ ^^ ronfprrprl ; and

in his peroration there is a tone of dissatisfaction with the effort

he has just concluded. His consciousness of his failure betrays

itself also in the virulent malice of his attacks upon his rival.

The best passages of hisspeech are his denunciations of the

mischief done by the indiscriminate lavishing of public rewards.

His sarcasm, too, is often scathing. Yet, splendid as is his

rhetoric, it is occasionally overdone: some of his declamations

tend to sink into bathos; and his appeals to his audience

to transport themselves to other scenes by an effort of imagi-

nation, grow monotonous. Then he is always on his own
defence. He has to explain his own silence in the past, and does

so lamely. He justifies his conduct at Delphi at the expense of

his judgment. His royal friendships he tries to ignore. This

constant necessity for self-defence also leads him into irrelevancies.

In general, his argumentation is logically imperfect, and often follows

the fallacy post hoc er^o propter hoc. Further, he can only criticise de-

tails^ the policy of his opponent, and does so on mean grounds.
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Very few proofs are adduced, as he deals chiefly in bare assertions.

But he uses argument far less than abuse and vilification, and he

is certainly an expert in that art. His signal weakness, however, is

that he had no alternative policy to recommend, and that ' he dared

not show his colours' (Jebb)—Macedonian or anti-Macedonian.

He can only work on the most ignoble passions of his hearers,

and urge them to make Demosthenes a victim of the^ burning

resentment inspired by their present humiliations and distresses.

The reply of Demosthenes is a monument of close and elabo-

rate reasoning. He sharply stigmatises the character of the prose-

cution, and dismisses almost contemptuously all the irrelevancies

imported into the case by his opponent. He carefully builds up

an historical framework to support his demonstrations, and at each

point he strictly proves his statements by the production of evidence.

To the great breach in Aeschines' encampment, his own career,

Demosthenes recurs again and again, his arguments ever leading

to the one conclusion, that Aeschines was a traitor. On the

other hand, in his survey of the period in which he himself

directed Athenian affairs, he showed, step by step, that his policy

was not only the best, but the only one open to Athens, whose

present condition compared favourably with the condition of those

Hellenes who had been lukewarm in the cause of freedom, or

had sided with the foe. He fully admitted that his ministrations

had failed to secure, as they were intended to secure, the supre-

macy of his city : but he could affirm that her honour at least was

safe. Binding up his self-praise with the praise of Athens, he

could point out that she had maintained the policy which was hers

by tradition, and had acted up to her noblest past. This was the

strength of his position. He could recall with confidence all the

heroism which his city had displayed in bygone times in hurling

back the invader, and all the generosity she had evinced in pro-

tecting the weak. Little, indeed, now remained to Athens but

memories ; and Demosthenes in this, his masterpiece, pronounced
' the funeral oration of extinct Athenian and Grecian freedom.* But

in doing so, he touched, and, for the hour, awoke, the highest

sentiments of his countrymen ; and they felt that he was the one

m best able to say what might ' quiet' them * in a death so noble.
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1. 4- «'•€', unaccompanied by ^, the repeated prayer, § 8, the construe-

regularly answers in tion is not parallel ; for there on
Demosthenes, §§8, i8, 248 ; so eJra, relates directly to , which is

§§ 105, no, 176, 177, 235, 238-9. object not of but of

Compare ( . . . kireiTa § 267. yvS/vai.€ does not relate to the sub- 2. 10. 6 is used to introduce a quo-

sequent demonstrative —in that tation, whether it be given literally,

case we should have had as in §§60, as § 88 ' '' ';, § 290
•28, 252, or as in §§ 8, 198, 264 ' € ...', or in sub-( & § 197 is different)—but to stance, as here and in § 59, where the

the second direct object of, quoted words are made to fall in with

that is, to the whole phrase the construction.

tovs . The If we can trust the copy of the oath

TovTo, as in § 293, anticipates the fol- found c. Tim. § 151. p. 747, the actual

lowing infinitival clause, which would -woTdsweTe€-
otherwise hang very loosely on the Hal -!.
construction ; and thus the balance of . Wherever no spe-

the sentence is preserved. Hence, in cial stress need be laid on the dura-
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THE SPEECH OF DEMOSTHENES
ON BEHALF OF CTESIPHON

;

OR, CONCERNING THE CROWN.

Men of Athens, I first pray to all the gods and goddesses

that just as much kindly feeling as I constantly rhprish both / ,/ -^

for the state and ihr yoiLall may await me^iJOm you in view ^^^
of this present trial. I next pray for what, indeed, is particu-

larly for your good and the good of your conscience and

character, that the gods may commend to you this course,

not to consult the adversary as to how you must listen to me
—for it would be heartless to do that—but to consult the laws 2

and your oath, in which, in addition to all the other just re-

quirements, this also has been written, that you hear both sides

impartially. And an impartial hearing means not only that

you have passed no pre-condemnation on any point, nor only

that you render your goodwill in equal measure to both sides,

but also that you suffer each of the contending parties to deal

with the arrangement of his subject and the mode of his

defence exactly as he has wished and deliberately chosen.

I, then, in many respects stand at a disadvantage compared 3

tion, completeness, or date of an Demosthenes see Introduction II.

action, the aorist form of the infinitive 13. in strictness could
is preferred. Hence the superiority apply only to one of the contending
of this reading (2) over the vulgate parties, the defendant ; but (§ 266), or the conjecture- Aeschines was practically as much on^. See § 57 kiTaiveiv. his trial as Demosthenes.

II, € = 'nor only' in the col- . . . always emphatic
location . . . , . . (cf. § 277) in this order: so ..., as §§ 93, 107, and, even without above, and many following, § 300. instances.

12. After Dind. has- In Aristotle^ is the act of
pois. proposing an end to oneself; vpoaiptais€ ... Cf. § 56, Aeschines chooses one means to that end in pre-

(§§ 203-5) bade the dicasts force De- ference to others.

mosthenes to answer the charges in 3. 15. The skeleton of this sentence

the order in which he had presented is: . . . hi ... ,

them. For comparative analyses of %v ... ( . . .
'

the speech of Aeschines and this of [ . . .] . . .)'
^^~~^

2
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^ . . . . The and € oTs rutvSf . De-
then are ' accusative of respect ' de- mosthenes * risks far more ' than his

pendent on (, and so are opponent, which by the Greek figure

(v, iTfpov Se, in apposition to. of speech, litotes, (of which many
The construction therefore is quite examples follow below, cf. o\ih\v War•
regular, being only extended, not tovos § 5, § 9, etc.), he expresses by
broken, by the parenthesis fkp . . . saying that he * does not risk an e^ua/. The obscurity has arisen amount.'

from the fact that this parenthesis itself 3. vvv, i, e. after enjoying your
contains an aposiopesis immediately ivvoia so long.

followed by a minor parenthesis im- 6. € ircpiovaCas literally means
introduced by any particle. For par- * out of a superabundance.* As we
entheses see on §§ 126-7-8; for apo- might say, Aeschines does not embark
siopesis cf. §§ 195, 277. all his means in the venture, but only

1, KaC, intensive = 'really,' *ac- a 'spare fund,' the loss of which
tually:' see Index. would leave his capital intact. What

2. . Compare Aeschines would lose, if he failed to

Thucyd. ii. 42«'- carry the fifth part of the votes of the

^ (\ thai 6 ayotiva dicasts, would be the sum of 1000
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with Aeschines throughout the whole of this trial, and in two,

men of Athens, which are actually great. In the first, because

I contend for far different stakes : for it is far 7rom"~Ehe same

thing forlne now to torteifyour goodwill and for my opponent

not to carry his indictment. To me it means—I wish how-

ever to say nothing distressing at the beginning of my speech : ^

only my opponent accuses me at a risk which__he can afford. M*''^^^^^^''*^

I am at a disadvantage too in a second respect, the tendency

whicn IS naturally inherent m all men, on one hand to listen

to invective and accusation with pleasure, and on the other

hand to be vexed with those who praise themselves. Of these 4
two parts, accordingly, the pleasure-giving part has been as-

signed to my opponent, and the other, which in the opinion of

all (to speak roundly) is tiresome, remains for me. And if

indeed, fearing to tire, I omit to speak of my own doings, it

will be thought that I am not competent to clear myself of the

accusations brought against me, or to proceed to show the

grounds on which I think that I am worthy to receive honour

:

yet, if I travel to mv acts and mv m fiiisures of statp, I shall be

compelled to speak frequently of myself. I \vill try, then, to

do_this as modestly ^g possible, and so, w^hatever mention of

myself the nature of the case may necessitate, for that my op-

ponent must in fairness bear the blame, as the man who has

instituted a trial of this character.

I think that you would all agree, men of Athens, that this 5

trial is shared by me as well as Ctesiphon, and that it demands

drachmae, to be paid as a fine, and the

competency to appear again in any
similar suit. For this usage of inpi-

cf. Thucyd. v. 103 kkms 54,-, roiis

nfpiova'ias }, },. In Plato, Theaet.^^
TTipiovaias means ' with our surplus of

mental energy.' Such renderings as
' wantonly ' are too remote from the

original force of the word and quite

unsupported,

7. . .. For the

distinction see § 125.

9. Toivirv has * two distinct usages,

as a particle of inference {therefore) or

continuation {moreover, furthermore),^

Shilleto, de Falsa Leg. f 10. p. 344.

13. ' d Koi, 'est etiam, et no-

tandum hyperbaton,' Dissen. In that

case the following words would be a

cornpound expression like '/€€ § 1 3, where see note. But
the trajection of is not necessary :

compare ^ -€ §111. More than Demosthenes'
statesmanship, his whole life also, was
attacked by Aeschines.

5. 2. 6. Most MSS. read( T€ , which Dissen would de-

fend. The text has the advantage, not

only of exhibiting the commoner usage,

especially with koivos, but also of leav-

ing the stress where it is wanted, that

is, on (.
Aeschines made a faint attempt to
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ovSev? -
€ €€ € ^^? € kyOpov ,
9 evvoias , €^ ^ €. € ^ s

ovTos TOVTOvi ,̂
^^,

6 •)(, ,
€0 elvai,

7 , ,
* €,' -, ^,

evi , €€ ^
iavTov -^.€ .

8 € , eoiKe,€ €€€, [^- 2
-^ ^

€)(^ , evvoiav €^ 6€ TTJ re€ ,
€ , €& 6 €€

KOivfj ^ $

keep Demosthenes out of court alto- enactor
;

' hence the present participle

gether : see contra Ctes. § 200 is retained.

€ € ; ... II. After^ the vulgate

I.'• = ' anything whatsoever :' adds $.
cf. ($ § 75 (where the vulgate 7. 15-. The vulgate read-

however adds ol),, on ... ing = * strictly preserving,'

§ 67,' § 8i, itaaav § 246. —not merely 'per totuni cursum cau-

e. 8. must be taken with sae usque adfinem,' (Dissen.). 6.€. Dind. prefers «-
9• & Ti0€is, almost a fixed title, 'the 701/Tos, but this violates the rule
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far more serious attention on my part. For while it is a cruel

and hard lot to be robbed of anything, especially if the loss fall

upon a man through the action of an enemy, the hardest lot of /l/^
all is to be robbed of your goodwill and benevolence, just as

also to win them is the greatest happiness. So, seeing that the

present trial is for these stakes, I claim and require of all of

you alike to hear my reply to the accusations in a just spirit,

as you are bidden by the laws ; whose original enactor, Solon,

loyal as he was to you and a friend to popular freedom,

thought they ought to be authoritative, not only by our in-

scribing them on the tables, but also by the jurors having

sworn to obey them—not because he mistrusted you, as 7

is plain to me, but because he saw that it was not pos-

sible for the defendant to make his way past the charges and

the calumnies, in which the prosecutor is strong because he is

the first to speak, unless each of you the jurors, preserving his

righteousness towards the gods, shall entertain with good

feeling the claims of the second speaker also, andonly after he

has lent himself as an equitable and impartial hearer to both

sides shall form his discriminate opinion on the whole matter.

As to-day I am about to render an account of the whole, 8

so it seems, of my private life as well as of my public ministra-

tions, I wish once more to make the gods my advocates, and

in your presence I pray, first, that as much good will as I con-

stantly cherish both to the state and to all of you may be

waiting for me in view of this present trial, and next, that the

gods will suggest all of you to come to that decision con-

that an attributive is properiy placed i. 20, 3.

between the article and the participle. 8. 19. € is constantly used

17. . ., lit. ' having to modify, as Greek taste required, any
lent himself .. on that condition only.' very general expression, cf. § 271.

in this usage points out that the Here, however, and again in § 212,

participle contains the most import- there is a more definite reference

:

ant predication : so, with a genitive ' according to Aeschines' speech.'

absolute, § 27. For instances of the 20. is followed in some
emphatic participle cf. §§ 21, 58, 139, MSS. by the words^ kv ^.
150, 175, and consult Shilleto, Thucyd. 24, . .. See § note.



8 . §§ s-io.

€ 9".
9 \ nepl €€/ -

'***'^ '^'^ , wepl €'€ 5* €- 5, avay-

'•,', ,
\^ ^

T0L9 \
// TVS aKOVTj.

10 ITe/Ji -€ €, .
€1 \ € € (^ yap

), -
^,* ei , 15* ' e/, -, ^^, \, *

(^ iu^, ^, fjv ^ evvoiav

^
,{^^

1 . 3• ""*?» <€ =( § II (cf. §§ II , 213), cognate,

€€. Cf. § 118. 9• Tois €€$ are discus-

4 ircpl . ., * directly con- sions of matters not mentioned in the

cerning.' When a case of auros is indictment, (^ § 34.

used with a substantive attended by a . . is genitive after

preposition its force falls, generally on , after which verb the enclitic

the preposition. Compare trap' is said to be a second genitive.

= * close on the heels of the But the only other passage adduced
transgressions,' §§ 13, 15; en avrfjs as an instance of a double genitive

T^s^^, ' in strict accordance with ^ with is Horn. Od. xvii. 114, 115
the truth,' § 22, and maily subsequent

|
^\5 '

instances. Compare § 126 note. € $
6. here is the adverbial . This however is not

accusative, ' for the most part,' as parallel ; but is an instance, rather, of

§ 196, not as &^ the use of the genitive in the partici-
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fceming this indictment which is likely to benefit you both in

peputation collectively and in righteousness individually.

Had Aeschines, then, spoken in his accusation of those 9

fpoints only which he was prosecuting, I too should at once

reply in direct reference to the Previous Resolution. But ^^
jgiprp hp hag fx^gnded quite_a,s much arp^ument in enumerating

g^rrelevant topics, and for the most part has_spoken falsely

against me, I think_it_necessary and at_the same time fair to

jay a little, men of Athens, about these matters first, that none

»fyou, led astray by his gxtraneous~ai^menfSjJffiLay- hear with

;ssjriendly feelings my pleas in answer to the indictment.

Remark at once how simply and fairly speak of the libels 10

rhich he has uttered about me in his abusive attack on my

)rivate history. If, on the one hand, you know me to be

)f such a character as he has alleged—for I have lived nowhere

ilse but in your midst—do not even tolerate a sound from me,

iven though all my public ministry has been extravagantly good,

)ut rise up and give your verdict against me instantly. If, on

'the other hand, you have understood and decide now that I am

a far better man than my opponent, and of a better stock, and

that I and mine are inferior to no average citizen^T-that I may

say nothing offensive— then do not believe my opponent even

in his other statements, for it is clear that he concocted all

alike; but on this occasion also afford to me the goodwill

Avhich throughout all my career you have indicated in my

pial construction after verbs of 'seeing/
* knowing,' ' showing,' etc., which is

found in Plato, as ctSfs

and other examples quoted
in Riddell's Digest of Platonic Idioms,

attached to his edition of the Apology.
Hence we had better consider

here as simply a possessive genitive

after , as in § 7

varfpov.
10. II. Demosthenes here answers

Aesch. con. Ct. §§ 51 sqq., 171 sqq.

should, formally, have pre-

ceded irepl , and its ante-

cedent, which if expressed would have
been something like nepi, is the

supplement. Precisely parallel

is € € . .(€ § II. But for

such parallel passages we might have

translated 6^€, ' as far

as regards all his calumny.'

18. .€ , is paren-

thetic and asyndeton,

20. uirep. For this and other prepo-

sitions see Index.

21.€€ is transitive § 231,

and probably so here.
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^

. 8' ,, ?
! €9, wepl -€€? € ? ?? ?. ' ^€' '€\ €- 5?^? ??
?^?, ?,.

2
^ ? ?? ?'?? ?'{ ^ ,

11. 2. For€,€ •€-, as also for^^
\\(, see § 13 note.

5., from, 'smoke'
or ' mist.' Another derivation is sug-

gested by the lexicographer, Ilarpo-

cration, i) -- (whirlwinds, raising

furious eddies of dust), which he says

create madness, quoting Alcaeus,

—

^ hKfiXiTO <ppeva$.

6. '•€8, see § 122.

7.€5. is to\
as the 'positive wish is to the mere
negative idea of willingness.' Shilleto,

de Falsa Leg. § 26. p. 348.
12. 9. In §§ 12-16 the separate

propositions are clear. Demosthenes
says that the prosecution is at once
self-condemned, because it is obviously
malicious, futile, unfair, late, incon-

sistent, irregular, and brutal. But in

the connection of these propositions,

which are closely compressed, there is

considerable, of which the

Scholiast complains.

The key-note, which runs through
the whole passage, is * all the charges

are, on the very face of them, unjust

and untrue:' cf. § 12 fi ittp ^
(5, § 13 oZai €\5 .. tt

iT(p €^(\eyxeiv (, § 14 6? Tt . .

(, § 15 eKcras Ik riji opOfjs$, § 1 7 . .(''$$ (-.
The main logical difficulty occurs in

the two transitions ov yap^
... and yap ..\., both
introduced by yap.

This particle has occasionally a very

pregnant sense, explaining a thought
which may be gathered from the con-

text, but has been left unexpressed.

Instances are common, in dramatic
dialogue, when we must supply a
thought equivalent to our ' yes * or *no

'

before a sentence introduced by yap.

Sometimes a condition must be under-

stood, and yap rendered 'for, were it

so,' § 47, 197, or 'for, were it not so:'

cf. Xen. Anab. vii. 6. 33 i-nianvo-(' yap^$ u/nas. Still more ab-
rupt is Thuc. i. 1 7 oi yap kv :SiKf\icf.

Irrl\(((, which
is to be translated, 'But this timid
policy is to be understood only of the

tyrants in Old Greece; for those in

Sicily,' etc. Compare the precisely

parallel use of nam in Cicero, pro

Plane, xvi. 38 *Nam Maeciam . . vo-
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many former trials. Nay, Aeschines, evil-minded as you are, 11

that was a simple-minded fancy of yours, that I should let

the discussion of my conduct and my statesmanship go, and

should turn aside to answer invective issuing from you. Be

sure I shall not do so—my mind is not so clouded : but I shall

first sift the falsehoods and libels you cast on me touching my
statesmanship, and then, for this ribaldry so unrestrainedly

uttered, I shall afterwards, if my audience care to listen, have

a word to say.

Now the crimes alleged against me are many, and are those 12

for some of which the laws appoint great or rather capital penal

ties : vet the scheme of the present suit is this. While it com-

bin̂ S the" spite and insnipnrp -^ invprtivp nnri nnntnmply and all '^ ^ /
the similar^hanactgrJGti 00 of n. pri^rntrjsjiemyjjievertheless, even

-L•

luisti' = •/ omit the Maccian tribe:

for you intended the Maecian tribe,'

etc.

In the first transition here the full

force of the 7a/) is * And they are not

true ; for, if they be ;^ in the second,
' But my conduct wds not indictable ;

for, had it been so.' *

Thus the connection of thought in

fi the whole passage is as follows :

—

/I § 12. I am charged with terrible
'

\ crimes : but the scope and spirit of

the prosecution condemn it. Although
' showing every symptom of personal

hostility, nevertheless it does not en-

able the state to punish me, even if

the charges were true. §13. Of course

,
they are not true (v. note on eiVep .

.

^), for, if they be true, there is no
need to rob me of a fair trial, but he

; should simply have impeached or in-

;
dieted me at the time, had my acts

: been impeachable or indictable. Of
j

course they were neither ; for, had I

j
been guilty, we may be sure that he
would not have refrained from indict-

/ ing me, when we now see him prose-

; cuting Ctesiphon in order to strike a
blow at me. § 14. So, if I had been
guilty of the other crimes which he
enumerates, he could have used the

proper legal machinery to j)unish me
(which he did not do), and then his

present appearance in court would
have been consistent with his past

acts, § 15. Instead of this, he makes
an irregular attack on me, and that

too through Ctesiphon. § 16. Lastly,

to recur to our private hostility, he
ought to have asked me to settle that

privately, without harming an inno-

cent third person.

9. After Dind. reads

irepi . The must
join another predicate to the preceding. This second predicate is to

be found in the antecedent latent in

the relative. The full phrase would
be [ Sctj/a] vepl(.
. , corrective, = rather:'

see IndexT

II.. Dind., with most MSS.,
has, with no stop after it (* the

scheme of the prosecution in itself,

on the face of it, is malicious and fu-

tile') which seems more forcible.

13. is to be taken

with, the force of which con-

tinues through the whole clause : 'the

spite, and insolence, . . and all the



12 §§ 12-15., ef€
^^jiv€9, Tfj noXei , ^

13 kyyv9. yap Set

Xoyov ^^ ' kv^ Ta^ei

€' ^ Oeodi ^ € s€ , ?'''
e0' o/y , ye-? ^^/,, €i

^ € , eiaayyeX- 10

e/y -^, ei , ypa-€' yap \ €
€/€, €€ (5e, ei e^eXiy^eiv,

1^€. ei 15

^/ * €^ ^^^€ € €9
\, ? ,^"€€ ^? -
€9 9 e/ie,^/^ 9 2

15€9. * €? ttjs ?
similar characteristics, of a private Latin civilis.

enemy.' 7. ye, ironical, ' being, as we must
I.( answers /icV, §§ 58, 153, suppose;' so often below.

299, * xet, be that as it may.' 8. €6. Demosthenes is con-
€1 €, as § 14 et \, of stantly referring to the fact that Ae-

course implies the falsity of the sup- schines wasonceanactor,cf §362note.
position. » Sci^-Qd. These
12. 5' €5, § 96. 'double-shotted' expressions, which
13. 3. ..., cf. Aeschin. really imply only one verbal action

§ 203. (and are often best translated by a

4. ' =
' and certainly not.' For verb and adverb) are very common in( see Index. Demosthenes. In this speech we have

6. -iroXtTtKOv is rendered 'states- § 11 diefiaWts, § 14
manlike ' by Shilleto, who quotes this </3€ (•(, § 2 1-
passage, F. L. § 114. p. 373; but here , § 22 idiSa^as

seems rather to mean ' what one €($, § 40\ ,
citizen should do to another/ like the § 31 (€ 4(, § iii
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if the accusations and the charges that have been stated were (as

they are not) true, it is not put in the power of the state to take

adequate or even partially adequate satisfaction for them.

For, if the charges be true, there is no need to try to rob me 13

of the privilege of appearing before the people and of obtaining

a hearing, much less to do so in an attitude of spite and jealousy.

I call heaven to witness, that it is neither straightforward nor

Athenian nor legal, men of Athens. He ought rather, on the

occasions on which he saw me wronging the state—occasions, 1

we must remember, so enormous as he but now dramatically \

enumerated—to have employed the penalties provided by the

laws c]ose_pn the .bezels of. the transgressions, if, for instance, he

saw me committing acts that called for impeachmentJ.by im-

peaching me and in this way bringing me to "judgment in

your courts, or, if he saw me making unconstitutional pro-

posals, by indicting me for breach of the constitution. Tor~
I do not imagine that he can now be prosecuting Ctesiphon to

get at me, yet would have refrained from indicting me person-

ally had he indeed thought he could carry a conviction. .StilJL

further, if he saw me wronging you in any of the other points 14

which he but now libellously enumerated or in any respect what-

soever, there are laws which reach all crimes and penalties and

trials and judgments, and all these it was competent to him to

use ; and the rnoment he had shown himself to have done this

and to have dealt after this fashion with his relations towards me,

his present appearance as prosecutor would have been consistent

with his past conduct. But, as it is, having swerved from

the straight and just road, and^ having shirked the ~ investiga- 15

5(( , § 274 - one hand he can prosecute Ctesiphon
€'€, § 283- in order to injure me, he would not,

€5 ($, § 293 €\€ on the other hand, have indicted me4€. personally,' etc. Cf. § 260 /x^

For. almost= • sensationally,' ...
see Jebb, Attic Orators, vol. i. p. ci. 14. «^. There is a variant

9. Trap' . See § 9 note. c^(\ey^€iv.. Supply from Set 14. 15. ,,= 'and undoubtedly,'
above, as from ov, Fals. Leg. ' aij^ what is more,'—is never adversa-

§ 46. p. 354, and see below § 104. tive.

13. ... The preced- 18, After -cis Dind. reads

ing the two clauses introduced respec- , and after

lively and opposed to one another, by has' (.
and €, denies that the antithesis, 20. tois irpos «^• So in De Symm.

which they contain, can stand :
' No § 2 -npos =

' con-
one will believe that, while on the ceming our relations with the king.*^
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:!-

^'"

tov9 ?,? ^povois???, \, ^ ?9 ^ '
5?, ?, ?',?? ? ? ? ^? ,

??? ?̂ ??, ^? .
17 ?

? ? ?? 15' ' -^ ' ?? ?-? ,?? . ^?' ?, ? ? 2?? ^ ^ ?^^ .
15. . ', § 9 note, § 226. reduced amount as the jury should fix.•

3., ' having brought 16. 8. After rots Dind. has
together from all sid.es.' ' ^.
~^flOkptv€Tav, § 262. &v cliretv «, 'may be able to

= ' brings charges say'—a modified future, very frequent

against,' = ' puts on his trial,* in Demosthenes.
' brings to the bar.' The same oppo- 9. puiX* = 'in quite a high de-

sition is found Falsa Leg. § 333. p. 434. gree.' Cf. § 3 Kca €•\.
5. €. For the uses of pre- 11. is said not to occur

positions in this speech'see Index. elsewhere till Plutarch. Demosthenes
6. €. Aeschines laid the himself uses k^haais in other places,

penalty in this action at fifty talents. as § 226.

If Ctesiphon were convicted, he would 1 2. cTcpco *. Note the attrac-

lose his civil rights (i. e. he would be tion of antecedent to relative. Dissen) till he paid this fine, or such a would explain this as an emphatic in-
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tions which should have closely followed the transactions, these

long ages after, having composed a motley part of charges,

gibes and invective, he plays the actor. Beyond this^
^
while he

acj:uses me he sues my client ; and, though he pushes his

enmity against me to the fore of the whole trial, yet, without ,^

ever having confronted me to settle that, he openly seeks to _'<^^ \
'

take away the civil rights of a third person.

And yet, in addition to all the other pleas which one may 16

urge on behalf of Ctesiphon, I think one might say this also

with perfect reasonableness, that we ought in fairness to have

conducted the examination of our private enmity privately, and

not, while shrinking from conflict with one another, to lookl

about for some third person to whom we may do a mischief.

For that is an extravagance of injustice.

Although therefore one may see from this that all his accu- 17

sations alike have been brought forward without justice and

with no basis of truth, yet I wish to sift each of them singly

too ; and particularly all the falsehoods he uttered against me

in reference to the Peace and the Embassy, palming off on me

what he did himself in concert with Philocrates.

Now it is necessary, men of Athens, and perhaps becoming,

to remind you how the situation stood throughout those

periods, in order that you may view each set of transactions in

the light of the then urgent crisis.

version of ' (, and would 22., ' in the light of the

take the phrase as an indirect ques- pressing occasion.' For the significa-

tion : but his method, besides being tions of this ' chameleon-like ' word,

unsupported by evidence, would fail which always takes its special shade

to account for the numerous other in- of meaning from its surroundings, see

stances of this attraction. E. g. § 200 Index.

ovhiva Kivhvvov. , ' each sei of transactions

'

17. 14. Demosthenes begins to an- —so often below. Both Latin and
swer Aeschines § 58 sqq. Greek prefer the neuter plural of ad-

The historical questions raised in jectives and pronouns instead of the

the course of this speech are discussed singular, unless the fact referred to is

in order in Introduction I. to be marked as particular and iso- ^

21. After Dind. reads lated.

$, which seems indispensable.
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18 yap ^, 8l e/ie (
8€ ), \ €9€€€ \^,€ ? ^^,^ *, ? ^?9 5^' oh yap €\€ kv ?,

€9^^'^^ -
^, ' €9? ?€ aveXeiv, 6€€9 , 9 ?? ?? epi?

1, * ? ( )? ?? ??? kv ?-?,? 15

i

k€o. ? ? ?-
* ?.?, ^
?, kvo? -

20 . ?? kKovTa? kaavo?
;

*, €
18. ., narrative, §§ 32, 42. etc. sire them to be victorious., is a pregnant 4. , , litotes,

expression, the verb in itself signify- 8. ol \)65 . Arcadians, Mes-
ing a hostile encounter, ' when the senians, Argives.

Phocian war had come to blows.' 9.., are the8(
The same phrase occurs Horn. II. (Xen. Hell. iii. 5. 13) : see Introd. I.

xiv. 96, Thuc. i. 15. 19. 13. tois .., § 295.
. . 6€. Demosthenes' first 14.«€, ' bring into collision,'

political speeeh, De Symmoriis, was hence ' wear out against one another,'

delivered the following year. § 163, Thuc i. 64.

3., *tQ.£&cai)e destructioiL' irpos avrovs ««. Corn-

After the sacrilegious acts of the pare contra Aristocr. § 103. p. 654
Phocians even Athens could not de- ^ /j vpiis
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When the conflict began in the Phocian war, not owing to 18

me, for you know I had not yet commenced public life at that

date—in the first place you were so disposed that you wished

the Phocians to hold their own, although you saw them acting

most wrongly, and would have exulted over any sufferings of

the Thebans, your anger against them being neither unreason-

able nor unjust ; for they had abused their success at Leuctra.

In the next place the whole of the Peloponnese was divided

mto parties, and those who hated the Lacedaemonians were not

strong enough to destroy them, nor those who were formerly

supreme through Spartan support able to control their states ;

but there was a kind of promiscuous contention and turmoil both

in these and in all the other communities. Now seeing this 19

—for it was not hidden—Philip, by lavishing gold on the

traitors in each community, brought all into collision and threw

them into domestic chaos : and more than this, on the blunders

and bad policy of others j^^'^^^nR b"''^^^'"g yp his own pre-

paration^^and p;rowir>g great to the ruin of all Next, when it

was evident to all that the once burdensome but now hapless

Thebans, distressed by the length of the war, would be com-

pelled to fly to you for refuge, in order to prevent this occur-

ring and to hinder the union of the states, Philip promised peace

to you and assistance to them.

What then helped him to dupe you under an almost voluntary 20

delusion? The conduct of the other Hellenes, whether we

ought to call it cowardice or ignorance or both of these—who,. Olynth. § 14. p. 22 - ///.45, Thuc. ii. 15. = dissidebant^

65 ttipi ^ kv- Dissen : or, ' followed a foolish policy.

Aots(, etc. From these 16,, Fals. Leg. §
passages it appears that the phrase 154. p. 385.
does not refer to the relations between 19.. There is a variant
the states, but to the internal condition '/, for which use of the subjunc-
of each state—like just above. tive cf § 32 note.

cIt, § 22. 20. 2 2.\a^€iv,'catch,"clupe,'cf. §40.
€v ois (sc. xpovois, Dissen.) is Sctv goes with cKOvras, 'in

more probably cognate, On their an almost voluntary deception.' Cf.

blunders he based his own prepara- § 68.

lions:' for this use of Iv of. § 198 .. «iTretv. Cf. § 270
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€€ einuv^ ot ^^^^^ / ykyov^.v)€€ ovSevi -
oh ? 66€ 5. \ 6€, e/ze,,'

kv 9\ ^
21 TL9]^ .\ .
€ ,

,'' -, ' 15^,, , * -
ygy^
( -

22' ' . ', - 2,' ,
^ -

^ *-
^ 6€ ..., contr. Aristocr. mative.'

§ 156. p. 671 €€, & avSpes 9• *^ *'^^^' 'ill *^ concluding of the',€ \eyeiv peace,' i. e. Aeschines and his party' on€, Plato, Theag. p. 121 spoiled the peace by false reports,

rov vUos ctTi( « delays in taking the oaths from
rraiSoiroitav ^, Laws, Philip, etc.

vii. p. 808, Cicero, N. D. i. 3. 4, 21. 11.. 8ic|. § 13.

Auctor ad Herenn. iv. 29 (from i a. , .' in the highest de-

Dissen). gree,' § 95.

6.€ is more than ' lent 1 3.^ . . irpos cc, § 44.

an ear;' it is 'answered in the aifir- 15. lc^dcvos, 'to take upon one-
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when you were waging a continuous and protracted war,

and that a war on behalf of the interests of all, as has been

made plain by experience, were willing to assist you neither with

money nor with troops nor with anything else whatsoever.

£nraged_with__Jhpm. botliL justly and properly, you readily re-

sponded to Philip.^__Ihe peace^then which was conceded by

you at that time was brought about owing to this—

n

ot owing

to me, as my opponent Hbellously asserted; and, if anyone

should make a just examination, he will find that the iniquities

and venalities of my opponents during the making of the peace

are responsible for our present troubles. And all this I recount 21

with precision for the truth's sake. For if there should appear

malpractice, though in the highest degree, in these transactions,

I imagine it does not at all concern me. On the contrary, the

man who first spoke and mooted the peace was Aristodemus ]

the actor, and the man who caught up the ball and drafted 'h^ '^^^^^,^^,^-
decree and hired himself out for this serv ice in company with my
opponent was Philocrates of the deme ofHagnus,—yourj>artner, ^^
Afisrhmpp, nnf7^^>^^^ ynn lip t^] rrarV And thoSC

who spoke for the motion, from motives best known to them-

selves—for I drop that question for the present—were Eubulus

and Cephisophon : but I took no part anywhere. Neverthe- 22

less, though these transactions are of this character, and have

been thus stated by me in strict accordance with the truth, to

such a pitch of effrontery had he come, that he dared to say

that I, if you please ! in addition to having been responsible

for the peace, had also prevented Athens from making it in

common with a federate assembly of the Hellenes. If all

self a burden or task and relieve participle carries the main predica-

another:' so Fals. Leg. § 41, p. 352 Ik- tion, and cf § 7 note., and lb. § 108. p. ^ ... This

371, with reference to this same peace, and the similar phrases §§ 146, 261,5 ^ convey a discreditable implication, and
ecpepov ^, are generally followed by some ex^

IviibT) b' (is TO trpay- pression like yap ...
^(, -nape- 22. 21., predicative, * shown, ((€ ' - to be of this character.'. Compare Plato, Euthyd. p. 277 22. dpa expresses surprise. * I, of

Sjawfp /. \6yov. all people in the world.'

18.. Observe that the 23. €. 'have /? hindered.'

C 2



20 §§ 22—24•. €]_— rty; ^, 8l€^t]€L9,€6 € 9?23 €€9 ; 5

€1 ' -
£€ ^ jirl& ,^ .€9 , '' € 9

6€ *,
€9 €€€€^ ' 9 €9 ^4: €€. €

kv 019 ^' el €9
'^ €19 €€€, 15

fie
9 ^ ?? €7€/€€,, ^€€€. ' ,^ €€6€'

kv
;
kl

;
'^ 2. ' kL ^ ;
* €(. € 9 k^( 09 k, €

, €', in logical usages, means
(1) 'in spite of all this,' as § 243,

(2) 'if all that be so.' as here, § loi,

(3) 'more than this,' §§ 19, 59,
— € ... Cp. Ari-

stoph. Nub. 1378 .. a (
;

3• ^, 'advantageous negotia-

tion,' § 191.

5. €|.., § 13.

23. 7• = ' you had a last

chance
;

' or, * it still remained your
duty.• Cf. § 69.

8.€ = to call heaven

and earth to witness.

10. , * a cry to this

effect;' cf. § 103 aywva.
Dind. adds.

. .•€(€, if taken as a
pluperfect, involves an historical diffi-

culty (see Introd. I). It is just possible

to translate * no embassy was at that

time under commission.'
11. 5. DinJ. ovbiva^ (*no

siaie ') which Shilleto prefers : see his

note on Fals. Leg. § 74. p. 362 for

illustrations.



^Bthis is so, you—by what name could one rightly address you ?

—

^^is there a single occasion on which you, present as you were,

observing me to divert from the state a stroke of policy and

an alliance so all important as you just now narrated, expressed

indignation or came forward and told circumstantially the tale

which you now bring into your accusation ? And further, had 23

I sold to Philip the service of preventing the common action of

the Hellenes, it rested with you not to keep silent, but to cry

aloud and make solemn protests and inform your countrymen.

On no occasion, therefore, did you do this, and no one heard

a sound to this effect from you. For no embassy was at that

time on its way to any of the Hellenes, but all had been tested

and found wanting long ago ; and my opponent has not uttered

a single sound word on this head. But besides this he also 24

traduces his country most seriously by his false statements;

for if, at one and the same time, you were summoning the

Hellenes to war, yet privily sending ambassadors to Philip to

treat for peace, you were trying to perform a trick worthy of

Eurybates, not the action due from a state or from honourable

men. But this is not true, it is not true. For with what possible ^

wish would you have sent for them at this conjuncture ? For

peace ? Why, all had it, to begin with. But for war.? On the

contrary, you were yourselves deliberating about peace. Thus,

then, I am seen to be neither the pioneer of the peace as

originally proposed nor responsible for it, and of the other

12. €€6€ is more than could you conceivadly wzsA in sending
' tested

;

' it signifies 'tried and found for them?'
wanting.' Cf^ contra Aristog. ii. 20. €irl ; we should have

§ 22, p. 807 (quoted by Dissen). expected the accusative, without the

24. 17., unknown: sup- preposition, recurring to^ :

posed by some to be the name of an the km recurs to (6€€.
Ephesian who received money from 22. €^ €5, 'the peace
Croesus to raise troops, and deserted to as originally proposed.' Cf. Fals. Leg.
Cyrus, or of a kind of Protean fire-god. § 108, quoted on § 21 above.

Cf. Aeschin. c. Ct. § 137 ovre- 23. = 'I evidently

Tos'? ovSels€ am.' ' I seem to be ' would of course5'$1^$'€€. require the infinitive instead of the

19. , 'what participle.



22 §§24-27.

€€6 ^ tv-.
25 € ?,

€€9^€' € eiaeaOe s?, tis 6 €
6€ , kyoa

tovs ^-
€9 € ^^ kv oh -, ^ 8e ovSe 1029€ ,, €9' ; €.
\ ? ^-, ' ^. \9 < rJ9 ^ ' 15

a(j) rjs ^?
? , 9

\p6vov pay ,,, ?, 2
27 ,

*, tj,, '-
25. 8., 'in my capacity 2. 13.€ ... Com-

as member of the ,^ § aS. De- pare Fals. Leg, § 181. p. 393 ws

mosthenes seems to have been the €£ -
only senator among the ambassadors. rovs opitovs^, where

10. '•€, 'try to get the see Shilleto's note,

oaths;' see note on //)0, § 3. i6. «|€•€. Dind. has i(f\v-,., 'even after I had 0€, which Dissen, with justice, pre-

carried this /«rM^r resolution.' The fers. 'Relaxed your own prepara-

ambassadors ought to have departed tions.'

after the original of Philo- 19. $ 6€«
crates which concluded the peace. ..\,^ • as many places belonging
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falsehoods which he has uttered against me it is shown that

not one contains a grain of truth.

Accordingly, after the state had made the peace, I beg you 25

once more to examine what each of us chose on principle to

do under the new circumstances : for from this you will know

iwho it was that fought throughout on Philip's side, and who
[it was that worked for you and sought the advantage of the

Estate. On m^y part, then, I proposed, in my place as senator,

that the ambassadors should sail with all despatch to any places

[in which they might hear of Philip's presence, and try to ad-

iminister the oaths to him; but, even after I had carried this

[motion, my opponents were not pleased to obey. And what2
^was the force of this, men of Athens ? I will inform you. It

-was Philip's interest that the interval of time before he took

|the oaths should be as wide as possible ; it was your interest

that it should be as narrow as possible. Why ? Because, on

[your part, not only from the day on which you were sworn, but

from the day on which you hoped that there would be peace,

you relaxed all youF preparations for the war ; he, on the con-

trary, had been scheming for this, above all things, from the

commencement, thinking, what indeed was true^Iiat he would

.retain securely all the pjQ.§sessioris_qfjhe state which__he could

;apture before rendering the oaths : for, reasons he, none will

break/jfie peace for the sake of the^. Foreseeing, men of 27

Athens, and calculating upon this, I drafted the following de-

cree, that Ave should sail to any places in which Philip might

be quartered and swear him with all despatch, that the Thra-

to Athens as he could pre-occupy, be-

fore,' etc.

It is quite possible, in Fals, Leg, § 90.

p. 366 Trjs \(5-
€, that the- in-^ governs

T^s?, and that Shilleto is right

in rendering that passage, ' Before he
had got 1;]; star^ of the city and pos-

sessea himseirof any oFthese places
:

'

although in the sense of ' anticipating

another,' the verb does not seem else-

where to be used with an acctisative of
the thing gained by the anticipation,

the natural construction (as contra

Cor. § 6. p. 1 103- 5e( irpoTcpov Xeynv), beingwith(.
In the present instance, however, the

preposition contained in the verb

merely anticipates, as § 60 it reiterates,

the clause introduced by .
21. 6, supply^.



24 §§27-29., €€,? Siiavpe,*, yiyvoLvB' oi ^
€€9 9

9 , \^ 5

8e ? €28 €€. \
, '€' €

€€ €€9 ^. ^ €€
;
- ^

yuv tovs €72', * - (j[^

; ^€ ^€€ ;
' ev ^ , el. e^ei €€^ 5' ^€ ,^ ; $. Aeye ,, .

29 . [ ,-
cvrj via, ^ ^/,

27. 2. ^, Aeschines even dis- paid. The 'two-obol places' were
torts the names, § 82 ovtos kanv S) the ordinary unreserved seats.' Ttpojros €(" cl ' €, 'if this (the€5 ' motion that they should be invited to

... the^, or seats of honour) had
3. *. Cf. § 7 note. not 15"een"^roposed.'

5, perhaps refers to the 14. Before Dind. has

gold-mines at Crenides (Philippi), , which is indispensable to the

which supplied Philip with his most sense.

powerful 'siege-artillery.' 15. , §§ 39, 278, 303.

6. €, 'from these districts,' 17. Xiye is addressed to the clerk of

or, • after this.* the archons. Strictly \4yeiv means
28. 7. Aesch. § 76. rather to quote than to recite, for

€, ' in spite of this,' cf. § 22. which the regular word is avayiyvai-

8. €l='if it happened that,' a less €.
definite, cf. §§ 44, 193. — 29. 18. The documents to which, § 25. Demosthenes refers are lost. Their

13. iv Totv . The price place has been filled, by whom we do
is put for the seat for which it was not know, with imitations which in
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cians, your allies, might still hold those positions which my
opponent recently disparaged, Serrium and Myrtenum and

Ergisca, when the oaths were taken, and that he might not,

by having secured the places which were of moment, be estab-

lished as master of Thrace, and having provided himself with

much money and many troops from these districts, easily essay

the sequel of his policy. In spite of this, while my adversary 28

does not quote or recite this decree, yet, if it happened that I

was the senator who thought we should introduce Philip's ambas-

sadors to the popular assembly, he misrepresents this act of mine.

But what ought I to have done ? Ought I not to have proposed

to introduce the men who had come for the special purpose of

conferring with you .? or not to have instructed the lessee of the

theatre to assign them seats ? * Well,' say you, ' they would have

sat as spectators in the two-obol' seats, if that motion had not

been passed.' What, was I to have guarded the petty interests of

the state, but to have sold her main interests, as my opponents

have done ? I imagine not. Therefore take and read me this

decree, which my opponent deliberately passed over. Now read.

DECREE.

In the archonship of Mnesiphilus, on the last day of Heca- 29

tombaeon, under the prytanyship of the tribe Pandionis, Demo-

many particulars are unsuccessful. Athenian part, in presence of Anti-
These spurious documents, which pater, there was no occasion to repeat

cease to be supplied after § 187 (exc. them to Philip, but only to administer

the epigram § 289), are frequently the oath to him. The to

irrelevant ; the names of the archons which Demosthenes refers was passed
are wrongly stated, except in one by the senate alone (in exercise of
instance ; dates and facts are inaccu- extraordinary powers then conferred

rately given; and expressions occur upon it) and not by the people,
which only belong to very late Greek. Lastly €\, in the sense of

In this first example€\ is not ' delay, ' is not Attic ; and^-
to the point, as the ambassadors were is at least doubtful,
already chosen : they were ten in num- 19. Kalvca. Plutarch, Solon 25

:

ber, not five ; and all the names found ' Observing the irregularity of the

here, except that of Aeschines, are months, and that the moon neither

erroneous. The true archon was rose nor set at the same time with the

Themistocles, the true date 3rd Muny- sun, as it often happened that in the

chion. The peace was voted in the same day she overtook and passed by
second assembly, not the first ; and as him, he ordered that day to be called

the oaths were at once taken on the via (the old and the new)

;
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26 ^ ,5-3,.<449 Uaiavievs eiTrev,) -
^^^^^UTrj^osoTroffTetXay irpeV/Seis Trepl €5-,^^ ^,^ rfj}^,? ; €^ -€€ iv ttj €[, 7rpeV/3ets lAeV^at 5

6^;^b tt€VT€, be^^
^obev€ , hv, ^ re

/)' hovvai rati-9 irpos * ^, '€-
tovs^^.' ^,^ Kobs,^^ ,^^

Lbs,^

30 ^€ 6€, ttj ^- 15

/, ?^ '^[€9? kv MaKeSovia pus

6Xov9 9, €9 ^X^e eK?^ ^€, €19 ^ 2,? e^eXea/' yap ^,€ ? €
€?;(€,. 25

31 \ kv ttj€ ^ \
€€€' \ € aei^ *

assigning the part of it before the con- afterwards, when the solar year came
junction to the old month, and the into use, the term was applied to the

rest to the beginning of the new.' last day of every month without dis-

(Langhome.) This would only occur crimination.

every other month, on the sotb ; bat 80. 1 7. rpcis SXovs )it]vas is of
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sihenes, the son 0/ Demosthenes, 0/ the deme Paeania, moved that,

Whereas Philip, having sent ambassadors to treat for peace,

hath formed an accepted covenant, it hath been resolved by the

council and commons of the Athenians, in order that the peace

may be completed which was voted at the first assembly, to choose

ambassadors from the whole body of Athenians, to the just num-

ber offive, and that those who are elected shall leave the country

without making any delay, to wherever they may hear Philip

is quartered, and that they take the oaths from him and tender

them to him with all despatch, according to the covenant with

the Athenian people agreed upon by him, comprehending also the

allies of either side. As ambassadors were chosen Eubulus of the

deme Anaphlystus, Aeschines of the deme Cothocis, Cephisophon of

the deme Rhamnus, Democrates of the dem4 Phlyes, Cleon of the

deme Cothocis.

After. I had then proposed and carried this decree, seeking 30

what was expedient for my country, not what was expedient for

Philig^Uiese^^thy ambassadors paid little heed, and sat idly

in Macedonia for three entire months, until Philip had come

from__Tlirace, having brought the whole beneath his power,

although it was possible for them within ten days, or rather

within three or four, to have reached the Hellespont and to have

delivered the places, by getting the oaths from him before he

completed their destruction. For he would not have laid a finger

on them in our presence, or, if he had, we would not have sworn

him ; so that he would have forfeited the peace and would not

have retained both advantages, the peace as well as the places.

So the first act during the embassy of theft on the part of Philip, 31

and of venality on the part ofmy iniquitous opponents, took this

character; on which score I confess that then, now, and for ever

I am at open war and feud with them. But 1 ask you to regard

mrse an exaggeration: v. Introduc- imperfect for aorist indicative in

Ion I. conditional sentences : cf. § 28^
ig. After^ Dind. av, § 65 €t .. -^y^v, §§ 76, 133.

las €. 31. 2 7. After Dind. has
24. €€. Demosthenes often uses deoh, and omits before



28 §§ 31-34.

8' €9 €06^^? € .
32€7€577 € ^ 6 -

-
I, J>veLTCLL^* ayj^J^. ^
€ MaKeSovta^j ? enl 5, , Sevp'^-

• ^^,
! € ^^^€ 6€^ ,*€ €
33€ ^ -^'€, '

6 kv ^, d,^ ,€, KOLvfj€' *,
€€ , .

34^ , '^ -' , ' 2, ' -^
^. The latter is certainly an 4. €.^ would be more
advantage, as the difficulties which regular ; but it is harsh to deny that the

have arisen with regard to the dis- subjunctive is good Greek after the his-

tinction between \€€ and- toric present wvehai Retaining this,

pfcOai (where Kennedy supposes an the clauses oirtws /x^^ .. .

.

anticlimax) disappear. With the ((\( give an instance of the idio-

reading of Dind. ^^ <4- matic construction which expresses

pfcOai contain but one verbal idea, a direct consequence by the subjunctive

the first verb colouring the second and a further or indirect consequence

adverbially : ' I am at open war in by the optntive. Compare Thuc. iii.

my variance with them,' am at 22~3 ..•§

daggers drawn with them.' See on , where see Arnold's note and€€ Kalbte^Tjei § 13. Thuc. vii. 17. 4, viii. 87. 3; Herod.
32. 3. SidrovTOVs €5, viii. 76. 2, ix. 51. 3.

§57.
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another villany immediately subsequent and yet greater than

the former. Aft_er Philip had sw^rn ^^ *^^ p^arPj having pre- 32

viously occiipied Thrace—thanks tp mv opponents having

refused to obey my decree—he made a second purchase

from them, that we should not depart from Macedonia until

he had brought to perfection the preparations for his expedition

against the Phocians, wishing that you might not, on our bring-

ing home the news that he was purposing and preparing to

march, send out your own forces, anj by sailing round in your

triremes to Thermopylae, as once you did before, close the 33

pass7 but that at the timewhen"you"sHould be tistening to these

reports from us he might be on this side of Thermopylae, and

you might be able to do nothing. To such an extent was Philip

in fear^or rather in great excruciation of mind, lest, even after

his previous capture of these places, should you decree, before

the Phocians were destroyed, to send them help, the situation

should escape him, that heJiired_jDy despicable opponent, no

longer in concejlJBdth the othej ambassadors, but privately and

personally, to make such speeches and such rejports to you as

ruine4jveryjjiing. Now I require, men of Athens, and I en- 34

treat that you remember during the whole course of the trial,

that, if Aeschines had brought no a££.iig^<^i'~>" pvtranpnng to the

indictment, no more would I have made a single remark foreign

to the question ; but, since Iny uppouenL has employed charges

and calumniestoo of every kind, it is necessary ior me also to

^
9. For Dind, has. of absolute clauses, namely, that the

II. *, 'be able,' § 4, etc. The subject of an absolute clause may not
translation ' have nothing to do '

be identical with either the subject or

would require' on noioire. the object of the main sentence. The
33. 13. €1 is omitted by Dissen (with text before us does violate this canon,

many MSS.),(5 inserted be- being identical with .{€ a.nd KaihefoTe €yo: (It is to be remarked that 2', on the
' lest, even though he had preoccupied authority of which MS. el depends, has
these places, you should, on receipt with it the impossible ^.)
of the information, decree to send help Another violation occurs § 135, where
before the Phocians were destroyed, see note.

and so the situation should slip from 17. '. See ' ovs § 35, where
his grasp,' etc. This reading has the there is little difference of meaning,
advantage of not violating the canon
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35 eKaarajpSov . ^
naph 6€?, '

; ? Sei €-€'
6* u/zeiy, eav ^*^ 5, oh €^,, oh , ,,,

36, '

* ,, h ; , 15

* ,)(,
^ Tfj ,

37 ^ . 2
* ,• , -'& , .. [ , -

85. 2. 8' . The is 'all was over' with the Phocians: see

meaningless and should be excised, Fals. Leg. §§ 64-66. p. 359. For the

cf. § 143. pleonasm cf. § 137«' vartpov.

6. ois ^, the Phocians, oJs , the 8.«€085
Thebans. ©« here means ' the hatred felt

3. 13• .. *The under- on the part of the Thebans and Thes-
current of hatred,' § 315, or, here salians against Athens,' although the
perhaps, ' the hatred still rankling'' apparently similar phrase above meant
against the Thebans. the hatred ftlt by the Athenians

14. cvOvs. Aeschines spoke on the against the Thebans. For the sub-

13th Scirophorion, and by the a3rd jective use of ir/K$s compare Philip, ii.
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make short answers to each set of accusations. What, therefore,

were the words which were uttered at that time by my opponent, ^5

thanks to which all was lost ? They were these :
* You must

not be alarmed at the fact that Philip has passed to the south

of Thermopylae : for you shall have all you wish, if you pre-

serve your quietude ; and you shall hear, within two or three 35

days, that to those whose enemy he came, he has become a

friend, while to those whose friend he came, he has on the

other hand become hostile. For.' said he^ phrasing• it very

^grandiloquently,
* it is not worjsjhatcement connections but ^1t~

identity of interests ; and it is to thehiterest of Philip and the
9^^^

f\

Phocians^and all ot you alike7to be rid of thejiearilessness and ,

oppressiveness of the Thebans/ There were some who lis- 36 ,^
tened gladly to these words from him on account of the under-

current of hatred which at that time set against the Thebans.

What, then, occurred immediately, not remotely, after this ? It

occurred that, onjhe one hand, the Phocians were destroyed

and their cities razed to the_gTOund ; while you, on the other

hand, cifif>rjT£vin^ j^rfSf>rvpH ynnr \•>\\\\^_^ listened to m
opponent, shortly afterwards had to hurry in your propeiijrfroin

the country; that my opponent received goRt-^^a^a that, still

further, in addition to this, the city earned the hatred of the. )\tiz^

Thebans and the Thessalians, while Philip earned their grati-

tude for what had been done. To prove that this is so, read to

me both the decree of Callisthenes and the letter of Philip, 37

from both of which all this will be plain to you. Please read.

DECREE.

In the archonship of Mnesiphilus, an extraordinary assembly

§ 3. p. 66 T^v TTpbs $ where in Polybius, and the combina-
*

6kvovvt€S, and Fals. Leg. § 96. p. 368 tion into one court of etrl( tV( npos '05 (supposed to mean the, be ^. commander of the heavy- armed in-

37. 20. oTt. ' In proof that,' and fantry), ($ (supposed
so often : see Index. to be the military minister of finance),

;

24.. The name of the ar- and the ' clerk of the council ' is re- ,

chon (see § 29) and the date (V. infra) markable, unless a council-clerk be
|

given are wrong : napfvpeais in the author of the forgery.
'

sense of 'pretext' is not classical, , sc. yevo-

Yiyviadai is only found else- .

m
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{, beKarrj,-49*€€ €l^e^r]hiva ^
7Tapevpia€L kv rfj -^ kv^

rietpatet, kv rots - 5

4' * €9, , bLap€v
38 €^€. ? hv€^^/€ ,€9 rots r^s '7poots kiti-

rtfiiots, kav kTiLheiKvor^ irepl kavTov' Trepl

^ abwaTov€: 6

CTTi rijs tot?7es €9 ttjs,
kn ,

\ kvTos €€ els ,
exros ahv /"^ ^ .^ 1 5

"^ 9 9 ^,' ^9 6
;

39 / eye fjv €€€?€. . [Btevs Ma€bvv 2
^t7ros^^/' ttj} b. €;
* eavrovs^ € -
€0 , ^ els,

bk kavba- 25/€€' ^ s-€€^ avrots ^ €
. before is bracketed by as, etc.,^^ (or

Dind. as interpolated, and is certainly ) ; in the third, counting back-

objectionable, as vpvravfwv is on his- wards from the last day of the month
torical grounds better taken with •6. inclusively, (, (, etc., •

2. aiaovTOs. The Attic ovtos{, Xi/jyovrot), or some-

month at this time was divided into times, ^, etc., kvl.
three decades : in the first decade the In the present case( 6%
days were counted as lOi/fMyWa, «^/), would mean the 21st of a month con-

tic, ; in the second iainin^ fhirijf days; hut Mai
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having heen convened by the generals, according to a resolution of

the prytanies and the council, on the twenty-first of Maemacterion,

Callisthenes, the son of Eteonicus, of the deme ofPhalerus, moved

:

That no Athenian on any excuse pass the night in the country, hut

in the city or the Piraeus, except those who are detached in the

garrisons : and that each body of the latter strictly observe the post

which they received, absenting themselves neither by day nor by

night. And whosoever shall disobey this decree, let him be liable

to the penalties of treason, unless he can point in excuse of himself

to some circumstance beyond his control : and with regard to such 38

circumstances let the decision rest with the commander of the heavy

infantry and the minister offinance and the clerk of the council.

Also, that the citizens bring in all their property from the country

with despatch, property within a hundred and twenty stades to come

into the city or the Piraeus, property more remote than a hundred

and twenty stades to Eleusis or Phyle or Aphidna or Rhamnus or

Sunium.

Was it with the hope of this that you made the peace, or

were these the promises held out to you by this hireling ?

Now read the letter which Philip sent after this. 39

LETTER OF PHILIP.

Philip, king of the Macedonians, to the council and commons

of the Athenians, greeting. Know that we have passed south of

Thermopylae and have subjected to ourselves the places in the dis-

trict of Phocis, and into all the cities which voluntarily adhered

to us have introduced garrisons ; but those which did not respond,

having taken them by storm and sold the inhabitants as slaves, we

have demolished. Put hearing that you also are making pre-

parations to send them aid, I have written to you in order thatyou

may not trouble yourselves unnecessarily about them : for I think

(at any rate in 01. io8. 3) had only always adopted conciliatory tones. No
twenty-nine days. Phocian towns' were taken by storm

38. 9., § io8. (/ ), but all destroyed after

15. At the end of the Dind. surrendering upon terms : cf. Fals. Leg.
has €€€$\€. § 68. p. 360 \(

39. 1 8. Before €€6 Dind. has €V ^ (
'. , ' (

20. The tone of this letter is impe- vavTas -.
rious, while Philip is reported to have 23. '•€6, § 195.
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^^ irepl rot? ^ 6\ols ovbe

hoKeXre TTOielv, € ^^.€€, ovhe^^^
iv rat? . € kav

€4€9, ovh\v^^ 5€ ahiKovvT^s.^

40
*€€ ? kv }??} ? ? ? otl ''' ,

e^ €€^ ,? €^?€€, € €^"? ? ?^ ^?. ?
€1? * € ' -^^' €€ '' k^ ???

41 . ??^?€? ? '?^ ???? € ?, 2
kv ^'? ? ?.

\? k ?,, ?? ke€?,*€ kv €
f( jj^uo^ - k€vv, k , h? ? k^]ov 25?,^ ^. iy' ?^U

42 ' yap kia ei??^? ^ ^«*

. Itn-^
.

. .
"'

. SXois, 'in yourgeneral policy,' having his own allies in view.

/ \ ^ §§ 28, 303; or perhaps 'absolutely.' 1 2.85^ = not writing*'_ 40. 7- , §13. this in so many words, § 103,( =6 (Dissen), the 13,, § 20, Fals. Leg. § 21. p.

,[jlJ idea being not that of 'defining,' but 347, 'he had so completely mastered
that of ' distinct declaration.' them before he left that (e/s).*

8. irpos $= 41. 19. ..(5, 'whom we
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that in the general tenor ofyour policyyou are doing what is any-

thing but fair in having concerted peace with me and nofie the less

begun to march your troops to take the field against me, and that

too when the Phocians were not comprehended in our common cove-

nant. Hence, ifyou do not abide by the terms agreed on, you will

be beforehand in nothing except in setting an example ofaggression.

You hear with what distinctness Philip plainly proclaims, in40

the letter addressed to you, for the understanding of his own

allies, ' I have done this against the will and to the hurt of the

Athenians ; so that if you are well-advised, men of Thebes and

Thessaly, you will regard them as enemies and put your trust

in me.' Not that he wrote in these terms, but he wished to in-

dicate as much. As a natural consequence of this, he had left

them so entirely duped that they foresaw or scented nothing

whatsoever of what was to follow, but suffered him to bring the

whole situation into his own grasp. Hence the unhappy peo-

ples have experienced their present calamities. And the man 41

who worked and fought with Philip to create this credulity, and

who brought home the false reports and tricked you, is my
opponent, whom we hear talking pathetically about the present

sufferings of the Thebans and telling us in detail how pitiful

they are, although both of these mischiefs and of the suffering

among the Phocians and of everything else which the Hel-

lenes have had to endure, he is himself the guilty cause. A
likely thing, Aeschines, that you smart at the revolution of

events and, compassionate the Thebans, seemg that you are a

proprietor in Boeotia and farm the lands which were tneirs, and

that I on the other side exult—I, whose instant surrender was

demanded by the author of^these miseries.

But I find I have launched upon discussions which it will 42

heard speak so pathetically.' Com- 24.. Demosthenes speaks

pare Aeschines contra Ct. § le^j- of Aeschines' yeccpyiai (-farms') as' ^ , bringing in thirty minae, Fa!s. Leg.9,€(5,'5 § 158. p. 386.

yvvaiKas ft?€, Trpe- 25.«, § 322.55,(5'/5, , Alexander.

kkevOepiav.

y ,.;. JiU i^0{ '
.
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\ 8k 6€ \ kv^^ - 25
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42. 4• «'•<1€ . .- 6. is omitted by Dind,

84. Repeated words are regu- 43. 8., § 63.

larly attended by /iiv .. without any 10. -'. Compare Thuc. viii.

sense ofopposition between the clauses 95. i yap avrois .. .
in which they stand, § 81. Cf.^ 13. After€ Dind. has,

. .^ U Aeschines contr. Ct. and before avToi.

% 25, quoted below on § 55. 15. , §.
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perhaps be more fitting to take, presently : so I will go back

again to my demonstrations, to prove that the iniquities of my
opponents have been the cause of our present troubles.

When you had been deceived by Philip, through the instru-

mentality of these men who on the embassies had sold them-

selves to Philip and had made utterly false reports to you, and

when the afflicted Phocians had been deceived too, and their

cities had been destroyed, what happened? The despicable 43

Thessalians and dull-minded Thebans thought Philip their

friend, benefactor, deliverer : he was all the world to them, and

they would not listen to a sound if one wished to dissent. On
your part, while you looked with suspicion on what had been

done and were ill-pleased, you nevertheless kept the peace : for

there was nothing you could do. And the other Hellenes too,

tricked in the same way as you had been and baulked of their

hopes, still kept the peace, although they themselves had vir-

tually been for a long time past; the object of war. For when 44

Philip went about and reduced the Illyrians and Triballians and

some also of the Hellenes, and brought under his own control

many great sources of strength, and when certain of the states-

men in the Greek cities, taking advantage of the licence afforded

by the peace, travelled to Philip's quarters and were there cor-

rupted, of whom my opponent was one, then all against whom

Philip was making these preparations were attacked in open war-

fare. That they failed in discernment is quite another question 45

and does not touch me. For I gave warnings and solemnly

protested at all times both in your midst and wherever I was

sent : but the Greek states were rotten, the men who were

engaged in public life and action taking bribes and sacrificing

l6. €KiToXXo{),'foralongtimepast;' l/ieAcr, aWos (
or perhaps 'from a distance,' 're- Kayos ovtos. Cf. p. i68, Plato, Apol.
motely,' cf. § 63. xxiii. p. 34

44. 20. €€6, 'to a certain quarter,' 23. irpos e\it, §§ 60, 247.
i.e. the Macedonian court, § 323. 24. oiroi, § 244.

22. €1, § 28. 45. 26. €<.
€TCpos 5, Phil, iii. § 16. p. The preposition is not required, and is

114 €t yap barely Greek {en?).
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Trj^] }€€€^
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J
?, ' ?, 15' .' '] . *? 6 -, ?,

?, , 248. -
?^ 6

"^^? ? . ^??, ? "?, ? ?' f-^Xpt 25? ? ?^ ?
, iroXXAvmustbe taken

together, ' the unofficial multitude.', . . hi, * partly . . partly.'

3. Tt ., may
possibly refer back to \({,
* all alike possessed by a passion of

this kind for easy-going leisure
:

' but

more probably is connected with what

follows, ' all possessed by a constrain-

ing idea of this kind, that is, each
community imagining that the blow
would fall on all but themselves.' For(, in the sense of 'lying under
delusion,' cf. Aristoph. Frogs 717-
XaKis y 6( no\isvenoy$ivat

\

Is T6 rows \$
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their f)rinciples for money, while^the majority of private citizens

either had no foresight or were caught by the bait of daily ease

and leisure, and all alike suffered from some such delusion as

this, each community fancying that the danger would come

against all except themselves, and that at others' risks they might

safely secure their own interests when they pleased. In this way, 46

I fancy, it has come about that the masses, in return for their

excessive and unseasonable indifference, have lost their liberty

;

while their leading men, who fancied they were bartering away

everything but themselves, discovered they had sold themselves

first, for instead of friends and guest-friends, as they used to be

called at the moment when they were taking bribes, they are now

saluted as parasites and apostates and by all other well-deserved

titles. For no one, men of Athens, spends money in pursuit 47

of the interest of the betrayer, nor when he is master of

his purchase continues to consult the traitor about the future

:

otherwise nothing would be more fortunate than the traitor.

But this is not so—how could it be .? very far from it. Rather,

when the aspirant for power is established as master of the

situation, he is also lord over those who sold him his posi-

tion, and, knowing their villany, then—if not before—he hates

them and distrusts them and treats them with contumely. Only48

look at the facts : for if the right time for action has gone

by, the right time at any rate to learn lessons of this sort

is always present to the prudent. Lasthenes bore the title of

friend only until he betrayed Olynthus : Timolaus only till he

ruined Thebes : Eudicus and Simus of Larissa only until they

T6 KayaOovs
|
h re 47. 1 6. , ' for, that case,

... nothing,' etc. § 12., 'the danger would 17• iro0€v;§52.

come, only not against themselves.' 48. 23,€, * so long, and
5., genitive after. no longer^ For this limiting use cf.

46. 6. cit'. 'It was thus, Thuc. i. 71. 3^ \ oZv Tovde

I suppose, that,' etc, .
12. Before Dind. has el- 26. 5. Dind. has oi Aapt-$. .
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3- AfterY€70V€vDind, hasTr/)o5ora)i'. 50. 13. , 'even what I

49. 8. ircpiiroici, ' makes to sur- have said.'

vive,' * preserver*" (cf. nepiyiyv€a9cu) 14.-, 'the remnant of

rather than' ' makes to superabound.' the wine mixed over night.' '

10.. Dind. has. 1 7., § 4.-
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put Thessaly into Philip's hands : their service over, expelled

and insulted and suifering every imaginable misery, the whole

dvilised3£irld-has become filled with them. What was the fate

too of Aristratus in Sicyon, and what that of Perilaus in Megara ?

are_thevnoLQiitcasts ? Hence one may see most distinctly that 49

the man who most faithfully guards his country, and speaks

most largely against these traitors, is the man, Aeschines, who

preserves to you betrayers and hirelings, the possession of

something on the strength of which you may get bribes-; and />^1^
it is thanks to the mass of your countrymen here and to those ^"^z

who withstood your wishes that you are safe~and Scllaiied, for, 'f^i . ^-., -

left tojvourselveSf you would hn.ve been rmned long ago.

And though I am able to say much more about the trans- 50
actions of that time, I think that even what I have said is more

than enough. Blame my opponent, because he has poured over

my head the stale potion, I may call it, of his own villanies and

iniquities, of which it was necessary that I should clear myself in

the presence of those who are too young to remember the events.

But perhaps those of you have felt a little annoyed, who, even

before I uttered a syllable, were acquainted with my opponent's
j

hireling service at that time. And yet he terms it friendship 51

and guest-friendship, and somewhere in his speech he dropped

a phrase about ' the man who reproaches me for my guest-friend-

ship with Alexander/ I reproach you for guest-friendship with

Alexander ? Whence could you have acquired it, or how could

you have been qualified for it ? I am not likely to speak of

you as Philip's guest-friend or as Alexanders friend, I am
not so mad,—unless we must also call reapers or those who do

any other job for hire friends and guest-friends of their hirers.

But this is not so—how could it be ? far from it. WhatJ do 52
rail jc^

p) hlrpl'ig, ou^e Phi1ip'pj,jQow Alexander's, and so do

all my hearers. If you disbeHeve me, put the question to

and have been hy- Befores Dind. has (5.
percritically conjectured. 51. 20. 6 .. «, Aeschines,

17,, • rather an- contra Ct. § 66.

noyed/ better than 'annoyed in the 21., § I28.

course ofmy narrative^ 26. ... § 47.
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56 €^? ,
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\kt>\i^ 52. 2. 05. XJlpian narrates § 59• There is observable in Greek

lUJiw that Demosthenes purposely mispro- syntax a growing tendency to pass, at

/ * nounced this word, and that his fasti- the expense of strict logic, from im-
'^^'^ dious Athenian audience (or, the personal to personal constructions.

. o».l comic poet Menander) shouted to until we even have for(
correct him. This story has been . Cf. § 255.

V****^ I seriously refuted. Demosthenes prob- 9., § 126 note.

jt^Lti^-r)
I

ably trusted to his friends and clac- 54. 10. It is alleged that Demo-
' t. I

'
' queurs ; unless, as Dissen suggests, sthenes became€ on the 3rdv^i

53. 4. ircpl ., § 9. after the 6th of Elaphebolion, the date

8. «tvaw = dval, of this decree ; and that the indict-

• . !
*^^ whole passage was added in the of Scirophorion in Chaerondas' year

iM i-'^*^**^
! published edition of the speech. which would be nearly three months
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them ; or rather I will do so for you. Men of Athens, which

do you think ? Is Aeschi'nes tlie hirpUppr or the guest-friend *'

^^

of Alexander ? You heai^what they say.

This being so, I wish at once both to make my defence 53 I J a^*^*

directly upon the indictment and to enumerate my own acts,
^^

that Aeschines, though well informed about them, may never-

theless hear the grounds upon which I affirm that I deserve

to receive not only these honours granted me in the Previous

Resolution but gifts far greater still than these. Simply take

and read me the indictment.

INDICTMENT.
In ihe archonship of Chaerondas, on the sixth day of the com- 54:

mencement of Elaphebolion, Aeschines, son of Atrometus, of the

deme Cothocis, in presence of the archon, preferred an indictment^

for breach of the constitution, against Ctesiphon, son of Leosthenes,

of the deme Anaphlystus, on the ground that he had proposed an
unconstitutional decree, to wit, that it is necessary to crown De-
mosthenes, son of Demosthenes, of the deme Paeania, with a golden

crown, and make the proclamation in the theatre at the great Dio-

nysian festival, when the new tragic poets contend, to the effect

that the people crown Demosthenes, son of Demosthenes, of the deme

Paeania, with a golden crown on account of his excellence, and on

account of the loyalty which he continually cherishes to all the

Hellenes and especially to the Athenian people, and on account of
his noble conduct, and because he continues to do and to say what is

best for the conunons, and is zealous to perform every good action

that he can—having proposed in all this what was false and un-

constitutional, the laws forbidding, firstly, the entry offalse pro-bb
positions in the public archives, secondly, the crowning of one who
is still accountable for an office (now Demosthenes is conservator

of the walls and administrator of the theoric fund) and further

ment must have been laid before the bus — ' at the gladiatorial games.'
thesmothetae, not the archon epony- Aeschines, § 34, has- -^-
mus. Dissen, however, makes De- , but § 36 Tpaya)5ois.

mosthenes' appointment to have taken 55. 24., § 103.

place in the previous year; and de- 25, «irl , Dind. has
fends as a summary ex- km ^ : cf. Aeschines, contra
pression for all the archons. Ct. § 24, and, for the importance of

12., sc., v^hich is the post, § 25 oi erri €€-
found in some MSS. \6.5 Katvois.'whenthenew - ffviaOai ttjv

tragic-writers appear.' For the use of ^$, 8e

the authors for the plays compare €, ^
Cicero, Ad Att. i. 16. 11 gladiatori- ,
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€^ *€ , \ '^ rijv t^s . ... De-
<$«{5. mosthenes can hardly be said to follow.€€«... Supply the same order of topics as Aeschines,/' from. Compare and possibly (as § 58) refers to

Herod, vii. 104 (pfvytiv' Ctesiphon. In that case^-/
|jrt/f/)aT€'€<i/,Aristoph, Nub. 1483, Soph. will not be the 'counts of the indict-

El. 72, 436, 650, Oed. Tyr. 241, etc. ment,' but the ' heads of the proposal
2. TQ, sc.( or €7777. in the decree of Ctesiphon.' This
3. «V. See on § 169. agrees with- § 57, ypacpeiv § 58.

4. €$. Dind. has, It may be doubted whether -^-
the classical form. is possible in the former sense

:

56. 7. & .. ToO(,5, § 118. the passage quoted *by Liddell and
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"irdering that we should not proclaim the crown in the theatre, at

\ihe Dionysianfestival, on the new introduction of the dramatists;

ybut, if the council confer the crown, should announce it in the

wuncil-hall, or, if the whole city confer it, in the Pnyx, during

ihe assembly. Penalty fifty talents. Witnesses of citation Cephi-

wphon, son of Cephisophon, of the deme Rhamnus, Cleon, son of
Cleon, of the deme Cothocis.

The points in the bill which he attacks, men of Athens, are 56

these. But from these very points I think that I shall first

make it clear to you that I shall defend myself throughout with

justice : for, having adopted the same arrangement of the

heads of the proposal as^piy- client, I will speak of all singly

and successively, and willingly will leave none untouched.

Therefore, of my client's proposition that I ' continue to do and 57

say what is best for the people and am zealous to perform what

good service I can,' and his proposal to give me a vote of thanks

on these grounds, I think the means to judge lie in my acts of

statesmanship : for from an examination of these it will be

discovered whether Ctesiphon has made these propositions

about me with truth and propriety, or falsely and improperly. 58
As to his proposal to crown me without having added the pro-/

viso, * when he shall have rendered his accounts^ and his bidding

proclaim my crown in the theatre, this also I conceive must

stand or fall with my statesmanship, as depending on whether

I am worthy of the crown and of the proclamation before my
countrymen or indeed unworthy. Nevertheless I think I must

go further, and exhibit the laws also, in accordance with which

it was competent to my client to make these proposals. Thus,

men of Athens, I have resolved to make my defence justly and

Scott, Lacr. § 21. p. 930, is no par- 58. 18. . .€•. For
allel. construction see § 254 note. There

57. 14. ,. Dind. has on is no occasion to take after

av. KcXevcai — indeed would€€ is present, as the vote of then be required: cf. on § 57-
thanks had not been given to De- For the matter cf. Aesch. § 31.

mosthenes : 'the proposal to give me 22. kv, 'in the presence of

a vote of thanks.' So § 58. my countrymen.' If possible, it would
See § 2 note on. be preferable to take it ' in the place

16. CLTTO . Cf. and on the occasions named.'

§ 32 . . neiaeivras. , § 12.
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2. ', § 9• 1 by Simcox: 'make the indictment a'"

59. 3.^ is literally
' tn ^"i>

" mere peg to hang my speech on.' ^J f I

pendjrom/ It is hard to derive from ^ 5. , § 2 note. j M^»
thir serise of attaching the sense of 8. eCra, 'besides,' § 22.

detaching, which is the usual inter- must be taken to-

pretalion here. Probably the mean- gether, * quite a large number.'

ing is 'make my speech hang but 9. ras -irpolcis = the

loosely on the indictment.' An inge- transactions of Athens with other

nious translation, which is rather dif- Hellenic states,

ferent and requires support, is given 60. 13., § 26.
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straightforwardly : and so I will proceed at once to my actions.

And let no one suppose that I am loosening my speech from 59

the indictment, if I dip into inter-Hellenic negotiations and
f-

.

discussions : for the man who attacks in the bill the statement that'

I ' say and do what is best/ and has indicted this as untrue, he

it is who has made the discussion of all my public acts germane

and necessary to the indictment. More than this, when there

were very many departments of political life open to me, that

which I chose concerned our inter- Hellenic transactions : conse-

quently I am justified in drawing thence my demonstrations also.

The positions, therefore, which Philip took and secured 60

before I began public life and oratory I will say nothing about

:

for I take it that none of these things concerns me. But the

actual checks he received, from the day on which I addressed

myself to these cares, I will remind you of, and will render an -_

account of them. But I must first premise thus much j that

Philip^ men of Athens, had a great advantage to begin with.

For in the Hellenic communities, not here and there, but every- 61

where alike, it be fell that a crop of traitors and takers of bribes

and anosiates had started up so enormnns^ ?s n^ one remem-

bered to have ever before arisen. Having got these to work

and strive with him, he brought the Hellenes, already ill-dis-

posed to one another and ripe for faction, into still worse re-

lations, by cheating some, and giving gold to others, and cor-

rupting yet others in every fashion : and so he split them into

many parties, though the interest of all was one, namely, to

€ . . irpos, § 44• Demosthenes in a bad sense ; * an
15., i.e.^^ ^- undue advantage favoured Philip.'

^piiv. 17. For€ see Index.€. Dind. omits «, 61. 1 8., § 271, Aeschines,
hich, if retained, will mark the con- § 234.

trast between the 'actual checks Philip For cf. § 295.
received and his previous unbroken 21. , i.e. 'even before
advance. his interference.'

16.•€€ is always used by 22. irpos, § 19.
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62. 2. in may be used here of (irpaTTeiv) and special actions (iroifiv).

time—'still in ignorance;' but more 6.« must be taken with

probably is logically cumulative

—

'^, ' ic this quarter of the poli-

* yet worse, in ignorance.' tical field.'. Dind. has€, 63. 8. €, § 43. The
cf. § 19, Thessalians had before, with the Do-

4. irpaTTCiv iroictv, Fals. Leg. lopians. been traitors to Greece, at the

§ 117. p. 373. The distinciion seems time of Xerxes' invasion,

here to be between continuous policy 1 3.» louccv, ' as was apparent,' not
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prevent his growth. Thus, when all the Hellenes were in this 62

condition, and in ignorance, too, of the mischief that was

gathering and fermenting against them, you must inquire, men

of Athens, what the city ought to have chosen as, her conduct

and measures, and demand an account of these from me:

for I am the man who planted himself at this political post.

Which should she have done, Aeschines ? Cast off her 63

proper spirit and dignity, and in Thessalian or Dolopian

_ran]is. helped Philip to acquire dominion over the Hellenes,

and so cancelled the honourable and just precedents of your

ancestors? or, while not doing this— for it would indeed

have been terrible,—yet ought she to have connived at the

occurrence of what she saw would come about, if no one

should interpose, and divined, as we see, far in the future ? 64

But even in the light of the present I should like to ask the

severest critic of the transactions, to what sort of party he would

have wished our city to belong, whether to that which helped

in causing the disasters and dishonours that have befallen the

Hellenes—to which one would say the Thessalians and their

sympathisers belonged—or to that other side which idly watched

these things occur under the hope of private aggrandisement

—

on which we should place the Arcadians and Messenians and

Argives ? Yet many even of these, or rather all, have come off 65

worse than we have. For in fact, if, on the one hand, Philip

had immediately departed and disappeared after his victory,

and had kept quiet ever after, without having injured any

of his own allies or of the other Hellenes in any respect, then

there might be some ground of reproach and accusation against

' as it were.' 25. Before most MSS. give ',
64, 14• . An ellipse must and some have« before /^^-

be supplied :
' But, wiLlwuL-.piitting. . There seems little doubt that

ourselves in the past, with our present both should be read, with Dissen, for

experience {yvv) I, as I stand (), the sense thus obtained is thoroughly
should like to ask,' etc. accordant with Demosthenes' life and

65. 21.. • should answer policy: 'even if Philip had gone clean

that many even of these,' etc. For away after his victory . . still there

in question and answer cf. § 24. would have been reason to blame
22. €1 . .. See § 30 note. those who did not resist his invasion

'
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€wpaTT€u eKeiPO?? ' e/ 5e, , kXevOepiav

€€€0, Se ?€9, ,€
€€€9

; 5' €K€L<r€^. ,,^ ^€6 ;( eiei Xeycij/ ypa(j)uv, (/cai

V ^yap , bs \^^ ,*
^, € -, ^ -€ -

*
15

67, ' , ,
nyriii/^^^^ ^^ '^^^

'^

€€€, €, ^,, -, , €^ ;
ye

€€, kv]-, € ye ,^ ^, €
* € - 25

[i.e. the Arcadians, Messenians, and
Argives, as mentioned above], 'but,

after what he has actually done, etc'

The reading of the text (which is also

that of Dind.) virtually contradicts

§§ 63, 69-72, and is tantamount to

an admission by Demosthenes that

his policy, down to the battle of

Chaeronea, was conceivably mistaken

;

an admission which is made by him

on no other occasion, and wordd be
madness now.. 6. cKctae, § 64.

9. . Dind. has rov. The pronoun is em-
phatic and indispensable, the sense

being, * What ought the city to have
done! What ought / to have ad-

vised '' ( is necessary also to intro-

duce the coming relative clauses which
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those who thwarted his actions. But if, as we know, he stripped

from all alike their prestige, their preeminence, their freedom,

or rather their political existence, in as many cases as he could,

must you not have taken the most glorious of all resolutions

when you listened to me ?

But I go back again to my old point. What, Aeschines, 66

ought the cityjn havp r^^_wl•f^n she saw Philip building for

himself a dominion or rather a despotism over the Hellenes ?

Or what was her jninister required to say or propose, as a

minister at Athens—for undoubtedly the place makes a world

of difference—when I was conscious, on the one hand, that my
country, from the beginning of time down to the day on which

I myself first mounted the platform, had always struggled for

primacy and honour and glory, and had spent more treasure

and more blood in pursuit of a noble ambition^nd of the in-

terests of all than each community of the other Hellenes has

spent on its own behalf ; and when, on the other hand, I saw 67

that Philip himself, our antagonist, in the (juest of supremacy

and unbridled power, had endured the excision of one eye, the

fracture of his collar-bone, the mutilation ofone hand and.^one leg,

and was ready to sacrifice any portion of his body which fortune

might choose to rob him of, if only with the relics he might live

in honour and glory ? Nobody, I am sure, would venture to say 68

as much as this, that the man who had been bred in Pella, a spot

which at that time at any rate was unknown to fame and insigni-

ficant, should have had born within him magnanimity enough to

aspire to rule the Hellenes and to write that purpose on his

are in the first person: nor does its 67. 19. irav, § 5.

insertion at all disjoint the connection 20. Before, Dissen re-

between and the following tains9 €5, found in most
parenthesis. MSS.

..., 'for un- 68. 21. . 'And
doubtedly this (i, e. the fact that I was we may be sure that no one will dare
at Athens) makes a world of dif- to say this either,'' i. e. just as no one
ference.' would say that we should have sided

1 1 . ' , ' on which for thefirst with the Thessalians or Arcadians,
time :' compare the use of with §§ 64, 65. ovSe § 76.

and verbs of similar meaning.

2
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52 §§ 68-71.

I
, * '^ ^-

kv ? ^,€ eXeu^epiay. '' eh . ^^ oh€€ ,
€€\€ , ,

eyo) -,, ^ pe
;, a<j)eh,,,, -'

6 €,* €. ' pe eh 15, ,
1, .. * -- 2
, ,*,
. . 'EXXi^i'iwv^ above, and agrees

As ', or more fully ^ with § 66, where Athens not only(, signifies 'day by day,' fights for herself, but is the champion
* daily,' but ^, ' through- of Hellas,

out the day,' here we have both 69. 6., § 23.

constructions combined, ' throughout 70. 14. ' «l€, lit. ' I

every day.' do not even know if they have existed,'

2. can hardly mean =
' I ignore them.'

•dramas' (Kennedy), which were not 71. 18. , 'now, as then, I

to be witnessed every day, nor, if they do not speak about these.'

were, did they always deal with Athe- 19. .. ckcivos(€€$. The
nian heroes. More probably fKCivos should have followed the par-

is used (• as a grander form of,' ticiple or preceded the article, accord-

Dissen) for any 'sight ' or * spectacle' ing to the general rule which requires

in the widest sense. the attributive participle to stand 6e-

4. Before cXcvOcpias Dind. has tween the article and the subject : as',, which corresponds to t^s § 308 roiis kv tois$
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heart, while in you, though Athenians, though daily and all day

long, in every speech and spectacle, seeing something to

quicken the memory of your fathers' valour, should have been

engendered such baseness as at your own invitation and volun-

tarily to retire from your freedom before the approach of

Philip. No one living would say this. It therefore jiemained. 69

and was compulsory too, that you should offer a right resist-

ance to all his wrong doing. You did so from the beginning,

reasonably and properly ; and I also made proposals and ad-

vised you to this effect throughout all the periods during which

I took part in politics. I own it. But what should I have

tried to do .? For I put the question to you at once, Aeschines,

dismissing everything else, Amphipolis, Pydna, Potidaea, Halon- .

nesus—^I recollect none of these. Serrium and Doriscus and 70

the ravaging of Peparethus, and all the other wrongs the city
^

gnffprpfj^ ar^ ^ blank tn me And yet you, we remember,

asserted that by speaking of these I hurled my countrymen into

hostilities, although the decrees concerning these matters came

from Eubulus and Aristophon and Diopithes, not from me, you

glib speaker of whatever slander you please. Now, as before, 71

I will say nothing about them. But I ask you whether Philip,

who was appropriating Euboea and preparing a post of offence

against Attica, and laying hands on Megara, and surprising

€9 ayaOovs dvSpas, § 241 ( : so Thuc. i. 90 ttjv h -
TTJs , § 238 hiKov ^^ for. €(-- . .^. Demosthenes. The last example affords many examples of this idiom

:

is apparently parallel to the present in this speech we have, § 98, €
passage, but not really so ; for€€ aos ^ ^.}^.
does not there stand for the subject, § T26 Std ? ^
as eKcivos does here, but is the demon- (^,§ tovs els -
strative adjective. The rule however '~, § 293 0
isvery frequently, indeed idiomatically, ?, § 314
violated. Where an attributive par- npos tovs €€€9 evvoiav

ticiple is attended by an object or an , and perhaps § 82 of

adverbial expression, the subject (sub- €
stantive generally, or pronoun, as here) irpia^us Sedp'^, § 72
is not logically waited for, but is in- ^ , § 1 33 '''^

serted before the participle. Thus the ayvoiav kv -
normal kv ^ . Cf. % 2'Ji.

is found 2LS kv' yevo-

i^



54 §§71-73., kv\^/ kv 'Eperpia ^^,
* ' ,, noXeis^ \,, 5€ eXue € ;-

72 ^^ ;
€\ yap ,'^,

€€€ €, *

,
€. d, ' € -

; , - 15,.
73 -, ,. - 2,' , ,,. [ ', -

boLvos, , 25

4- &S . . €18 &S 81. The old de- 6. ; sc. eKvafv, • or dtd he not

monstrative c;s remains in Attic in a riolate the peace?'
few phrases only, 6y kojL 6s, ^ ' 6s, 8. ; sc., * or ought a

ts €?irf : but with and the forms Hellene to have refrainedfrom rising

o,, , etc. are invariably found. «/ to prevent him ?

'

Hence we should probably read here 72. 9. Xciav, * an unresisting

ras^ . .ras €. See on §§ 164, 1 82. prey.' The proverbial expression is

5.. The reinstatement of said to have arisen from the tradition

political exiles meant revolution, or at that Mysia, while its king Telephus
least the renewal of, of which and its warriors were away at Troy,

Thucydides paints such a terrible pic- suffered from marauders whom it had
ture iii 82 sqq. no power to repel. Cf. § 7^•
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Oreus, and razing Porthmus to the ground, and setting up

Philistides as despot in Oreus and Clitarchus in Eretria, and

bringing the Hellespont into his own control, and besieging
^"^^"^

vj

Byzantium, and destroying some Hellenic cities and reinstating ^ji/^v^'-^'lA^ '

in others their rebels, iiy^doing all this acted unjustly and

violated the truce and proke the peace^ ordid not? «.And

whether ought some Hellene to haV^ gfnnrl fnrtl•) tn pr^vpnt

him doing these things, nr tn have- re^hck\ri^AJi.—For >if we 72

ought not to have stood forth, if Hellas ought to have been

exhibited as the Mysian prey of the proverb while Athenians

lived and breathed, then I first have exceeded my duty in

speaking about these questions, and the state also, which took

my advice, has exceeded her duty ; and let all that has been

done be crimes or blunders of mine. But if it was necessary

that some one should stand forth to interpose, who else

should it have been but the Athenian people ? Such, therefore,

was my policy, and when I saw Philip enslaving all the world

I withstood him, and constantly warned and taught you not to

surrender.

Undoubtedly it was Philip who broke the peace by the capture 73

of our vessels,—it was not Athens, Aeschines. [7b the clerk

^

Simply bring the decrees and the letter of Philip, and read

them one after the other : for from these it will be made ap-

parent to whom and for what responsibility attaches.

DECREE.

In the archonship of Neocles, during the month Bo'edromion, at

an extraordinary assembly called together by the generals, Eubulus,

1 2 . is subject, adi- The word properly means€ predicate. to ' complain of one's fate,' and is not

17. Before Dind, has found till Lucian and Polybius : in the. general sense of ' blaming ' it only occurs

73. 19. Aeschines, c. Ct. § 83. once in the latter. The signification

20., § 120 note. of is doubtful : if it means 'on

24.. The name of the his sole responsibility,' it has little

archon is incorrect, the day of the force as applied to the autocrat Philip

;

month is wanting, and the deme of if it means ' wilfully ' (Kennedy), it is

Eubulus was Anaphlystus, not Coprus. -^. The constructions
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'. KoTTpLOS etirev,) -
iv ]€ A€bava
€

etj*7$ ^ -^ ets; kv 5

€€,€€? -^ 7rpeV/3ets

74 Trpos^ ot€€^^ irpos€. el € ' ^ 6

*9, €€ bos oibiv et rt7€ ^, ort €€-€^. et € bi€pov €, ' -^ ^, ^,€ 6 Trotetz;.]

75 \ "^ €€/,, 8*^, ' ^9, eiT, , ,
€9' eyob 5' ovSev nepl. /I eye. 20. [€€,-

via, ],^ -€ €€€,
ibo€ b^ irepX

\( bodvai € 25, ^€,-
are awkward : before on something bassadors. Some MSS. have yf>aipai

like must be supplied from ^7(', which Kennedy makes depend\€ ; with we on eintv, and construes * to insert an
must xmderstand( rbv- order in the decree for the ambassa-, and Ktyciv( Kiyuv Dind.) dors to state.' Although is

seems utterly without syntax. Strictly omitted in most MSS. it is retained by
the infinitive should be parallel to Dissen, who ejects Xiytiv, and renders

I

(^, ' that the prytanies and - ut rescribant \le^ti\

! generals should also state the fact,' etiam hoc adpopulum.
whereas the context requires that the 7.. For the plural see

I subject of the verb should be the am- u\ovto § 75. Dind. has^, and
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son of Mnesiiheus, of the deme Coprus, moved ihat, Whereas

the generals made a report in the assembly, to wit, that Leo-

damas the naval commander and the twenty ships despatched

with him to the Hellespont for the convoy of the corn have by

Philips admiral, Amyntas, been taken into harbour to Macedonia

and are kept under arrest, the prytanes and the generals shall

take care that the council hold a meeting and choose deputies to go

to Philip, which deputies shall obtaifi an audience and shall conifer 74
with him for the release of our commander and the ships and the

crews. And if, on the one hand, Amyntas has committed these

acts in ignorance^ they shall say that the people of the Athenians is

in no way censorious ; but if he did so because he hadfound the

Athenian admiral in any way exceeding his instructions, they shall

say that the Athenians after investigation will punish him according

to the gravity ofhis misdemeanour. But ifneither ofthese is the case,

and either he who gave the commission or he who bore the commis-

sion wilfully offends, then they shall report the same also, in order that

the people on receiving information may deliberate what to do,

This_decree thpn^wag prnpn^pd hy Euhnhis , not by me, and 75

the ne)ct by Aristophon, the next by Hegesippus, the next by

Aristophon ap;ain, the next by.PhilnrrRfps the next by Cephi-

sophon, the rest by anybody ; but I had nothing to do with

these matters. [7b the clerk.] Please read.

DECREES.
In the archonship of Neocles^ on the last day of Boedromion, by

resolution of the council, the prytanes aud generals opened business

by reporting the proceedings in the assembly, viz. that it seemed

good to the people that the council should choose deputies to go to

Philip to effect the recovery of the ships, and that the council

should instruct them according to the decrees received from the

assembly. And they chose the following, Cephisophon, son of

also reads oi nvcs before irapayevo- the archon is wrong (as § 73), and
(, after. Aristophon, though of the deme Co-

74. II. oTi, § 185. lyttus, and therefore of the tribe

75. 20. 65. See on § 5. Dind. Aegeis, is made^ during the

adds 01. prytanyship of the tribe Hippothoon-
21,. Only one tis. See, however. Index, s. v. ^,

is here given, although Demosthenes, f^r^-vrpne^pg
i
wVin were not 7r/?r'7-f^i"ffT

§ 76, seems to imply that more have 24.(, sc r-fjv, cf. § 73.

been read. In this (which is, by the 26.€, for plural after^ cf.

way, not a decree at all, but merely § 73.
minutes of proceedings at the)



58 §§75-78.^,
^, . -
raveia *l^noovbos, €
TTpoebpos eiTrei^.]

76
"^ kyoo , 5,, ^

aLTLOS €£// . ' * €

€€9, 6€ .
ov8* ovSev e/ze -

,9 €, eye *.
77 . [? Ma€b6vv-?^ ttj} ^^. -€€ irpos Ijote * 7€€,, bL€k€YOVTo Trepl ttjs 1 54€ & kvavapyjei^. * €

€€ €€ kv €}^ ^, et y€^ Ijote€ €'€
€ ^ € /-

eh, rots 20

' € €, 7€€€
78 €v rati KOivfj€ .^ av€V € bov', bi €€ lbLv
€ , L• iravTos 25

bov irpos / -,€€4 , -
avTOis ; €'

7. 6.. Dind. has. XT. ^/',^,
Cf. § 284. This use of iroios \9 Ofos iartv

;(?) for Tts, to imply incredulity 2. irotos Ztvs ; ($;'
or contempt, is common in Aristo- ZciJr.

phanes : cf. Clouds, 366

—
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Ckon, of the deme Anaphlystus, Democrttus, son of Demophon^ of

the deme Anagyrus, Polycritus, son of Apemantus, of the deme

Cothocis. In the prytanyship of the tribe Hippothoontis, Aristo-

phon of the deme Colyttus, as one of the presidents, made the ?noiion.

In the same way, accordingly, as I exhibit these decrees, I 76

call upon you also, Aeschines, to show what semblance of a de-

cree I proposed and made myself responsible for the war. But

you will not be able : for, were you able, there is nothing which

you would have sooner produced in your recent speech. Still

further, not Philip himself cast any charge on me with respect

to the war, even while blaming others. \_To the clerki\ Simply

read Philip's letter.

LETTER OF PHILIP.

Philip, king of the Macedonians, to the council and the commons 77

of the Athenians, greeting. Your ambassadors, Cephisophon and

Democritus and Polycritus, having come into my presence, conferred

with mefor the release of the vessels of which Laomedon was com-

mander. Absolutely speaking,you seem to me to be likely to labour

under great simplicity, ifyou fancy that it escapes my notice that

these vessels had been despatched ostensibly to convey the corn from
the Hellespont to Lemnus, but in reality to help the people of Selym-

bria, who at that time were besieged by me, and on the other hand

had not been comprehended in the covenants offriendship mutually

established between us. And these were additional instructions IS

given to the commander, without the knowledge of the Athenian

people, by certain magistrates and others, now indeed out of office,

but in every way wishful that the people, in place of the friendship

now subsisting towards me, should again take up the war, being

far more ambitious that this should be accomplished than to give

aid to the Selymbrians. And they conceive that such an event will

be a source of revenue to themselves : nevertheless it does not seem

7. €1 €£8 . .. See (Dind. corrects to /?), which

§ 30 note. disagrees with § 73 ; npeaPevrai for

10., § 120 note. ^, and €€^ are

77. 12. ^1r'•o. The not good Greek, though perhaps they
siege of Selymbria is nowhere else might be good Macedonian.
mentioned ; the MSS. read\^ 78. 29., ' a source of re-
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boKel virapyjEiv*
€(. hio'nep €, , eav ::
rots. TTokLTevea-OaL, '
€'€,^ bLav€LV . 5

r €€€.^
79

** ,^. Tois // ; otl -
^ , nepl -

€\ yap kai .
\ eh ^€, € kKUvos ety -

(, € eh, eo,
eiTa * Dpeov, peeav, rs

eh 'EpeTpiav, eeL eKeivo^ ev^ ?
aeev. e 5e? eeLa, ' ?€6

ves ^. e^ \, ^ € )(€9, 2
ev eov6v, '€

Toh \ TOTe eLev epLeeveoJ9 * € poeae
evrja, voev evvovs?

ve eivai' 25

81 eeev €€.
\ \ ee ' e^eiv 'Dpeov,

venue:' cf. Fals. Leg. § 158. p. 386 79. 10. ytyp&^ti.. Shilleto conjec-

yecopyiai . . tures 7' €ypa(f>fy Fals. Leg. Annot.

3. «irtTptireiv, ' not to allow.' Crit. § 160. p. 386.

Cf. Fals. Leg. § 303. p. 426 ^ kmrpi- 11.« . . . .\», ' I'^, was indissolubly connected with them,
Thuc. vi. 40 vpb% that is to say, 1 opposed them.'

)^^ay(. 13. irapcSvcro. Philip did not ac-
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io me that it is essentially expedient either toyou or to me. There-

fore I release unto you the ships which were recently brought into

our harbour, andfor thefuture ifyou will consent not to sufferyour

leading men to manage public affairs in an unprincipled manner^

hut will censure them, I also will try rigorously io maintain the

peace. Farewell.

Nowhere in this letter has he written the name 'Demosthenes/ 79

or any charge against me. For what possible reason there-

fore has he, while blaming the others, refrained from mention-

ing the acts done by me ? Because he^ould have mentioned

his own iniquities if he had written a word about me : for I was

rloselyliouncl to tUgTli as beiii^ their opponent And firstly I

proposed the embassy to the Peloponnese, when he was worm-

ing his way into the Peloponnese, next the embassy to Euboea,

when he was laying hands on Euboea, next the expedition to

Oreus, no longer an embassy, and that to Eretria, when he had

established despots in these cities. After this I despatched all 80

the navafsquadrons, in consequence of which the Chersonese

and Byzantium and all the allies were delivered. Hence you

had a store of the most honourable rewards, laudations, glories,

privileges, crowns, votes of thanks, from those whom you had

benefited; while, of the sufferers, those on the one hand who

had listened to you in time had their salvation as their reward,

but the others, who despised your advice, as their reward had

often to remember the warning that you had given them, and

had to think that you were not only well-intentioned towards

them but also men of sense or rather prophets : for all has

come true which you predicted. Still further, that Philistides 81

would have given large sums of money to keep Oreus, and

tually get into the Peloponnese till being out of date.

after Chaeronea ; 'tried to insinuate 80. i8. «€, §§ io7, io8,

himself.' For the word cf. c. Andr. 19., § 302.

§ 48, p. 608. c. Tim. § 160. p. 750, 20., 'honourable privileges,'

Aeschin. c. Ct. § 37. such as are mentioned § 91.

15.€ irpcapciav, i.e. embassies 81. 26. . . Be, § 42.
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Se €9 i^eiv', 8*9 6 € vndpyeLv kef) ?
wepl 8\^^ 8' h€^^, ovSeh,82 ' 5

6€ €€9 €'^€,^ ^^
\ ? kyfipoij^ € €-, * ,^ ,

\, ',
, 9\ ^, \ , eav

83€ €9 €. .€-
€. ,

? - 15

^ , kv ^€, '^, €
kpao, Xeye -, 2

84 . [ Xavbov ,
€}, Aeov-

rCbos, ^ ^ eiTrer,^
TlaiavLevs ^?-^ ^ 25, \ kv

3.. Dind. has. § 3.

4., § 5- 83. I'j. Bitrrtpov . . -
82, 5• .

.«, § 71. ^ is parenthetic :' and this pro-

II. ... Aesch. c. Ct. § 218 clamation (proposed by Ctesiphon)
' ataiyqKas- being now the second one which is

Xiiioas b\ KtKpayas. coming off in my favour.' We do not

13.€. For the partial know of any proclamation in the

risked by Aeschines see on theatre of a crown given to Demo-
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Clitarchus to keep Eretria, and Philip himself that these places

should remain in his power to your hurt, and that he should be

exposed in none of his other actions, and that no one should

anywhere examine what he was unjustly doing, no one is ignor-

ant, and you least of all men. For the ambassadors who came 82

hither at that time from Clitarchus and Philistides lodged with

you, Aeschines, and yojj__were their protector—

m

en who were

expelled by your country as enemies and as making proposals

whichjwere_neither just nor expedient, and yet were friends to

you. None then of their suggestions were carried out, you

calumniator of me, who assert that I am silent when I have re-

ceived a fee but shout when I have spent it. You certainly

do not so : you shout while you retam your fee, and you will

never stop, unless my hearers stop you by disfranchising you to- 83

day. When, accordingly, my countrymen crowned me at that

time on these grounds, when Aristonicus made his proposal in

the same syllables as my client Ctesiphon has lately drafted,

and when the crown was proclaimed in the theatre, (this being

the second proclamation which is now coming off in my favour),

Aeschines, though present, neither spoke in opposition nor

indicted the mover~ the proposal. \_To the clerk.
'\ Please

take and read this decree also.

THE DECREE.
In the archonship of Chaerondas, son of Hegemon, on the sixth 84

day from the close of the month Gamelion, in the prytanyship of

the tribe Leontis, Aristonicus, of the deme Phrearri, moved that,

Whereas Demosthenes, son of Demosthenes, of the deme Faeania,

hath afforded many great services to the people of the Athenians

and to many of their allies informer times, and during the present

crisis has rendered assistance by his decrees and has liberated some

sthenes previous to that of Aristonicus. supposing some similar occasion

But Demosthenes himself, § 223, earlier than Aristonicus.

speaks of others, exactly similar, 84. 21.. The archon again
which came between that of Aristo- is wrong, and the apparent introduc-

nicus and that of Ctesiphon, cf § 120: tion of his father's name unusual,

hence €€/) is difficult. The diffi- 22. €KTrj = the 24th, as Gamelion
culty might be got over by reading, had this year 29 days,

with one MS., ^&, and
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€v Trj €^ biaTeX^i €Vvovs b *,
Aeyet 7€ tl hv bvaL virep re^ , b€hox^0aLb ^ 5€ TiaLaviia ^ €,
avayopevaai kv €,?

Kaivoiis, Trjs be^^ €€7€ 4. clttcv

'ApiaTovLKOs?.]
85 ' ? Trj

Slo, •€ -, o^tos €, ear eyo) €-. ; fj
via

7</, kdv re KaXm €), €, kav 15

& ,?, k?
€)()9 6€, ? ovSe?.

8 ^ ^ ^, kv oh

k',?
Tjj,, 6 koveve€, , 2? k^

Trj ko , ?
?? ? ? 6,?.

87 * kK?? ? * 25k,? ?, Trj ?-, ?,' ko,
?? kL\bv k. '

7- After Dind. has Aiovvaiois. (€ .
S.€€ is post-classical 15. « € . .« ', used for/ /icv

Greek. . . eav ', as the stress is not laid on
$5. II,. Aesch. c. Ct. the alternatives, but on the time

§ 231 ' $ oUrai ( q via ' '.
(\69 rijv -4 I'j., § 3•
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of the cities in Euboea, and continues loyal to the people of the

Athenians, and says and does whatever good thing he can both on

behalfof the Athenians themselves and the other Hellenes, It has

been resolved by the people of the Athenians to give a vote of thanks

to Demosthenes, son of Demosthenes, of the deme of Paeania, and

to crown him with a golden crown and to proclaim the crown in

the theatre at the competition of the new dramatists, and that the

tribe that has the prytanyship, and the steward of the festival be

charged with the proclamation of the crown. Moved by Aristoni-

cus, of the deme Phrearri.

Does any one, then, among your number know of any dis- 85

grace having befallen tHe^'gtaLe uii acm unl Of ihis decree, or

any mockery or ridicule, things which my opponent just now

prediets, should I be crowned ? And still further, it is when

transactions are fresh and familiar to all, that if they are good

they receive gratitude, and if they are otherwise they receive

punishment. In this view, it is manifest that I at the time

received thanks, and not blame, much less punishment.

During all periods, therefore, down to those in which these 86

transactions took place, it has been acknowledged that I did

what was best for the state, in the faci that I prevailed in my

speeches and proposals when you were deliberating
;
jn, the

fact Jhat my proposals were successfully carried out and that

crowns in consequence of them accrued to the state, to me and

to all ; and in the fact that you made sacrifices to the gods and

sacred processions under the beliej" that these were blessings. fb^C^

So, when Philip had been ejected from Euboea, as far as 87

military force went, by you, but as far as statesmanship

and decrees were concerned—though some of my opponents

burst with contradiction— by me, he began to look about

for another base_of_operations against the state. Perceiving

/^

68. 19. AftenravTas Dind. has rovs

Xpovovs, and before yevtaOai.

87. 25.' is placed after toTs.\ 65 by Dind., whose reading

avoids the un-Greek chiasmus pre-

sented by 2 : see on § 102.

27., not 'nimpantur in-

vidia vel indignatione ' (Dissen), but

'deny the fact till they burst:' of.

§ 21.
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66 §§87-89.

^^* ^,
6€9 9 €€,
€ \^ ,

If S* rjOeXov* 5,€, ^
SSttj '( 6€. -

6 \€€,€€' kaTLv.
;

* * €Kei-

; €, * . *€ , . ' Trj

€
89 ; €.' 15, € -,'€' €€ '^

<, 2€, €, €-
I
€ € ^

6., literally a • stake,' here a « . . (Dind. SiSovs). Cf.

'stockade/ equivalent (Harpocr.") to §§ 179, 197, 219, 274., which is read by Dissen, 89. 15. ,, ^ nay more, ex-

etc. pressing a stronger transition than
88. 8. For , will .' Sh. Fal, Leg. § 92, p. 366.

not further ask,' Dind. has ovtcer 18. €v. Cf.^ 2e^6(v(5,, which may bear the same * surrounded with.'

meaning (cf. § 231 ) 19. €8 ...
or may mean ' I will not ask again,' There is an old variant, found in

i.e. as he did §§ 63, 64, 66, 69, 71. Dissen, etc., which reads /)^
12. * cs. For introducing . . €( .,., and is trans-

a quotation, see § 2 note. lated : ' May they never share the

14.8, 'in a word,'or. much like blessings which you who wish for

(which has been thought to what is best ask of the gods, nor
be a gloss), • absolutely.' make you share in the results of their
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that we use imported corn to a greater amount than the rest

of the worldf^riH wishing to become master of the corn-convoy,

he went along the coast to 'i'hrace, and, at ftrst, required

the Byzantines, his allies at that time, to join him in the war

against you ; but, when they refused and said they had not made

the alliance on those terms, speaking truly, he tlung^aTstockade

about theiFcity, and having brought up his artillery commenced 88

the siege. ^ will not go on to ask what it behoved you

to have done when these things were taking place ; for that is

manifest to all But who was it that succoured the ±5yzantines

and delivered them ? who was it that prevented the Hellespont

from falling into foreign hands during those periods ? You, men
of Athens : and when I say ' you ' I mean the state. But who

was it that spoke and made proposals and acted for the state,

and absolutely and unreservedly devoted himself to the situa-

tion ? It was I. Nay more, how largely this benefited all, you 89

need no longer learn from a mere recital, but have had prac-

tical experience : for the then urgent war, besides bringing you

honourable reputation, carried you through its course with all

the conveniences of life about you more plentiful and cheaper

than the present peace,—that peace which my worthy oppo-

nents uphold to the damage of their country, on the strength of

their yet-unrealized hopes, in which may they be disappointed !

and may they take part in the prayers which you who have the

noblest aspirations make to the gods, not impart to you their

own policy.' This seems at first sight , and \ .

.

to be much in Demosthenes' vein ; but contains the same sentiment

will not bear examination. It leaves as^ . . €€. In § 320
unexplained and unhinted the nature recurs, meaning, as here,

of the wishes and prayers; and also what in § 321 is expressed by ttjv

mistranslates u)v , yevva'iov ) (
which, as Kennedy saw even while -^. In both passages the ideas

adopting the variant, can only mean are the same : the present peace is

' their own principles.' miserable and dishonourable— it is

The superiority of the text, which disloyally upheld by my opponents—
has better MS. support, is shown by may their hopes be vain—may they

comparison with the parallel passage be brought to a better mind, that is,

at the close of the speech. In § 323 to share our patriotic aspirations—if

of^? . .€ expands the they are incurable may they perish

present rrjs . . kK-rriaiv : in before they infect the rest of us.

§ 324 f-'h
^'Q'^*

• • ^''^ reproduces

F 2
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1 €€, . A^ye

\ S*? tovs ? ?, oh^ € .
90 2. [^?- ^? €v iXe^ev, € tcls 5

prjT£av. ^^ haos 6^ €9€€€9? dtareXet

Tols^^ €€( YlepLvOLOLS iroXXas??, re

MaKebovos€€9 €
'€ €
baCovTos bcvbpoKOTriovTos,?? €6 € -? e^etAero /xe ck € vbvvv -

•€ ^ ?? ??,
91 b€b b €^?

h€v€7,, ya? , irpoe-

hpiav €v TOL? -, iroOobov6? Upa, ?? € ' 2
be ? €?(? kv -,€€ ^b €'- ^? ej ? kv ?,"

Ne/xea * , ? - 25? ?€€ 6 bao? 6^*,
90. 4•. The dialectic ,^. Dind. completes

forms for the most part belong to the the\€ with, -
purer Doric : corresponding to Attic ,^,^,,
,,,,, ?, (/{(€9. Add€ ( =-,, ?.^—^ ), { = vp6s).

being peculiar; ?; to €<,^/6/( = <'); The true Doric for /€ is ^: (-
for ,,- \fiTOvpyiau— 4 is Ionic.

is later Doric ; to original 17, This decree and the next might(, /, ray, $,, /ioy, stand as genuine, .but that they are-(((9,^,- found in bad company.(,, iyicraaiv 70?, - €,$. Probably = ' priest of
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own principles ! Read to them now the grants of crowns from

the Byzantines and from the Perinthians, with which those

peoples crowned our state in consequence of these services.

DECREE OF THE BYZANTINES.

In the priesthood ofBosporichus, Damagetus, in the general as- 90
sembly, having received instructions from the council, moved as

follows: Whereas the people of the Athenians has at previous

crises been constantly well-intentioned to the Byzantines and to their

allies and kinsmen the Perinthians, and has afforded them many

great services, and particularly in the present crisis, when Philip

the Macedonian had brought an army against the country and

against the city for the extermination of the Byzantines and the

Perinthians, and was ravaging the country and cutting down the

trees, came to our help ivith a hundred and twenty vessels andpro-

visions and missiles and heavy infantry, and snatched us out of our

great perils, and reinstated our hereditary constitution and our laws,

and gave us back our tombs. Be it resolved by the people of the 91

Byzantines and Perinthians to give the Athenians the privileges

of intermarriage and citizenship, the right to acquire land and

_^ houses, a chief seat at the games, first access to the council and to

the people after the sacrifices, and to such as wish to settle in our

country the privilege of being totally exempt from all the state

burdens : and to erect also three statues, sixteen cubits high, in the

Bosporium, representing the people of the Athenians receiving a

crown from the people of the Byzantines and Perinthians : and

also to send deputations to all the general gatherings in Hellas^

the Isthian and Nemean and Olympian and Pythian games, and

to proclaim the crowns with which the people of the Athenians has

Posidon.' So at Argos the year was 91. i6.. Dind. has-
named from the priestess, Thuc. ii. 2. , which would depend on iKi^^v.

5. (}. =€\. Cf. the Attic 20. After Reiske reads-. ( = extraordinary) by conjec-

6. =\€ (Miiller), ture from MSS. npos raf.

or ' permission to speak ' (Schaefer), 21.- (Dind.,
8. €€• as colonised from Me- Voemel-) is unknown, but possibly

gara, the of Byzantium. is the name of the harbour of Byzan-
12. 8€v8poKoiT€ovTos. The trees cut tium.

down by an invader would be especi- 26. as€€. ws .. ovs. Dind.
ally the vines and olives. has ois, cf. ois^ § 89.
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?^€ "EAAai'es Travres *€.^
92€ 9 kv^?.02.[€ ^EXeovvra Mabvrov

*

s€ * ^€ (, Xaptros

IhpvovTai \ ^, otl €
ykyov^, efeAojutei^os €

9 airobovs tcls 'apbasy tovs,
€€€, Upa. kv ^^^ hv-, -

,]
93 ^ , 15

ovSk ^ yei/l-

t6t€j ovSe €€9 € ,€€€9 re?. 6 \ yap? 2?? ? ^

94 TL yivoLT atayj^ov€ ; €9 ' €~
€€? ^? €€ eis? kv9^ ^?,€9 '^?- 25? kave€, ef

exjvoiav €€.>? €<€ €,-
Tcy ' ? €€^
. For iravT«s Dind. has re. 9. < , sc. xetpos. Cf.

2. 7. probably refers Aeschin, c. Ct. § 256 «« »'. .

to the smaller talent, which was of k^tXioeai .
the value of sixty silver drachmae. 12. €<<, sc. $ Xfppo-
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been crowned by us, that all the Hellenes may know of an Athenian

act of valour and of the gratitude of the Byzantines and Perin-

ihians.

Read also the grant of crowns from th^e inhabitants of the 92
Chersonese.

DECREE OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE
CHERSONESE,

Of the inhabitants of the Chersonese those who dwell in Sestus,

Eleus, Madytus, and Alopeconnesus crown the council of the people

of the Athenians with a golden crown of the value of sixty talents,

and erect an altar dedicated to Thanksgiving and to the Athenian

People^ because they helped to win the greatest of all blessingsfor
the peoples of the Chersonese, by rescuing us from Philip's hand

and giving us back our countries, our laws, ourfreedom, and our

sanctuaries. And in all time to come the Chersonese will not fail

in gratitude and in doing whatever good it can. This they decreed

in the common council-hall.

Thus, not only the deliverance of the Chersonese and Byzan- 93
lium, not only the prevention of the Hellespont trom falling

into PhilipVpower at that time^jiot only the receipt of honours

by our country in consequence of these services, was the work

of my^policy and my diptumaL}'. but il alsodcmoublialeJ tu all

men at^once the high character of Athens and the baseness of

Phflipl FoFhe, on the one hand, was seen by the world, even

while bound by treaty to the Byzantines, in the act of besieging

them,—and what could be more disgraceful or abandoned than

that ? On the other hand, you, who might reasonably have re- 94
proached them on many just grounds for their inconsiderate

acts towards you in previous periods, revealed yourselves, not

only as nursing no grudges nor refusing to let the sufferers

perish, but even as their deliverers, for which deed you earned

glory and affection from all. And indeed, while every one

knows that you have before now crowned many of your states-

men, yet no one can tell through what other man, statesman,. §§ 189, 200.

93. i6. ovBi, § 2 note. 94, 26. €. Dind.
20. . Dind. has ye, as in has, fvvoiav,.
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5 " ras, ? -, €l tl?
avToh eninpaKTO 9 9,- 5?9 ? elvai(
\ yccp^ €69 ,
€ ,? €\
Tols ^,' € ttj €€€,

kv

! Koivfj ? ael 7€-. €?, *-, ? ?
? *? ? 15?,,, ^ ^,,?,? ?,- ?,) ?? ?, €?-?? ei?,

6€'' 2? ? € , *
91?. ,, *. *

8ih ?? ' ?, 25? ? ???
95. 3•€. Aeschin. §§ 85, ^. This is pretty common with an

sqq. emphatic pronoun: cf. § 318 «70;^
4-{. Nothing is said about yap ... Plat. . c. 32, p. 41, etc.

the Byzantines in Aeschines' speech 7.€ elBoxas, ' await me with
as we have it now. the knowledge,' §§ 1 10, 228, De Rhod.

€1, § 28 note. § I, p. 190 - -
6. ^, ' this at any rate,' no Kurty c. Mid. § 41, p. 527 yap roW

hi or other particle answering the ;;^^ imapxQ'.
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that is, or orator, the City herself has been crowned, except

through me.

In order therefore that I may demonstrate that the libels also, 95

which he uttered against the Euboeans and Byzantines, when he

jogged your memory with any untoward act which they might

have committed against you, were malignant fabrications, not

only by the fact that they are false—for I think I may take your

knowledge of that for granted—but also by the fact that, if

they were as true as they could be, it was nevertheless expe-

dient to deal with the situation exactly as I dealt with it, I wish

to relate one or two of the noble actions performed by the

state in your time, and to do this in a brief compass. For

each man in his private life, and-a city in her national life, must

always strive to conduct their later policy in the light of their

noblest precedents. It was thus that you, men of Athens, at a 96
time when the Lacedaemonians were masters of land and sea,

and held the districts round Attica in subjection by means of

governors and garrisons,—Euboea, Tanagra, all Boeotia, Me-

gara, Aegina, Cleonae, and islands__b£sideaj—at a time when

your city had acquired neither ships nor walls, marched out to

Haliartus, and again, not many days later, to Corinth, though the

Athenians of that generation might have been able to revive

many grudges both against the Corinthians and against the

Thebans for their behaviour in the war at Decelea. But they

did not think of doing that or anything like it. And yet at that 97

time, in both these actions, Aeschines, they neither fought on

behalf of benefactors nor were Wind to the danger. They did not

however for such reasons suffer to perish those who fled to them

for refuge; rather^ in the desire of fair fame and honour, they

were willing to offer themselves to the perilsT.a rrg^<^ ^^ Imnmir-

8. , § 21. € for . . .
. ', 'in your time:' cf. §§ 17. dWas, not * the other islands,'

317, 318, Aeschin. c. Ct. § 234. The besides Aegina and Euboea, which
battle of Haliartus, however, occurred rendering the position of K\ecui/as for-

B.c. 395, some sixty-five years before bids, but 'the islands besides,' i.e.

this trial. the Aegean islands. See Shilleto's

96. 16. . Dind. has . He note on Fals. Leg. § 94, p. 367.

also reads ras before?, and^ .

.

2 2. ', § 1 2.
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\

, SiSovaiy? ?^^. nepas yap , .?^ , kv ^^
j ? ]' Sei ???

kyyjeLpuv\ ? ?, 7£0-

aoJJL€vov?, ' 6 ? - 5

^/. ' ,'?,? ?? ^?, ?, ? ?-,, ?? ^,',
99 ?"

? ??], ?, ' ??? 15

??}, *-. ? \,,* ?* , 2
?, -

9\, ? ,,
97. 2. is explained by used of * setting up as a defence.* ^S '

Harpocr. as a ' poultry-house '{• 195, joo, 301 ; and the passive is

Tpo<t>€iov), and so is here rendered by foiuid Fals. Leg. § 30, p. 349 vrrotif-

some 'a cage,' or 'dove-cote;' but ^ [sc. = a. gtiarded

a more natural sense would be a policy]. Kennedy, however, prefers

' strong-room ' or * cell.' Compare to translate * with good hope before

Propeitius, iii. 18, 25-6 them,' adding the explanation • pro-
* Ille licet ferro cautus se condat posing to themselves,' 'having before

et aere, their eyes
:

' but, even if both render-

Mors tamen inclusum protrahit ings were equally supported and ap-

inde caput,' propriate, this would rather require

where the image is of* a chamber of the aorist.

iron or bronze.' 98. 9. €«, i. e. ^\.[%,
4.'^«. The word is which, for the sake of emphasis, is

t
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able resolution. For knowing that to all men life is limited by

death, yea though one keep himself shut up in a strong room,

good men must essay every honourable quest that from time

to time appears, holding good hope before them as a buckler,

and so must bear courageously whatever be God's dispensation.

Thus did your ancestors, thus did you, my elder hearers, who, 98
j—although the Lacedaemonians were not your friends or bene- '

factors, but had often grievously wronged our country—^yet, when

the Thebans after their victory at Leuctra attempted to exter-

minate them, completely prevented that, undaunted by the

strength and prestige then enjoyed by the Thebans and without

being careful to calculate what the men had done for whom you

vere to run the risk. For you showed unmistakably by this to 99

all the Hellenes that, if a nation transgress against you in any

degree, you entertain your resentment against them under all

other conditions, but, should any danger touching their existence

or freedom overtake the transgressors, you will not revive old

grudges nor bring up old scores. And not only in their case

have you taken this attitude, but yet again, when the Thebans

were appropriating Euboea, you did not connive at it, nor did

you recall the wrongs which had been done to you by Themiso

and Theodorus in the matter of Oropus, but you rescued these

also,—this_beingJ]ie_toJ;^occasion^on which the voluntary trier-

archs offered themselves to the state, of whom I was one.

But of that presently. And while you did a noble act in sim-100

ply delivering the island, you did an act far nobler still, when

laced, rather illogically, before the your anger in view of all other cir-

€^. cumstances.' Kennedy (less well,

10.€6 is used absolutely. seeing that Demosthenes eulogises

., § 71 note. Athens' generous freedom from -
11., literally 'men ) translates 'you reserve your

who had done what manner of things.' anger against them for. other occa-

99. 13. . . , ' anger sions.'

on account of such wrongs.' Or, 17. 6<€. Comp. ^' 7'-
better, 'against such offenders,' , § 291.
referring to tis, as avTohs below, and 21.. See § 102 •
§ 277 Dind. has, 'you are 6 note.

angry with him.' 100. 23. KaC, ' in simply saving.*

14. €15 «€€, ' you entertain
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76 §§ 100-102., ' €9
KvpioL 9 tols eh,^ ,
€€ elneiv , ^, €65 s, €9 yeyovvias k(j>, ay9 69 ttjs *-

101 €€9 ^. efr' eyo)

rji (
6€9 ev? ? ^

. TOis? ,
tmep? ???
€€€ airrfj ;-€ ? ??,^?€ ? ; ?

€ ?, d 15

TTJ € €€)(^6
;

€76 ye€ ' ?,? *
€• € , ;

;

JL^ )(^ €€?
;

j"""^ 102 k(j) 4? {- 2€€ ev? , ttj

4., not, as the infinitival i. 65, etc.,$€6 Od. i.

construction to . . still con- 69, oye ii. 24, -
tinues. iv. 104, dyyt-

Before Dind. has $ (\€ II. iii. 205, xiii, 252, xv.

Iv ois(€, literally 'as regards 640, Soph. Ant. 11 77, Oed. Tyr. 233.
the matters in which you were trusted,' Tacitus uses the genitive of the ge-

i.e 'in the performance of your trust.' nmdive to express purpose.

7. . .. «vf/ia is found, 101. 8. ' § 22 note,

but the authority of MSS is against 11. , § 43. Compare
it. The use of the genitive to express Aristot. Pol. iii. 130 70^
motive, or purpose, without the sup- ^^
port of a preposition, is very rare, tows imepixovTas <pvya-

except in the case of with an Sevcti/.

infinitive (as § 107): compare the 1 3, ACa is used to anticipate the

use of toC = ' therefore,' Horn. Od. words of an adversary, and is to be
xxiv. 425, €\) 64( Iliad rendered by some phrase such as 'let
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you were established in complete possession both of their per-

sons and of their cities, in restoring these scrupulously to the

very men who had transgressed against you, reckoning up

none of the wrongs you had received. Therefore, though

I could quote ten thousand other examples, I pass them

over,—fights by sea, expeditions by land, armaments both of

ancient date and lately in our own time,—all of which the

city undertook on behalf of the freedom and existence of the

rest of the Hellenes. This being so. after I had beheld my 101

country on occasions so many and so formidable willing: to

struggle for the interests of the rest, now, when the question

virtuallyconcerned
i
herself, what was I likely to urge or

counsel her to
'

do ? To bear g^rudges, you would say, against

those who called Tor deliverance, and seek pretexts to_justify

us in sacrificing everything. But who would not have justly

slain me, had I attempted by word only to tarnish one of the

city's bright precedents ? I say, by word only : for the deed

you not have done, I ki^w for certain. Had you so

wished, what was there to prevent you? Was it not open.?

Had yDU not prompters to this c<j)urse_rpn.rly by y^n h my J ^

opponents ?

J
OU^i^-^--^-^

Irvn^ therefore to go back to those political acts of mine 102

which carrte immediately after this ; and I beg you here again 1

to observe wlia^t was the bestir the state. When I saw your '

us suppose,' ' it will be suggested.'

A good example is c. Mid. § 41, p.

527 anrjipis

(paveiTai TTcrrpay ;

• yap (^(.
Compare Fals. Leg. § 245» • 4^°

^ , ' it will be said I

come forward as an informer.' So
Fals. Leg. § 174, p. 390,

' but it will be said,' (like the Latin ai

enim): In ', 'yes but, it

will be argued,' the belongs to

the coming argument, not, as in

v^ , to this merely introductory

phrase : see § 117 i^^ '^ ' yes, but, it will be argued, I was
guilty of malpractice in my office,'

and Fals. Leg. § 309, p. 428 (see

Shilleto). In all cases it is better not

to employ the sign of the interroga-

tive, which is not vanted. Dind. re-

moves it here, but retains it § 117.

14. Tis, 'duiwho.' preceding

an interrogative pronoun or adverb is

always adversative.

16.€6€. is read byVoemel,

with good MS. authority, but the con-

struction requires further exemplifica-

tion.

1 7. €uei = ' / say 7 word only, for,'

etc. For the ellipse v. § 1 2 yap note.

102. Aeschines, c. Ct. § 222, de-

clares that Demosthenes, by his con-

duct as$ , de-

prived the fleet of sixty-five-.
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. ?'6€, 9 \-?,
Sk €€9, ^ € s, * € •

ay ? ?, ? ??, Trj ' , kv

3 ??, -? ? ? -
2. . After the Persian

war, the policy which may be iden-

tified with Themistocles vastly in-

creased the maritime power of Athens

;

and the old plan of, or

tribal subdivisions, each furnishing a
galley, was superseded by the system of. These were wealthy citi-

zens, nominated to serve by the arpa-^. Their service lasted one year,

during which, and for the two follow-

ing years, they were released from
payment {arfXus) of all other state

burdens (Kfirovpylai). Each received

from the state an unrigged hulk (vavs

Kevrj), and some ship's-fumiture, to-

gether with regulation pay for a
ship's company. He was required to

collect a crew, to do which he might
have to offer bounties (?) ; to

equip the vessel thoroughly; and to

keep and return it, with all stores, in

good condition If he failed in his

duty he might be imprisoned by the

board of ten officers whose duty it was
to dispatch the fleet {(^) : but for generous and
active service might receive the * tri-

erarchic crown.' At the end of his

term every trierarch was liable to

audit and scrutiny {(). The
ordinary expense of the office was
forty to sixty minae.

A man charged with the office

might escape if he could prove that

he was without means() ; or

might appeal for relief, by laying a
suppliant's bough (i/fiTiy/wa), on the

altar in the, the meeting-place
of the(, or by taking sanctuary

{(^) in the temple of Artemis
in the port of Munychia : or he might
challenge some qualified person, not
so charged, either to take the duty in

his stead or else submit to a complete
exchange of property {$).
At some period, probably about

B.C. 412, it became allowable for two
citizens to divide the duty of trierarch

between them{, cf. avy-).
When Athens was finally defeated

in the Peloponnesian war, her fleet was
reduced to twelve sail, and seems to

have recovered but slowly. The sud-

den resolution adopted in 358 b.c. to

send help to Euboea, called forth the

voluntary trierarchs (§99 ieeKov-

TOTi ^
Trj noKfi), and also revealed the in-

sufficiency of the existing system. The
same year a reform was made by the

law of Periander, which assimilated

the to the, or ex-

traordinary war-tax levied on pro-

perty. By this law 1 200 of the richer

citizens were appointed to bear the

charges {cwTtXtis), in twenty com-
panies() of sixty members,
and these were severally subdivided

into four associations(^€), each
consisting generally of fifteen persons,

and charged with one trireme. It is

to be noted, however, that the avvri'

Xtiai seem to have differed in the num-
ber of their members. We hear of
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navy, men of Athens, in a state of decay, and the rich be-

jcoming exempt from taxation after trifling outlays, while those

citizens who possessed moderate or small means were losing

what they had, and when I saw still further that through this

state of things the city missed her opportunities, I proposed a

law, in accordnni^f ^^^^'^^ AvViirVi mmppllpH the•, former, the rich,

to do ihek duty, and put a stop to the oppression of the poor,

and, what wa^-iu the highest degree serviceable iQ the country,

I caused her preparations to be ready at the hour of need.

And when I was indicted I appeared before you on this issue 103

and was acquitted; and my prosecutor did not receive his

four or five citizens constituting a

trierarchy: and Demosthenes, § 104,

gives the number as sixteen. ( If the

last were the regular or average num-
ber at the time of which he speaks,

the total of avvreXus must have been
raised to 1280.) There was also a

cross-division. The 300 wealthiest

/€€$ were called

§ 03, and held the whole
management of the Keirovpyia : the

next 300 in order ofwealth were called

01(, and the third 300 01 :

while the remainder of the poorer

order formed a fourth class without a

special name.
Each avvT(\eia nominated one of its

members (probably one of the ^yt'

() to serve in person, and all

bore equal shares in the expense of

the vessel. The richer member or

members had, if need be, to advance
the funds and recover from their

fellows. This seems to have opened
the way to an abuse. The qyepoves

would contract for the performance of

the whole at the expense

say of a talent, and getting this sum,
or nearly as much, in repayment from
other members of their association,

would escape with little or no ultimate

cost to themselves. These contracts

also led to insufficient equipments. In

other cases a poor association would
be backward in executing its duty, or

wholly unable to do so.

These, and perhaps other evils, soon
showed themselves. In 34«i b.c. De-
mosthenes proposed corrective mea-

1^5

sures, in his speech de Symmoriis

;

and it is curious that he does not refer

to them here. Probably they were not

adopted. However,when administrator

of the navy{€ )
in B.C. 340, he reformed the old

system altogether. A certain portion

(from one-fifth, if a property were
large, to one tenth, if small—sup-

posing the descending scale fixed by
Nausinicus b.c. 379 to be still in

force) of each man's property, after

assessment() was set down as

the rateable value (). On a

rateable value of ten talents fell the

charge of one trireme. Smaller pro-

perties were grouped together till

their united rateable value reached

this sum, and were then proportion-

ately charged—thus forming a new
sort of€\€. The charge on no
single property might exceed three

triremes and a tender.

Demosthenes does not say whether
his trierarchic law was, or was not,

still in operation at the time of this

trial.

5.. Dind.has5. If we keep the text we
must supply an object to avoXKvovras.

6. ' . This reading must
be corrupt. It introduces a chiasmus,

which is un-Demosthenian (see on §

324), and in doing so misplaces.
The reading of Dind.' bv tovs

is quite satisfactory, tovs

being in apposition.

103. 10. must be

taken with (, ' I came into
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court as defendant in a suit on this sion caused by a threatened prosecu-
account.' tion. .

I. TO .%, sc. . The proposer of a decree was, for a ')

5. (Dind.- year after it was passed, open to an
\) has been taken closely with indictment for breach of the constitu- ;

(dv, ' to drop and let alone the law.' tion, which, if laid, must be tried be-
\A better meaning is to be obtained fore the decree became valid. Hence, i

J

from the aorist : ' having entered if a man repented of his decree, or I

the law ' [in the temple of Cybele, kv was won over by its opponents, by \ 1, where the archives were collusion with any one who would '

kept] * to let it lie.' Cf. eh swear to a declaration() that/\\€ § 55. he intended to prefer a ")-
hf sunder the suspen- 6 against the proposer, and by
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minimum of the votes. And yet, what sums of money do

you fancvjhat the first class of thp^ rnmpamps gT_j1iH s^prnnd ^><^^^^^^^^

and th ird dass nfffirfd me^ fn ixt rinon^ hnr.t of all, not tO pro- '

pose this lawj . refusing that, to register the law and leave it

dormant jinder an affidavit ? Sums so great, men of Athens,

that I should hesitate to name them to you. And they en- 104
tered on this negotiation with good reason. For while it was

competent for them in accordance with the former laws to

perform the public service in bodies of sixteen, privately

spending little or nothing, but grinding down the needy

citizens, in accordance with my law it was necessary for each

to pay the amount arrived at by assessment of his property,

and a man was found to bear the charge of two ships who
previously had been a contributor with fifteen others to the one

ship. I say contributor, for they no longer called themselves

trierarchs but contributors. So, to have my measures quashed

and to be uncompelled to perform their duty, there was

nothing they did not oifer to me. Please read me, first the 105

decree in accordance with which I came into court to meet

the indictment, next the schedules, both the one attached to

the former law and that which resulted from my law. Read.

A DECREE.
In the archonship o/Polydes, on the sixteenth day of the month

Boedromion, in the prytanyship of the tribe Hippothoontis, De-

mosthenes, the son of Demosthenes^ of the deme Paeania, intro-

duced a law for the constitution of the body of trierarchs to

replace theformer law in accordance with which the contributory

associations of trierarchs existed. And the council and the

people voted the new law ; and Patrocles, of the deme Phlyes,

preferred an indictment for breach of the constitution against

allowing the trial to be indefinitely which fell on that rateable value,

postponed, he could suspend and «. Supply eSet from ?iv, and
practically rescind his measure. of. § 13 note.

104. 9. , ' little or 105. 16.. The name of
nothing.' Cf.$ ..kol § 130. the archon is wrongly stated in this

1 1 . TO€ is used of the re- document, which is not a decree at

suit ofa sum. The simi to be performed all, but a mere memorandum,
was the assessment of each man's 20. « . Cf. § 37 note,

property, the ascertainment of the 22. els to is found in all MSS. but
proportion of the property which was one, and is omitted by Dind. in ac-

to be considered as its rateable value, cordancewith the conjecture ofBekker.
and the imposition of the charge 24., sc..
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106 0€/)e .. [? ^ :\
(€^€ € iv rots <€- 5, € irivTe ets€, €

TTJ ^.^
€ -.. [? kiu, hiKa"

iav be
fj,€ '. he

beKa, eh 15

ets beKa.^
107 ' tols

êBeXeiv

;,\ , 2
-.

^ _^_?? ?*,, 2^, ttj,' .
108 ???

a. $». The full fine . 5. =//ioptoty. Voe-
for bringing forward an unsuccessful mel, however, has ovvrtXaiv for awrt-
ypa<fy^ was 1000 drachmae, but the kuSiv.

amount might be, and generally was, 1 3. is not found else-

reduced to a sum fixed by the dicasts. where in this sense.
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Demosthenes, and having failed receive his necessary propor-

tion ofthe votes paidthe assessedpenalty offive hundred drachmae.

Produce therefore that noble schedule also. 106

SCHEDULE.
That the trierarchs be summoned to the charge of each trireme

in bodies of sixteenfrom the contributory associations in the com-

panies, from the age offive and twenty to that offorty years^

furnishing the supplies in equal shares.

Now produce, in contrast to this, the schedule attached to

my law.

SCHEDULE.
That the trierarchs be chosenfor each trireme on a standard of

property ascertained by assessment, beginning with a rateable value

often talents ; and if a property have been assessed at a larger

sum, that the charge be increased proportionately, up to a maxi-

mum burden of three vessels and a tender. And according to the

same proportion let the chargefall also on those whose property is

less than the ten talents, they being grouped into a contributory

association whosejoint assessment reaches the ten talents.

Do you think that I gave but Httle assistance to the poor 107

among you, or that the rich would be willing to spend but

little to escape doing their duty .? Not only then do I pride

myself on the fact that I did not strangle my measure, nor only

on the fact that when indicted I was acquitted, but also be-

cause 1 proposed a beneficial law and have given you proof of

it in practice. For while the naval squadrons were despatched

during the whole course of the war in accordance with my
law, no trierarch to this day deposited the suppliant's branch

on the altar in your midst as being unjustly treated, or took

sanctuary in the temple of Artemis Munychia, or was thrown

into prison by the Board of Despatch ; and no trireme was

lost to the state by having been abandoned on the hi^h_seas,

or was left behind in harbour as unseaworthv; and yet alllOS

{$ in this use is Alexandrine. 24. irap', 'in your assembly,*

107. 18. ,, § loo note. i.e. on the altar in the Pnyx.

20. €, § 2 note. 26.€€. Dind. has ica-

21. iretpav, § 195 note. ^, 'captured.'

G 2
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109. ^
,

* •
Tjj ,
" . 15

110 -^^ yap
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. 25

111 , ,
108. .

*, ' as for the incapacity to pay the Xeirovpyia : but
cause,' is probably accusative: cf. De a better opposition to/.. (yiyvero
Chers. $ 32, p. 97 5k . . is obtained by rendering as above.((^ ... 5. ' 6, § g note.

2. might be referred to 110. 20. €'•€ ire-

the technical sense of5, i.e. €, § 13 note.
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these things occurred under the former laws. The reason was

that the public burdens rested on the poor ; and therefore

many dead-locks came about. But I transferred the duty of

trierarchJromjKe needy to the affluent; thus all that was ne-

cessary ^oi done. And still further, I claim to receive~praise

for this simple reason, that I chose on principle all such

political measures as have brought increase at once of re-

putation, of honour and of power to the state ; and no measure

of mine is malignant or bitter or evil-minded ; no, nor mean

nor unworthy of the state. I shall therefore be shown to have 109

maintained the same character both in my home measures i^^^

and in my Hellenic policy: fpr at hnrnp TjTPvpr chose the ^^T^

favours of the rich in preference to the rights of the many,

and in my Hellenic pQlicyJL^everesteemed Philip's gifts and

< gnpgf-fripnHgVnp ' ahmro thf* inif>rnatinni^l j ll tfFf«t of all the

Hellenes^- -

1 apprehend then that it remains for me to speak about the 110

proclamation, and the scrutiiiyj for the proposition that I did

what was best and have continued throughout loyal and

zealous to serve you, I think I have sufficiently demonstrated

by what I have said above. And yet I leave unnamed the

greatest of my political achievements, because I conceive, first,

that I must in strict order tender my arguments directly con-

cerning the breach of the constitution; and, secondly, that JA^ \4
even if I say nothing ^^ prpgpnt ahnnt thp raat-gf-my measures r~eVi 1

of state, nevertheless a common knowledge of them in the ,
*

^y^

mind nf^arh of ynn I'g rpady trL.savppnrf me.

Of the verbiage, then, which he promiscuously dished up 111

and delivered on the subject of his counter-display of laws, I

21.'€ here = • leave over for 111. 27. is ex-

the present,' as the statement is made plained by Aeschines, § 199^ yap

below, not as in § loi, 'omit to state.' h rf)), eidevai^
2 2 , irepi, § g note. , -
24. ,5 . . , § 95 ^ ^^, kv

note. rais ypa<pai9 ^

Do
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90} rb oaviSiov, 5• SuopiJ^eTO, § 40 note.(^ 6.(€ is specially used of, handling state moneys : cf. Aesch. c.

imZti^ai. The laws al- Ct. § 30 -
leged to have been violated vi^ere (.
written out, side by side with the in- 112. 8. c1rcd€vos.' When the

dieted decree, on a board which was national accounts showed a deficit the

to be produced in court. summoned an assembly and

3. , sc., of. § 15. called for voluntary contributions

4. vvv H.T.K. Aesch. c. Ct. §17. {(5 § 1 71). Those who were
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believe before heaven that you did not understand, as I could

not comprehend, the greater part. But I will simply discuss

the legal points in a straightforward ihanner. For I am so

far from saymg that I am not subject to scrutiny^ as my op-

ponent just now calumniously affirmed, that I confess myself

to be liable to scrutiny during the whole of my life both for

the moneys I have handled and the measures I have proposed

in your midst. None the less, for what I promised and gave 112

to the people out of my private property I declare that I am
not for a single day subject to scrutiny—you hear, Aeschines ?

—and that no one else is, even should he happen to be one of

the nine archons. Fox_what_ia^s full of suchjnofistrous in-

justice and churlishness, as first to rob one wMo has given

away part of his own substance, and has perforrned a be-

nevolent and munificent action, of his meed of gratitude, and

then bring him before the common informers and set them to

conduct the scrutiny into his gifts? There is no'^uch law:

and if mjTopponent says~ there is, let him produce it, and I

will be content and will hold my peace. There is however no 113

such law, men of Athens ; but my opponent cavils, and, be-

cause I was manager of the theoric fund, at the time when I

gave the money, says, * The council gave him a vote of thanks

while he was yet an accountable officer.' jsTn^ ravij ler, they did

not praise me for any of the things for which I was account-

able, but for my free gifts. An objector may say, ' You were

conservator of the walls.^ Yes, and I was rightly praised

for this reason, that I made a present of the moneys I. had

spent and did not enter them into my accounts. For while

the presentation of accounts has further need of scrutiny and

examiners, a-iree-gift-ohould rightly meet with thanks and

praise. Therefore my client made this proposal about me.

willing to give rose from their seats intended to suggest the phrase fh rovs

, and formally promised subscriptions, ? aytiv, used of sending an ex-

the amounts of which were stated and magistrate before the board of au-

registered against their names. This ditors in order to pass the scrutiny into

proceeding was called ewayyeKia. his official conduct{) to which
Those who could not, or would not, every Athenian officer, high or low,
subscribe, either kept their seats or, was subject {). Cf. Aesch.
like the (\$ in Theophrastus, c. Ct. § 15 sqq.

slipped away. 113. 19. Before Dind.

14. 6ls Tovs ^ is has , and after adds ^17^4.
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I. , Ctesiphon. Greek (cf. Soph. Antig. 454, etc.), and
114. 2.. Dind. has €€ has the advantage of the best MS.

both here and m § 275. But, although authority.

the combination of ' laws and customs

'

5. € is better than the variant,
is a commoner thought, the combina- the point being that Diptimus was iwl

tion ' of your written statutes and your , and hence(, at the

moral natures ' is quite intelligible, is time when the crown was voted him.
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And that this question has been so settled, not only in your 114

laws, but in your own hearts, I will easily show from many

instances, -jn the first place. Nausicles. during his generalship,

has been offen rmwnprl by ynn for what hp garrlfired out of

his personal property Npvf^ whpn Dintimns gave the shields ^^^'^
and Charidemus did the same again, thev were crowned.

Next, NeOptolemUS. who ^'g "^'"^ prppont^ t^^rtn^h nvprgp^r of

many public works, has received honours on account of his

donations.. For it indeed would be hard, if the holder of

any office should either be prevented by his office from giving

his own property to the state, or should undergo a scrutiny into

his gifts instead of reaping gratitude. To prove therefore that 115

I state these cases truly, \io the clerk'] simply take and read the

decrees that were passed in honour of these men. Please read.

DECREES.
In the archonship of Demonicus, of the deme Phlyes, on ihe

sixteenth of the month Boedromion, by a resolution of the council

and people, Callias, of the deme Phrearri, moved, That it seems

good to the council and people to crown Nausicles, the commander

of the heavy infantry, because, when two thousand Athenian heavy-

armed troops were in Imbros and were giving aid to the Athen-

ians who inhabited the island, seeing that Philo, who had been

elected minister of finance, was unable, owing to the storms, to

sail and pay the troops, he gave them money out of his own

private property, and did not require it of the people : and to pro-

claim the crown at the festival of Dionysus when the new dra-

matists contend.

ANOTHER DECREE. 116

// was moved by Callias, of the deme Phrearri, when the pry-

tanes spoke according to a resolution of the council, Whereas

Charidemus, commander of the heavy-armed, being commissioned

to Salamis, and Diotimus, commander of the cavalry, seeing that

8. .. , § 2. wants construction.

115. 13. TOVTOLs, cf. § Il8. 19. ..,.,,, § 120 note. ...... § 38.
"^5•. The archon is again 25. , § 54 note.

' pseudonymus,' and it is imusual to 116. 27. seems equivalent

add the title of his deme ; while- to § 75.
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117. 13• «'€;« /c.tA. 14• 1€€. * Yes, awi/Ihave

For the asyndeton cf. §§ 198, 274. given.' Aeschines, in a similar sense

Perhaps we should omit the mark of and usage, has Zi ye, cf. § 2465
interrogation in these places, as in the ris €>«€ ^' oi ^ ye

instances where «oi with a perfect .
'puts a case' (, ^ ieya Aesch. 15. <«, i.e. my various offices.

Eum. 894, etc.) vrj* . .{. See §101 note.
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in the batik by the river certain of the troops had been disarmed

by the enemy, at their private expense equipped the men with eight

hundred shields, It has been resolved by the council and people to

crown Charidemus and Diotimus with a golden crown and to

make the proclamation of their names at the great Panathenaic

festival during the gymnastic contest, and at thefestival ofDiony-

sus when the new dramatists contend : and that the six junior

archons, the prytanes and the stewards of the games have charge

of the proclamation.

Each of these men, Aeschines, was subject to scrutiny for 117

the office which he held, but was not subject to scrutiny for

those things in virtue of which he was crowned. Nor am
I, therefore : for I imagine I Jiaye the same rights as the rest

under the^same circumstances. Have I made a donation?

I am praised on that account, not being held liable to

scrutiny for what I gave. Did I hold offices? Yes, and I

have yielded an account of them,—not of my donations. Yes,

but (it will be said) I acted unjustly in my offices. If that

were so, then, as you were present when the auditors brought

me before them, did you omit to accuse me ?

In order therefore that my hearers may see that my op- US
ponent himself testifies in my favour, that I was crowned for

actions for which I was not subject to scrutiny, take and read

the whole decree which was proposed in my honour. For by

means of those points in the previous resolution which he

did not indict, it will be shown that he cavils in the counts

on which he does prosecute. Please read.

DECREE.
In the archonship of Euthycles, on the twenty-second of Py-

anepsion, during the prytanyship of the tribe Oeneis, Ctesiphon,

son of Leosthenes, of the deme Anaphlystus, proposed'. Whereas

Demosthenes, son of Demosthenes, of the deme Paeania, having

become overseer of the restoration of the walls, and having spent

118. 20. TO ,, § 115 onymous. The sense of?.. €;/)«?%-^^. is doubtful, as ' the theoric funds from

ois . . . Cf. § all the tribes ' is an un ntelligible ex-

56 . . . pression, while it is violent to make
21. TovTots = 'by these' must be €5 equivalent to 0€;/) =' de-

taken with€. puties to the feasts.' Dind. has-
23.. The archon is pseud- pots in the text.
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119. 6., 'in the ideal sense.' schines, c. Ct. § 33 sqq.

In Plato 6 are the ISiai, or 120. 20., § 233 and § 83
eternal archetypes of visible things note.

18. irepl TOt) . .€6. Ae• irp3s 0€wv .. ; It is
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on the works out of his private property additional three talents,

made a donation of these to the people, and when appointed

manager of the theoric fund made a donation to the theoricfunds

in all the tribes of one hundred minae for the purpose of sacri-

fices, It hath been resolved by the council and the people of the

Athenians to give a vote of thanks to Demosthenes, son of De-

mosthenes^ of the deme Paeania, on account of his excellence,

and of the honourable conduct which he constantly shows on

every occasion towards the people of the Athenians, and to crown

him with a golden crown, and to proclaim the crown in the

theatre at the festival of Dionysus when the new dramatists con-

tend : and that the steward of the games be charged with the

proclamation.

My donations therefore are these, none of which have you 119

indicted ; but the return which the council says must be made
me in recognition of them is what you prosecute. So, while

you admit thai to receive what is offered is constitutional,

to return thanks for the otterings you mdici as a breach of

the ronstitntinn . What soft ot man, m the n3Tne-of heaven,

would be in an ideal degree the utter villain, the apostate, and

the malignant ? Would he not be just such a man as we have

here ?

Furthermore, in dealing with the proclamation in the theatre, 120

I pass over the fact that ten thousand men have been there

proclaimed ten thousand times over, and the fact that I myself

have been often crowned before. But in heaven's name,

Aeschines, are you so perverse and so devoid of perception,

as to be unable to infer that, while the crown contains the

same distinction for its recipient wherever it may be an-

nounced, it is in the interest of those who confer the crown/

that the proclamation takes place in the theatre ? For all whd
hear are impelled to do their country good service, and praise

those who show their gratitude more than the receiver of the

crown. That is why the city has passed this law. \To the

clerk.] Simply take and read me the law.

necessary to consider this an interro- read with the best MSS. For the

gation, owing to the presence of /)05 variant see § 283
€. note.

21.' is here to be 23., § 1 26 note.



94 §§120-123.. ["?^ tlv€S ^, ras€ €v avTois €-
(TTOVS rots Ihiois ^/, kav Tivas ^? 6

* ' tovtovs ' e^eirat kv^ [€€•.']\ 5

1^1 'Akov€19j\^ 9,^
kav TLvas 6 ' 8e^. , ,€ ;^ ; €€€ -

\ ;
' ^} €€,^, , ^

^, €'
;

122€€ -,^ aj/^ , 15

€ € -
€, '., e|,

123€, . , 2'. €, ^^-,

kv € ,, ttjv kpo
nepl . 25

. vopios. See Introduction. Ct, §§ 168, 169.

121. 8.€, sc. . 8.,$. After,
. €€. Dind. has daayajv, 'do the accusative absolute is common, as

you ncAfcd ashamed when you bring § 276, and is used in Aeschines, c. Ct.

into court,' etc. ; and this reading § 143 '^paipas . .€5
seems necessary, imless the follow- ?, . . rovs Boiarrovs . . dyavfi-

ing participles are also changed into aovras, even in violation of the canon

infinitives. of absolute clauses (for which see

1 1 . After Dind. has rovs above § 33 note.)

fUv, which is desirable. Before ^% Dind. has.
122. 14., Aeschines, c. 19. <-<<|$. On the second
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LAW.
In the case of all whom any of the demes crown, let the crown-

ing bodies make the proclamations each in their special demes

only, except in the case of any persons whom the people of the

Athenians or the council crown ; but it shall be lawful that these

be proclaimed in the theatre at thefestival of Dionysus.

You hear, Aeschines, that the law distinctly states 'ex-

cept such as the people or the council shall decree/ but

'such let the herald proclaim.' Why, thereforej^_gettifog-

ger, do you cavil? Why do you manufacture argrimenTs^

Why do you not dose yourself with hellebore after these

ravings? What, are you not even prevented by shame from

bringing into court a suit springing out of your own jealousy,

not another's misdemeanour, and are you not ashamed when
you twist laws and remove portions from others, which ought

justly to have been recited in their entirety to men who, we
must remember, have sworn to vote in accordance with the

laws? After this, in the midst of such malpractices, you tell

us what qualities should attach to the leader of a free state,

as though you had given out a statue to be made according

to specification and afterwards received it without the points

required by the specification, or as though popular statesmen

were discovered by mere definition and not by their conduct

^and their public measures. You shout aloud, as if from a cart,

jpithets fit and filthy, which attach to you and your family,

)ut not to me. And yet another point also, men of Athens,

have always supposed that to a hn^p anH to q(-rnsp diff"er in

lis, that while accusation implies misdemeanours, penalties

for whi^iniTP provided in th ft Inw^ abuse implies calumnies^

rhich by a. natnni tpnrjpnry priyf^ffi enemies find themselves

speaking of one another. And I conceive that your ancestors

fjcj.

122

123

day of that festival of Dionysus which
was called, and was held
in the Attic month ',

^ which corresponded to February, took
)lace the5 '. The
romen rode to the mysteries in wag-
jons, and on the way indulged in the

lost ribald personalities. From such
)rocessions,, arose the words, ' to be ribald,' which occurs

[§ 124, and, ' ribaldry,' § 11.

123. 20. . This
elliptical phrase recurs Phil. i. § 11,

p. 43 : compare yap av pp.
442, 568, and liret€, p. 1097.

24. . .-
' in accordance with their natural

tendency,' i. e. as enemies, ' it comes
about that they abuse one another.'

The other rendering, ' more or less,

according to their particular disposi-

tions,' seems to introduce an irrelevant
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»^

\ -
!^ 9 ety, ' ,

124 eav ^) . -€ ^ €^^ 5

€60. '€ . -, . ,, ^ } ;

. '
.^ , ,,, , -

12» ' , ,
^, T7J^ -, 15, * , -

; ^ ,
(1* .

thought, which also weakens the

general argument,
2.$ could well be dispensed

with. Both^ ^^ •\$
and ^^ \7}$ are

regular Greek : but their combination

in one construction, in which Dissen

sees no difficulty, is at any rate un-

exampled. The conjecture aitb

is rejected by Dissen on
rather weak grounds (' Dedecora pri-

vata pauci concedant se habere, nee

Demosthenes concedit, sed maledicunt

sibi ex privata vita litigantes nunc vere,

nunc etiam mendaciis compositis').

Kojcws has all the best, however, of the

MS. authority. And it would be
rather wanton to excise it as a gloss

on, when it yields a con-

ceivable, if unusual, construction.

Aeschines' \oiSopia is contained in

c. Ct. §§ 171 sqq.^

124. 5. irop.irctjciv, § 122 note.

6. €, i. e, in the matter of per-

sonalities.

II. can only mean 'on

behalfofyour coimtrymen,'as thewhole
point now is that Aeschines not only

neglected to serve his country by taking

proper means to bring Demosthenes,
if guilty, to justice, but ventured even

to assail his country in his present

prosecution, which left Demosthenes
unscathed. Observe in the following

chapter the emphatic opposition\$ ... . . rfj^ ...
cIcXciTTCs. Dind. has i(4\infs.

The word is specially applied to de-

sertion : cf. Aeschines, c. Ct. § 7 inKi-

rrtiv T^v.
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built these courts of law, not that we might assemble you here,

and out of our private histories slander one another unspeak-

ably, but that we might convict the man who may have

wronged his country in any particular. Though Aeschines, 124

then, was well aware of this, he nevertheless deliberately

choseJa>JAttef libaldry, rathcr-than bring accusations, against

me. Not that he has any right to quit the ground without re-

ceiving his due in kind ; and I wiLajLiaiCfiLStep forward to give

him this, when I have asked him but one question. Would it

be said, Aeschines, that you were the enemy of the state, or

my enemy.? My enemy, obviously. Yet, in the one field,

where you might have got satisfaction from me constitutionally

and patriotically, if indeed I were guilty,— in the audits, indict-

ments, and other forms of trial,—you deserted your post. In 125

another field, where personally I am invulnerable on all sides

—owing to the laws, the lapse of time, thestatute of limita-

tions, the fact that I have many times before been tried on

every count and never to this day been convicted of doing

my hearers any wrong—where the state, however, must share

more or less largely in the credit of what, observe, were done

as national acts,—have you fixed our encounter here ? Beware

lest you be found the enemy of your countrymen and make

but a feint of enmity towards me.

125. 13. Tots8 ... The
common interpretation, which makes
TTf simply repeat5 and

in combination, exhibits a very

violent tautology. Hence it is better

to refer to the particular laws

just produced as sanctioning the coro-

nation and proclamation.

14.. In suits of most
kinds (among them")
a period after which they could not

be brought was fixed by the ^^, or * statute of limitations.*

In some serious criminal charges no
such period was fixed : and we must
suppose that a similar relaxation of

the law had been granted, or was ex-

ceptionally claimed, in the case of the

present., §§ 2 2 2, 3

1

0.

1 8. .. -as. See Shilleto, de Fals.

Leg. App. A.
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12

127

^
-

128

€^ \^ ^^ /ne, ? eoi/ce,^ -^ ? ?€9
€€ wepl^ ^ 5? ^ ,€, ^

;

—

el -
/c^y * ,^,^, ,' €-
)(^€ , kv€ tcl,€ , ^^€'. , ,

126. . ... There is no
need to suppose an ' indignant sup-

pression of the apodosis' at the end
of this section. The protasis in two
members, . .^ and

€ ..., proceeds quite regularly

downto</)i(7i"^^at ; then, §§127,128,
a parenthesis, introduced by yap, ex-

tends continuously, in closely-con-

nected sentences, as far as ntpieariv.

After this parenthesis, the participial

clause, § 1 29 . . fintiv

quite normally resumes and adds to

the protasis, and at last the apodosis

comes in . . (pyaaias [or, with
Dind.'s reading, . . (^],
rounding the period and fulfilling the

promise (^ ris , etc.)

given in the piptasis. In translation

It is perhaps most convenient to treat

protasis and apodosis here as co-

ordinates.

€€$ . .. Cf. Fals. Leg.

§ 35^^ P• 44^ "^^^ ^ ducaiay.
3. Tclt . .<4$, § 71 note.

4. . . clireiv, ' merely s^fite.'

LC adverbial force of avros, in coi
>——

^

For
the adverbial force of avros, in connec-
tion with the object of a verb in the
imperative, cf. §§ 53, 73, 76, 115, 120.

Compare the use with prepositions

§ 9 note.

5. Tis , § .
6. ^(2$. Aeschin, c. Ct.

§ 234 ToiavTas€5 . . at (}$.. See on § 232 below.

7. Tivas. Dissen reads Tivas, ' cer-

tain expressions of mine ; ' but, if we
havethe pronoun at all, the interroga-

tive form is the more forcible.

127. 9. . Dind. omits
the article ; but the analytic imperfect

thus remaining is unusual in Demo-
sthenes.

10. -€6$, literally ' a picker-

up of trifles,' as a bird picks up seed.

Compare the curiously exact para-

phrase in Shakspeare's Love's La-
bour 's Lost, V. 2

—

• This fellow pecks up wit, as pigeons

peas,
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I have therefore pointed out to all the conscientious and 126

just verdict. Next, so it seems, although I am not fond of

invective, I am compelled by the calumnies which have been

uttered by my opponent to state, not a mass of falsehoods,

but merely the most indispensable facts concerning him,

and to show what is his character and origin that he so

lightly commences the use of hard words, and to point out

what are the expressions which he disparages after himself 127

saying things which every respectable man would have hesi-

tated to pronounce. For if the accuser were Aeacus or Rha-

damanthus or Minos, and not a babbler, the^worn change

of the market-place, a pestilential scribe, I do not think he

would have used Aeschines' language, nor have furnished

himself with expressions so offensive, exclaiming as in a

tragedy, 'Oh, earth, and sun, and virtue 1' and the like, or

further invoking 'intelligence and culture, by which the honour-

able and the dishonourable are discriminated.' For I presume

you heard him speaking thus. But what relation, oifscouring, 128

And utters it again when Jove doth propriate here, ' a babbler, a hack of

please : the square, a pest, a clerk
!

' if the

He is wit's peddler ; and retails his rhythm of the sentence did not seem
wares to forbid it. That^€$ was a

At wakes, and wassels, meetings, term of opprobrium, and that Aeschi-

markets, fairs.' nes took great offence at it, is clear€ is literally 'a from Fals. Leg. § 361. p. 442 '
thing worn smooth by friction in the '('(5 ' €inri ris,-
market-place,' hence, what we should dpbs evOews $ .
call 'a hack.' In the catalogue of See Shilleto, Fals, Leg. § 109. p. 371
rascals in the Clouds (Ar. Nub. 447), note ; and in this speech, § 261

where occurs, there €(\€ ^,^-
seems to be added the notion of low rebeiv ...
cunning and skill. Compare Soph. 12. ev. Cf. § 262
Aj. 103 Kivados, spoken of note.

Odysseus, and the uses of, ... Aeschin. c. Ct. §(. 26o , ' ijXie

here, and in Phil. iii. § 31. (^ avvecis , jj Siayiy-

p. 119, where Philip is called ^ , -
MaKeSovos, is said to be employed as (. This peroration

an adjective. But in Fals. Leg. § 109. seems rather ridiculous to modem
p. 371 iravovpyos ovtos Oeois( ears ; but apparently, to Demosthenes'', there is a climax cul- judgment, its fault was its offensive-

minating in the word used ness and its special inappropriateness

without epithet, and . in the mouth of Aeschines.
A similar climax would not be inap- 128. 16.. That two crim-

2
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rh ; tls9 ;
^ ; Se?^ ^9 ? ^-' eh einoi ^

€€€, *
5

; \ , '

€, ,
j € elvai.
129 ' €, , 6€

€€€ €^ ^ €)(, ^^ kv

,^ *^^ ' ^
\\^ ^ ^^ ; 15* , 6 -^^

; € ^

130€ ), \ , 2
. €- \

€)(€ ,' .
inals or other persons were annually fas in usage: Greek, however, lacks
sacrificed by Athens, as a national the convenient nefas, and supplies the
purification, at the festival called want of the negative by the use of the

; that they bore, among other ' indignant interrogation.'

names, the appellation
; 6. inr' is to be taken

and that hence arose Demosthenes' with.
use of this word, to signify persons of 8.. See § 140 note.

the basest sort, is an opinion as yet iripicartv. Literally, ' the result is.'

supported by evidence which may Cf. § 80 irtpifyivfTo.

fairly be called fragmentarv. When 129. 14. *. In
the evidence is complete, the epithet the parallel passage, De Fals. Leg. §
will receive additional force ; but, till 279. p. 419 irpos ,
then, it is safer to revert to the ori- it is better to render ' near theJiQuse.
ginal meaning of the word. of Hero^, tl^e physician,' as against

2. iroOev . . a|ui)0«vTt ; cf. § 51. the other interpretation, 'jiear the.

3.% is equivalent to the Latin temple (or statue) of the hero-physi-
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have you or yours with virtue ? or what critical knowledge of

the honourable or the reverse ? Whence or how qualified ?

Is it not profanity for you to name the name of culture, none

of whose true possessors would say anything of this kind

about himself, but each would blush to hear it from another's

lips ? while those who, like you, lack but pretend to culture,

succeed in paining their hearers by their want of sensibility,

but do not succeed in seeming what they would be thought.

So, though I am at no loss what to say of you and yours, 129

yet I am at a loss what to mention first : whether that your

father Tromes was a slave in the house of Elpias, the

teacher of letters, near the temple of Theseus, wearing

shackles and a wooden collar, or that your mother, by means

of her noonday nuptials in the hovel near the house of the

Man of Splints, Heros, reared up that handsome model of a

man, that supreme actor of third parts, yourself: ay, or that

the boatswain Phormio, slave ot Uioh 6f the deme Phrearri,

lifted her up from this honourable industry. But Zeus and

the gods know that I tremble lest if I say what befits you

I shall appear to have wilfully chosen topics which do not

befit my own character. I will therefore leave this, and 130

will begin at once with the acts of his own life : for he

was a man of no ordinary occupations, but of such prac-

tices as the people execrates. Late in life—late in life do I

cian.' will be ' a by-word
for larpos, from the used for

surgical purposes' (Shilleto). So we
should here also render ' near the

house of the surgeon Heros.' [As
. . seems purposely assonant to the

preceding . . /», a play on )5,
as a common as well as a proper name,
must be meant.] This seems easier

than to suppose a hero with a shrine
' among the reeds,'' or ' thatched vith

reeds,*^ for which sense only Theocr.

XXviiiT 4.! Ipbv' is compared.

15.. Aeschines (see Dis-

sen ad h. 1.) had a handsome person,

but was stiff in his delivery ; hence he
was specially qualified for the ' walk-
ing parts' usually given to the-.

i6. Before* as ... Dind. has€5 *^ *^,
17•, i.e. (Dis-

sen.)

130. 21. . .6€. See § 198,

and Dissen's note ad h. 1.« . ., according

to a suggestion in S, precedes-
. . €. With this ar-

rangement S)v would refer to

Aeschines' parents, 'for he was not
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70€—, 0^6 ; ^? -
vaios , ^69 €€,

8e€? ,*-€9 , € s^< ^-
131 \' ^ ^ ;

' /?9 ay(apiaTos e? , eXevOepo?

€ ? € €-? ^? ? e^eiy, ?^. € eari

?, \ ? ^? €€,• ' ? -, .
132 ? yap € ~ 15, ??€€ €? € ; ? €€€ kv Heipaiei ? ei?

,€ 6?? ?, ?
€v ?? - 2

kir? ,-
133 TO?y €€. ei ^ ^
even come of ordinary parents, but of paralleled attraction for-
such persons as the People bans.' trvxev), but of occupations which the

But the curse pronounced by the, people execrates.'

at the commencement of proceedings i . . . . Cf. * hodie-
in the(, did not include such gue heri.'

persons as Aeschines' parents are here 4. After€ Dind. has-
said to have been, and bore only on ^. Aeschines' mother would ori-

those who were guilty of treasonable ginally be called TkavKis.

practices (cf. § 282), The present -. So the hobgoblin,
text, which is universally adopted, which constantly imdergoes the strang-

requires Siv* to refer to the im- est transformations, is called, Aristoph.
mediately preceding S)v€€, and Frogs, 28

the subject ofij»' will still be Aeschines, 131. i:

' for he was a man, not of ordinary elsewhere

occupations ( being an un- irohirtvu.

mediately preceding S)v€€, and Frogs, 284 sqq.

the subject of ij»' will still be Aeschines, 131. 1 1 .<. Dind. here, as
' for he was a man, not of ordinary elsewhere, has the old Attic form
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say ?—nay rather, yesterday or the day before, he has become

at once an_A.th£n iarucitizen and an orator, and, by the addi-

tioiTof a couple of syllablesTlnade his father mto"Atrometus

instead of Tromes, and name,dL his mother verx_grandilo-

qnfintTyfTla^irnthffl, thnngh all IrriQW tViat^ghp waS called

Empusa^ having obviously gained this surname because she

did, suffered, and became whatever you please. For how else

could she have got the name ? Nevertheless, you are so 131

naturally ungrateful and villainous, that, though you have be-

come a freeman instead of a slave, and rich instead of poor,

through the kindness of my hearers, you not only feel no

gratitude to them, but have made yourself a hireling, and in-

terfere in public affairs to their injury. And now I will say

nothing about matters in which there is any room for con-

tending that, in spite of appearances, he has spoken on behalf

of the state; but the active measures which he has been

plainly proved to have taken on behalf of our enemies, I

will recall to your recollection.

Which of you is not acquainted with the disfranchised An- 132

tiphon, who came to Athens bound by a promise to Philip

that he would burn the dockyards? When I had caught him

in hiding in the Piraeus, and had set him before the assembly,

my malignant opponent, taking a loud tone and screaming

that I ' commit outrage in a free state by insulting our unfor-

tunate countrymen, and entering houses without a warrant,'

caused him to be released. And if the council of the 133

13. is opposed to (^.
132. 15.€. When

there was reason to believe that the", or roll of the

fully-privileged citizens in each deme,
contained the names of unqualified

persons, aliens, or bom of illegal mar-
riages, a meeting of the was
summoned to revise the register. Name
by name the whole list was submitted

to their vote{€) : and any

man whose name was rejected (-) was reduced to the status

of an unprivileged alien.

20.. Compare, and the Latin calamitas,

cala?nitosus (Cic. Phil. ii. c. 23. § 56,

c 23. § 98), applied to persons suf-

fering civil disabilities.

133. 22. eg 'ApeCov.
This council, among its many and
loosely-defined functions, had the

power of anocpaais, that is, of ' making
a report' to the assembly, in cases

into which they had specially inquired

and found that a miscarriage of jus-

tice would result unless action were
taken.
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J^f' V ^i'^p^iov 6€
^ efjf '
•0^

104 §§133-135•

*Ap€LOv €€-
kv ^ -€ €

? 9,
^€€€ ^- 5

5' u/zety^ €€€, ?
134 e^ei ye , , ^-

UpoO

kv ? -
eaOe , €€€, pev^-€ , * ^

135 . 15, ..[€€ virep-,? ^ovvievs, €,^-
€, ,€ avvhiKov virep iepov 2
€V ds ^ (rvvebpevaavrcs€€€ 'T^T€p€Cbv € virep

€€, 7€( 'T-Trepeidrys.]

66 ^
. ,€€ . ., § 134. 9• -. This was the

71 note. The participle here may, name specially given to the advocates
however, be predicative : ' observing who were commissioned to represent

that your blindness occurred anything the state at a foreign tribunal,

but opportvmely.' 10. <6 exhibits a curious omis-

5. «|€'^'€' 5v, § 30 note. Dind. sion of the preposition, owing to its

reads the rare pluperf.•' : previous occurrence, near at hand, in

Voemel the syncopated imperf. «fc- themain sentence; or, just possibly, it is, often presented by MSS. when an attraction, equally remarkable, from
either of the above forms of this word the regular ^vep. Some MSS., how-
occurs, ever, have ' ^avfp, which should
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Areopagus, having scented the trick, and having perceived your

inopportune ignorance, had not made further search for the

fellow, and, after his arrest, brought him a second time be-

fore you, a villain so deep would have been spirited away, r^j

and, having escaped through a loophole the payment of his

penalty, would have been conveyed from the country by this

master of fine phrases. As it was, you stretched him on the

rack and put him to death, as properly you should have

put my opponent also. Hence, aware that these treasons 134

had been committed by Aeschines in that" matter, whqn after-

wards you had elected him to be your counsel in the question

of the Delian temple, owing to the same want of sight through

which you sacrifice many national interests, the Council of the ^

Areopagus— in virtue of the fact that you had chosen that u>^

body specially, and given it plenary powers in the negotiation

—at once rejected him as a traitor, and instructed Hyperides

to plead your cause. And this they did tendering their ballots

at the altar; and not a single ballot was tendered for my
polluted opponent. To prove that I state this truly, summon 135

those who testify to this.

WITNESSES.

The following support Demosthenes with their evidence on all

points^ Callias of the deme Sunium, Zeno of the deme Phlyes,

Cleon of the deme Phalerus, Demonicus of the deme Marathon^

as follows : * When on a certain occasion the people had elected

• Aeschines to go, as their advocate in the dispute about the temple at

fDelus, to the Amphictyons, we, having held a session, decided

that Hyperides was more worthy to speak on behalf of the state,

and Hyperides was commissioned!

When, therefore, though my opponent was intended for

probably be read. ting «at before '!.
II. , 'had spe- 14. . .. As

cially chosen that body (the Areo- r^v is to give one's vote

pagus) too (i. e. as well as yourselves), {ferre suffragium '), not to take up the

and given it final authority in the ballot, we must probably understand

: matter.' Dind.. from Wolf's conjecture, here that when the votes were given,

Ihas rrpoaciXeoee, ' associated to your- as when oaths were sworn, each man
[selves,' which makes good sense, but grasped the altar with one hand.

is not necessary. Voemel has, from 135. 24. ,^, sc. Xeyuv vnep

another conjecture, vpoeiKero (' the t^s 6€$. Dind. has Keyovros,

Areopagus took special action'), omit- which must be rendered 'appointed
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136 ^

f , yap \ oh ?. yap ? s^, ? ]^ ' ^ -^, *? ??,* ~?? ? ??? ?
Trj, .

137 ^, * 15

* ? -? , ? -? ,?? Tjj ?\?
Trj. , 2??.. [bos9,'?-,

lbva6\ 25? *, ?

to speak.* With either reading there of age, at the time of this trial four-

is a violation of the canon of absolute teen years older still : hence vtaviov

clauses (§33 note), as the participle can have no reference to his time of

should have agreed in case with, life, but is used ironically of his pro-

in the main sentence, to which it refers. mising character as a politician.

136. 3. €. At the time of 12. cKcivov, § 148 note,

the Delian controversy (345 b.c.) 13.,, 'stood upand con-
Aeschines was about forty-four years fessed,' cf. § 10 avaarayrts-
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your advocate, the Areopagus rejected him and gave his office

to another, they then made it apparent^that he was a traitor

and disloyaljo_j£m.

Such then is this one public act of our hero,—similar, is it 136

not, to those ofwhich he accuses me ? But call another to your

recollection. When Philip sent Pytho, the Byzantine, and

with him ambassadors from all his own allies, intending to

disgrace Athens and to show that she was guilty, on that occa-

sion, although Pytho was waxing bold and coming down in a

torrent against you, I was not washed away, but I rose and

contradicted him, and did not betray the rights of the state.

On the contrary, I convicted Philip-oi^ill bu glaring that his

very allies stood up and confessed the truth. My opponent,

on the other hand, took sides with thf^ f^neF'y and bore wit-

ness, and that false jyvitness, against his country.

And this did not suffice ; but after this, at a later time, he 137

was again discovered visiting Anaxinus, the spy, at the house

of Thraso. Yet a man who had private meetings with the

emissary of the enemy, and conferred with him, was himself

at the bottom a born spy, and hostile to his country. To prove

that I state this truly, please summon those who bear witness

to this.

WITNESSES.

Teledemus, son ofCleon, Hyperides, son 0/ Callaeschrus, Ntco-

machus, son of Diophantes, give evidence in support of Demo-

sthenes^ and swore, in the presence of the generals, that they knew

that Aeschines, son of Atrometus, of the deme Cothocis, came by

night to the house of Thraso to meet, and did hold conference with,

€(, or, perhaps better, 'confessed 19. '•€ rg, literally, ' was
by standing up.' potentially by nature.'

137. 15. ,'. For 24. € , 'in presence

the emphatic pleonasm cf. § 36( of the generals,' as below, «.
ivOvs, els. Who Nicias was is unintelligible : he

16. *Ava|ivcp, Aesch. c. Ct. § 223. was not archon.



io8 §§137-139.€ €LvaL . €-
iirl NlkCov,€ }

h,^
138 erep' dn^iv € -. ? e^ei. 5, ? kK^ivovs Toijs-9 \ '. * € e/s' , euei

e^ovaiav -
TL ^, ? ^ -

9 '€ ? -
I € 15.

13dl . € -, 6eoi,

\ ' ', ei^ 6€. *, , *€',' , 6,,' 25

TJj

\6' , .
139. 17• - . . «,.. however, give €<$, which
24. €5, either mumbling would mean ' writer of lampoons,'

the verses he had to recite as-- and may be right, though we do not

viaTTjs (cf. § 267 (5 &s (), know as a fact that Aeschines did

or gettmg his livelihood as an actor write lampoons. Nearly all editors

(cf. § 262), or, least well, uttering prefer the reading in the text on the

lampoons (). Almost all MSS., authority of Hermogenes.
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I
cus/^

Anaxinus, who wasjudged io be a spy sentfrom Philip. These

depositions were rendered in presence 0/ Nicias, on the third day

0/ the beginning of Hecatombaeon.

Although, therefore^I can state ten thou sand other facts 138

about him^j[^omit to do so. Foi^the position is somewhat as

follows : I could point to many more of these instances in jO^-<f^<.

which my opponent was discovered throughout those periods

to be serving the enemy and acting spitefully against me.

But these things are not stored up for accurate recollection or^

for due resentment in your hearts. On the contrary, by a

bad habit, you have given abundant licence to all who wish

to trip up and malign the supporter of any of your interests, /

bartering away your national advantage for the pleasure yK^

and gratification which you find in invective. Hence if is

always easier and safer to be a hireling in the service of

your ^n^nik'] thnn tg yV^^^s^ thp post of j^^m^-protf^rtor in

the field of politics. ,

And so, although his manifest cooperation with Philip be- 139

fore the war began was a shameful act—in the name of earth and

heaven, what else could it be ?—against his country
;
yet for-

give him for this, if you please to do so. But when our vessels

had been openly made prize of war, when the Chersonese was

under siege, when the enemy was advancing against Attica,

when the situation was no longer in the realm of speculation,

but war was pressing upon us, my malignant opponent, the

mouther of iambics, can point to no aclioll whtctriie ever yet

did on your behalf; nor is any decree, greater or less, in fur-

therance ofour national interests, due to Aeschines. If he says

there is, let him point it out now, while my hour-glass runs.

2 7. €V €. Cf. Fals. Leg. Ci's Siatpeirai ,
§ 64, p. 359 ^^ '"'^ avTiXeyrj, elairj) (Is -
avaaras (v € (. The . kyxfirai yap
time allowed to each contending party ay tois^ ttj -
in an Athenian court was limited, and , €^ t^jv

was measured by the or ypa<pT)v (pdyovTi tois tls 6
water-clock. See Aesch. c. Ct. § 197 / Kiyovaiv €€ tj itpaiTrf



no §§139-141.

* ,^ ^^ 6€€ ^ * €€, rh

€\ e/y

€. 5

140 ^ ' €€, ' ^, : •

; ,
\\ € \ eoiKcv, ?9€' ev '^, 9?
7€9• € T0V99 ?,

.' €, -?. ' €•^
;
-€^' ^

€pei9. 15

141 * €9 ??? ?, ^, , ??€ TTJ €, ^^ ?, e/ \? ?^ ? kv 2, € €?^(,? ), €-, ei € ?? ? eVe/c ,
€. 25

)< ^ rd, 8 Observe in what follows that the

(yxurai rfj participles carry the main predication,^ oprfffs Trjs (4$ (i. e. and see § 7 note,

for the fixing of the punishment). 4. €(, • ihe better

2.€ is in apposition to both measures tvAuA he kfuw The
ofthe two following infinitives. Hence article is emphatic,

there is no occasion to 'supply^*.' 140. 8. , § 6o note.

Compare Phil. iii. § 11. p. 113 € ii. iroXXovs . ., Aesch.
hvoiv, (Kfivovs fv c. Ct. §§115 sqq.( iv MoufcSovtiji. . .

.
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. But there is none. And yet he must, as one of two only

alternatives, either have failed to draft other measures in place

of mine because he had no charge at that time to bring

against my proceedings, or elae have omitted to lay before you

the bejter measures he knew of because he sought the ad-

vantage_of our enemies.

Did he then refrain from speaking, as he did from pro- 140

posals, the moment there was any call to do mischief?

Nay rather, no one else had a chance to speak. And though,

apparently, the city might have even been able to tolerate all

the rest, or my opponent might have passed undetected in

his doings, yet he perpetrated one further act, men of Athens,

of such a nature that it crowned all that went betore : and it was

in defence^f this that he expended those lengthy arguments,

detailing the decrees about the Amphissian LocriahsT^ith

an intpnt ~U) distort the truth. But the truth is noTof a

nature to be distorted. Impossible. Nor will you ever be able

to wash away the guilt of your own deeds there—the ocean of

your words will fail you.

In your presence, men of Athens, I call on all the gods and 141

goddesses who cherish the land of Attica, and on the Pythian

Apollo, who is the city's gentile god, and I further pray unto

all of these, if, on the one hand, I speak the truth to you—and

I spoke at the time, too, without any delay, in the public as-

sembly, as soon as I saw my polluted opponent fingering this

business, for I found him out instantaneously—that they may
give me prosperity and salvation ; but if, on the other hand,

to satisfy personal hatred, or on account of private animosity,

I am bringing a false charge against him, that they will de-

prive me of the enjoyment of all blessings.. For this objective genitive 13. ', i.e. ^^.
compare Thuc. i. 140 to Mi-yapiwv refers, as it constantly does,, ' the decree concerning the to the last predication, which is here

Megarians
:

' i, 61 ^ ayyeXia -no- .
\€, oTc€. *

141. 1 8.. Apollo was father

We should have expected the proper of Ion, the progenitor of the lonians.

names in inverse order. As they stand, 20. «iirov . .«« is in

unless be regarded as parenthesis, before' is omitted

an explanatory note which has crept by Dind., which would leave elirov

into the text, the article must be ex- under the regimen of €t.

punged before AoKpu>y.



,

112 §5,42-144•

142 77 €€/
;

otl kv €€,
€ ?, ^ elSm -, €€, //€€ ovtos 5

onep , '.
143 yhp kv^, e/y€
^€ ' ^ ', 9 aviTpeyjre *,
kv 6 efy, kov -

kv Trj ka *,, *-* kK . 1 5, * kaaov
^ kv .

144 * ',
kp\, , k- 2

€' ,
142. 2. Before, Dind. best known to us and here meant,

has «01 = * even though. was instituted before the beginning of

«V ,, § 103 «aTaiSaAXovTO history; and among the twelve Hel-

note, lenic tribes, which sent deputies and

4.. Dind. has- had equal voting power ; some, espe-^. > ' cially the northern, had dwindled into

5. «. Compare Fals. Leg. § insignificance in classical times. Two
32. p. 349 <^ ,(5 kinds of deputies were sent by each, «is --^^^ tribe, $, who probably$- held their office for life and formed a
Koi ras alrias rrjs - permanent executive body, and irv-

fdaai. Xayopot or rrvkayopcu, periodically

143. 9.6. The /- elected, who formed the proper.(9, more properly, The former seemed to have assisted

were associations of neighbouring the deliberations of the latter as as-

peoples for common ends, generally sessors {(), but without vote.

religious. The Amphictyonic council, The purposes of the league were,
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Why, then, have I invoked these curses on myself and in- 142

sisted so vehemently ? Because, though I have documents

lying in the public archives out of which I shall prove these

statements definitely, and though I know that you will re-

member the transactions, one thing I fear, lest my opponent

be considered inadequate To' the mischiefs he has wrought,

—

^e very mistake which occurred before," wHenTie caused the

destruction of the unhappy~"Phocianst)y bringing hither

his false reports. For the war mAiriphissa, in consequence 143

of which Philip came to Elatea and was chosen leader of the

Amphictyons, the war which wrecked all the fortunes of the

Hellenes, my opponent helped to set afoot, and in his single

person he is the cause of all the worst mischiefs. And when

at that time I at once protested and cried aloud in the assem-

bly, ' You are bringing war, Aeschines, an Amphictyonic war,

into Attica,' his packed advocates, on one side, prevented me

from speaking, and others were puzzled, and conceived that I

was bringing an empty charge against him on account of our

personal hostility. But I ask you now to hear with attention,

since at the time you were prevented from hearing, what has

been the real nature, men of Athens, of these transactions, 144

and with what purpose these plots were contrived, and how

they were carried out : for you will see a trick cleverly con-

certed, you will get great assistance for the study of your

^generally, to secure complete amity
imong the represented tribes ; and, in

)articular, to maintain the estate of

le temple of Apollo at Delphi. A
leeting () was held each
lutumn at the temple of Demeter at

ithela near Thermopylae (),
id another each spring at Delphi.

general assembly also{() of

U members of the constituent tribes

(rb Koivbv ), who
light be present at the time in these

jlaces, was occasionally convened.

^f. Aesch. c. Ct. § 124€ yap', ) tovs-
l*Jl6povi TOVS'.-, ^ : awQvovTas

$ .
. OS, SC. 7€/5. Voemel removes

the comma after^ =
' he was

chosen leader who,' etc. ; but this

would require an emphatic antecedent

pronoun which is wanting here.

€€€. See on^,
§ 296.

15. . . ., literally,

* those who sat together having been
called into court by him as his sup-

porters.' = advocare.

144. 19. civ€Ka. Dind. has eVe^a.

20. is hardly ever used
in the sense of the simple verb ; hence

it would be better to read, with Dind.,€.



114 §§144-148.

€\•6€ 9 ,
kv , ^^.

145 9 nepas *-, ei ? €)(^9€€ TToXer 5^
€)(€. e/c ? -

14 , ^ kSeiT• Se

kv 6€ , eh

kXOeiv ^-€ ' kei€T€
(kco ye) €

147 . € 15

eveK ^
k(j),€ €,

\ 5e. ; k- 2
€,' , -*

148 ^ . el \' €€-
I, =cogniiiofiem. protected to the landward by the

145. 7. vn, § 9. Thessalians and Thebans, and Philip's

8.. Fals. Leg. § 362. p. 442. strength lay in his land forces. From
146. 9. , if taken with Tip a maritime attack he was deterred, will give a false antithesis to by the superiority of the Athenian^ ? (pvan : hence it is better taken navy.

as the object of awefiaive. 347. 17. €* &v . . . irpoaeleiv.

13. Tovs' . . « Dind. omits here, as he does Lept.

rovro yt. Compare § 21 note. § 35. p. 467 oisAj/o i/cJftos /3^€»^5
14. . The'geo- : in Fals. Leg. § 394. p. 450

graphical situation 'of Attica rendered tovs &v'% he
it imassailable by Philip, as it was reads with Shaefer^?, which is
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national affairs, and you will be abk to watch what masterly

skilligsiikiLin Philip

Philip had no means to conclude or escape from the war 145

with you^ unless he made the Thebatls and irEessalians

hostile tO_Athens. Nay^ althnngh ynnr gr^nprals rnndnrtprl the

campaign against him unluckily and unskilfully, nevertheless

he suffered incalculable damage by the mere course of the war,

and at the hands of the privateers. For he could export none

of the products of his country nor import any of the supplies

he required. And at that time he was neither your superior 146

by sea, nor able to march into Attica, unless the Thessalians

came with him and the Thebans gave him a passage through

their land. And it turned out that though in the _field he

conquered the indescribable generals whom you sent out

—for I pass their character by—yet he was worsted by

our geographical position and by the difference in the re-

sources on either side. If, on the one hand, then, he should 147

attempt to persuade either the Thessalians or the Thebans to

march against you to gratify his private animosity towards

you, he thought that no one would give him a hearing ; but,

if he should take up their common cries and be chosen their

leader, he hoped with greater ease partly to delude, partly to

persuade them. What followed? He attempted, remark how

skilfully, to create war among the Amphictyons and to raise

a disturbance about the time of their meeting. For he con-

ceived that they would at once require his assistance to meet

these difficulties. He considered, accordingly, that if one of 148

the sacred deputies commissioned by himself, or one of his

supported by Fals. Leg. § 91. p. 366. of the well-known instances, Thuc. ii.

In this speech, below, § 168,^- 8, v. 82, viii. 25, 71,, found in the MSS., is impos- 148. 24. seems to be
sible, as the active form of the future used loosely here, and § 150, to sig-

of is not used. A few MSS. nify * Amphictyonic deputies ' in gene-
give av . . in the present pas- ral. Strictly only one^
sage. Shilleto (Fals, Leg. I.e.) de- proper came from each state, and
nies the impossibility of the future Philip would only send one. The
with av, and Jebb on Isae, Dicaeog. most important members, too, of the

§ 23, in ' Attic Orators,' accepts the were the.
usage as Thucydidean, on the strength

I 2
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Ikclvov €6 ,-
€9 ?€, '? fj^ 6 ,^€, €€

; 5

149 . ^? €6,,^?,^' , ., ' -,, ,
150, , $

^ ,), -,* ,. ', 2

o^^[uflJj . ;

itii^h^ ?; ,, '
^^/|>•^~" , } . ^ \

151 2$

*^ - '^^^"'"'^^'^^' ^,
jt4^ ' , -

I. cKcCvov is here used instead of allies Jiad mooted the point. But to

for the sake of emphasis and this the future(< would be an
distinctness: cf. §§ 136, 218, 230. unparalleled sequence.

(Dissen.) 14. 7. &€ . . yLyvta^, §§ 133,€. Voemel, with many 134.
MSS., reads€7 = if one of his 12...«. Cf.Aesch.
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allies, were to moot his proposal, the Thebans and the Thes-

salians would suspect the trick and all would be on their

guard; but if the agent were an Athenian and bore a com-

mission from you, whowere tmged witn enmity against him,

he would easily pass undetected, as indeed was the case.

How then did he carry this out ? He hired my opponent. 149

Thus, when nobody, I suppose, foresaw~or~walched for lhe~

trick, as such matters generally fall out in your midst, my op-

ponent was put forward as your representative at the congress,

and three or four persons having shown their hands for him,

was declared to be elected. But when, invested with the pres-

tige of the state, he came to the Amphictyons, he let everything

else slip, turned his eyes from his duty, and completed that

for which he was hired; and_having_strung together and

told off some specious phrases andjegendg^explaining-how,^^.^^ /
the Cirrhaean district came to be^consecrated, he persuaded /\
the sacred deputies, men inexperienced in rhetoric'aftd blind to ^
the future, to~pais~anaecreeTO fa^atthf^UPf^s rif th^ tf^rntary^ 150

which the Amphissians said they cultivated because it be-

longed to them, bur^whtch' my^opponent alleged to belonglo

the sacred demesne. And this though the Locrians were

launching no suit against us nor doing any of the other things

which my opponent now falsely alleges in explanation of his

conduct I You will discover the falsehood from the following.

It was impossible, I presume, for the Locrians to establish a

suit against Athens without a citation. Who, then, served the

citation on us ? In whose archonship was it dated ? Name
or produce any one who can tell us. However you cannot do

so ; but in this you made a bad use of an unsubstantiated and

lying pretext. To resume ; while the Amphictyons were making 151

the circuit of the demesne at the suggestion of my opponent,

the Locrians fell upon them, and were within a little of shoot-

ing down the whole number, and did actually hustle off certain

c. Ct. §§ 107 sqq. 3 2. iroCas5 ; Dind. has

150. 17., § 7 note. .
1 8. . .€€ is a paren- 24. Kcvfj. Many MSS. give ?},

thesis (in answer to Aeschines, c. Ct. which would mean ' invented for this

§ 129), and the main topic is resumed occasion.'

hjToivvy, § 151. 151. 27. After Dind. has /i^y.
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Upo, ^ e/c

6€9 9 9^? -, \ 6 69 *-, a>9 8* \ , S*

€6€9 ^, eh €\ s

evOvs

kv 9
152 , €9?•

^ivovs '
Seiv tovs ?, €€.

; ^ yap eK. -? ? €72 ,€? Kippaiois 9, €
153, ei \ €€ ?, $

coy elSov, ^' ,^^^ eh

€€€€' Se y^^^, \ avSpes * 9
evvoia 9 ?, eiTa, ' eva 20, , Aos

T0V9 xpovovs kv oh , €€

154 €€, Xlye .02. [ '? KXct- 25, iapLvrjs ?, ibo€ rots

Tols avvibpois

5• «iroCouv. So Aristoph. Cf. Phil. 3. § 57. p. 125 ol ^ ^'
Frogs 662, Xanthias says, of Aeacus' 5 ^yov -, ol * inl

fruitless flogging of his back and his .
master's back, oiSiv voius yap, 152. 13.«
ras Kayovas. is used idiomatically of a flagrant

«irl . ., sc. vpyaa. neglect of duty : cf. c. Mid. § 39. p.
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of the sacred deputies. And when, once for all, in conse-

quence of this, charges and hostilities became violent against

the Amphissians, at first Cottyphus led an army composed

of the Amphictyons only; but when some did not come,

and any who came did nothing effectual, the trained and

veteran villains among the ThessaUans and the statesmen

in the other cities, in view of the coming congress, proposed

to hand aifairs immediately to Philip as leader. They had 152

indeed selected specious pretences : for they said it was

necessary either for the Amphictyons themselves to make an

extraordinary contribution and maintain foreign mercenaries

and penaHse defaulters, or else to elect Philip. Why need

I tell the whole long story ? In consequence of these things

he was elected leader. And when, immediately afterwards,

he had collected a force and had advanced ostensibly against

the Cirrhaean district, he bade a hearty farewell to Cirrhaeans/

and Locrians, and captured Elatea. If, then, the Thebans, 153

on seeing this, had not instantly changed their purpose and

sided with us, this whole plot would have swept down on

the city like a winter torrent ; but, as it was, they held him

at bay, at least for the moment, thanks primarily to the bene-

volence of some god towards you, men of Athens, but under

Providence, and, as far as lay in one man's province, through

my agency also. [To the clerk.] Hand me these decrees

and the dates on which each set of transactions has taken

place, that my hearers may know what monstrous troubles

this polluted creature aggravated with impunity. Please read

the decrees. 154

DECREES OF THE AMPHICTYONS.

I
In the priesthood of Clinagoras, at the spring assembly, it

was resolved by the representatives and the assessors 0/ the Am-
phictyons and the general body of the Amphictyons, Whereas the

526 rois etircbi/ 153. l8. to '« perhaps

(spoken of an illegal com- implies that the Thebans not only

promise), and Fals. Leg. § 278. p. 419 checked Philip ' for the moment,' but

<ppaaas 2o- also 'bore the brunt' of his sudden

<\€ (where ' Creon-Aeschines ' for- attack.

gets the principles he used to declaim 20. €^, § note.

in the Antigone). 23.^, § 7 note.
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^, €€- kiii \^ ^ \ ^,
fTTeXOeiv tovs tovs (Tvvibpovs, -
Xats bLaa€v rovs opovs, ; tols /-^. 5

155 . €€ KXcLvayopov, ea-

pLvrjs ?, edo^e rots irvkayopoLS tols avvi-

bpoLS
^ ,

CTret^T) 0L ef ^^ Upav €-^€( , -
/A6V01 TTOielVy €v TOLS '€€,
KOLVOV * crvvihpiov €,
TLvas ^ €(^ ••

^ *^^-
€^, - 15} € rots ^^

irepdbrj ^ ^^-
€' biOTL" oi €€€$ avvebpCov /-,^ 2

/ eye 8 tov9 \p6vovs kv oh €€0'
( * ? oiroy. Xeye.. ["; MvLdbs, -

pLcavos€ € err^.]

156 9 Sii Tfjp€ , m ^ 25,€€ 9 ? kv -\ ?, €??,
€* ?? ? -^
€, €€, 5e ?* 30

155. 14.'. The Arcadians Cottyphus rbv.
were not among the Amphictyonic 18. for, cf. §§ 167, 184, is

tribes. Aeschines, c. Ct. ( ia8, calls post-classical.
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Amphissians trespass upon the demesne and sow it and depasture

it with their flocks^ that the representatives and the assessors should

go to the spot and mark out the boundaries with pillars^ andforbid

the Amphissians to commit trespass/or thefuture.

ANOTHER DECREE.

In the priesthood of ClinagoraSy at the spring assembly^ it was 155

resolved by the representatives and the assessors of the Amphic-

tyons and the general body of the Amphictyons, Whereas the in-

habitants ofAmphissa have portioned out among themselves the

sacred demesne and cultivate it and feed their flocks upon it, and,

when preventedfrom doing this, have appeared in arms and have

violently obstructed the common assembly of the Hellenes, and have

even wounded certain ofits members, that the elected commander of

the Amphictyons, Cottyphus the Arcadian, should go as ambassa-

dor to Philip of Macedon, and should require him to send assist-

ance both to Apollo and to the Amphictyons, that he may not

overlook the offence done to the deity by the impious Amphissians

:

and tell him that the Hellenes who participate in the assembly of

the Amphictyons elect him as general with sole command.

Now quote also the periods within which these measures

took place : for they correspond with the periods during which '

nay opponent was vour representative. Please read.

DATES.

In the archonship of Mnesithides, on the sixteenth of the

month Anthesterion.

Now give me the letter which, when the Thebans did not 156

respond, Philip sent to his allies in the Peloponnese, that my

hearers may know clearly from this also that he kept out of

sight the true motive for these transactions, namely, that he

was doing this to the injury of Hellas, and of the Thebans,

and of you, and pretended to be executing international

measures decreed by the Amphictyons. And the man who

24. «irl €|. Dind. has \i{\ Si/ca. virq'Kovov.

The archon is pseudonymous, and the 26.. Arcadians, Messe-
date is a^blank. nians, Argives, Eleans.

156. 25.. Dind. has

'^^-^^UiA^
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? 9? /..

157 . [? Ma€bvv?-
kv Trj( rots bLOvpos rots 5

avvibpoLS rots &9^ ^.^, iv

^}, ets Upbv 'Ao^;os
€V iepav *, ^

tovs

ets, e^oi;res ,^ , &)S ^fX€ts, as

'A^r^i;atot, ^?, as €,. 15

rots 'avbl, rots b? ??, »^
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157. 4• •6. The months do ^. This is hardly necessary,

not (see Diet, of Antiq., Calendarium) as the text, though awkward, yields a

correspond as here stated. possible construction. For the dis-

16. Tots 8i . .€^$ is bracketed tinction drawn between the ministerial

by Dind. as unintelligible, and (- advisers of a nation and the people at

is taken to mean 'as subject to large see §§ 78, 166, and for

penalty ' in agreement with tois see § 77 : as a sub-
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furnished him with these bases of operation and these pretexts

was my opponent. Please read.

LETTER.

Philip, king of the Macedonians, to the public officers and the\h*l

assessors ofthe Peloponnesians who are in his alliance, and to his

other allies generally, greeting. Whereas those Locrians who

are surnamed Ozolian, dwelling in Amphissa, transgress against

the temple ofApollo at Delphi, and coming in arms make spoil of
the sacred demesne, I wish in conjunction withyou to bring assist-

ance to the deity and to repel those who profane aught considered

religious among mankind. Therefore meet me in arms in Phocis,

with provisions for forty days, during the present month Lous,

as we keep it, or Boedromion, as the Athenians keep it, or Pane-

mus, as the Corinthians keep it. And those who shall have

failed to meet us we will deal with nationally, but their advisers

we will deal with by means of our established penalties. Fare

ye well.

You see that he avoids personal pretexts and takes shelter 158

with those of the Amphictyons. Who then helped him to

acquire these resources ? Who was it that put these pretexts

into his power } Who is it that is mainly responsible for the

evils that have resulted.? Is it not my opponent? Do not Bju^^^"^^"^'*^

therefore go about and say, men of Athens, that Hellas has /̂ i/i^f^"^^^''^^'^

suftered so terribly at the hands of one man. Not at the

\ hands of one, but—as earth and" heaven can witness^at the

hands of many villains in each community : among them, my 159

opponent here, whom, if I must speak the truth without any

reservation, I should not Tigsitate-ta call the universal bane

of all we subsequently lost, men, districts, and cities. For

stantive, * penalties,* is used by Plato. is almost certainly a forgery.

T]ie chief difficulty lies in, 158. 24. Ivos, i. e..
which most naturally would go with 25. Before irap' Dind. has, but may just possibly .
attach to ^. Emendations 159. 27,. Comp. Aesch.
are numerous, but rather thrown away c. Ct. § 131 rivos ovv5 o^tos ci

on a probably corrupt passage in what , Si '?
;
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2. is omitted by Dind. ducted in the Peloponnesian War, not,

leo. 9. . .. Thuc. as here, between the actual perform-

i. 22 ipyx is gene- ance and the mere narration of a

rally quoted as parallel: there how- deed.

ever the contrast is between the 162. 20. = * ex altera parte.*

speeches that were delivered and the Aristophon was the aristocratic. Eu-

military operations that were con- bulus the democratic leader. Cf. §198.
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he who provided the seed is responsible for the crop of mis-

chief. I marvel that you did not turn with loathing from him

the first time you saw him : unless it be, as it appears, that
JtiAy

Thus it has come about that by handling the crimes com-

a certain great darkness lies about you, screening the truth.

I

leo
mitted by my opponent against his country I have reached the

public measures which I myself took to thwart them. These

measures you will reasonably hear from me on many grounds,

but principally because it is unhandsome, men of Athens, if

after I sustained the fatigue of these labours on your behalf, you

will not bear patiently with their mere recital. When I saw 161

that the Thebans, and I might almost add you also, under the

influence of those who held Philip's views, or rather had been

corrupted in each community, neglected, on the one hand, a

danger that was formidable to both of you and required to be

carefully guarded against—the danger of suffering Philip to

increase in power,•—and in no way took means for your pro-

tection, but were ripe for hostility and collision with one another,

I continued closely on the watch to prevent this occurring.

Not that I conceived this to be expedient on the strength of my
own judgment only, but because I knew that Aristophon and 162

his rival on the popular side, Eubulus, wished throughout to

form a friendly union for this end, and though they often spoke

against one another on other matters were always unanimous

in this. These men, fox ! you flattered and followed humbly

during their lifetime, ypt fail \n pt^rrpivf that yQn arf> accusing , I

them after their death : for^ere you censnrf ^^^ '^ tVip score^Wiu><A>^

of the Thebans, you accuse, far more than you accuse me, ^

those men who, long before my time, had^janctioned this alli-

ance. But I will return to the proposition before stated, that, 163

21. ^\Xiav,j^. with Thebes. used to flatter.

After^ Dind. has kav- 163. 27, . . .. An instance of chiasmus, which is rare in

24.. An old emendation is Demosthenes: of. § 172^? u«atpos

//, but this is against the con- \ 4€(. Two other apparent
text, the point being that Aeschines instances, §§ 87, 102, are probably due
unconsciously accuses those whom he to false reaxUngs. See on §§ 317, 324.
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Such arrangements of words, when thanks to its wealth of particles.

they occur in Greek, are probably due 2. -irpos may either mean
to the mere passion for variety, not, ' on the part of or * towards ' the

as in Latin, to the love for balanced Thebans : see on § 36.

expressions and antithesis. Greek is 5. After€ some MSS. have

saved from the necessity of marking =. avrovs.

antithesis by the position of words, 7. . .€. The
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in consequence of my opponent having created the war at

Amphissa, and the others, who cooperated with him, having

brought your hatred against the Thebans to a head, it came

about that Philip advanced against us, the very object for

which these men were embroihng the states ; and if we had

not started from our lethargy a little before Philip's arrival we
should not have been able to recover; to such an extreme

had my opponents precipitated the hatred between Athens and

Thebes. And the relations in which you already stood to one
'

another you will discern when you have listened to the follow-

ing decrees and replies. [To the clerk.'] Please take and

read me these.

DECREES.

In the archonship of Heropythus^ on the twenty-fifth day of the 164
month Elaphebolion, during the prytanyship ofthe tribe Erechthe'is^

in accordance with the resolution of the council and the generals,

Whereas Philip has captured some of the neighbouring cities and
is besieging others, and in fine is preparing to take the fieldfor
the invasion of Attica, making no account of our covenants, and
is taking steps to violate the oaths and the pec^ce, transgressing

our mutual pledges, It hath been resolved by the council and the

people to send ambassadors to him, to confer with him and exhort

him, best of all, to strictly observe his concord with us and the co-

venants, but, failing that, to give the city time to deliberate and to

extend the armistice until the month Thargelion. There were

chosen out of the council Simus of the deme Anagyrus, Euthy-

demus of the deme Phlyes, Bulagoras of the deme Alopex.

DECREE.

In the archonship ofHeropythus, on the last day of the month 165
Munychion, in accordance with the resolution of the military

archon, Whereas Philip is taking steps to set the Thebans at

variance with us, and has prepared to come with his whole army

documents that are utterly ir- 164. ii. | = 25tli,

relevant. They should have referred § 37 note.

to hostile feelings and fruitless nego- 13. ds p,€v, § 182, is late Greek.
tiations between Athens and Thebes, 22. ras, i. e. continue tJie

as we see also from § 168. The archon existing truce.

is pseudonymous. 165. 26. €vt| vea, § 29 note.
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also to the districts which are nearest to Attica^ transgressing

the covenants already contracted by him with us, It hath been re-

solved by the council and the people to send to him a herald and

ambassadors, to require and exhort him to continue the armistice,

in order that the people may deliberate according to circumstances

:

for as yet they have decided not to send assistance in the event of

any reasonable terms. There were chosen out of the council

Nearchus, son of Sosinomus, Polycrates, son of Epiphron, and, as

herald, Eunomus, of the deme Anaphlystus, out of the commons.

Now read the replies also. 166

REPLIES.

Philip, king of the Macedonians, to the council and commons

of the Athenians, greeting. I am not unaware of the choice of

action which you have taken from the beginning towards us, and

what exertions you make wishing to call to your side the Thes-

salians and the Thebans, and stillfurther the Boeotians also : but

since they are better minded and are not willing to make their

awn choice at your bidding, but take their stand on the side of

expediency,you now, wheeling round, and having despatched to me

ambassadors and a herald, remind me of covenants and askfor

the armistice, though you have in no respect been outraged by us.

However, having heard the ambassadors, I coincide with their

exhortations and am ready to extend the armistice, if onlyyou

will dismiss those who advise you wrongly, and degrade them as

they deserve. Farewell.

REPLY TO THE THEBANS.

Philip, king of the Macedonians, to the council and people oflQl

the Thebans, greeting. I have receivedyour letter, in which you

renew your concord with me, and the peace. I learn, however,

that the Athenians are bringing to bear upon you every kind of

ambitious motive, wishing that you should becom£ abettors in the

matters to which they exhortyou. Thus, though informer times

ovTws( voietre, from an emendation suggested by the corrupt reading in 2.
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18. 3• , cf. § the hurdles used to fence in the -
4 7.note, sembly, and to close the streets while

15. , § 1 26. it sat : as to bum these could serve no. 17.« € is answered purpose. Probably the stalls and

by TT? * varfpaia. booths in the market-place are meant.

19.€€5, sc. Iv . These would be burnt as a quick mode
20. yippo- can hardly have been of clearing the ground ; and their con-
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I condemnedyou for being ready to fall in with their hopes and

follow their principles, now, on the other hand, since I have dis-

covered that you in your relations to us have striven to retain the

peace rather than follow the judgments of strangers, I have been

delighted, and now warmly compliment you on many accounts,

especially on the ground that you have come to a safer determina-

tion on this subject and keep your relations to usfriendly : which,

indeed, I think will bring to you no slight preponderance of

advantage, if onlyyou abide by this purpose. Farewell.

Having thus disposed the states one to another by these 168

mearrS, and having been elated by these decrees and replies,

Philip had come in force and captured Elatea, thinking that,

whatever happened, we and the Thebans would never blow the

same way. Of course you are all acquainted with the be-

wilderment which then arose in the city ; nevertheless, let me

recall to you, in brief, merely the most indispensable facts.

At evening a man had come to the prytanes bringing the 169

news 'Elatea has been captured!' On this, some of them

started up at once in the midst of their meal, and excluded the

market people from their booths in the market-place, and

burned the wicker frames ; while others summoned the generals,

and called the state-herald, and the city was full of bewilder-

ment. By daybreak the next morning, while the prytanes

convened the council in the council-hall, you were on your

way to the assembly ; and before the council had concluded

business and had drawn up their previous resolution all the

commons were in session on the hill. When, after this, 170

flagration would also act as a signal- circular space, paved and levelled,

fire to rouse the country. bounded on the south by a great wall,

27. , on a hill (S.W. of the Aero- near which stood the &, a high

polis, and sometimes wrongly named stoneplatform, ascended by steps, from
mount Lycabettus), where the ^ which the speakers addressed the as-

was situated. The Pnyx was a semi- sembly.

2
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Greek. 172. 1 7. ckcivos . .«, § 1 63 note.
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the council had entered and the prytanes had reported the

tidings which had been brought them, and had introduced the

messenger, and he had told his tale, the herald began to ask,

*Who wishes to address the assembly? ' But no one came for-

wa^d. And though the herald put thequestion again and again,

none the more did any one arise, although all the generals

and all the public orators were present, and the common voice

of our native land demanded some one to speak for her de-

liverance. For the voice which the herald emits in accord-

ance with the laws should rightly be regarded as the common

voice of our native land. Yet if those ought to have come 171

forward who wished the state to be delivered, you, my hearers,

and the rest of the Athenians would all have arisen and walked

to the platform, for I know that you all wished her to be de-

livered. If those that were richest were called for, the Three

Hundred would have responded ; if those that had both these

qualifications, that is, were both loyal to the state and rich,

then they would have come forward who afterwards gave the

famous great donations,—for this they did because of their

loyalty and by means of their wealth. But that crisis and 172

that day, as it appeared, called for the help not only of a

loyal and wealthy man, but also of one who had closely fol-

lowed the transactions Irom their commencement and had

rightly inferred tor what reason and withwhat_wish Fhilip

was thus acting ; for one who did not know Philip's mo-

tives an3~Tia3" not traced them a long way back, however

loyal and however wealthy he might be, was none the more

likely to know what must be done nor be competent to advise

you. On that day, therefore, I showed myself the man of the 173

hour : and I came forward and said to you what I beg you

to hear .with attentjonjiow for two" reasons.—fiisL. that you

may know that I alone among youfspgakcrs and politicians

did not abandon the post^fpatriotism. in the hour oT peril, but

19.. Cf. Fals. 2 2. After Dind. has effiftf-

Leg. § 291. p. 423 - ?,('- 173. 25. =, cf. § 282.5.
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' hence, ge- Kcucovs( rbv -

nerally, ' to be found on examination.' « avrots and Shilleto's

Cf. § 310 i^iraais note. note.
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was found in my place not only speaking, but proposing what

was necessary to help you, in the very midst of your terrors

;

secondly, tjiai at tKe expense of a little time you will gain

much new experience to guide the sequel of your whole policy.

I said, then, that I considered those who were bewildered, be- 174

cause they thought the Thebans were attached to Philip, to be

ignorant of the present situation : for I well knew that, were

this really so, we should be hearing of him not at Elatea, but

on our own borders. I distinctly knew, however, that he had

come in order to expedite affairs in Thebes. * Now hear 175

from me,' said I, * how these stand. H>>has primed all those

; _ among the Thebans whom it was possible to prevail upon by

money c\r_jc> delude ; but he can in no way prevail upon

those who have withstood him from the outset and are now

adverse to him. What, then, does he wish, and for what

end has he captured Elatea? He wishes, by showing his

forces in the neighbourhood, and by bringing up his arms,

first, to^^"^ynpanrl pmhnlHf^n his own friends; and, secondly^"

to strike terror into his adversaries, that they may be either

frightened or forced into concessions which they now dislike. 176

If, therefore, on the one hand, we shall deliberately choose,'

said I, 'to remember in our present condition anything ill-

natured which the Thebans may have done to us, and to mis-

trust them as being in the camp of the enemy, not only shall

we be likely to do what Philip would pray for, but also I fear

lest, his present antagonists having joined in welcoming him, 1

and all with one mind having turned partisans of Philip, both'

parties united may come against Attica. If, however, you are

persuaded by me and devote yourselves to examine without

175. 13.. Cf. c. Aristoc. , cf. § 12 note.

§ 189. p. 683 ' (^ 24. . . €, as below, §

Toiis €5€€^5, imlp 177 cf. § note.. 28. irpos . Cf. Fals.Leg.

19. €€5,•§ 7 note. § 139• • 38$
176. 2. €1 « is answered by vpos , and Shilleto's note.
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animosity whatever I may say, I think I shall be found to

show what is necessary and shall dissipate the danger which

now hangs over the state. What then do I affirm to be ne- 177

cessary? In the first place, to let your present panic pass

away, and then change your minds and fear, one and all, for

the Thebans ; for they are far nearer the peril than we are, and

the danger falls on them first. Then those of you who are

of the military age, with your cavalry, must march out to Eleusis

and show yourselves to the world in arms : that your sym-

pathisers in Thebes may possess in equal measure with their

opponents the power to speak boldly for the right, when

they see that, as those who are selling their country to Philip

have near them at Elatea the force which will support them, in

the same way you are ready at hand, and will render assist-

tance, whoever shall assail, to the champions of freedom.

This decided, I bid you elect ten ambassadors, and invest 178

them with full power, in conjunction with the generals, both

to determine when you must march thither and to arrange

your expedition. And when the ambassadors shall have come

to Thebes, how do I urge them to~cleal with ths^ situation

?

Pray direct your attention strictly to this. I urge them not

to make any demand on the Thebans—-for the season would

be meanly chosen—but to promjsf that you will aid tem if

they require it^j]£gognising that they are in extremities, while

we are better placed to see the future than they are, in order

that, if they accept this offer and are persuaded by us, we shall

not only have carried out our wishes, but shall have done so with

an aspect worthy of our state ; or, if after all it shall not turn

out that we are successful, that they have themselves to blame

for any error they commit now, and that nothing disgraceful

or degraded may have been done by us.' After I had said 179

these and similar words I came down from the platform. And

when all joined in approving my plans and no one had

178. 21. After€€ Dind. has, and reads rb before.
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said a word in opposition, I did not speak thus yet fail

to move a decree, nor move the decree yet fail to go as

ambassador, nor go as ambassador yet fail to persuade the

Thebans ; but I went through all from the beginning to the

end, and devoted myself absolutely on your behalf to face

^ the dangers which encircled the city. So please bring me

[to the clerk'] the decree that was then made.

^ In the meantime, Aeschines, whom shall I suppose you to 180

be, and whom shall I suppose myself to be during that day ?

Shall I suppose myself to be the Battalus which you would

nickname me in your invective and disparagement, and sup-

pose you to be, not even a hero of the ordinary sort, but

one of those on the stage, Cresphontes, or Creon, or the

Oenomaus whom you once villainously murdered at Collytus ?

' Very well, at that time, throughout that crisis, I, Battalus of

the deme Paeania, showed myself more valuable to my country

than you, Oenomaus of the deme Cothocis. For you were

nowhere serviceable ; while I did everything which became the

good citizen. Read me the decree.

DECREE.

In the archonship 0/ Nausides, during the prytanyship of the 181

tribe Aeantis, on the sixteenth day of Scirnphorion^ Demosthenes^

son ofDemosthenes, ofthe deme Paeania, moved. Whereas Philip,

the king of the Macedonians, both in past time has openly trans-

gressed the covenants struck by him with the Athenian people

concerning peace, having neglected the oaths and the obligations

exovras elaievni. After Dind. has imotcpi-

11.^. A Heracleid king .
of Messenia, murdered by one of his 181. i8,. The archon is

nobles, Polyphonies, who then married pseudonymous, and only five ambas-
his queen, Merope. It is conjectured sadors are mentioned here instead of

by Welcker that in Euripides' tragedy ten, § 178. Aeschines sneers at De-
of€ Cresphontes was a ' ghost- mosthenes' decree, c. Ct. § 100-
part,' V. § 267. . .(\$, (€-. Cf. Fals. Leg. § 275• • - ovs^ \iyeiv

41 8 €-5. tv,^ ''
12., king of Pisa, and

father of Hippodamia : cf. § 242. ^.
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Ttapa rots"^ hiKaia,

•?^ ovbev ^^ tlvcls^ ? ovbev-
bL€ls bov ^, re

182 € ) TTpoayeL ^ re Tjj' 5

^Evbas TToAets hs\€9 otet Tcis -
XiTcCas€, TLvas be eavba'obLevos-
7rret, ets evias be ^€ eirl lepa tovs €, -
bkv € eavTov iraTpibos ovTe, Trj irapovarf -

evo9, €'Le eavTov otl €
183 yeyovev ave's . \

\ TroXet? eapa ^apaLpovevov

ibay v^eavev eXvai 6 brjo 6 ^- 15

ets 'ee^aL' be -
vba TroAet? € be, beivov eaL eXvai \^b irepLOpav' KaTabovkov-

184 * bia beboKTai Trj) br| ^-, €(4 €
*,

€vveva €, Trept

eovo^ '^ ekevOepiav ;-
pelv ibiav aba, bLaoa KadekKeLV ets 25

vaev ,
ea

bvveL• etl'e eev, b\

pee ", be

eXvai 30

186 ^, apaaev be bev-4€ eavT&v

&\^ €evea, otl 6^ bo,

182. 6. &S .€, § 164. Hellenic, although belonging to us:'

183. 14.<$ .'- cf. § 181 nvas < $.
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which are consideredjust among all the Hellenes^ and is detach-

ing cities which do not at all belong to him, and has also taken

with the spear certain cities which belong to the Athenians^ al-

though he has received no provocation from the Athenian people ;

and whereas at the present time he is taking great strides in

violence and cruelty : for he has garrisoned some Hellenic cities 182

and destroys their constitutions, and also razes certain of them

to the ground, selling the inhabitants as slaves, and in some

settles barbarians instead of Hellenes, introducing them to the

possession of the temples and the tombs, doing nothing foreign to

his own nationality or disposition, and making an excessive use

of his preseiit fortune, having forgotten that he himselffrom a

small and ordinary position has become unexpectedly great : and 183

whereas, so long as the Athenian people saw him detaching non-

Hellenic cities, even though they belonged to Athens, they con-

ceived that the outrage done to them personally was less import-

ant ; but now, seeing Hellenic cities in some cases insulted, in

other cases overthrown, they consider that it is shameful and un-

worthy of the reputation of their ancestors to overlook the subju-

gation of the Helkfies : Therefore it hath been resolved by the 184

council and commons of the Athenians, that, after having prayed

and offered sacrifice to the gods and heroes who sway the city and

territory of the Athenians, and after taking to heart the valour

of their forefathers, inasmuch as they deemed it of higher im-

portance to preserve the freedom of the Hellenes than their own

country, they launch two hundred ships, and that the naval com-

mander sail out to the south of Thermopylae, and that the general

and the commander of the cavalry lead the forces, both foot and

horse, to Eleusis ; and that they send ambassadors also to the

other Hellenes, and first of all to the Thebans, because Philip is

nearest to their territory, and exhort them to cleave, without any 185

undue fear of Philip, to their own liberty and that of the rest

of the Hellenes, and state that the Athenian people, bearing no

184. 20.. Dind. has». 185. 33. , ' to say that,' § 74.
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ovh€v rt TTpoTcpov ykyov^v rais

TTpbs, bv€L -^ oiikois»? avrols^^? bLaL€v iiepl ^ €5", be ^ ,

TTJs ^^ cTvaL•

18 ^ bs Trjs apeTrjs. ^tl

be oibe etvai 6^ bos
bov € ttj €€ € .'€ be els 10

Tohs ^ eiepyeaias' tovs ^Hpa-

49 iralbas a^oepoevos Ileo^ovvv ttjs^ , rot? KpaTrjaavTes$ avavev 7eLpevos tols^49 €9,
Ob^ov e €evo eKireaovTas 15

v'ebeea, eTepa virapxeL-
187 evbo^a TTpbs' bioirep oib^

* bos €
Tols ' (evv. be^ 2

boiivai aev. TpeeLS€ -?, ^T^epeb Kevbpo,
MvLeLb ^ peppLo, -
e, Kobs.^

188 nepl9 kytyveTO ) 25, eh ')(/ -, " Tore ttj epLva
apeev€ ^. €

TOTe Bel^ai, ei 30

189 eixev, / . -, ^ ooSev

187. 20. before is 188. 29. ^ is repeated § 190 iji'

omitted by Dind. oZv, onep tlnov, and answered by
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vialice on account of any estrangement which has previously

happened to the cities in their relations to one another, will assist

them withforces and money, and missiles and arms, knowing that,

while it is honourable for them, as Hellenes, to dispute the pre-

cedence, to be ruled by a foreigner and be deprived of their pre-

eminence is unworthy both of the reputation of the Hellenes and

of the valour of their forefathers. And still further, the A the- 186

nian people do not at all consider the Theban people alien to

themselves either in family ties or national ties of blood, but also

call to recollection the good services of their own forefathers to

theforefathers of the Thebans; for they restoredfrom exile the

sons of Heracles when they were robbed by the Peloponnesians of

their ancestral kingdom, having conquered byforce ofarms those

who strove to withstand the descendants of Heracles ; and we en-

tertained Oedipus and those who were exiled with him ; and we

have on record many other benevolent and reputable acts done to

the Thebans : therefore the Atheniafi people will not even now 187

stand aloof from the interests of the Thebans and the other

Hellenes. It has been resolved also to concert with them both a

military alliance and a contract permitting intermarriage, and to

take and tender oaths. Ambassadors : Demosthenes, son of De-

mosthenes, of the deme Paeania ; Hyperides, son of Oleander, of

the deme Sphetta ; Mnesithides, son of Antiphanes, of the deme

Phrearri ; Democrates, son of Sophilus, of the deme Phlyes ;

Oallaeschrus, son of Diotimus, of the deme Oothocis.

This was the origin and first stage of our negotiations 188

with Thebes, the states having previously been lured into

mutual enmity and jealousy and distrust by my opponents.

This decree caused the danger which then enveloped the

city to pass away like a cloud. It was the part of the

just citizen, therefore, to divulge at that time whatever better

plan he had than mine, not to play the censor now. For the 189

statesman and the slanderer, though they are similar in no

ky(jj ... the Diet, of Antiquities, says, ' Syco-

189. 32.. C. R. Ken- phantes in the time of Aristophanes

nedy, in his article under this title in and Demosthenes designated a person
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€€9, kv 6

^ € ,
toIs, ttj },, ' 6 Se eSei,

190 }, , \, 5, €€9 6 Kaipos €9 ?^,,, , 6, ,^
.

. ^ Q \f^

kyjpr\v ; ^
191 ;, ,, ^ -

;' ' -
]

* i^'tVK.

: . * 2, . ,, -
of a peculiar class, not capable of sense to rots^ and -
being described by any single word in , between which they stand by a

our language, but well understood and sort of zeugma.

appreciated by an Athenian. He had 190. 8. is used in the

not much in common with our syco- same sense below, § 199, and Fals.

phant, but was a happy combination Leg. p. 447' virep0o\iiv•
of the common barretor, informer, ^\((€
pettifogger, busybody, rogue, liar, and .
slanderer.' 1 1.. * Dind. prefers the form

3. . Dind. has toTs pots. kopaKtv.

Demosthenes' duty to Fortune and 12. €. Another interpretation

' the occasions ' was to make the best has been suggested : • I protest it

use of them. Hence the datives^ must not be kept from me.' But

and are not quite parallel in this weakens the(.
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respect whatever, differ from one another most widely in this :

the former freely utters his opinion before the event, and makes

himsHf r^Bponnihl? to \hn^^ who took hisadvineT to fortune. ^
/ j^ /r ,

to the occasion, to all who will ; but the latterTjiavin?" held Jh^ i»r '^

KiTpeace in the hour when he should have spoken, after- ^

wards, if anytViing untoward shall have happenedj carps at that.

That crisis, then, as I began to say, was the opportunity 190 -

—

of the man who cared for his country and for honest-speak-

ing ; and I make so extravagant a concession as to confess .

—

-

that, if any one to-day can point out a better policy, or, more

generally, if any other course was possible besides that which

I deliberately chose, I am guilty. For if any one has by now

discerned a measure which, had it then been carried out,

would have been beneficial, that measure, I declare, ought not

to have escaped me. But if there is not, if there was not I

a better course, if no one even so late as to-day is likely to
(

be able to name one, what ought your statesman to have

done ? Ought he not to have chosen the best of the measures

which revealed themselves and were possible ? This, therefore, 191

was what I did, when the herald inquired—mark, Aeschines

—

'Who wishes to address the assembly?' not, 'Who wishes to

bring charges about by-gones?' nor yet, 'Who wishes to

guarantee the future ?' While you, throughout those periods,

sat in the assembly dumb, I came forward and spoke con-

tinually. But since you failed then, at any rate give your

advice now. Tell us, what reasoning, which I ought then to

have supplied, or what advantageous opportunity, was let slip

13. dv with the optative forms a Eurip, Helen. 825. In the last pas-

modified future (' am likely to ') and sage the construction is broken by an
is occasionally used even after ct. interrupting speaker : but in the others

Compare Eurip. Alcest. 48 '^ap * the character of the apodosis shows
av d€ , and Aesch. Agam. that the sentences are not really con-

930 €t ' ,- ditional. Were they so, the could

cris ^ (sc. €?/«')> where Paley quotes not stand. In the first «t= ' that,' in

Demos, c. Mid. § 212. p. 582 et * the rest ' as.'' €(5 ' , 191. 21. €, sc. eSe/^as.

iTws (sc. ) opicov 5 will perhaps bear a dif-

; Isocrat. Archidam. p. i ao ferent rendering : what scheme which
ei 1\ €5 £(€6 - ought to have devised.«€5 5, 22. €€. Dind, has evpiiv,

.,., and also Plato, Protag. p. 329 B,
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193. 12. €1, § iSnote. 194. 20.€ . This anti-

€v €. Cf. Pind. 01. xiii. cipates : hence the sentence

104 (
1 49) fy( y( TtKos. Diiid. does not end with —after which
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by me to the harm of the state,—what alliance, what negotia-

tion, to which I should preferably have conducted my hearers ?

Of course all the world has always dismissed by-gones, 192

and no one anywhere proposes to deliberate about them ,^t

is only the future or the present which requires the services

of the statesman. Thus, at that time, some of our dangers

lay in the future, as we thought, and others were already

present. Examine the guiding principle of my policy amid

these, and do not cavil at the turn of events. For the result

of all enterprises issues in whatever way Providence may

please ; but principles, as principles, demonstrate the dis-

position of the statesman. Do not then assume \t tn be a 193

crime of mine that it fell to Philip to win the batde ; for that

was a consummation that lay in God's province, not in mine.

Bufshowthat I did not adopt all measures which were feasible

according to human calculation, that I did not carry them out

justly, with diligent care and with a willing labour beyond my

strength, or that I did not institute proceedings honourable,

worthy of the state and indispensable,—show me this, and

then you may at once accuse me. But if ' the hurricane that 194

rose has overpowered not us alone, but all the other Hellenes

also, what must be done ? Answei^ fust as a shi-Qwner, after

he had done everything to secure a prosperous voyage, and

had fitted his vessel with the means by which he supposed she

would come safe to harbour, yet had later encountered a storm

and his gear had been strained or wholly shattered, would, if

any blamed him for the wreck, answer, * Nay, I neither piloted

the ship '—as little was I myself your general in command

—

* nor controlled Fortune, butshe ruled all.' Reason, however,

and examine further. Seeing that it had been fated that we 195

should fare as we have done when we struggled with the

help of the Thebans, what ought we to have expected if we

the * full stop '.generally read should be lipse after^ d. as there is § 2 14.

removed—but runs on to its close in a 22. Before Dind.
regular apodosis. There is here no el- has.

L 2
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^€, 8, e/ 8\
T0VT0V9 \$ ^,
inrep 6 ^?

; d' -^ s, , ef, J
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~~-- ,€ ^ 6€, 6€
^ — , €€, ye ^
^, .

19 " \ ,,, ye 15

€€. € \ yap,, ,' , €., € ei,€ € 2
197 € ;

€ Si (^ €), \,
195. 2. irpoa€0€VTO, §§ 39» 203, TrftTwi/ Xa/z^Saj/ftv means to accept such

227, a Thucydidean use of the word, an offer and 'to make a trial' of

as iii. II, etc. another, cf. Aeschin. c. Ct. § 213.

3. 6, §§2i8, 222, 11., §§ 97, 300. Dind.
is used specially of agonised or de- has.
spairing utterances. 196. 13. might perhaps

9.€ '— . Observe the;- be taken adverbially, = ' principally,'

CIS, by which Greek taste and super- as e. g. Homer, Od. ii. 58 <
stition avoided the mention of evil. € =

' these things are largely

10. & is beyond doubt the subject of consumed.* But the rendering in the

€;«€, which means literally, 'to text is made more probable by De-
offer trial of oneself,' cf. § 107, as mosthenes' use of the words elsewhere.
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had not had even these as allies, but they had attached them-

selves to Philip,—an object for which he then cried in every

key ? And if, as it was, when the battle took place three days'

journey from Attica, so much danger and fear encompassed

the city, what must we have expected if this same disaster

had occurred somewhere in our own territory ? Do you not

know that, as a matter of fact, one day, or two, or three gave

us a chance to keep our feet, to concentrate, to recover our

breath, and to do much that helped to save the city ? where-

as, in the other event,—but it is improper to mention what,

we must remember, never even gave us an experience,—thanks

to the benevolence of some deity and to the fact that the city

was sheltered behind this alliance which you impeach.

All this long exposition I intend for you, men of the jury, 196

and for my outer circle of hearers ; for, as far as my despic-

able opponent is concerned, a short and plain argument would

serve. It is this. If, on the one hand, coming events had

been specially revealed to you, Aeschines, you ought to have

warned us at the moment when the city was deliberating

about them. On the other hand, if you did not antiripate

the future, you have to account for the same blindness as the

rest of us : hence what~ better right have_YOUjLo charge me
on this score than I to charge you ? For I have been so far a 197

better citizen than you with regard to these matters especially

of which I speak—and I am not yet discussing the others—in-

asmuch as I devoted myself to the measures which all be-

lieved to be expedient, having neither shirked nor even taken

as in § 152 Ti Ki-ynv; ras' oaovs ovhih

14. «, i.e. outside the- irpos ayciva ^^., or rope which separated the court i6. |€ without av, § 306 note,

proper from the bystanders. Compare «I y.\v .,. A dilemma. The
Fals. Leg. § 353. p. 4409 . . is • narrativum,' and simply intro-

Tovs €€5, and especially duces the promised kayos.

Aeschin. c. Ct. § 5,6 kvavriov - 197. 22. «Is ' might mean
. . ' ' at this exact period,' but cf. «is

•^ ^ ' just below.
l7</ie€? yiyovev 33•«« els, § 88.

€5, 6yovs-
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2. , § 12 note. Ct. § 150 ^, ^,
3•€ ' is used elliptically, as wsioiK(,^(ihiastv(pyo\a^(iv(1((

in § 280 ; compare $ ^^ ws av. 7^ 1
ical kvemopKuv, Horn. Od.

5. «irl Tots may go either iii. 350.

with or(^. 1 3. , § 1 30., § 173. 14.. § i63.

198. 10.€«. Forthis force ••€, § 307.

of €1' in composition cf. Thuc. ii. 44 15. . . § 7 note.

oh ( $ 6. €«. Cf. Thuc. vi. 46
(VT€KfVTTJaai, Aeschin. c. avrois ( =
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into calculation any personal risk, while you neither proposed

other measures superior to mine—otherwise they would not

have adopted mine—nor showed yourself at all serviceable in

carrying out these ; but you are_proved by the course of events

to have done just what would have been done by the meanest

and most disloyal of creatures . Thus, simultaneously, Aristratus

in Naxos and Aristolaus in Thasus, our city's irreconcileable

enemies, are j^uttin^ the friends of the Athenians on their

trial^ and at Athens ^Aeschines is accusing Demosthenes.

And yet the man by whom the misfortunes of the Hellenes 198

were treasured that he might make a reputation out of them,

is fitter to die the death than to accuse another ; and one who

has profited by the same chances as his country's foes cannot

be loyal. You prove your disloyalty too by your life, your

conduct, your political action, and, negatively, by your political

inaction. Is any measure which you think expedient to you

in process ? Aeschines is dumb. Has a check been received,

or has something turned out amiss ? Aeschines is to the fore,

just as old ruptures and sprains come to life when a malady

takes the body.

But, since he bears so heavily on the issue of events, I wish 199

to say something perhaps startling. And, in the name of

Zeus and the gods, let no one marvel at my extravagance,

but examine what I say with good will. It is this. If coming

events had been revealed to all, and all had possessed pro-

phetic knowledge, or if you, Aeschines, had predicted and

protested with cries and clamour—you, who did not utter a

'this [the disappointment at finding y ..., and to the defeat of a
so little money at Rhegium] had been tyrant, Adv. Epist. Ph. § 14. p. 156.

their first check,' 199. 19. iroXiJs. Cf. Thuc. iv. 22

1 7. toaircp ... The € ^ kveKfiro

same image is applied to o/Lio/)os€- yv .,., Herod, vii. 158 '^
x)s, Olynth. ii. § 21. p. 24 wavfpyap kv 6$€.^.

. . iirav b\ 21., § 190.^, Kiveirai, • 22. , § 96.

^
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. =irpof aWojv kIvSwos by attraction to '. Cf.

§ 200. § 16 note.

=^ ' § 306 note. 9 because the clause is pro-
is omitted by Dind. before, hibitive.

on which the genitives- and 201. lo. tovs . .€5, §^5 then probably 71 note.

depend—'her glory in the past or 12. irepiccm). A variant (4
the future,* or, ' the judgment of the kcv is found, from which has been
old world and of posterity.' conjectured before •(, and the ^

200. 7.€ for ovdds which follows omitted. This seems
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sound—yet not even then ought the city to have abandoned

her purposes, as surely as she had any regard either for her

reputation or her ancestors or for time to come. As it was, 200

after all, she simply seems to have failed of success : and

that is common to all men, when such is the pleasure of

Providence. But, in the other case, when she claimed to be

preeminent over the rest, had she afterwards abandoned this

claim, she would have got the blame of having betrayed all

to Philip. For if she had sacrificed without a struggle those

aims for which there was no hazard that our ancestors did

not dare, who would not have cast contempt—on you ? For

let me not say on my country, or on me. And with what 201

face, in the name of Zeus, could we have looked upon visitors

to our city, if, on the one hand, affairs had taken the turn

which they really have taken, that is to say, if Philip had been

elected leader and lord of all, yet, on the other hand, other

peoples, without our aid, had fought the battle to prevent this

result, and that, too, when our country had never in earlier

times preferred inglorious security to peril in the quest of

honour .? For what Hellene, what non-Hellene, does not 202

know, that, alike by the Thebans and by the Lacedaemonians,

who before them had risen to power, and by the Persian

king, pejmission would gladly have been accorded Jtp Athens, pw> ^
with a large supplement of gratitude, to take whatever she MAtt L^^
would, as well as ta-retain her own possessions^f^she would

obey dictation and suffer another to be preeminent over

th^JTfUfn^tS ^ "Rut th^R^ nppnr^ntly were views neither tra-203

ditional nor tolerable nor instinctive to the Athenians of those

unnecessary : is answered by the coming infinitive clauses.

', and not by fiye^ihv 6e .... For the matter compare Xerxes'

the latter clause being a parenthetic instructions to Mardonius concerning
explanation of onep vvvi. the Athenians, Herod, viii. 140

202. 21.' is sometimes taken ^ aTrohor €,
as antecedent to 6 \€, but this irpos)^,
would require and, , kovTis .. -
and the balance of the sentence requires ye ^.
that, as, in § i, should anticipate 22., § 7 note.

iO^CM.Ct^i*^/u / maS74^.(1 /Li>Le ^^(/
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203. 2., § 195• ^^s (^.
204. 13. €, sc. ^ 2 2.. Aul. Gell. xiii. -/. cf. $ 1 89. , quasi naiuralis,.. nulla

14. is elsewhere unmen- extrinsecus vi coactus venit, as we
tioned: but a precisely similar fate should say 'death from natural causes.'

befell a senator Lycidas, when the rhv is the death
Athenians were at Salamisa/?^rhaving predestined for us by fate. The dis-

taken to their ships, Herod, ix. 5. tinction between a predestined death,

205. 1 7. After Dind. and one brought on oneself in antici-
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days; and no one has yet been able, from the beginning

of time, to persuade Athens, by attaching herself to might

divorced from right, to accept a secure servitude ; but during

all her history she has constantly imperilled herself in struggles

for primacy and honour and glory. And you conceive these204

principles to be so sacred and so congenial to your character,

that you especially praise those of your predecessors who

carried them out. And you do so reasonably : for who would

not admire the valour of those men who dared to embark

upon the famous galleys and to forsake their country and their

city that they might not obey dictation, having chosen as

their commander the author of this advice, Themistocles, and

having stoned to death the other, Cyrsilus, who proposed that

they should respond to thp terms laid upi^-ihem.—and not

only the man himself, but our women also did the same to

his wife.? For that generation of Athenians did not seek 205

after an orator or commander to find them a road to slavery,

but they were not even content to live unless they might do

so in the enjoyment of freedom. For each of them con-

sidered that he had been born not only to his father or

mother, but also to his country. And what is the difference ?

This, that while the man who fancies he has been born unto

his parents only, awaits the death which is appointed by

destiny and follows from natural causes; the other, who

thinks he is a child of his country also, will be willing to

be slain that he may not look on her servitude ; and he will

consider the affronts and the degradations which he would be

compelled to endure in his city, were she subjugated, as more

formidable than death.

pation of destiny by self-sacrifice, is Tacit. Hist. i. 21 si nocentem inno-
obvious. Thus a patriot who rushed centemque idem exitus ma?ieai, acrioris

to battle and died for his country viri esse merito perirCy cf. Verg. Aen.
would be said to perish v-ntp, iv. 696-7
as Horn. II. xx. 336, where Poseidon Nee fato merita nee morte peribat
warns Aeneas off the field ; compare Sed misera ante diem subitoqtie cu-

Cicero, Phil. xii. 12. 30 m-ors aut ne- censafurore.
cessitatem habeat fati, aut, si ante But the distinction between a death
oppetenda est, oppetatur cum gloria, from natural causes and a predestined
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206 Ei \ kn^)(€Lpovv Xiyeiv, ?^ €, eaff? €69€€€. 8* kyoa\
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69, ? Trjs k(j)

207 , ovtos Sk, ? ^^
ttj €, 9 eh
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-^,
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death is not so clear. It is made by Xiyuv by and Sd-

Cicero, Phil, i, 4. 10 multa autem im- , eyui vporiyayov by^,
pendere videntur praeter naturam and «70;^ by ovrot < : in the paren-

etiam praeterquefatum, and by Plin. thesis (t^j ..), is

Epist. i. 12 mortis, quae non ex natura contrasted with npoaxpiaeis and <ppo-

nec fatalis videtur. , ««/>'« with the following

206, 207. Here Demosthenes

—

\, and with
* crimina rasis the preceding : lastly . .

. Librat in antithetis.' rtft^s is in manifest opposition to

tl ' is answered by i', iws- . . (ya, to, and(-
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Therefore, if this were what I attempted to say, namely,206

that it was I who induced you to breathe thoughts worthy of

your ancestors, there is no one who would not rightly

rebuke me. In reality, while I on my part proclaim these

principles as your own, and demonstrate that, long before

my time, the city had this spirit—in the execution only of

the measures attending each set of events, I affirm that I

myself aisoTTiad^arsliare—my opponent, on the contrary, by 207

assailing our whole policy, and bidding you be embittered

against me as the cause of panic and peril to the state, thirsts

apparently to deprive me of my momentary honour, but really

tries to steal from you an immortality of glory. For if you

shall give your votes against my client because I did not take

the best measures, you will prove yourselves to have com-

mitted errors, and not to have suffered what occurred through

the ungentleness of fortune. But it cannot be, it cannot be20

8

that you erred, men of Athens, when you took upon your-

selves to fight the battle for the liberty and security of all.

Witness those of your ancestors who bore the brunt of the

danger at Marathon, those who kept the ranks at Plataea,

those who fought on shipboard in the waters of Salamis or

city thought equally worthy of the same distinction, and

buried there not the successful among them and not the

victorious only. And this is right: for all have performed

the duty of gallant men, and then submitted to the fortune

yXixerai to. riOeaaiv ovv Is , 6

13.€, i.e. if you con- ( km rijs

demn my measures, you condemn your- ?, «at ad hv roiis

selves, because you sanctioned them. ck , - ye tovs ev

208. I 7• TTpoKivSvvcvaavTes ... •€ Se ape-

is a reminiscence of the speech of the ^ KpivavTes (on the field of

Athenian envoys, Thuc. i. 73^ yap Marathon) .
( ^ The * fairest suburb * of Athens was
... the Ceramicus.

31.. Compare Thuc. ii. 34

over against Artemisium, and many other gallant men who ^ 1 f/^
are laid in the public tombs,—all of whom, Aeschines, the * jr'^^^ Jl
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209 ^^ ^,] ^. €7€,, \9 ^-
6€9 epya eXeyey,

TLVOS^ ; , 5, TJj^
€€ ;

kpovvTos ;

210^ ', '^
re

Kpiveiv, \ ^€,-, ye ttj

15€ ,, ^.
211 yap -. , ' 2,.* * ,,, ' . * 25

ey ,
' 209. 4• <€€5, Aesch. c. Ct. § 8. 210. g. '. / s/>eak of

5. -irpoacBctTO. The preposition im- my duty towards the past, for you too

plies that these topics were an un- must not neglect it, but decide cases

necessary addition to the case. like this by precedent. Cf. § loi tirti

6. in opposition to note. Here there is a variant.(. I2. 4 . .. Cf. §§ 17,

Before irepC Dind. has ror. 233, 294.

8. refers to ^/ryo. 13.,' facta'
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which Providence meted to each brave company. In spite of209

all this, you, the abomination, the poring clerk, athirst to rob

me of the honour and benevolence of my countrymen, talked

of trophies and battles and ancient exploits, although the pre-

sent suit required the introduction of none of them : I, sir

third-actor, on advancing to advise my City how to play the

first part, ask you, whose spirit I ought to have caught as

I went up to the platform ? The spirit of a man who should

speak unworthily of our past glories? On the contrary, I

should have been justly slain. Nay, you too, men of Athens,

must not adjudicate private and public suits in the same frame

of mind. The contracts of every-day Hfe you must decide by

examining them in the light of the special laws and facts,

principles of national policy by lifting your eyes to the high

ordinances of your ancestors ; ay, and each of you ought

to imagine, that, together with your staif and token, when

you enter the court to decide public issues, you take into

your keeping the spirit of your Country, if indeed you think

you should act in a manner worthy of your forefathers.

However, in launching upon the deeds of your fathers I 211

have neglected certain decrees and transactions. I wish there-

fore to go back again to the point from which I turned so far

out of my way.

When we arrived at Thebes we found the ambassadors of

Philip and of the Thessalians and his other allies present, and

our friends full of fear, but his full of courage. And, to prove

that this is not a statement I make now to further my own

interest, please read the letter which we, your ambassadors,

(Dissen), or * what our ancestors .
thought befitting.' 23.. Puta Aenianum,

15.. The ticket of the Dolopum, Phthiolarum, Aetolonim
Heliast bore the number of the court (Dissen).

in which he was to attend, and tiad 25. is emphatic, 'now for the

afterwards to be produced to the pry- first time,' i. e. having said nothing

tanes to secure the fee. about this, or having told a different

211. 20. '. Dind. has els tale, before.
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4€9 e/ze €^ $
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\ -\ elvai, * kv^? .
yivoiT ;

Aiye ^..
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^ ,
ttj 25, ,

214 ^ . ' ,
212. Aeschin. C. Ct. § 40-143• 213. 12.«, sc. 0/ »;/9.
3., § 18 note. 18.-^^ without augment is

.. Dind. has ovStvos. characteristic of older Attic idiom.
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despatched immediately on our arrival. Here I may say 212

that my opponent has employed such an exaggeration of

calumny as to affirm, if any timely measure was executed, that

circumstances, and not I, have brought it about, while, on the

other hand, he asserts that I and my fortune are responsible

for all that turned out adversely ; so, according to his showing,

I, your adviser and orator, appear to him to have no share

in bringing . about those measures which were executed in

consequence of discussion and deliberation, but to be solely

responsible for the disasters which took place in arms and

in the province of generalship. How could a traducer be

more bloodthirsty or more abominable ? Read the letter.

LETTER.
When, therefore, they had formed the assembly, they in- 213

troduced our antagonists first, because they held the position

of allies. And these came forward and delivered an harangue,

eulogising Philip, but accusing you, on many counts, calling

up all the actions you ever did in opposition to the Thebans.

However, as their capital proposition, they required them to

make a return of gratitude for the good treatment they had

received from Philip, and at the same time to get satisfaction

for the wrongs they had suffered at your hands, in which ever

of two ways they chose, either by having given the speakers'

party a passage through their country in order to attack you,

or by having united with them in an expedition into Attica

;

and they proved, as they fancied, that, in consequence of what

they themselves recommended, the cattle and slave chattels,

and the other property of Attica, would come into Boeotia,

while, in consequence of what they declared we were going

to say, property in Boeotia would be devastated by the war.

And they added much else to this, all converging to the same

purport. And, although I personally should prize as highly 214

214. 27. After Dind. has between ^* and '^. , with an inner antithesis of

Observe that the main antithesis is to vds di.
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% * au-
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€€ ? ?' ? re€ ?
. . . might possibly .

mean 'all my substance,' 'all I am 4.. See Shilleto on Fals. Leg.
worth.' § 27. p. 348.

3. uairep , cl ... In full this 6. Before Dind. has the much
would run hv [fiyfiaOf] el [- wanted fi.

('\ /(( 215. . ^, Aeschines, §§,^^. 148 sqq.

is omitted by Dindorf before 11., sc. .
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as my whole life the permission to relate in full detail our

reply to this, yet I am afraid of you, lest, now that the crises

are gone by, regarding the matter as you would if you thought

a deluge had passed over the events, you should consider

discussions about them a gratuitous annoyance : at any "rate,

hear how we persuaded them and how they answered us. Take

and read these documents.

REPLY OF THE THEBANS.

After this, accordingly, they invited and sent for you. You 215

marched out ;
you rescued them—to omit what took place in

the interval ; they received you so familiarly, that, though their

own heavy infantry and cavalry were outside the walls, they

admitted your expeditionary troops into their houses and their

city, to take charge of their children and wives and all that was

most precious. And let me remark that, on that day the

Thebans paid you, in the sight of the world, three most ho-

nourable compliments—the first to your valour, the second to

your uprightness, and the third to your morality. For undoubt-

edly, when they chose to conduct the contest on your side rather

than against you, they decided both that you were better men

and that you made more righteous demands than Philip;

and when they placed in your guardianship what with them,

and with all men too, are most carefully protected, their wives

and children, they showed that they relied on you for sobriety.

In all this, men of Athens, they were proved to have judged 216

m rightly in your case at any rate. For, when our army had

entered their city, no one brought any complaint against you,

^L even unjustly, so rightminded did you keep yourselves; nay,

Ht when you took the field with them in the first engagements, the

I
14., § i8o note. preceding, which couples the present

15. '. , The same force of to the previous sentence, but is to

the preposition is found Phil. ii. § 9. be taken with , forming a
rp. 68 kffTi ' parenthesis brought into the main'. Aeschin. c. Ct. § 50 01 construction by 5e.

iiraxvoi. 216 26. ras, sc. TO^ets• or

20. irapa . This is . The latter is read by Dind.

not parallel to the immediately

2
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. €.€ must mean * in the 218. 20. €V . . is a little

winter.' See Introduction I. unusual, but is here employed to em-

217. Compare § 333. phasize by symmetry of expression the

7. «. Cobet here and Fals. contrasts \ iv .. ,
' iy

Leg. § 97. p. 368 would read iraiavonv, . . , ^ . . .. iv ...
II. €|{€. Cf. § 173 ^otQ. .. Dind, has.
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battle by the river and the winter battle, you not only showed

yourselves irreproachable, but models of discipline, equipment,

zeal. On these i?rrnuntg ^/^mplimpntg ^^re paid you by

the other states, and sacrifices and processions were paid the

gods by yourselves. And I should like to ask Aeschines, 217

whether, when these things were being done and the city was

full of enthusiasm and joy and eulogies, he joined in sacri-

ficing and rejoicing with the multitude, or whether he sat at

^2inf gr'^^^^d ?"d p^rnanin g and ill at ease because of our

national blessings ? For, if he was present and was found in

his place with the rest, is he not_actmgL_shamjefully, or rather

profanely, when he demands that you, who have sworn by

the gods, should now decree tnat those things ~were not

mosT excellent, to whose excellence he himself called the gods

to testify.? But,~lf he was not present, is he not fit to die

many deaths, because he grieved to behold what the rest of

the nation rejoiced over.? Now please read these decrees

also.

DECREES CONCERNING SACRIFICES.

Thus we were busy with sacrifices at that time, while the 218

Thebans were full of the thought that they had been de-

livered through our action ; and it had come about that you,

who feared that you would require assistance, as the indirect

consequence of my opponents' intrigues, lent assistance your-

selves to others, as the direct consequence of what you were

actually persuaded to do by me. But further, what cries Philip

then uttered, and in what bewilderment he was after these

events, you will learn from his own letters, which he sent to

the Peloponnese. Please take and read these to me, that

my hearers may know what my persistency and gadding about

' . . «I . The change of since it is separated from the verb to

preposition is not due to the mere which it is the subject by the interro-

love of variety, but marks a distinc- gative . The suspension of the con-

tion between the indirect consequences struction, however, caused by this

of the intrigues of Aeschines' party, postponement of the interrogative,

and the direct effect of the proposals calls special attention to the character

of Demosthenes, of Demosthenes' acts, and its sharp

23.€8, § 195 note. resumption to their surprising eifec-

2 7, «€ ... would ordi- tiveness.

narily have been brought under the 27., probably through the

regimen of ', as an accusative, states named in § 237.

^e^/c
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219. 3•, § 18 note. leto's note, ib. § 377 just preceding.
6. cTcpoi,. For the asyndeton 7. «€ els, § 88 note,

compare the similar passage Fals. Leg. 8. dv, with aorist or imperfect indi-

339• p. 436 €Ti ttoKKol -nap' cative, when not used conditionally,

(iri yeyuvaaiv,- adds a notion of indefinite frequency.
arparos, avOis,, ., * a means of shifting, and see Shil- responsibility to others.' Compare c.
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and hardships and those numerous decrees, which my oppo-

nent just now maligned, managed to effect.

Observe here that there have arisen in your midst, men of 219

Athens, many distinguished and great orators before my
time, the famous Callistratus, Aristophon, Cephalus, Thrasy-

bulus, and countless others; none, however, of these ever de-

voted himself thoroughly to the state for any object, but the

proposer of an embassy would have refused to go on the em-

bassy, or a member of the embassy would not have been its

proposer. For each of them left open to himself, at one and

the same time, an opportunity for personal ease, and also,

in case of mishap, a means to refer the blame to others.

*What now?' some one may ask, *have you so far trans- 220

cended the rest in strength and daring as to do all your-

self?' I do not say that; but I was convinced that the

danger which had overtaken the state was so great, that it

did not seem to admit any place or precaution for personal

security, but that it was a cause for satisfaction if one could

do what was necessary without any omission. ,jVnd I was 221

persiiaded too, in my own case
,
perhaps blindly, nevertheless

I was persuaded, that no one in his propositions would pro-

pose better measures than mine, nor in execution carry them

out more successfully, nor as ambassador perform an am- / 1

bassador's duty more zealously or more uprightly. It was /^^fuJX ,

for these reasons that, in every case. I took the post myself
i^L•^

Read Philip's letters.

LETTERS.

TnjVijg^Apcirhinf^g^ piy pnliry rprinrpri Philip - this WaS the 222

cry he uttered^ though he previously menaced the state with

Tim. § 13. p. 'J04.€€ - tovs dWovs.
...5 \€€ tovs- 12.$ must be taken closely

papxovs, €Ktivois ' eivai€ (is with 4-, as KLvhwos is the subject

TOVS (XOVTas. The verb of€.
avcveyKciv § 224 is not quite similar, 14. . Shaefer would read

there meaning ' to refer to precedents.' , ' care.'

220. II. After Dind. ^as 222. 25. . .€, § 195.
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by an impersonification. '( would mean ' as a first

223. II.. Dind. hasAiy- case.* It has been proposed to render.
^

', *at its own date,' but cf. §
224. 16. ovTOs, Ctesiphon, who is 226 iirl ( § ij, and 1^*

generally spoken of as 65t : but see § § 1 6.

223. dvcvcYKclv, § 219 note.
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many bold expressions. For these services it was justly pro-

posed that I should be crowned by my countrymen, and,

though present, you did not speak in opposition to the pro-

posal ; and Diondas, who laid the indictment, did not secure

his proportion of the votes. Please take these decrees, which

were then absolved, and not even indicted by my opponent.

DECREES.

These decrees, men of Athens, contain the same syllables 223
and the same phrases which Aristonicus at an earlier date,

and Ctesiphon, my client, has recently drafted : and these are

the decrees which Aeschines did not personally prosecute, nor

take part in the accusation with the man who indicted them.

Yet, if indeed his present accusations against me are true, he

would have prosecuted, at that earlier time, Demomeles, the

author of these proposals, and Hyperides, much more rea-

sonably than the present defendant. How so .'' Because, 224
in the present case, Ctesiphon can justify himself by refer-

ence to these earlier instances, can point to the decisions of

the courts, can plead that Aeschines himself has not indicted—
the others although they drafted the same propositions in

their bills as my client has done in his, can plead that the

laws reagg tr> allow indirfmpnts pn matters already settled by

usage, and can urge manj other pleas of a different character

:

whereas, in the earlier cases, the matter would have been de-

cided simply on its own merits, before it had acquired any of

these precedents. However, as I surmise, there was no 225
chance then to do as he does now, to collect pickings out of

a number of antique chronicles and decrees, which of course no

one knew of before or expected to be cited to-day, in order

to establish his libel, nor to shift dates and substitute false

motives for what was done instead of the true motives, in

order to produce the semblance of an argument. In the 226
former cases this was not possible, but all statements must

then have been accurately made, as the facts were not far to. Shaefer prefers the 226. 25.-71, ' to have some-
variant, but cf. § 314- thing to say.* For the emphatic use, note. of ns cf. Pind. Pyth. viii. 95 (135)

225. 20. iroueiv. Dind. has «. Si ris; ' ovtis; 'what is a some-
21. .€, probably ' things which body ? what is a nobody ?'

he thought no one knew before.'
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2. Tovs', § 15•

3- . Another remi-

niscence of Thucydides, cf. iii. 67€ rois"
Xoywv Tovs ayuivas '
epyaiv. Compare Fals. Leg. § 239. p.

408 yap Xoyoiv$^, unep eS (ppoveiTi,-
Kfi TToiiiv, on which Shilleto quotes
Thuc. iii, 38 '$^ ayta-€€5, oiTives€€

\6yv yiyveaOai,

pyv, . . OeaTais koiKOTes -
) vepl€5€-$.

227. 7• .,. The pas-

sage of Aeschines' speech here referred

to is, in effect, as follows: He says

(§ 54), ' I must refresh your memories
on the subject of Demosthenes' iniqui-

ties during the first period of his

political life. (§67•) He did not save

the state—heaven and Philip's mode-
ration and courtesy did that— but
seriously injured Athens by his corrupt

practices. (§ 59.) You may be sur-

prised at my saying that Demosthenes
prevented Athens from making the

peace in conjunction with the other

Hellenic communities. Please listen

to me in the same temper as when
we sit down to balance the accounts of

moneys the expenditure of which has
spread over a long period. We often

leave home with false impressions

about the results to which the compu-
tation will lead us : but when the pro-

cess is completed and the balance is

struck we are rationally bound to

abide by what it shows. (§ 60.) Some
of you thought that Demosthenes
never worked with Philocrates for

Philip. Listen to the facts before you
decide. If I show you that Demo-
sthenes did more than Philocrates to

promote the peace (§61), to fawn on
Philip and his ambassadors, to pre-

vent the united action of the Hellenes,

and to throw over your ally Cerso-
bleptes, then abide by the facts set

before you and admit that Demo-
sthenes did the reverse of " well."

The gist then of Aeschines' argu-

ment is : 'It is supposed that Demo-
sthenes at that time did much that

is to his credit ; let me show you that

he did much which is to his discredit,

and let me call upon you to take this

into account as a set-off against any-
thing else.'

To this Demosthenes has previously

replied by proving that the discredit-

able imputations are untrue. He now
(§§ 227-231) goes further, and de-
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seek, and as you still remembered and had almost at your

fingers' ends each set of transactions. That is why he has

shirked the investigations that should immediately have fol-

lowed the acts and puts in an appearance now, fancying, as far

as I can gather, that you are going to conduct an oratorical

contest, not an examination of measures of state, and that

a verdict is to be passed on points of rhetoric not on Athe-

nian interests.

More than this, he starts a fallacy, and says that it is in- 227

cumbent on you, first to disregard the opinion which you en-

tertained about us when you came from your homes ; and then,

that, just as in looking over a man's accounts under the im-

pression that he has a surplus, if you find that the figures are

destructive and that no surplus survives, you are bound to

accede, so, in the present instance also, it is incumbent on you

to surrender to the results demonstrated by his argument.

Thus may we see how cankered, as we might expect, in the

very germ, is every unjust act. For by using this selfsame228

monstrates that Aeschines' method of

argument is fallacious. Facts are not

like figures. You cannot cancel away
my good deeds. They are there, done,

and memorable for ever. As to

Philip's courtesy, you enjoyed that

because you took the honourable
course of action suggested by me.
Some difficulty has been imported

into these sections by inquiring too

closely into the special nature of the

accounts spoken of in the illustration ;

but there is nothing said in either

speech to lead us to think that any
one class of accounts is specially

alluded to. In general terms Aeschines

suggests, and Demosthenes repudiates,

the application of the method of arith-

metic to politics.

9. is constructed with
both nepieivcu and..-. Two boards (-
), each divided into columns—the

columns being valued in order as re-

presenting units, tens, hundreds, etc.

—

and provided with pebbles {)
for counters, would be necessary to

calculate a debit and credit account.

If, by taking a counter of equal value

simultaneously from each, and repeat-

ing the process as long as this was pos-

sible, it resulted that both boards were
simultaneously cleared (i. e. if there

remained no balance on either side),

then, says Dissen, ' dicitur (
at.' So Dind., with some MSS.,
reads . But there is a want
of support for the phrase, of which no
other instances are quoted. Nor does

Aeschines, or Demosthenes himself, at

all imply or suggest that a precisely

exact balance is expected. Hence the

reading is to be preferred,

especially as it has in its favour the

weight of MS. authority, alpciv is

often used absolutely (as in Aeschines

c. Ct. § 59) of the issue of an argument
or calculation: so av at

will mean, ' if the figures lead to

a destructive result.'

11., sc. •7/6'. For
meaning cf. §§ 39, 195.

12. «... The thought

is, every crime contains within itself the
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^J^yoLp €?6€
y 9^/ \/\ 9 89, '€ yap^ ^€ 9 ?

229 . otl 5

ye Xiyei^, eyo) , ( yap

koTLv 6 ovtos) * -
kv ,̂ . yap, ,

230€ ^ e/y ,, ', kv Trj*\ eivai

k 15, - (pepeiv

ayeiv kK kv eK

eivai ,
^ , ,' kKeivov. 20

231 6 -
;

,
;, ^ kv^ 25, ^

means for its own detection. 229. 8. ovros, i. e. rb -
228, 2. . .4€5. The <povs.

old reading i^as would require lyvca- 231. 2i. ipa, ironical, 'you think,

Kuras {(fvw [5 ircwfi]^ do you not ?

'

has been conjectured), as the passive 22. = the achievements, sum-

forms of this verb are never 'deponent.' marised in § 230.
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subtle illustration he has granted that the opinion hitherto

passed on us has been, that I spoke for my country and he

for Philip. Otherwise, if your original belief about each of

us were not of that kinci, he would not try so anxiously to

change your minds. What is much more, that he has no22

right to require you to alter this decision, I will readily show,

not by a play with pebbles (for an account of facts cannot be

struck in figures), but by a brief recapitulation of each set of

circumstances, using you, my hearers, as at once examiners

and witnesses. When the Thebans would have joined Philip230

in invading our land, my disparaged policy made them take

the field with us to keep him out ; when the war might have

been seated in Attica, my policy caused it to be fought out

seven hundred furlongs ofi", on the frontiers of Boeotia ; when

the privateers from Euboea might have harried us, my policy

left Attica at peace on her seaboard throughout the war ; and ^

when Philip might have held the Hellespont by the seizure of

Byzantium, my policy brought the Byzantines to join us heart

and soul in the war against him. Aeschines thinks now, does 231 J

he not, that the computation of facts is like cyphering ? What, /}. ff(^

must you put aside these services as cancelled, and not rather ^ >

see that they be remembered gratefully for ever ? I need not

go on to add that the savagery, which is to be marked where-

ever Philip had got any community thoroughly into his grip,

it was the misfortune of others to experience, while of the

courteous behaviour, which he simulated when compassing his

22.. See on § 227. •'/^, robs5 Koi

26.. Aeschines (see tois ttjs€$--
on § 327) had said, c. Ct. § 57, travv $. For Philip's treatment of

emSfi^eiv rots$ rrjs Athens, see Introduction I.^5^ toxis5 ahiovs
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€, €9 €6-. ' .
232 ^ ovSe eiweiu, otl€

eXeyes, 6€, 5{
yap , ^ ;

yeyove *,
€1 kya),

233 apv€yj,' '
€pyv , ^, pya eiajjeiv,

vyayov aOTjj €,,,
6, , . 15

ya, kyoa'^ .
234 ,
^, ' yap

* ' - 2
-

I. iroioCvTis is never ironical €. The application is

in the orators, and indeed it may be always to well-merited prosperity.
questioned whether it anywhere has the Hence the comic perversion Aristoph.
sense 'much good may it do to you!' Plut. 861

—

which it is sometimes said to bear. KA. yap tis kokws itparrojv

Compare Olynthiac i. § 28. p. 17 ovrjp,

iroWSiv S)v$ iroiovvrfs (, (oikc * fivai .
said of wealthy patriots, c. Lept. § . vr), -
I. , 49°? 6€ Toi/s .€ iiraivuv $ 232. 5-, § 228.€(, - Sei^ai Aeschines, who prided himself on

(Ktivovs otc the propriety (v. supra § 1 29) of his
* i/iffy Ka\a)s iroiovvrfs ras language and delivery, is fond of
Koivas TTpa^ds ^ criticising and mocking the tone,( words, and action of Demosthenes.7€6 /..., Aeschines, c. Ct. §233 Compare c. Ct. § 72 yap ( (\ thai, ws , { yap , ws ((,
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further aims, you have deservedly reaped the fruits. But

enough of this.

Proceeding, I will not hesitate to say as much as this, 232

that one who wished justly to examine and not to misrepre-

sent an orator would not use accusations, such as you lately

uttered, manufacturing illustrations, and apeing my words and

attitudes—for of course the fortune of Hellas has hinged, do

you not see ? on this, that I expressed myself in one phrase

not in another, and that I drew my hand across to the right \
instead of the left side. No; ^sing his inquiry on the facts 233 /^'4^
themselves, he would ask what capital and what forces our

city'had when I entered upon public business, and how much

more Tjrryirp^\-xf(^A fr>r he^y aftfrwarfls when 1 hecame her

director, and how the circumstances of our adversaries stood.

After doing this, if he found I had diminished her forces, he

would show that the guilt lay on me ; but, if I had largely in-

creased them, he would not try to rob me of my due. Since

you, however, have evaded this duty, I will do it ; and let my

hearers watch if I make my statements justly.

As auxiliaries, then, the city possessed the islanders, and 234

not all, but only the weakest of these ; for neither Chios nor

Rhodes nor Corcyra stood for us. She had a subsidy of

money amounting to forty-five talents, and these had been

a^ U

P^tif

Ti)l•'' rov XeyovTOS) rijv

—§§ 1 66, l6'J ,
ifOfs ' €5 S} Cidrjpeoi (€€€ ;

' €-
Tives) ,^

Tives ,^-
veupa -,-, km € Tives(

fie\ovas Sulpovai.' ,
S) Kivados

; ;6 ^^
...—§ 209 irepl

ttjs ...
Demosthenes gave a home-thrust in

reply to such criticism Fals. Leg. p.

421 ^^ ( ^" ',,* ' €(,(. See infra § 280.

It is also curious that none of the

phrases to which Aeschines takes ex-

ception are to be found in the extant

speeches of Demosthenes.
6. is ironical (cf. Aesch. c.

Ct. § 100), and so in keeping with
opas, for which cf. § 266.

7., literally, * all along of.' Cf.

Isocrates Archid. § 52
ycveoOai?, Thuc. i. 141')^.

233. 17- , § 252.

k
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236, , * -
(^ )

;
' ^, *' , - 2( ,

)(),* -
237. ' , * -,,,,^- 25, ' \ ,^ '

, ^238 .
234. 2. Before Dind. has 1j. 6^$, from the mar-
235. 14. After Dind. gin of 2.

inserts, in brackets,'/ - 236. 1 8.» * to come to the
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raised before they were due ; but not a trooper, foot or horse,

beyond her domestic army. Next,—and this was a matter for-

midable above everything else, and especially favourable to

the enemy,—my opponents had made the attitude of all our

neighbours more likexhostiHty than friendship,—I refer to the

Megarians, the Thebans, and the Euboeans. The means of235

Athens I found to amount to this, and no one can add a

single item more. Now I ask you to observe how the affairs

of Philip, our antagonist, stood. In the first place, he held the

sole and irresponsible command of his followers , and this is

the greatest of all military advantages. In the next place,

their weapons were never out of their hands. Yet again, he

had abundant supplies of money : and he could always put in

practice whatever measures might approve themselves to him,

—not betraying them in decrees, not deliberating before the

eyes of the world, not having to defend indictments for breach

of the constitution, nor submit to a scrutiny, but, in one word,

as sole lord, conductor and controller of all. But ^of what 236

had I. who was '^<•^"<^ r^goinst him fnr \\ W righf- tn PYaminp

this—of what_had I absolute mntrnl ?—Of nothing. For to

take at once the mere opportunity of addressing the people,

which was the only privilege I shared, you offered it quite as

freely to his hirelings as to me; so, whatever motions they

carried over my head—and these were many, be the pretext

of each what it may—you vent home having passed just so

many resolutions in favour of your enemies. But neverthe- 237

less, in spite of such drawbacks, I converted into allies the

Euboeans, Achaeans, Corinthians, Theb^n^j Mpgariomtj Leu-

cadians, and _Corcyraeans, from whom were collected fifteen

thousand mercenaries and two thousand cavalry, beside the

citizen forces of those communities ; and I obtained a very large

contribution of money from as many states as I could. But if238

point at once,' cf. c. Lept. § io6. p. 28. . Cf. § 65,

489. 238. 29. Xcycis. Cf. Aeschin. c Ct.

237. 27., § 89. § 143 "^^^ (is
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240 '>4* k 9 €€9?, €6, el ko€ - 2
6€? ^, € ^
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^& efvai ; € \- 25

Wo^ , oils ijaav the different accounts are by no means
ol KivSwoi, rb 4 harmonious. Herodotus (viii, 48) reck-5. Hence the aptness of De- ons the total fleet at 378 (the Athenian

mosthenes' illustration from Salamis, contingent being 180), Thucydides (i.

where Athens had previously contri- 74) at 400 (some MSS. have-
buted in the same proportion to the aias), Aeschylus (Persae 338) at 310.

defence of Hellas. Demosthenes himself, De Sym. § 29.

The Greek fleet at Salamis probably p. 186, makes the combined fleet to

numbered nearer 400 than 300, though consist only of 200 vessels, of which
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you speak, Aeschines, either of strict justice to the Thebans,

or of strict justice to the Byzantines or to the Euboeans, or

talk at this time of day about equal contingents, in the first

place you do not seem to know that long before this, when

the famous triremes, three hundred in all, did battle for Hellas,

Athens provided her two hundred,—ay, and showed no sign

that she thought herself badly treated, nor was she seen bring-

ing to trial those who gave her this advice or fretting on this

account (it would have been shameful if she had), but rather

full of gratitude to the gods, that, when an international danger

encompassed the Hellenes, she of herself furnished twice as

much assistance as the others towards the deliverance of all.

Then you try to do your hearers but a poor favour in tradu- 239

cing me. For why do you now tell us what ought to have been

done? Why did you not, as you were in Athens and pre-

sent at our meetings, make your proposals when they were

wanted, if indeed they were admissible during those hard

times in which we had to accept, not all we wished, but as

much as the situation would grant ? For there, eagerly waiting,

stood our rival in the market, ready to snap at all whom we

rejected, and to pay a bounty too.

But if, after all that was gained^ I am subject to accusations 240

on ac£QilILt of what has been done, what do you think, if,

while I was adjusting the scales, the cities had gone off and ^

closed with Ir'hilip and he ha^rl..pgtah1i<;h(^d himpHf as ^^<•^^ at

once of Euboea and Thebes and Bj^zantium.—what, I repeat,

do you think these blasphemers would have done or said?

Would they not have said that the states had been thrown 241

over and driven away when they wished to side with us ?

* Worse than that, Philip has got the control of the Helles-

loo were Athenian. Arithmetical easier by the reiterated av.

accuracy seems to have been denied . Dind. has. The
to the classical mind. literal sense is ' arguing precisely about

4. €€, § 71 note. our respective obligations.'

240. 20. tC . . tC. For the repeated 241. 24. Before Dind.
interrogative Dissen compares Phil. repeats ws.

iii• § 35• P• 120, where however the 25. « does not introduce, but is

best texts do not retain the second , part of, the oratio recta.

which in the present case is rendered

2
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.€, sc. \$, which is ing imitation to an extreme in tragedy]

found on the margin of 2. Mwyiaxos
2. ... See § 71» t)oth (.

for the sense, and also for the order , § i8o note,

of the words. 11. €5 /..., §

242. 7•, i. e. whatever 277.

course you adopt you cannot silence 12. Before Dind. has tj}.

the. 243. 13. &v el implies an

ID.. Cf Aristot. Poet. c. 26 apodosis even when none is expressed,

as Kiav fap(\\ [i. e. carry- Here the implied apodosis is very
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pont by means of the Byzantines, and is master of the Greek

corn route, and a heavy border war has been drawn into

Attica by means of the Thebans, and the sea has become

unnavigable on account of the privateers operating from

Euboea '—would they not have said this ? Yes, and a great

deal else in addition to this. Men of Athens, vicious, vicious 242

and^vil-eyejj ^"^ lifiginns as the traducer always is and under

all conditions, this mannikin is vermin born, a creature that

has done nothing wholesome, nothing liberal from first to last, ^
an ape of the true tragedy-type, a country-fair Oenomaus,

an orator in counterfeit. For when has your rhetorical ex-

pertness been pressed into the service of your country ? Do
you talk to us now about bygones .? Much^as if a physician, 243

on visitinghis patients while they are sick, should not state

and prescribe the means by which they may escape from their

malady, but,"when one of them dies~and~lhe~solemnities are

being performed in his funeral procession, should walk behind

to the tomb, and explain in detail, 'if this man had done so

and so he would not have died.' Lunatic, after all that is

past, do you dare to speak to-day ?

In the same way too, with regard to the defeat, if you 244

glory, accursed creature, in that over which you ought to

moan, my hearers will find that k has fallen on Athens

in connection with nothing that was in my department. I

ask you to reason in the following way. Wherever you

sent me as your representative. I never to this day came away

defeated, in any particular, bv Philip^s ambassadors—not

from Thessaly, not from Ambracia, not from the Illyrians, not

clear : the people would answer him, eXOi^v els die^ioi

as I answer you now—, tovs oi/ceiovs a( vyiijs av( Xiyeis ; Cp. §§ 194, 214. iyevero, and replies tliat Demosthenes
Aeschines anticipates the present prevented or frustrated all good ad-

passage (for such anticipations see vice. The death meant is of course the

Intr, II) in his own speech, c. Ct. § death of Hellenic freedom.

226 eVetra kn^parrav €, ws, ly.. Oina. Tea.as5., Ti's (' toiovtos iarpos oaris 244. 20., Chaeronea.^ \^ 23. ... Cf. Aeschines, C., Se Ct. § 256.
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., i. e. Teres and Cerso- Ct. § 175) says that Demosthenes
bleptes. freely confessed to cowardice.

3. €v ols, quibus in locisy Dissen

:

10. . . €$.
but see on iv oU § 19. Aesch. c. Ct. § 146.

245. 6.. Aeschines (c. 24. 12., § 7.
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from the Thracian kings, not from Byzantium, nor from any-

other place whatsoever, nor, last of all, from Thebes: but

whatever points his ambassadors lost in diplomacy, these he

retrieved by armed invasion. Do you then require an ac-245

count of military operations from me ? Are you not ashamed

when you ridicule a man for his cowardice, and yet require

thaTthe same man should, smgle^nded, win a victory over

Philip'spower ? ay, and that I shouId^achieye^jL-by words ?

For what else could I command ? Not the lives, at any rate,

of each soldier, nor the fortune of those who took the field

with us, nor the performance of the general's duties—though

of the last you require an account from me, so crass are you.

Of course you are free, my hearers, to examine me in any way 246
on points where an orator may be responsible. I do not depre-

cate that. What, then, are the duties of a public orator ? To
watch a situation in its growth and to make his timely obser-

vations known in time to the rest of his countrymen. These

duties, then, have been fulfilled by me. Still further, the ever
)

active influences of tardiness, hesitancy, ignorance, and animosity I

—errors which are inherent in all free states, as states, and un- ,

avoidable,—he should confine to their most limited spheres

;

and, on the other hand, should impel his countrymen to unan-

imity and friendship and to a forwardness in the performance

of duty. All this also has been done by me, and no one will

ever find anything left undone in my province. Yet, further, 247

1: lyhorn nnrynr p]ri"r by whn f m rn n -, ?hi1ip_rirrird out

most of his successful measures, and you will find all to answer '^

thatJt- was.^ his army and by his bribery and corruption of ^

leading men. Of our military forces, then, I was^either lord

nor leader : so that the consideration of what was done in the

fieldedoeq nnf affect m ei And, what is more, in the battle-

ground of corruption against incorruptibility I have gained a

victory over Philip ; for, just as the bidder has vanquished the

,€€. Dind. has. b5 • . irpos t\ie, § 44.
19., sc. ras noXeis. , i.e. -
21. Dind, has before' l/ze. yiav.

247. 26. ', i.e. as I had not the 28. ^, § 239.

power I have not the responsibility.
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. Before8€$ Dind. has , which would point a little more
instead of . The meaning would clearly to Ctesiphon.

be the same with either ; as the con- 9. ev . .<$. Referring to this

junctive kcU is often used where in time Demosthenes says, c. Aristog. §
English we should employ a disjunc- 1 1 . p. 803 t^s iroKews^
tive particle. ( els €•

2.5, . e. was not €4.. . = ^' &, cf. §§ 1 96, ^.
248. 5• For Dind. has- 1 1, , § note.
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receiver of the price, if he make his purchase, in the same way
^

a man who has rejected the price and resisted corruption has /W" :^rv

vanquished the bidder. Thjis, looking only at me^jhe state jr^^^^^^^,^J,^^,^,„^

hassufferedjaO-dfifeat. y^
The grounds, therefore, which I furnished to enable my 248 ~

cHent to make these propositions concerning me with justice, V\j

are, in addition to many others, these or similar to these;

but the other justifications which you, the nation, furnished, I

will now proceed to state. Immediately after the batde,

when the people had the evidence of their own eyes for all

I did, though they stood in the very heart of danger and terror,

at an hour when it would not have been wonderful that the

m.ultitude should have been a little inconsiderate to me, in the

first place they voted my resolutions for the salvation of the

city, and everything which was done in our self-defence, the

disposition of the guards, the digging of the trenches, the ex-

penditure on the walls,- took place in consequence of my
decrees ; and yet again, when they were appointing a special

corn-commissioner, they elected me out of the whole number.

And when, after this, those joined issue with me who were 249

concerned to do me a mischief, and when they launched

against me indictments, scrutinies, impeachments, and all these

weapons, not in their own person, at any rate at first, but in

the persons of those behind whom they conceived they would

most easily be concealed

—

for I ima^ ^ ymi know^ or re-

Tnpmj-if^r, that Hn^-jno• tViP earlier periods I was put on trial

daily and all day long, and that neither the desperation of a

So sicles, nor the malignity ot a Thilocrates, nor the ma.dness of

a Diondas or a Melantus, nor anything else, was left untried

by them against me—in all these dangers, chiefly by the kind-

15,, i, e. one of the extra- mon with such 'rounding phrases,'

ordinary officers appointed, in times both in Greek and Latin: cf. § 219
of scarcity {^), to take special note,

measures for the supply of com. 23. ^($ . ., are

249. 1 7.. It is hard to both unknown,
decide whether this means ' combining of Eleusis, not the

with one another,' or 'joining issue Philocrates of § 17, etc., who was of

with me' (cf. § 18). Hagnus.
18.. Asyndeton is com- , § 22 2.
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t^jv^^^ ' '
2., i. e. rb€. Ct. 59) of the conceding the

3. €8 seems to be used in the accuracy of accounts ; hence the force

rare sense of ' demanded by the truth/ of the preposition is ' yoMfurther con-
' correct,' ' equitable,' much as verum ceded.' Cf.( §113.
sometimes = aequum in the Latin ii.ForirpoorfiKovDind.hasTrpoa^/ffv.

dramatists. 251. 16. *is fundamentally con-

250. 10. '-£€. The nected with a negative idea . . in the

simple verb is used (as in Aesch. c. Orators, at any rate, it is never met
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ness of the gods, but, under Providence, by your kindness and

that of the rest of the Athenians, I was ever delivered. And

rightly so : for that was both correct and to the honour of the

jurors who had sworn to obey the laws and had brought in

conscientious verdicts. Thus, where I was under impeach- 250

ment, when you voted my acquittal and did not grant my
prosecutors their minimum of the ballots, ynn \\]^n and there

voted that I acted for the best ; in the same way, where I was

absolved on the indictments, it was demonstrated that my pro-

posals and speeches were constitutional; and where at the

audits you continued to sign and seal my accounts, you also

conceded that everything had been done by me with justice

and integrity. AUjthis being so, what name was it proper or

just that Ctesiphon should apply to my conduct? Was it not

the name which he saw applied ^^y tVip ppnpip ? Was it not

the name which he saw applied by the jurors on their oath ?

Was it not the name which he saw confirmed by the sense of

truth in the hearts of all ?

Ay, he tells us, but the experience of Cephalus was honour- 251

able, namely, that he was defendant to no indictment. Yes,

and Heaven knows that it was fortunate too. But why in ,

justice should one who has been acquitted many times, and ^^^,^^,^^^^

never yet convicted of misdemeanour, lie under reproach any

the more on that account ? And, indeed, as far as Aeschines is

concerned, I also, men of Athens, may boast of the honour-

able experience of Cephalus ; for he never till this day laid, or

pleaded, any indictment against me, so that on his admission

at least I have been no whit a worse citizen than Cephalus.

Thus, while one may remark, in every act of his, his un-252

gentleness and malignity, yet they are most marked in the

with in a strictly affirmative significa- conceivably possible to take it sub-

tion.' (Shilleto, De Fals, Leg. App. stantively the first time also, the con-

C.) struction being like

21.... Cf. Aesch. § 123, but for( ye.

c, Ct. § 194. For Cephalus, v. § 252. Aeschines, throughout his

219. speech, presses the point that Demo-
To . ., is predicative sthenes was unlucky himself and the

in the first instance, but in the second cause of ill-luck in others : compare
is used substantively. It would be c, Ct. ^ 11^ ,' av
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avSpbs in which reading the before rbv
fj.€, I/fa- means * both.'

OTovs aviaTois , and 254. 17. Before Dind. has
again § 158. : but, for the emphatic position

7. • . , § 233. at the beginning of the clause,

253. 10.. See the verses compare § 13 ad fin.

of Solon quoted in Fals Leg. pp. 42 1

,

1 8. to is not strictly

422. parallel in construction to the previous

1 2. After (Dind.) the vul- 7(\(, which is the direct sub-

gate had \ , ject to the infinitive (Jvai, as § 58 .

.
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language he employed about fortune. For my part, as a

general rule, I consider any human being who casts fortune

into the teeth of a fellow man, to be a fool—for as a thing of

which the best satisfied man, the man who thinks he possesses

it in its best form, cannot be sure that it will abide till evening

without change, how dare we speak of it or with it reproach

another ? Yet, since Aeschines speaks in tones of arrogance

on this, too, as well as many other subjects, I ask you, men of , .

Athens, to watch and ^udge how much more correctly and ^^(Jox^

more naturally than my opponent I shall treat the question of

fortune. I consider the fortune of Athens to be good ; and 1 253

see that Zeus himself of Dodona proclaims this to you by

oracle. The fortune, however, of mankind as a whole, which

now prevails, I consider to be hard and terrible. For what

Hellene or what non-Hellene has not experienced many evils

in the present ? Thus, on the one hand, I reckon as part 254

of the good fortune of Athens the fact that she deliberately

chose the path of honour, and is now better off than the very

Hellenes who fancied that by sacrificing us they would be

secure in happiness : on the other hand, in so far as she met

with obstacles and everything did not fall out as we wished, I

consider she has but shared the common fortune of the world

in the proportion allotted to us. My private fortune, however, 255

and that of each one of us I think it right to examine in the

light of our private histories. For my part I hold to these

tenets concerning fortune—rightly and justly, as I myself

think, and I trust you do too. He, on the contrary, makes

KeXevcai is to^ (being there 20. . ., § 272.

only reiterated by ). But 255. 24. is used in the philo-

\itr& hangs more loosely sophic sense, postulate.' =
on the construction :

' as far as con- think, is never used without a comple-
cerns our disasters, I think Athens has ment( \ c. Lept. § 12.

shared the general ill-luck to the p. 460 is not an instance), and hence
allotted extent.' The preposition in in one MS. we find after((€ forbids the tempting ren- , no doubt intended as the sup-

dering :
' her disasters I think Athens plement supposed to be wanting here,

has received as her fair share of the «, § 53 note,

world's ill-luck.' 25. 5k , sc..
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TTJ9 K0LVTJ9 9 ^ €%^
rfjs /zeyaXiyy. •

m ',
256 € ye \ €€€

wpoaipeij , evprj^ 5

^, €9 ciVTrj.

evBvs k^ «/^?. ^^* fJ^ov irpos Alos^ Sets. €
€L Tis , <^X<^lv,
€1 TIS kv^9 '' 9? ?? -, 019 ?,

257 ^^ -, \
',?, ^^,,, ?? ? -?, ttj ? 2? , ? -

,
?? ^?, ?? ?,

? Si, ^ 25

258 ], *
256. 4• travrfos, if taken with i^f- 257. On the following sections

Tahiti/, would = * in every way.' But it see Life.

is better taken with -npoaipii, 'abso- 15. After Dind. has^
lutely resolved.' ds, and these words seem neces-

8.6 might mean either sary to preserve the synmietry of the
' coldness of heart,* or ' silliness,' the construction.

latter being probably the sense in- 18.. The duties of the

tended here ; cf. povy (. ^^ were to collect, maintain, and

^
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my personal fortune to be more dominant than the general

fortune of the state, the small and mean than the good and

grand. But how could this arrive ?

And now, AeSChineS, ginrf> ypn qr^ ahgnlnf^ly rpgnlvprl tO 256

examine my fortune, look at it in comparison with your own

;

and if you find that mine is superior to yours cease to inveigh

against it. Look at our fortunes, therefore, from the outset.

And, in the name of Heaven, let no one set me down as

frivolous. In my own heart I credit with sense neither those

who make a butt of poverty nor those who, because they have

been bred in affluence, plume themselves on that ; but I am
driven by the defamations and calumnies of my unfeeling

opponent to drop into discussions on such topics. These,

however, I will treat as modestly as I may under present pos-

sibilities.

In my case then, Aeschines, I had the advantage, as a child, 257 '

of suitable schools and of the possession of as much means

as one must have who is to do no degrading action through

destitution. When I passed from childhood it was my privi-

lege to act in accordance with my early life, to provide the

expense of choruses and of triremes, to contribute the war taxw

and to be backward in no honourable competition either social!

or national, but of service both to my country and my friendsJ

When I decided to apply myself to public affairs, I was enabled

to choose such courses of policy that I have frequently been

crowned both by my own state and by many of the other

Hellenes; and that not even you, my enemies, attempt to say

that the principles I adopted were not at any rate honourable.

Such then is the fortune which has attended me through my 258

pay a chorus, to provide a trainer, and volunteered the service for his tribe,

to furnish all the costumes. The Pandionis. His general habit of lavish

cost of doing this well might amount expenditure is attacked by Aeschines,
to nearly a talent. The reward was c. Ct. § 173.
social reputation, and a tripod—for 18.€. See § 99, and note
the latter the in many cases on § 102.

had to pay himself. Demosthenes
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€^ €€ €€ wepl9,^^
kv oh, 8' -
Slcltttvcuv tovs? ?

]^ 8 rjv 9?? ?^ ? 5, ^
259, ?.^ ?

TTJ )???, -???? ? -
* , *-

260 ? (^ ' ' - 15, '^)^?????,?? Trj }^???? ??, , ? ? 2?? ?,? -? ??,? , ' ? ? ?
258. 7• may mean, be gathered from this passage. That

as the context would rather suggest, they had much to do with Dionysus
the ' school-room.' The naiSayayyos, is probable : Avould seem
however, was, at Athens, merely the to mean * passing round the mixing-

slave who attended boys to school. bowl,* and favm-skins(^) were
Hence-•( would most lite- worn at the Dionysiac orgies. That
rally signify the room in which these they were of Phrygian origin is sug-

attendants waited for their young gested by evoi, and by, which is

masters. said to be a vocative of the name of a

259. Of the mysteries into which Phrygian deity, otherwise called -
Aeschines' mother initiated her novices , and also by5 (of which
little is known beyond that which can is said to be a synonym) if the
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life ; and, although I might find myself able to say much more

about it, I omit to do so, taking care not to offend any one

by my boasts. But I call upon you, the boaster, who void

your rheum upon the rest of the world, to enquire, in com-

parison with my fortune, what kind of fortune you have en-

joyed. A fortune thanks to which, as a child, you were bred

amid plentiful lack of means, sitting in company with your

father as an attendant at the school, grinding the ink and

sponging the benches and sweeping the schoolroom, per-

forming the office of a menial^liot of a freeborn child! A 259
fortune thanks to which, when you became a man, you read

the books to your mother during her initiations and helped

her in the rest of her mummeries ! By night you clothed the

novices in fawn-skins, and drenched them from the mixing-

bowl, and purified them and rubbed them down with clay and

bran, and, as you raised them up, after the purification, bade

them say, have escaped the evil, I have found the better

way,' boasting that no one hitherto raised the sacrificial scream

so splendidly! And I well believe it: for let not my hearers 260
imagine that he can now utter such magnificent tones with-

out having been brilliantly able to raise the sacrificial scream.

Then, in the day time, you busied yourself with leading your

well-graced crew, crowned with jennel and white poplar,

through the streets, squeezing the puff-adders and elevating

them above your head, and shouting, ' Evoe saboe,' and danc-

ing to the cry, ' Hyes Attes Attes Hyes,' saluted, by the old

crones, as first-musician, master-of-ceremonies, ivy-wearer, fan-

bearer, and^ similar titles, receivingf. af^ p^nprdnn" fnr th^^p ser-

vices, s^psgjvi twists and fr^sh f^qt^£^^g| on the strength of

word has any connection with Attis. * fawn-skinned ' your novices.

But that they belonged to a disre- 260.15. , /.,., v. § 13 note.

putable superstition favoured by the €€. For Aeschines' voice

lowest orders is pretty clear from the cf. §§ 280, 291, 313.

tone of the whole passage. 21.. Dind. (fromacor-
10.. Compare Fals. Leg. rection in 2) has /ft</)/)? = ' bearer

§§ 221-2. p. 403 TO e£ , of the casket' containing the sacred-^ oe ^ emblems.?, «at ' ^ 24., as described by Harpo-^^\( cration, are a sort of plum-cake, but

K.T.\. and€ are the word would more naturally signify

only found here. Probably they are * fresh rolls.'

transitive : you ' punch-bowled ' and
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261 €€ S' els9?^ ^

TOVTOy ?,, €€9
)(9. ? *?€ , 5? 9 ?, ]-

'
262 ^ ? ?????, -, ?, ? ?? ,^ ??

? '?]' ?? ? ?? ?, '?? ?? 15

263 ?? ?.? ?,?,,, ? ?? 2
??

* ? ?, ? 5*^ ,? ' .
264 ? ^( ,? ? ; 25'
21. 2., § 21. garden-produce, which he sold at a€€ *. Dind. has ) * profit. Aeschines sold the fniit flung

o5i/. at him, and 'pocketed the affront.'

4. .€€. See on § 127. The vigour with which an Athenian

22. 8. =»<$, which is audience expressed its opinion of a

read by Dind. bad actor (and especially of Aeschi-

II. is a very rare word. nes) is pictured P'als. Leg. § 389. p.

It probably means one who bought up 449 f^efiaXKere nal ((€€
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jipartjl^ congratulate himself and his

fortune ? And when at length you were enrolled among the 261

members of a deme, by means best known to yourself—forJ[ J'.<—
waive that—when, however, you were enrolled, you immedi-

~~

ately picked out the most honourable of occupations, that of

scribe and underling to the petty magistrates. Then, when,

some time or other, you emerged from this state also, having

yourself done everything of which you accuse others, heaven f"-*^
knows that you disgraced none of your precedents by your

subsequent life ; but, having hired yourself out to those actors 262

who were surnamed ' Groaners,' Simylus and Socrates, you

played third to them, amassing figs and grapes and olives, like

a fruiterer supplied from other people's gardens, getting more

from these presents than from your dramatic contests, in which

you contended for your lives. For there was a war, broken

neither by truce nor parley, between you and the spectators,

from whom you received many wounds, and so naturally scoff

at those who are inexperienced in such perils as cowards.

However, having dismissed those matters for which one might 263

hold poverty responsible. I will proceed a^" '^"^^ ^^ my com-

plaints against your character. You chose such a public life,

when at length it occurred to you to engage in this career also,

that, as its consequence, when, on the one hand, your country

enjoyed good fortune, you lived the life of a hare, fearful and

trembling and always expecting to be struck for the crimes

of which you knew yourself guilty ; while, on the other hand,

where the rest of the nation were unfortunate, you have shown

a bold face to the world. And yet, when a man was em-264

boldened because a thousand of his fellow-countrymen had

been slain, what is he fit to suffer at the hands of the sur-

vivors? Although, therefore, I am able to say much more

Ik €• other things, require that €$ should

€;€€. refer to Aeschines, Symilus, and
12. After Dind. has Socrates, and that is impossible.. But 2 omits the substan- . There is a suggestion of

tive, which probably crept into the two meanings of ^, (i) contest,

other MSS. from the next sentence. (2) stage-play.

Its insertion is only justified by ela- 16. €5, v. on § 245.

borate explanations, which, among 263. 22. «v ols ', § 323.

2
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^\ yap 8€ ^ ,
Setv ^^, '

kaTLv .
265 -^ 9, ^,' s'?,?, ^, ?^ *. ?, , -?, '. ?, ' -

pLTTOv. ,
266 5' 9, ,,' ,,?, $9 ,} , ? ;]? ???.
267 ? ?,, ' ?

?? ?^ 2
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,? ,

. & €|. For this modified Throughout this passage we must
future cf. § 190 note. read between the lines, in order to

265. 8. means, of course, understand its full meaning to Athe-
initiated in the Eleusinian mysteries nian ears. Demosthenes does not say

(in which almost every young Athe- he was a pupil where Aeschines was
nian was initiated), not in the Saba- teacher ; he was initiated in mysteries

zian mysteries of § 259. where Aeschines officiated, etc. : if he
Dind. here inserts ^^, ^ had said this, the passage would be

' /)77. Respectable citizens pure. In reality, and as his

were disinclined to allow their young liearers would understand him, he

sons to become^. meant : I was respectably bred, and
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about him, I will pass it over : for I do not think that I must

lightly state all the disgraces and reproaches which I could

demonstrate to attach to my opponent, but only as much as it

is no disgrace to myself to mention.

Examine, therefore, side by side, the incidents of your Hfe265

and mine, Aeschmes, calmly, not crucllj^ , and then ask our

hearers whose fortune each ot them would choose. You taught

letters, and I went to schooH You mifiated, and I was initi-

atecL___You were a clerk, and 1 was a member oPthe assembly.

You were third actor, and I was spectator. You broke down, '

and I hissed. You worked in all your public Hfe on behalf

of our enemies, and I on behalf of our country. I waive the

rest ; but to-day, at this moment, while I am on my trial 266
about the receipt of a crown, and have been allowed to be

guilty of no crime whatever, you start with the reputation of a

traducer, and what has to be decided about you is, whether

you are to continue this conduct, or to be checked at once

by having failed to receive the fifth part of the votes. Do
you not see, then, it is after you have been attended in life

by a very good fortune yourself, that you accuse mine ?

Come, now, let me read to my hearers the depositions also 267
concerning the public benevolences which I have performed.

In contrast to these do you in your turn recite for me the

speeches in the plays which you used to mangle,

' I have come from the chamber of the dead and the gates of darkness.'

Or,
' Know that I do not bear evil tidings willingly.'

And by an evil doom, for evil done, may you perish at the

hands, if it please them, of the gods—at any rate at the hands

led a respectable life; you were a luckier?

pauper and driven to discreditable 266. i6. is omitted by
occupations. You were drudge at a Dind. conjecturally.

low dominie's; I went to a high opds ; ironical, as § 232.

class school: you helped to encourage 17. After «, Dind. has ws.
degraded superstitions; I was ad- 267. 21. /... is the first line

mitted to the great Eleusinian mys- of the Hecuba, spoken by the ghost

teries: I saved my tribe the expense, (§ 180) of Polydorus. is to be
and won them the honour, of the pro- understood from the following line,

duction of a tragedy
;
you were a which would be familiar to every^, a class often disreputable, Athenian,

etc.— which of us has been the
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270. 24. 2 = 'have your way/ ^, eixe .,. § 2.
§ 277• 271. 3• '^ is placed before
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of all my hearers, because you are villainous both as a citizen

and as an actor of third parts

!

Read the depositions.

DEPOSITIONS.
Tn my rplotinnn tr> ^]^^ ^tof^^ then, such has bccu my cha- 268

jract|r. In my private history^it you do not all know that

I have been liberal and benevolent and helpful to the needy,

I hold my peace, and I would say nothing nor produce any

testimony on these subjects, neither to show that I ransomed 1 ^
certain prisoners from the enemy.^ft^ heTpeg^Xui lain men tO/)?''

—^—
portion their daughters, nor will 1 mention any other such act.

For i Tiiave formed an opinion somewhat of this sort. I con- 269

sider that the man who has received favours ought to re-

member them for ever, but the man who has conferred them

ought to forget them at once, if the former must act as an

honourable the latter as a magnanimous man; and that

jogging the memory or talking about private benefactions

is as much as to cast a reproach. I therefore will do no such

thing, nor will I be enticed to do so : I rest contented with

the opinion I have won in these respects.

But I wish, now that I have escaped from personalities, to 270
""

say a little more to you on public topics. If you are able,

Aeschines, to name any person, of all the men that Hve be-

neath this sun, who has been untouched by the predominance

formerly Philip's and now Alexander's, either among Hellenes

or non- Hellenes, well and good : I concede to you that my
fortune or misfortune, whichever you may choose to term it,

has been to blame for everything. If, however, many even of 271

those who never yet saw me or even heard a sound from my
lips have suffered many grievous injuries, not individuals only

but also whole states and nationalities, how much juster and

more correct is it to assume that what is the common fortune

of all, apparently, of mankind, or rather that a certain hard

in accordance with the same being accompanied by the comple-,

idiom which is noted § 71, ment ojs eoinev.
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1. might possibly mean im- 6. After Dind. has.
petUs (Dissen), 'a tide of events,' 274. i6. rots-
somewhat like^ § 194; but Xots. The antithesis is resumed, a
more probably is used here in the little itregularly, in .
same sense as §6i, 'a crop, or harvest, 8^ dSiKct ... Dissen refers to
of troubles.' ^ Aristot. Rhet. i. c. 13, where,

272. 4. €$ ' cmpaXXci, § , and are dis-

254• tinguished.

|,^>^-5
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and unlooked-for plague of troubles, has caused these miseries ?

Wilfully blind, then, to this, you lay the guilt on me, the 272

mere public servant of my countrymen now present, and that

although you know that a part at any rate, if not the whole

of the libel, falls on all, and especially on you. Had I indeed |

formed^ my plans on my own authority and with plenary

powers, you, the other public men, might have accused me;'

but since, as a fact, you were present ajL-all the assemblies, 273

and the state always propounded in public the examination of

her interesjSj__and since my measures at the time seemed best

to all, and, above all, to you—for it was not on grounds of

benevolence, at any rate, that you retired in my favour from

your hopes both of distinction and of honours, all of which

attached to the measures then taken by me, but obviously

because you were worsted by the truth and because you were

able to propose nothing better—are you not unjust, and do

you not act shamefully, in now complaining of measures which

you could not better before ? In the hearts, then, of the rest 274

of mankind I see that the following maxims are, as it were,

defined and ordained. Does a man do wrong voluntarily ? I

see anger and punishment ordained against him. Has he

erred involuntarily ? I see indulgence, instead of punishment,

assigned to him. Has a man, guilty neither of crime nor

blunder, after devoting himself to the measures which seemed

to ^airexpedient, iaiied, m company with all his_countrymen, .

to si^irrppH ? Tt is not just to reproach or inveigh against

such a man, but to share his vexation. Not only will all 275

this be found so defined in our institutions, but nature herself /jI/JJ^JmL• a

also has drawn the same distinctions in her unwritten laws,

that is to say, in human dispositions. Aeschines, then, has so

19. ... Sc.^ vo/xots just before. The transposition. is due to Reiske, but s^^ems worse than
22. must be taken closely with capricious, 'i-ot voy'Vf-. ^-T, Ar>&^»cC J^li,. 20, €. See on § 114. Dind.
275. 25.$5. Compare prefers 'ieeci : but if we read (as prob-

Soph. Antig. 454 aypanra. So ably we should) 5
the MSS, here have '5 - ..-, then ijOeai will

5, and the best of them have rois give the better contrast to3.
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27. 4• Aeschines constantly warns 9• '*°•^ ^ is constantly used Avith the
his audience against Demosthenes' perfect passive especially in supposi-
rhetorical skill, as c. Ct. § 16 and § 207 tion. An instance of the same use
(where he calls him^ - with the present (as here) is found in). Aristoph. Vesp. 1225, where Bdely-

8. (Ls with accusative absolute, cf. cleon says, * You must suppose me to

§ 12a note. be Cleon,' \ l•^ yap ('«.
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far overshot all mankind in savagery and sycophancy that he

accuses me even of things which he himself characterized as

reverses of fortune.

In addition to everything else, as though he himself had 276

delivered all his speeches with simplicity and loyalty, he bade

you be on your guard against me and watch that I do not

throw you off the scent or delude you, calling me rhetorician

and jncryler and fallarin^i s reasoner andnOie like

—

as though,

should a man take the start and state the charges which apply

to "Bimself about another, we must suppose that these are

actually true, and as thouo^h his hearers will not ^o on to

enquire who the speaker is himself Now I know that you

all pass an opinion on my opponent, and that you consider

these charges to attach far more to him than to me. And 277

I am perfectly well aware of another thing, namely, that my
rhetorical skill—for I will let him call it so. And yet I ob-

serve that it_is the audience which forjhe most part regulates /jj '^^
the power ori)ubiicspeakers : for each speaker gets a repu-

*'

tation for sense only in the measure in which you may welcome

him anJ ieel good will to him. Be that as it maT. if there

resides any acquired skill of this sort in me also, you will all

find that mine has been uniformly exhibited in public questions

on your behalf, and on no occasion to your injury or for my
private ends; while that of my opponent, on the contrary,

has been employed in speaking, not only on behalf of your

enemies, but also, if any one has offended him in anything or

has anywhere come into collision with him, to the injury of

such persons. For he does not use his skill justly nor to

further what is expedient for the state. The honourable 278
citizen ought not to expect jurors, who have taken their places

in court for national ends, to give effect to his private resentment

or hatred or any other such thing, nor should he appear

277. 14. « (cf. § 270) = ! will ^,6€.
admit the term (deivos) for argument's 22, «t ns« , § 307.
sake. € Tis . . . Cf. § 99

1 6. as . . limitative, cf. § 2 note. ris . . . . avTovs.

Compare for the sense Fals. Leg. § 278. 24.6 «... An ellipse

392. p. 450 ai is here to be supplied. ' Vei he ought
kmciKuis( avrapKeii, TovKeyeiv, to have done so, for, etc' Cf. § 13 ou

av TO, nap' - yap note.
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5- , § 28. chosen for his voice, but a minister

280. 1 6. €m8ci|iv, § 226. must be chosen for his patriotism.. Cf. § 291, and Fals. 19. tovos. Compare Aeschin. c. Ct.

L^g. §§ 388, 389, 390. p. 449, where § 209 ire/Jt (
Demosthenes says a herald may be t^s, ^^ '
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before you for these purposes ; but, best of all, he ought not

to have these feelings in his disposition, or, if as a matter of

fact they are inevitable, he ought to have them gently and

moderately regulated. In what cases then ought the statesman

and orator to be vehement ? In cases where any of the main

interests of the state are imperilled or where the people are at

issue with their adversaries ; for those are the cases which call

for the generous and good citizen. But ^io__have_thought fit279

to get satisfaction from me for no national and, I will add,

no per5uTTar~misdemeanour ever yet committed, neither for

the benefit of the state nor for his own benefit, and to have

come prepared with an arrnsatinn laid against the grant of a

crown and a vote of thanks, and to have expended so many
words as you have listened ^^ ,is nn I'ndi^^t^r»^ r^Fpriv;^fA hatred

and jealousy and little-mindedness, but of nothing good. And
then, also, after avoiding the proper contests with me in my
own person, now to have come forward to attack my client,

is an act containing an epitome of Avickedness. Indeed, by280
these acts you seem to me, Aeschines, to have chosen this ^^^ aiuf

trial with a wish to rnake a gnrf nf pvhihition nf rh^torir and
'

voice-cultivation, not to secure the punishment of any crime.

But it is not the verbal fluency of the orator, Aeschines, nor

the stretch of his voice, that is valuable, but that he should

choose the same ends as the bulk of his countrymen, and

should hate and love the same persons as his country. For 281

the man who has his soul thus ordered will say everything

with loyal intentions ; but the man who courts those persons

from whom the city anticipates danger to herself, does not

ride at the same anchor with the multitude, and consequendy

has not similar expectations of safety. But, mark you, I have

;

for I adopted the same interests as my hearers, and have done

no isolated or individual act. Can you say you have not,

either ? Nay, how can this be true of you, who immediately 282

';'' ... oIkus, ? SoKeis, kv Tlei-

21.€ , §§ 197? 291. , ' €^(9 € ?,
281. 24• 8, sc. ayKvpas. ( rfi

.€. Compare Aeschin. c. Ct.

§ 209 (^ yap vnep atavTov- ., anavres ^,( 20. «, sc. €.
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^^ € rrju / enopevov 9, 09 kv eKeivoi?9 y^povoLS

09 TTJ, €9€€ \p6vov \peiav, ? €9 -
. is 6 ; \ s

;
' ?

;

; tls civ elneiv? el Xeyet
;

283 9 ?. -
€9 9 ; ))(€€ ? €?;? '^X^f-v, ^ ?

?? kv ,? -?\ elvaL ,'
€ k€Lv ? ? ev€K 15

284 €69, ; ? * '
)(7],€ ??€?€ ?,? ' kK? ? ??? ??? ? -? ? ; k ^, k?
k . '? ? ???? ? ? 25?, ? -??.

285 ?, ^,
282. 6. (sc. ' |«- 283. 12.' <,0. See€\, which is found in Shilleto, Fals. Leg. Appendix B, where

some MSS.), cf. § 1 30. he shows that ware takes with the

9. ovTOs(cf. §173) = TOioCroy, which infinitive only (i) where Mi 7Ugative

some MSS. read here. belongs to a single word, (2) in oratio
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after the battle travelled as ambassador to Philip, the cause of

the calamities of those times to our state, and that although,

during all the previous period, you refused the place of am-

bassador, as everybody knows? Here let me ask who it is

that deludes the state ? Is it not the man who does not say

what he feels ? And whom does the herald rightly execrate ?

Is it not the man of that character ? And what greater crime

could anyone allege against an orator than that his sentiments

and his words are not identical? You, therefore, were found 283

to bear that character. After what is past, do you make your-

self heard, and do you dare to look on the faces of your,

countrymen ? Can it be that you fancy they do not recognise

what kind of man you are, or imagine that so deep a sleep

and oblivion possesses all, that they do not remember the

words which you uttered in the assembly during the war, im-

precating yourself and declaring on oath that there were no

dealings between you and Philip, and that I levelled this charge

against you on account of my private hostility, ,the charge not

being true ? But, as soon as the tidings of the batde came, 284

recking nothing of these former statements, you at once ad-

mitted, or rather pretended, that terms of friendship and guest-

friendship existed between you and him, by these titles glossing

your hireling service. For on what equitable or rio^hteous f^uTit^*^^^^^

pretence was Philip guesffi-iend, or friend, or even acquaint-

anpp jjf AfSf'b^'"^''; ^hp c^rtn of Glaurothea. the tflmhnnrine

player^ For my part I see none : the truth is, you had been

hired to ruin the interests of these my countrymen. Yet,

nevertheless, although you yourself have been so manifestly

detected as a traitor, and, lured by the course of events, have

turned evidence against yourself, you dare to rail against me,

and taunt me with crimes of which you will find anyone else

more guilty than I am.

Our state, Aeschines, deliberately adopted, and successfully 285

obliqua, (3) after verbs of thinking, 284. 20. iroias, § 76.

hearing—as here. The passage, § 120, 21.. \& tympanum
comes under none of these heads, and would be used in the Phrygian mys-
therefore the infinitive would be im- teries of § 259.
possible there, 284. 26. iravras, § 5.

13. iroXepxo. Dissen retains 617^.
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€\€ ' €, -^. € •^ yap 69
kpovvT 9€€€6*
€ €^€6€,^, , , s', oy<5' , ' e/ze.-

?, ZeO Oeoi,, , er ^-
2866€. ' ,. ' ,,& rjs ,

, ^, kv oh€. - 15? €)(^9, .
287

' 2, '̂
, ' ,) ,

Trj yjrv)(fj — * 25

iamoi9 '^ ' — toajt

285. . ' «. But / =/ are wanting;

§311 . (, in any case, would be

3. Trap' , §§ 9, 13. Just rather unintelligible here. The sense

possibly, though improbably, this most likely is 'with all the better

might mean, * those who died in direct grace.'

consequence of the events.' 286. 11.. Dind. has.
9,€ is generally interpreted 287. 20.. Speaking

' all the more.' But instances of- about Aeschines' conduct after the
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carried out by my agency many honourable and many great

measures, and did not forget them. Look at one proof.

When, just after the event, the people were electing an orator

to speak over the grave of the dead, you were nominated, but

they did not elect you, in spite of your great voice, nor Dema-

des, though he had recently concluded the peace, nor Hegemon,

nor anyone else of your school, but me. And when you and

Pythocles came forward in a savage and shameless fashion,

as Zeus and the gods know, and accused me in the same

terms as you used again to-day, and grew scurrilous against

me, they held up their hands all the more manfully for me.

You know the reason well enough : still I will help to make 286

it plain to you. They had their own knowledge of both facts,

of my loyalty and zeal in administering ye«F aifairs, and of

the iniquity of your cabal : for what you denied when our

road was smooth, that you admitted where the city stumbled.

They therefore considered that those who had only picked

up courage to express their opinions in the shadow of our

national misfortunes were old enemies then newly unmasked.

Beyond this, because they also conceived that it was fitting 287

that an orator who was to speak at the grave of the dead, and

laud their worth, should neither have shared the same roof nor

the same libations with those who had taken the field against

them, nor revel and triumph abroad over the misfortunes of

the Hellenes in company with the actual authors of the blood-

shed, yet on returning home be entrusted with a distinguished

office, nor sob dramatically over the sad lot of the slain, but

that he should sympathise in his soul—and this sympathy

they saw in themselves and in me, but not in any of you—for

destruction of the Phocians, Demo- ^ (friendly cups)

sthenes, Fals. Leg. § 141• p. 380, says -npovrnvev.

ovTos els 21. (K€i = in a certain quarter, i.e. at, a ' Philip's court, cf. § 323 €€€.,( - 24. '£€5. Dind. has-
€€ (, as em tois - .

eepa}v Te'ixeci 25• .. is parenthetic. Hence
ottKois €€ eKfivos, the period generally placed after

avveOTeipavovTo must be removed.
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288€.6 ^. \^ 8e €€9' kirl tcls,€ €€€, ' €€ 5^ . ' yivei

€ € ,
Koivfj - €

€€€,^
€€^€.

289 / eye ' ,€€ ^ €
kv . €€. 1 5.
0?€ ^^ ets hripiv iOevTO, ^T€ebaav.

' €, ' 'Lbv ^, 2
ovveK€v^, OivTcs^€ .

he €€, e-Tret €. rjbe*
^€€ eort ^ ) 25

(V ' ^.
288. 2. • '•5. Lit. value. At the best it is full of obscu-

' nor while the people thought thus, did rities, which it has been tried to re-

the relatives of the dead think at all move by conjecture. In the third line

otherwise.' the MSS. give( 5,
4• 5 intensifies. which would probably depend on

5. may be sul)ject to ((, , 'fighting, they (did not save

but is probably adverbial, *in all other their lives, but) made Hades impartial

cases,' i. e. at private funerals. arbiter between their valour and their

289. 16. The epitaph is omitted in fear'—the meaning of which is not

the best MSS ; and has little poetical very plain. \$ is generally read
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these reasons they elected me and did not elect you. And it 288
cannot be said that, while the nation felt thus, the fathers or

brothers of the dead, who had then been selected by the people

to conduct the interment;s, thought at all otherwise; nay, when
it was incumbent upon them to hold the funeral banquet in

the house of the man who was most closely connected with

the dead, as takes place generally in all other funerals, they

held this banquet in my house. And with good reason.

Each, in blood, vas more closely connected than I with his

own among the dead : but no one had nearer ties to the whole
number. For the man to whom it was most advantageous

that they should come home safe and successful, was also the

man, who, when they suffered that which we deplore, shared

most largely in the grief which was felt for all.

Now read for the benefit of my opponent the epitaph before 289
us, which the city chose to inscribe over them in the public

name, that you, Aeschines, may know, even from its own words,

your brutality and crookedness and depravity. Please read.

EPITAPH.

T^ese men, for their country s sake, levelled their arms for
conflict and routed the insolence of their adversaries ; and, fighting

to establish their valour and their spirit, they did not seek to

save their lives, but appointed Hades as the impartial arbiter:

fighting on behalf of the Hellenes, that they might not wear the

yoke upon their necks and endure about them the hateful iiisolence

of slavery. So their mother-country holds in her bosom the bodies

of those who bore the stress of the toil. For the sovereign decree

pronounced by Zeus unto mortals is this: to err in nothing and to

succeed in all things is the prerogative of gods, but in human life

he hath not granted that in any respect men should escape destiny.

for MSS. (5, after Valckenaer, may depend on either
' fighting to show, or with, manliness or. For Oewv, here and below,
and spirit.' but the genitive is hard. Dind. has €, retaining enopev for'/ has been suggested in the the commonly read e-nopov. To get
same place ; but the genitiAx remains sense from the text we must make kv

as difficult. To ease the case- mean ' in human life/ punctua-& was proposed by Passow. Other ting after, and neglecting

emendations are aper^ (5 the displacement of '—the subject of

(Jacobs), $ (^GoUer). enopev being Zeii? oro Ofos. Instead
eOevTO should mean ' grounded ' or of eiropcu Graef. conjectured€.

' piled ' their arms, as in Thuc. ii. 2. On the whole the evidence, both

2
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^QO *Akov€LS,^ kv , 8\€ ^
toxjs^-€, ^. , ,€ irepl , ? tols 59 Beol Tpeyjreiav e/9

;

291 avSpes^ -, -, € TOTe Trj ^? ^ ? ? 9 ^'^, €€, ' eVa^e \
Tjj, '?€\ ,
* k^€(f)epe* 69??

292\ ^^€?, 15^,, d\ , y »/ ,, ttj

kv kvavv €-. ^ €i, ke 2
' ke € keiv, )( k

293 ', kl', k ttj' ap^fj, 25.
€ {^ yap

), ' • -
intemal and external, points to the by Dind.

conclusion that this is another forgery, 6. (< eis. But § 294 \^
]ierhaps by the same hand as the pre- «^ avaOiUv.

ceding documents. 291. 7. . ., § 13 note.

290. I. t6 befoie is omitted 10. is , § 197 note.
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You hear, Aeschines, even in this poem, the declaration290
that ' /^r*' ^'** -^^^^^^'^^ ntirl fo ^^f^frpp^ jn all things is the pre- (/^^ ,

ro^aiive of ^ods;' for it does not ascribe to the statesman, / -
^jtliJii

but to the gods, the power of securing that those who strug.o:le ^
sh all snrrppd. Why, then, accursed man, do you rail at me '

for failures, and why do you use words, which heaven visit on

the heads of you and yours ?

Many then, men of Athens, as were the other crimes with 291

which he has falsely charged me, I marvelled most of all,

when, in speaking of the disasters which then befell our city,

he was not heartily affected as a loyal and just citizen would

have been ; he shed no tears, he felt no such spiritual emotion

:

but, pitching his voice high, beaming with joy, rolling out his

loudest tones, he fancied, of course, that he was accusing me,

while in reality he brought forward against himself a telling

instance that he did not at all feel in the same way as the

rest of us about the painful accidents which had occurred.

And yet one who professes, as my opponent now professes, 292

that he is concerned for the laws and the constitution, should

at least have this quality, even if no other, that he has the

same griefs and the same joys as the multitude, and should

not in his choice of public policy have posted himself in the

ranks of our enemies. This you have now shown yourself to

have done, when you pretend that it was I who brought every-

thing to pass, and that it was through me that our country

fell into the midst of troubles—although it was not because

of my statesmanship or my political principles that you, my

hearers, began to help the Hellenes: for if this were granted293

me by you, that thanks only to me you withstood the despotism

then in progress against the Hellenes, you would grant me a

greater guerdon than the whole number of those which you

have given to your other ministers. I, however, would not

assert this—for I should be wronging you—nor would you,

14. Tois €€€8 . . «. For the simple dative, without , is the

ouTcus ix^iv in this sense see § 99. better supported reading.

Here, as Fals. Leg. 50. p. 355 293. 24. ^ ..€, § 71 note.
' rif ,
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Toy € €€, eueKa ? ? €?.
294 , \€€69 ; os 5€, Beoi,, oirros

eiTTOi ; ' ?
?, € ' €? SeoL, -^ ^?, €9 ?? elaivtoh ? -? €€

€9, ??
295 , ? -),? 15, ? ? -? KOivfj , ?-? ?? -

?, ??,????,'??^??, 2????,?-?? ?,?? ? ?,-?*??,???,??"??, 25?? ?,?
296"???.,

294, 9• €€. Com- 295. 15., 'we loyal orators.'

pare Phil, iv, § 36. p. 141 d\( For Demosthenes' supporters, and for

€« rds . . riiv the traitors below, see Introduction I.. 17. Tovs liccurroi-
II. «irl, § 290. ras, 'cives suae factionis' (Schaefer),
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I am well assured, concede it ; but, if only my opponent acted

justly, he would (not damage and distort on account of his

private hostility to me, the greatest of your glories.

But why do I censure this, when he has falsely brought 294

agains^ me other far harsher accusation s ? For what, in the

name of earth and heaven, would he not say who accuses me

of coquetting with Philip ? And yet, so Heracles and all the

gods befriend me, if, having put false witness and angry words

out of court, you must honestly inquire, who in very truth they

are on whose head all would reasonably and justly lay the

responsibilty for what has occurred, you will be sure to find

them to be those in each state who resembled my opponent,

not those who resembled me—men, who, at the time when 295

Philip's fortunes were low and entirely insignificant, although

we warned you again and again, and admonished you and

instructed you in what was best, for filthy lucre sacrificed

the national interests, each body of them deluding the citizens

they had to work upon, and ruining them till they made them

slaves—Daochus, Cineas and Thrasydaus, the Thessalians;

Cercidas, Hieronymus and Eucampidas, the Arcadians ; Myrtis,

Teledamus and Mnaseas, the Argives ; Euxitheus, Cleotimus

and Aristaechmus, the Eleans ; the sons of the apostate Phili-

ades, Neon and Thrasylochus, the Messenians; Aristratus

and Epichares, the Sicyonians; Dinarchus and Demaratus,

the Corinthians; Ptoedorus, Helixus, and Perilaus, the Mega-

rians ; Timolaus, Theogiton, and Anemoetas, the Thebans

;

Hipparchus, Clitarchus, and Sosistratus, the Euboeans. The296

whole day will fail me if I read the bead-roll of traitors. All

'quos capere poterant' (Dissen). Prob- ' deceiving those who were free citizens

ably the meaning is still naore general, to begin with, and working their ruin
' the citizens each set of traitors had till they made them slaves.'

to deal with.' A very ingenious, but 296. 28. . ' The whole of
hardly convincing, interpretation is, the day.'
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^^^ §§ 296-298.

€9 daiv, avSpes,
kv TOLS € ,-

6€9 okdaTopes,-
? ,

€6€9 \ *€- 5, TTJ €€9 aiayjiaTois, ', tois"
ayaOcuv ,.

297 , ' ', , * -^ .
;

1 5

eyo) ,
" , ,

' ',
298 -

2-
TTJ ,' ^ -,, '

5-. In Fals. Leg. § vessel to founder, as Plato, Rep. 389 D
1 5 2. p. 384 . . Tf\(VTU>v- {$ vews), Aeschin. c. Cl.' apyvpa irpovmvfv avrois § 158 ( tis .. avarpixpr), and
the word signifies ' to give away the representation of the fortunes of a

lightly,' meaning originally ' to toast state under the image of a ship is con-

a man in a cup of price and bid him stant in Greek. For the verb compare
keep it; §§ 143, 303.

9. attracted into the plural by 297. 1 2. €1€ €, a rhetori-

the neighbourhood of the predicatival cal formula, cf. Fals. Leg. § 397. p.

nouns bpoi,. 425, Aeschin. c. Ct. § 143.€«$ (,Dind.^- 15. iroias, § 76.

Tis) is especially used of causing a After the interrogation
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these, men of Athens, were advocates of the same measures in

their own countries as my opponents advocated in your ^^^^^ ^.it^^L/f/i

—unclean things, and parasites, or rather ministers of destruc- A^aT , //

tion—men who have severally mutilated their own countries

—

men who have toasted away our freedom first to Philip and

now to Alexander—men who measure happiness by their

bellies and all that is most base—men by whom liberty and

independence of any lord or master, which to the ancient

Hellenes were definitions and standards of honour, have been

wrecked.

Of any share, therefore, in this dishonourable and scandalous 297

conspiracy and villainy, or rather, men of Athens, of this

betrayal, if I must speak seriously, of the freedom of the

Hellenes, our city has been acquitted in the opinion of

all the world owing to my administrations, and I have been

acquitted in your opinion. In spite of this, do you ask

me, sir, for what sort of merit I consider myself worthy to

receive distinction? Then I answer you, that when all the

statesmen in the Hellenic communities, beginning with you,

had been corrupted, first by Philip and recendy by Alexander,

no convenience, no blandishment of expressions, no magni-298

tude of promises, no hope nor fear, nor anything else, excited

or even encouraged me to betray one of what I judged the

rights due or the measures advantageous to my country; nor

in all the advice which I have ever yet given to my hearers

have I advised them, as you have done, verging like a balance

should probably be replaced by a ( ^ els apyvpiov

period, as the reply is introduced by npoaeveyKrjs,^ (1\-
a particle : see § 318. ',

298. 2 3•6, SC.' ' opOws ov5' vyia/s $
is explained by the passage, referred Trept ovdcvos'^. The image is

to by Dissen, De Pace § 12. p. 60 simply this : a balance must inevitably'- swing to whichever side you weight

;

, ( \' ov5as( irpbs so a statesman, who receives personal

oh kyuj(\€ -^ (^ advantage from his public life, will as. , 6 inevitably act in the interests of those' ) , from whom the greatest advantage. * ( comes. The self-seeking orator is
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2i8 §§298-30..,
^ €}>€€.2 . ^^,

/ €€, s, ]
' ' " , -
[^ - € ,^€ ^-
^jsA^^ / ' ' kav €
^c^ ] ,€

f

300 ^ ,
eyo) *^', ,, '- $, ,,' -. -

; . .
301 , 2

; ',, -
] - 25,

himself compared to a balance. Hence Aesch. c. Ct. §§ 97, 236 sqq., and also

Dissen's reading waitfp &v d h rpvravjf the words, which read so much like a

is inappropriate. Dind. has(, later insertion, Id. § 84 Nai, -, Avhere the ellipse would be kois Saav7ivos(, ws aitros

supplied hv-] « ,^ , rfj

[(]. Cf. §§ 1 04, 214• <}, with

2. *€, §§ 95. 3^7• 38. which compare .,. below.

299. 4• «, ... SUavpcs. For illustrations of the image see
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to the side of lucre, but with an upright and just and incor-

ruptible soul ; and, as director of the greatest transactions of

my day, I have conducted all of them soundly and uprightly.

These are the grounds on which I consider myself worthy to 29 9

receive distinction. Further, this building of the walls, which

you disparage among my acts, and the formation of the fosse,

I consider deserving of thanks and compliment—and so they

are—yet I put them on a footing far below my acts of states-

manship. It was not with stones nor with bricks that I, as

a statesman, walled the city, nor do I attach my highest self-

praise to such things ; but if you will justly examine my means

of fortification, you will find arms and cities, and extents of

land, and harbours, and ships, and large supplies of horses

and troops to fight on behalf of my countrymen. These were 300

the defences I threw before Attica, as far as was possible

by human calculation ; and with these I encircled our whole

territory, not only the lines of the Piraeus, nor only those of

our citadel. Nor yet was I worsted by Philip in my calcula-

tins^J2rjVIILi^ "^^ ^''^^ ^^ W prrp^raHops; but the generals

of the allies and their forces were worsted by his good fortune.

What are my demonstrations of this? They are clear and

manifest. But I ask you to be attentive.

What ought the loyal citizen to have done ? what ought he 301

to have done who with full prescience, zeal, and righteousness

wrought publicly on his country's behalf? Ought he not, on

the seaboard, to have secured Euboea as a bulwark to Attica,

and in the midlands Boeotia, and in the districts towards the

Peloponnese the peoples that bordered on that part? Ought

he not to have provided for the convoy of corn, that it should

be conducted along an entirely friendly coast as far as the

Dissen's note. 12. =my countrymen here.

5. -,- €, § 12. 300., §97•
For in this sense of ' far below '

14. . . €= 'not only . . nor
see Aeschyl. Eumen. 414. only/ § 2.

II. For TToWovs tirirovs ToOs 18. tq, sc. .
. .€$ Dind. conjectured 301. 26., sc.- or.
tTTTTOus noWovs tovs . .^.
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302, ; \^ Xeyovra -, , ,
TeveSov, '? oUeia ^ ,, ", ; $

\ 9 ^? tols€9, ' kveXeme ,
;9 €9

303 9 €9 \€, ,
€9*, kav avev tis ,
€€ ,'€^ ' , €19 ivo9?

^, . ei9 ^9? ? 15

Tas 6€
^€€ 9 69, ?, -

304:9] ei ' 9, €?? iv '
€€, ' el eva 2

eva ' ^,€ ^ * € €
305? 9 , •

6€9 € ?€, 25

. ••€ usually takes a geni- '^,.
tive of its direct object. Here ) 302. 3., i.e. preservative

is an instance of the sub- measures, cf. § 140 note,

ject of a dependent clause drawn by 7. ' cvcXciirc is impersonal, = oDf

anticipation into the main sentence, anavis ^v.

and this makes the accusative easier. 303. 13. els 6. But <wt . . ^viv

Schaefer quotes c. Con. § 17. p. 1262 in the similar usage, Fals. Leg. § 34. p.

ray avaynaias vpo<paa(is, 6$ • 350.
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Piraeus? Ought he not to have secured one portion of our 302

supporters by despatching auxiliary expeditions, and by moving

and framing measures to a similar effect, I speak of Procon-

nesus, the Chersonese, and Tenedos ; and to contrive that

other places should be reliable as connections and allies,

Byzantium, Abydos, Euboea ? Ought he not to have de-

tached the greatest of the forces that supported the enemy,

and supplemented the deficiencies of the state ? AU this, then,

has been done by my decrees and by my measures, v^'hich

any one, who wishes to exammeTiem without spite, will 303

find to have been both conceived justly and executed with all

uprightness, and he will find that the seasonable hour for each

measure was never neglected or ignored or sacrificed by me,

and that none of all the means, which fell within the power

and calculation of one man, was left unemployed. So, if the

pressure of some providence, or of fortune, or the inferiority

of our commanders, or the baseness of you who betray your

countries, or all these together, did mischief to our main

interests until they wrecked them, where is a Demosthenes

guilty? No: had there been one man in each of the Hellenic304

cities as true as I was at my post among you, or rather had

Thessaly and Arcadia had each but one man holding the same

principles as mine, none of the Hellenes, either on the further

or on the hither side of Thermopylae, would have undergone

the present distress; but all, in freedom and independence, 305

and with perfect confidence, would be living safely, surrounded

by prosperity, in their native lands, made grateful for such

17. Before«. has a/ia. €5, i.e. a man so far, as §§ 267, 312, Fals. Leg. removed, as the world knows me to

§ 21. p. 347, is usually attended by an be, alike from 55
accusative. Another instance of the and from ?
dative, howevei", is to be found Ari- .
stoph. Nub. 928. 304. 23.'. 2 has^/',

Tots oXois, § 28, which is kept by Vomel, who alters, § 296 note. Vomel, after ov8us into ovdives: cf. § 23 note.

Dissen, reads avirpixpi.
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dWoL^^^ Si . ^ €€9 XoyoLS ',€€9 , -» , 5

30 ,,
Sei, € ^-

eivai, ? Se ^€€ ^
^ , ^

^01 , AC -, '

kvavTioiv, \, - 15,, , y

308 , .
yap, , 2, ', ye

, ' ?( ) - 25(
305. 4• After Dind. adds present to the imperfect in order to(- answer more strictly to § 301., and, instead of, 8., ' it was ours,' more02. vivid than€ . For similar

30e. 7. €. The general proposi- misnamed Omissions of &v' cf. § 196
tion includes the particular instance

;

, § 248 ^v, and corn-

hence there is no need to alter the pare the use of the indicative in the
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manifold blessings to you and all the Athenians by my means.

That my hearers may know that I much understate my acts,

for fear of heart-burnings, \jo the clerk\ quote me these docu-

ments, and take and read them aloud.

DECREES.

These acts, or acts like these, Aeschines, the honest citizen 306

should do. Had they been successful, it was ours to be indis-

putably supreme, and, more than that, justly so; Qay, even

when they have fallen out adversely, we have secured that our

honour^ at least, is safe, and that none blame our city or her

policy^J;21lt_.stigmatise fortune who ordered events so unkindly.

He should not, mark you, isolate himself from the city's" in- 307

terests, hire himself to our adversaries, and court the oppor-

tunities which favour the foe instead of those which favour his^ -^

country; nor yet should he cast the evil eye on any one who

has had the courage to propose and frame measures worthy

of the state and to hold fast by them, nor cherish and nurse

any offence one may privately have done him; nor, lastly,

should he maintain an unrighteous and rotten quietude, as

you, sir, often do. There is, I admit, a quietude just and308

beneficial to the city, which you, the majority of the citizens,

honestly observe. That, however, is not the quietude of

which my opponent is fond—far from it—but, having with-

drawn at pleasure from public Hfe, and such is often his

pleasure, he keeps watch for the hour when you shall be sated

with the monotony of one speaker, or when fortune has

brought about some reverse, or some other disagreeable has

occurred (and there are many vicissitudes in the lot of man);

apodosis of Latin conditional sentences parenthetic.

referring to past time. 1 7. Before€ Dind. has irpo-

To Trpotrfjv. lit. ' and (^.
"justly" was added to it,' i.e. Zais 18.. Aesch. c. Ct.' § 216,

added to-. ig. is a reminiscence of
307• 15.- is still under the Thuc, viii, 64.

regimen of (, . . being
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5e)• €lt e^-? e/c Trjs? ^ ,? ^€_9 ?
/€€? ? anyaigyi. \^€? ' ^?,- 5

8k .
309 ??? ? €€€?,^
. €1€ €??^ ???,?? e^ei?? ? eivai,?, ?, ,

?,? ?
310. ???, ??? , ??, ?, ?, ?,?, ?, ?, ,
311 ? ?. ? -? Trj ; ??? ? ; ? ; ? 2? ;

* , ? ?,-
; ? ; ;

; ? ; ;? ; ? ?? 25??
;

308. 3•, 'cum con- 310. 14.« originally * a roll-

temptu dicitur* Dissen, who quotes call,' • inspection,' hence ' demand,'
Aristoph. Frogs 874, Acharn. 405. • summons.' as here and § 320.

Compare § 149. 15. Ivois is generally taken to mean
6. , i.e. lav tjs kv KaXuts re -, the} § 307, plural being possible as referring to

309. II. is especially the generic idea contained in

applied to buildings and similar forms \ rt: compare Catull.

of 'fixed capital.' Ixiv. 146, and Mayor on Juvenal xiv.
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then, seizing this opportunity for his eloquence, he starts ^..

suddenly from his quietude like a storm^ from ..a* calm, and ^^"^
having his voice ready trained and a collection of phrases ^{^ \ \ <

and sentences prepared, he strings these together with clear

enunciation and no stopping for breath, though they are

fraught with no benefit or means to any good end, but with

disaster to some one or other of his countrymen and dishonour

to all.

Yet, Aeschines, if this premeditation and elaboration sprang30

9

from a righteous soul, which had chosen as its aim the

advantage of our native land, the fruits should have been

generous, good, and wholesome to all,—alliances of states,

monetary resources, provision for a seat of trade, enactments

of beneficial laws, foils to our open foes. For all these things 310

there was a call in bygone times ; and the recent past gave an

honest man many opportunities to shine : but in such rivalries

you will be found to have taken no place, not first, nor second,

nor third, nor fourth, nor fifth, nor sixth, nor any place whatso-

ever, at least for acts by which your country was aggrandised.

WhaLalliance of your negotiating has the city plained ? What 311

assistance has she sent? What acquisition has she made of ^^^^^^^^
gratitude or glory? What embassy is due to you? What \

ministry have you fulfilled by which the state has risen in
^

honour ? What domestic, or international, or foreign difficulty

has been readjusted by you ? What triremes built ? What arms

furnished? What arsenals created? Which repair of walls

carried out ? What cavalry raised ? For what in the world are

you serviceable ? What patriotifr or , large-minded relief have

241. It is easier, however, to render 311, 23. , § 285. The words
here ' on which occasions.' are omitted by Dind.

16.. Dissen compares the iroiai, 5» 76.

last lines of the oracle quoted by the 24. . Observe the use of the neuter
Scholiast on Theocr. xiv. 48 : pronoun as indeclinable.

($ ', M(yapeis, ovre,€ 25. tois eviropois . . -, . Pecuniary relief to the rich as6 ^'/, kv^ kv well as the poor would be given by
such means as a fair adjustment of state
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312. ' , , ei , ye

; ; ; , 8-
€, ' € €9,9, e/y ^, reXcf-"^ eh , s

6€ € €9 ?,, ; oy ye€6 -, ' ^^ ipavov

€ oh

313 . ' €,. ' ^ ^,,
\) ^}. kv 15

;

), kv ,-, , ^,
314 ^. €. kv, 2

", (' kvo
€€€ k\ ^

315. €
burdens (as § 102) or by voluntary Dissen, after Schaefer, who warns us

public service (as §§ 99, 257, 266) or here to give^ its technical

by benevolences to the state (as § 113). sense as applied to an orator coming
312. 4.<€, §§171,112 note. forward to the.
5- After €€« els 8., 'who inherited

Dind. reads apyvpiov. Aris- the property of Philo, it being more
tonicus must have incurred a penalty than five-talents'-worth.' The MSS.
which was beyond his means to pay, divide nevn, in which case

and therefore lost his : cf. § 1

5

we must construe ' inherited more than

note. five talents of the property of Philo

'

6. . . ^, ' neque hortatus es — depending on.
ad largiendum neque largitus es,' 9. =' club money.' 'Money-
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you given to rich or poor ? None whatsoever. But, my dear 312

sir, though these were wanting, still loyalty and zeal appeared

in you? Where, or when, in you, most iniquitous of men,

who even at the time when all who ever yet spoke a word on

the platform offered contributions for our salvation, and at

the very last Aristonicus gave the money he had amassed to

regain his civil rights, even then did not come forward or

subscribe a mite? Not because you were poor—how could

you be, when you have inherited the estate of your father-in-

law, Philon, of more than five talents' value, and retained two

talents of club-money as a present from the managers of the

companies for the havoc you made of the Trierarchic Law ? 313

But, that I may not drift from topic to topic and throw myself

out of my present course, I will let these matters be. Remark

only, that it is clear from them that you refused to contribute,

not through lack of means, but because you were careful that

no check should be given on your part to those in whose

interest you direct all your public life. In what field, then, are

you heroic ? At what hour are you resplendent ? Whenever

anything must be done to harm my hearers, those are occasions

on which you are most splendid in voice, most perfect in study,

an actor of the first water, a stage Theocrines.

Lastly, you recall the good men of old, and you do well. 314

Nevertheless, men of Athens, it is not just to draw on your

fund of kind feeling towards the departed, and in com-

parison with them to examine and contrast me, your living

contemporary. For who in the world is unaware that towards 315

clubs * were formed at Athens, as ^.
nowadays, from which members could 18.68 is unknown, but was
draw loans to be repaid in due season. traditionally accepted as a typical

is here added to indicate that .
Aeschines was released from the duty 314. 20., Aeschin. c. Ct.

of repayment. §§178 sqq.

313. 16. veavias ... Cf. c. 21. . ., § 7i.

Mid. § 131. p. 557 vfo- 22., § 224., and § 136 aljove, § 320 below. 315. 24. tois . . $.
17. For TtDind. has /t. Compare Fals. Leg. § 359. p. 441,, cf. § 260 6\o- Thuc. ii. 45.

Q 2
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€€? Se ovSe ^ ovSeh €tl ^) ?^ Trj €, tovs €
; ^' €,^, 9 s€ ^^ .

316€ 6€. ^ }
? ^?,? €€€9,
€ 9 ?, ?? eh

€, € evvoias, ?
317 ? ? ; ei

€ €€, ^ €
€9, ?? },? hvai-^ - 15^ € ? ?? -? ?? ?? 6€,? <Se6€ ye-

€€? -,
318^?. €€? ? ? € €€? 2
€ ;

' ?, )( ;
* €? 6 ?

;? ? ; €. ?? ?, ^€, ^' €, ? ',,? ?,? ?,? 25

319?. 6 ^ -
I. tJirtaTt. Cf./, § 36. 1 2. Before ('my countrymen')
31. 9•. Observe the attrac- Dind. has.

tion from the normal nominative to 317. 17• ' «eivovs, §§95, 298,

the accusative: of. § 200. 318. Most MSS. add tovs^.
lo. might mean ' an ui)- 18. ol 8ia<rvpovTcs is the reading of

pleasing light;' but is more probably the best MSS, out of which it is hard

used in the later sense, common in to extract what would be the necessary

Xenophon, of ' ingratitude.' meaning—' in their time there were
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all the living there sets an undercurrent, stronger or weaker, of

jealousy, while not even an enemy continues to hate the dead ?

Therefore as this is naturally so, am I to-day to bejcritically

inspected io-comparison with my gredeg^saors ? -^y^iio_means

allow it. It is not just, it is not fair, Aeschines. No : compare

me with yourself, or with anyone else you wish of those who

have entertained the same principles with you and are now

living. Look at this further point also. Is it nobler or better 316

for the state, because she remembers the services of past heroes,

transcendent as they are—nay, one cannot declare how great

—

to fling those which are done for our present needs to the

mercy of ingratitude and contumely, or that all who ever act

loyally should share the esteem and the affection of these our

countrymen ? And undoubtedly, if I must after all say as much 317

as this, my policy and principles, rightly regarded, will be

found to resemble those of the men who were praised of old,

and to be identical in aim, while yours will be found to re-

semble those of the men who then maligned the good. For it

is obvious that in their time also there were creatures who dis-

paraged their contemporaries ; and these praised the ancients,

doing a malicious trick in the same manner as you. Do you 318

then go on to say that I bear no resemblance to the good of

old ? But do you, Aeschines ? Does your brother .' Does any

other living orator .? I, at any rate, say, none. But, good sir

—

to use no hard names—examine a living man in comparison with

the living, and with the men of his own day, as we do every-

thing else, poets, quires, combatants in the games. Because 319

Philammon was weaker than Glaucus of Carystus or some other

men who disparaged their contempo- ol tUovpov.
raries, and such men used to praise 318. 2 1 . The mark of interrogation

heroes of an older date '—in the ab- after€ should probably be replaced

sence of a pronominal phrase such by a ' full stop
;

' see § 297.

as ovToi Se, or oi , to in- 23. ..€ can only refer to

troduce kir^vow. Hence Dind. seems .
right in avoiding the anacoluthon by 319. 26., victor 01. 25,

the adoption, from other MSS, of celebrated by Simonides.
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,€9 €^'?,' ? ^,

kaT€(f>avovTO €€,? € ?,?, ? 5

^20^ , , €
€ TTJ ,
? €1? evvoia? kv ?,^, ? €?? ^^? , ^

€? , €?^^' €€ ,??-
??? - is

?, ? kv? ? ?, kycu ' ?,
321,*? .

,? *,[ kao - 2
), ? kova?

tjj ,
yap ?, ,

kpol ?, 2$

6.^ ^. This is the § 184. p. 757• Almost all other MSS.
reading of 2, and Dissen draws the give ovhtvi, which is defended by
distinction 'jungitur hoc verbum cum Shilleto, Fals. Leg. § 249. p. 411, who
dativo cedere significans, cum accusa- cc«npares Ajax 672.

tivo autem ubi est declinare^ rendering 320. 6. (i. e. -)
the words here * cotnparationem cum depends on.
nemine defugio^ and quoting Soph. Aj. 15. For Irtpovs Dind. reads trepoy,

82

—

which has the best MS. authority.

yap viv hv . After« Dind. adds ^i'.

Dind. also adopts ovSiva. Cf. c. Tim. 17.. The most magnifi-

J
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earlier athletes, he did not therefore leave Olympia without his

crown ; on the contrary, because he fought better than those

who took the lists against him, he received the laurel and was

proclaimed victor. Do you in the same manner scrutinise me

in comparison with our living orators, with yourself, or with any

you choose out of the whole number—I flinch from none.

Among these, in times when it was still open to the state to320

select the best policy, when patriotism was a contest set publicly

before all, I showed myself the successful speaker, and every-

thing was ordered by my decrees, laws, and embassies ; while

none of your number took any place, unless there was occasion

to do my hearers some despite. When, however, that which

we deplore occurred, and there was a call, not now for true

advisers, but for slaves to dictation, and such as were ready to

take wages for treason against their native land and to fawn

on foreigners, in that hour, you, like the rest of your faction,

were at the post, a grand and princely competitor ; while I was

weak, I avow, but more loyal than you to my countrymen.

Two qualities, men of Athens, ought to be possessed by 321

the naturally modest citizen—for if I talk of myself in these

terms I may speak most inoffensively: one, that, when in

office, he should carefully cherish the principle that demands

nobility and supremacy for the state ; the other, that, at every

season, and in every transaction, he should preserve his loyalty.

The last depends on his own nature : ability and strength on

other things. This loyalty, then, you will find to have stayed

cent, and most expensive, form of menta' or ' oaaKis e^rjv.^ In Aristot.

competition in Greece was to train Eth. i. 5. 3 ol hv rms k^ovaiais means
and enter horses for the chariot-races. ' those who hold office,' and this must
Here the word is used metaphorically, be the sense here. Demosthenes
and it is worse than unnecessary to says, at all times a citizen must be
introduce into the rendering any loyal in heart, and, when he may
suggestion of ' a fine stud.' be in office, he must, further, be

321. 21. €$ can hardly sig- careful of his country's honour and
nify, in the plural, ' opportuna mo- prestige.

y
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322 opdre 8L €€/9, ?
^-, , 9 -
parovs axnrep ,

eyo) eh .
€ ( 5€, , ,, ,

323 , -^, -,
, ,,, , , 15^ -

, .
324 , , * -, 2^ ' ,' -

§ ^ -
-, 25

822. . (€$, § 41

.

2. After Dind. inserts»
(2 fh- aveiXovvTOJV.

vas), Aesch. c. Ct. § i6i. The occa- 323. ii.* Cf. I«f?, § 287.

sion however is unluiown. €(. The present = ' in
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with me in all simplicity. Look at my life. Not when my 322

surrender was demanded, not when they levelled Amphictyonic

suits against me, not when they made me oifers, not when they

let slip my accursed opponents, like wild beasts, upon me, have

I in any way betrayed my loyalty towards ypu. At once, and

from the outset,! chose a straightforward and honest course of

policy—to cultivate the distinction, the power, the glory, of my
native land, to augment them, to be one with them. I do not 323

scour the public square, beaming and exulting over the suc-

cesses of foreigners, stretching out my right hand and con-

gratulating such as I think are in the habit of sending reports

to a certain quarter ; nor do I hear of the good fortune of the

state with hair on end, groaning and bending myself down to

the ground, as do these rebels against heaven, who disparage

their city, forgetting that they disparage themselves in doing

so, and turn their eyes abroad, and, where, by the non-success

of the Hellenes, a foreigner has been successful, praise such

conditions, and declare that we should be vigilant that they

may remain unchanged for ever.

Forbid it, forbid it, all ye Powers of Heaven, that any among324
you bow his sovereign sanction to this. Rather—dare we

hope so much—we would pray you to implant even in these

men a measure of better sense and better feeling. But, if it

be true that they are past healing, then take them by them-

selves, and fling them to utter and early destruction, be it on

land or at sea : and vouchsafe to the remnant of us the speediest

deliverance from the fears that hang above us, and a salvation

that shall stand sure.

the habit of sending intelligence.' 22. €€5 €$. Shilleto,

There is a less well-supported variant Fals. Leg. § 190. p. 395 note.

777€€'. 23.€. There is a weaker
324. I . For the sentiments see § 89 variant.

note.
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INDEX I.

NAMES AND PLACES.

[The first number in each reference gives the section of this speech

;

the second number gives the page of Demosthenes' works ac-

cording to Baiter and Sauppe, whose paging is the same as that

of Dindorf and Reiske.]

"^, 302. p. 326.

'Ayvovatos, 21. p. 232.

*, (ipdpes, I. p. 225, ^^^

frequently
;

predicatively, 68.

p. 247., 66. p. 247, 197. p. 294.

AiaKOs, 127. p. 269.

AlavTidos, 1 8 1, p. 288.', 96. p. 258., 3• p. 226, and frequently.
*, 51. 2. p. 242, 270.

p. 316, 296. p. 324., g6. p. 258., 69. p. 248.*€€, 1 34. p. 282.€, g2. p. 256., 244. p. 308.
*, 73- p. 249.^, 135. p. 272, 143. p.

275-156. p. 280. See note on

143. p. 275.*, 143. p. 275, 158. p.

280, 322. p. 331.*, 6g. p. 248.*(, 140. p. 274, 154. p.

278., 143• - 275j 154- - 279-

163. p. 281.

*/',75• • 25O) 64••282.", 37• • 272, 273-, 29. . 23 5> 54• • 243)

75- . 250, 8. . 266, 165. .
283.

^Avepoiras, 295• • 324•
^, iZj. . 29 1.

*, 1 32. . 27 1.^, 75• • 25•, 141. . 274j 155• • 279)

1 57• • 28., 64. . 246, 295- . 324•

* , 1 33• 1 34• • 27 1., 295• • 324•
*, 21. . 232.^, 1 97• • 294•^, 83. 84- . 253) 223.

. 302, 312. . 329•

(of Azania), yo. p.

248, 162. p. 281, 219. p. 301

;

(of Colyttus), 75. p. 250.
^

(of Sicyon), 48. p. 242,

295. p. 324; (of Naxos), 197. p.

294.,. 155. p. 279.'?, 64. p. 246, 295. p. 324.", 304. p. 327.^, 2o8. p. 297.
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J 54. p. 243, 130. p. 170,

137. p. 273.

'ATTiKTfVf 71. p. 248, 96. p. 258,

139. 141. p. 274, 164. p. 282,

165. p. 283, 195. p. 293, 213.

p. 299, 230. p. 304, 241. p. 307,

3CX). p. 325, 301. p. 326."^ 38. p. 238.", lyj . p. 306., l8o. p. 288.', 41. p. 239, 96. p. 258, 2
1
3.

p. 299, 301. p. 326., l66. p. 283, 230. p. 304., 90. 91. pp. 255, 256., 91. p. 256.?, 1 64. p. 282.", . p. 248, 80. p. 252,

230. p. 304, 302. p. 326.^/, 87. p. 254, 88-9 1, pp.

255,256, 95• P• 257, 136. p. 272,

230. p. 304, 238. p. 306-244. p.

308.

rXavKodeaPj 1 30. p. 270, 284. p. 320., 319• • 331•, 90. p. 255., 295. p. 324.

Advapxos, 295. p. 324.

AeKeXeiKov noXepov, 96. p. 258., 134. p. 271, 135. p. 272., 285. p. 32O., 295. p. 324., 29. p. 235, 187. p. 291., 75. p. 250, 77. p. 25 1.^, 223- p. 302.

(of Marathon), 135. p.

272 ;
(of Phlyes), 1

1
5. p. 265.€, 2^. p. 235, 54. p. 243,

79. p. 251, 84. p. 253, 105. p.

261, 118. p. 266, 135. p. 272,

137• p. 273, 181. p. 288, 187. p.

291 ; in the sense 'a man ofmy
character,' 197. p. 294, 304. p.

327., 75• • 25°•, 54. p. 243, 84. p. 253,

115. 116. p. 265, 118. p. 267., yo. p. 248., 1 14. I16. pp. 264, 265,

187. p. 291.

Aiouvbas, 222. p. 302, 249. p. 3 ID., 1 29. p. 270., 63. • 246., yo. p. 248., 253• • 3^'•

6/, 143- p. 275, 153• • 278,

169. p. 285, 175• • 286, 77•

. 287.

*EXeovvTa, 92. . 256., 38. . 238.

'EXcvalvade, lyy. p. 287, 1 84. •
290.", 295• • 324•, 158. . 28., yi.p. 248, 1 83. . 299,

304. • 327-, 109. . 263, 31 1• •
329•, 2.. 23 1

,

and frequently., 3°. . 235» 7^• •
48, 73' . 249, 77' • 251, 88.

. 255, 230. . 34•, 129. . 270.", 1 30. . 270.*, 1 65. . 283.", 295• • 324-*, 2y. . 234•

'EptTpla, 71• • 248, 79• 8 1, . 252.", 1 64. . 282.(, 37• • 238•
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€, 95. p. 257, 234. p. 305,

237. p. 306, 295. p. 324., 71. p. 248, 79. p. 252, 84.

p. 253, 87. p. 254, 96. p. 258,

99. p. 259, 230. p. 304-241. p.

307, 301. 302. p. 326., 21. p. 232, 29. p. 235,

70. p. 248, 73. P• 249, 75• P• 250,

162. p. 281., 48. p. 241.8, 164. p. 282.\€, 1 1 8. p. 266.

/7$•, 295. p. 324.5) 165. p. 283.€, 295. p. 324., 24. p. 233, note.

, 135• p. 272., 285. p. 320., 75• p. 2 50.

'HXfi'ous•, 295. p. 324., 1 86. p. 290., 164. p. 282.

", 129. p. 270.

, 197. p. 294., 204. p. 296., gg. p. 259./, 295. p. 324.€, 99. p. 259., 313. p. 329, note.€, 48. p. 241, 244. p. 308,

304. p. 327., 36. p. 237, 40. p. 239,

43. p. 240, 63. 64. p. 246, 295.

p. 324., 1 8. p. 23 1, and frequently.

^?, 48. p. 241, 174. p. 286, 178.

p. 287, 188. p. 291, 211. p. 298., SO. p. 235, 32. p. 236, 87.

p. 254.

, 27. p. 234, 244. p. 308., 219. p. 30I., 295. p. 324., 295. p. 324., 127• p. 272., 295. p. 324.\\, 44• p. 240, 244. p. 308.", 115. p. 265.", 295. p. 324.', 7. p. 2 50, 1 05. p.

261.", gi. p. 256., 187. p. 291.? (of Phrearri), 115. 116. p.

265; (of Sunium), 135. p. 272., 27- p. 237., 2 1 9. p. 301., 3 1 9• p. 33 1., 2ig. p. 301, 25 1, p. 310., 295. p. 324., 234. p. 305., 237. p. 306.

(of Rbamnus), 21. p.

232, 29. p. 235, 55. p. 244; (of

Anaphlystus), 75. p. 250, 77. p.

251., 295. p. 324., 149. p. 277, 1 52. p. 278.

KippaloLS, 152. p. 278., 1 87. p. 29 1.

KXetvayo'/jou, 1 54. p. 278, 1 55. p. 279., 71. p. 248, 81. 82. p.

252, 295. p. 324., 295. p. 324.

(of Cothocis), 29. p. 236,

54. p. 244; (of Phalerus), 135.

p. 272., 96. p. 258., 75. p. 2 50, 1 37. p. 273., 29. p. 235, 55. p. 254,
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75. p. 250, 180. p. 288, 187. p.

291.?, 75• • 25O•, l8o. p. 288.

-€, -^. p. 249.

Kopii/^ioiy, 96. p. 258, 157. p. 280,

237. p. 306.

Kopij/^oi/, 96. p. 258.

.6<^^, 151. p. 277, 155. p. 279.

'-, l8o. p. 288., l8o. p. 288., . p. 227, 13. p. 229,

16. p. 230, 54. p. 243, 118. p.

266, 223. p. 302, 250. p. 310., 204. p. 296.€, g6. 98. p. 258, 202.

p. 295.'/, yy. p. 25 1.

AapiaaloSj 48. p. 24 1., 48. p. 24 1., 84. p. 253•

AfVKabiovs, 237. p. 306.

A€VKTpoiSf 18. p. 231, 98. p. 258.€8, 73. p. 249.^, 54. p. 243, 1 1 8. p. 266.

,77.'. 251., I40. p. 274, 150. p. 277,

157. p. 280.

/, 92. p. 256.«/, 30. p. 235, 32. p. 236,

73. p. 249.^ 39. p. 238, jy. p. 250,

90.P.253, 166. p.283, 181.P.289.", 2o8. p. 297., 135. p. 272.

Mfyape'af, 234. p. 305, 227. p. 306,

295. p. 324., 249• p. 310., 64. p. 246, 295. p. 324.

MtWff, 127. p. 269.

/?, 295. p. 324., 155- p. 279; (of

Phrearri), 187. p. 291.-^, y^- P• 249., 29. p. 235, 37, p. 238.'., loy. p. 262., 2y. p. 234.

Mi^prty, 295. p. 324.

Xeiav, 72. p. 248.

^, 197. p. 294., 1 14. 1 1 5. pp. 264, 265,

181. p. 288.

"S(, 1 65. p. 283.

Ne/ifa, 91. p. 256.

Neo/cXfous, 73. p. 249, 75. p. 250.

6€/?, 114• p. 264. •

NcW, 295. p. 324., 137. p. 273., 1 37. p. 273., 157• p. 280., 1 86. p. 290., Il8. p. 266., l8o. p. 288, 242. p. 307.^, 91. p. 256.', 319• • 331•", 48. p. 241.

€, 2g. p. 235, 54. p. 243,

84. p. 258, 105. p. 261, 118. p.

266., Il6. p. 265., 29. p. 235., I05. p. 261., 38. p. 238, 132. p. 271,

300. p. 325, 301. p. 326.

UeWrj, 68. p. 247.^, I $7» P• 280, 1 86.

p. 290., l8. p. 23 1, 79* P•

252, 218. p. 301, 301. p. 326.
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Yli-napr\6ov^ 70. p. 248.

'?, 48. p. 242, 295. p. 324., 89. 91. pp. 255, 256., 202. p. 295.?, 2o8. p. 297.

JJoXvKXeovs, 105. p. 261., 1 65. p. 283., 75• • 250, yj. p. 251.,^. p. 248.8, 69. p. 248., 302. p. 326., 295• p. 324.

Uvdvav, 69. p. 248., 141. p. 274.€, 285. p. 320., 136. p. 272., 147. p. 276.

?, 32. p. 236, 35. p. 237, 39.

p. 239, 184. p. 290, 300. p. 327.

'89, 127. • 269.*, 38. p. 238.', 2g. p. 235, 55. p. 244.', 234. p. 305., 1 16. p. 265, 208. p. 297.

2eppeiov, 27. p. 234, 70. p. 248., yy, yS. p. 25 1., 92. p. 256., 48. p. 242., 295. p. 324.

(of Anagyrus), 164. p. 282;

(of Larissa), 48. p. 241., 202. p. 314•, 6. p. 227., 135. p. 272., 38. p. 238., iSy. p. 291.€, 202. p. 314•?, 249. p. 310., 295. p. 324., iSy. p. 291.

, g6. p. 258.^, 295. p. 324.€€, 1 37. p. 273.

TeVeSoi/, 302. p. 326., 48. p. 24 1. ,, 295. p. 324., 44. p. 240., 1 29. 130. p. 270.

€( (of Sphettus), 134. p. 271,

187. p. 291, 223.P.302; another,

137• p. 273•, y] . p. 238, I35. p. 272., 319 p. 331., 295. p. 324., 1 9. p. 23 1 , and frequently., 71. p. 248, 81. 82. p.

252., \y. p. 23O, 21. p. 232,

75. p. 250, 249. p. 310.', 115. p. 265, 3 12. p.

329•, 2g. p. 235, 105. p. 261,

115. p. 265, 135. p. 272, 187.

p. 291., 129. p. 270., 84. p. 253, I29. p. 270,

187. p. 291., 164. p. 282., 38. p. 238., 54. p. 243, 84. p.

253., II4. Il6. pp. 264, 265.€, 92. p. 256., 8o. p. 252, 92. p. 256,

139. p. 274, 302. p. 326.

*£lp€6v, 71. p. 248, 79. p. 252.

^,, 99• p. 259.





INDEX II.

WORDS AND PHRASES.

[The words, the reference to which is followed by the letter D, occur

in the Documents which are inserted in this speech, not in

the speech itself.], 86. p. 254 ;^ = ' bles-

sings,' 323. p. 332, = 'property,'

213. p. 299.€7, 22. p. 232, 238. p. 306., log. p. 263 ;, 220.

p. 302., 204. p. 296.

€, 191. p. 292 ; a., 200.

• 313; = 'lead astray,' 9• p. 228 ;

a., 36. p. 237, 307. p. 327

;

a. fis, 112. p. 264,

eis, 3 1 6. p. 330 ;
-

pcLV Koi ., 230. p. 304.€, 8 1, p. 252, 174. p. 286, 303.

p. 326; pass., 249. p. 310., 20. p. 23 1, 62. p. 245, 74. p.

249 D, 134. p. 271; pi., 246. p.

308.€, 74. p. 249D, 94. p. 257,

248. p. 309., 207. p. 297, 252. p.

311•, 289. p. 322., 12y. p, 269, 1 69. p. 284,

323. p. 332., 170. p. 285, 191. p. 292., 275. p. 3 1 7., pi, 36. p. 237., = ' trial,' I. p. 226;= ' contest,'

66. p. 247, 201. p. 295, 226. p.

303; = 'games,' 91. p. 256 D,

116. p. 226 D;= ' drama,' 262.

^

p. 314.', 33. p. 236., 2. p. 226, 3• P• 226,. p. 259, 262. p. 314., 3 1 8. p. $$1., 84. p. 254 I^j II6. p.

266 D.

abeia, 286. p. 32 1, 305. p. 327., 288. p. 321, 318. p. 330., 298. p. 325.€, 13• p. 229 ; intr., 190. p.

291 ;
pass., 70. p. 248, 80. p. 252,

^
94. p. 257., 20. p. 232, 72• p. 248., 1 6. p. 230., 312. p. 329., 1 8. p. 23 1., 68. p. 247, 20I. p. 295., 38. p. 238 D, I08. p. 262., 250. p. 31O•

aei, 31. p. 236, 97. p. 258., 247. p. 309., 3 1 9. p. 33 1., 145. p. 276., 125. p. 269, 270. p. 316., 2o8. p. 297., eiK-, 109. p. 263; pass.,

73. p. 249 D.

R
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a7p€aLSf 1 66. p. 283 D.€, 40. p. 239.

aiaxpoKepdfia, 295. p. 324., 64. p. 246, 1 27. p. 269;

comp., 93. p. 257 ; sup., 296. p.

324•, with ptcp., 245. p.308;

with inf. and ptcp. both, 121. p.

268., 85. p. 254; ev a., 1 36. p.

272.

ahelv, 89. p. 255.

arna, = * blame,' 4. p. 227, 294. p.

323;= 'allegation,' 7. p. 227, 15.

p. 230, 34. p. 237, 141. p.

275., . p. 228, 76. p. 250,

191. p. 292, 263. p. 314.

aXrioSy 20. p. 232, 108. p. 262, 212.

p. 298.

/, 92. p. 257 D, 199, 203. p.

295., 313. p. 260., 46. p. 241., 262. p. 3 1 4., gy. p. 258., 1 46. p. 276, 243. p. 308., 257. p. 3 1 2., 200. p. 295*, 2. p. 226;= *to be called,'

46. p. 241 ; with double gen. (?),

9. p. 228., 138. p. 273; -ay,. p.

260.^= * state precisely,'

21. p. 232 ;
= * bargain,' 240. p.

307., 1 8. p. 23 1., 2. p. 226, 1 96. p. 293., y. p. 227., 129. p. 270.^ 2g6. p. 324.

, 40. p. 239, 274. p. 317., 296. p. 324.

akye'iv, 4 1, p. 239, 1 28. p. 270., 91. p. 256 D., ly. p. 23O.

aXj;^i7ff = ' true,' 12. p. 229, 95. p.

257 ;
= *just,' 249. p. 310 ;-, I40. p. 274., ., 63. p. 246., 90. p. 255 >., 1 59• • 28.

= 'but,' 2. p. 226 ; = *at enim,'

1 13. p. 264, ., 1 17. p. 266;

with imperat., 191. p. 292 ; in

question and answer, 24. p. 233;

a. 76= 'remark only,' 313. p. 329;

a. yap, 263. p. 314 ; a. yap . . . ,
42. p. 241 ; a. yap . . ., 211.

p. 298; d., 88. p. 255, 168. p.

284, 192. p. 292, 218. p. 301,

246. p. 308.

^?, 1 6. p. 230., 130. p. 270., . p. 228.

= Other,' 2. p. 226, 43. p. 240;*, 14. p. 229 ;

€1 (,2$- • 33°; advb.,

^, 318. p. 331» 288. p. 321;=
'besides,' 96. p.258 ;

= ' worse,'

iva ', 3 1 8. p. 330;, 288. p. 32 1 ;

€, 5• . 227.?, 82. . 289 D, 86. .
290 D; -, g. . 228., 165. . 282 D., 88. . 255•, 1 8. . 23 1., 9. . 228, 24. . 233-, 122. . 268., ig. . 23 1, 27. . 297•, 72. . 248, 246. . 309•

(, go. . 256 D.



INDEX II, ^43, 139- - 274, 259- - 313•

36. . ^ilP^ advb., 285. p. 321•/, 227- p. 2)'^2>', 26. . 300•€, 285• . 320•€, 57•• 28oD, 299• • 325*, 289. . 322 D., 13 1 • • 271., iv ., 1 39• • 274•, 2. . 226., J, . 227, 20. . 231,

176. . 287; 7• • 285.

= '{{,' 37• • 330.

, omitted (?) 306. . 329 '> with

optat. in apod., 2. p. 226 ; with

optat. in prot., 190. p. 291; with

indef. subjunct., 4, p. 227; with

fut. inf., 147. p. 276; with ptcp.,

96. p. 258, 168. p. 284.€, 209. p. 297., loy. p. 202.•€, 28. p. 234, 1 1 8. p. 266,

259. p. 313 ;
pass., 121. p. 268.-, 4. p. 226, 1 9. p. 23 1,

102. p. 260.

amyifaios= ' necessary,' 9. p. 228,

17. p. 230;= 'closely connected

with/ 59. p. 245 ;
= * inevitable,'

246. p. 309 ; -, ' leading facts,' 126. p. 269,

168. p. 284., 34. p. 237, 125. p. 269.€€, 121. p. 268; pasS., 319.

^
p. 331•^, 84. p. 253 D, II8. p.

267 D.

avaibeia, 22. p. 232., 285. p. 32 1.

avaipelv, 63. p. 246, 7 1, p. 248 ;

-eXflv, 18. p. 231, 98. p. 258 ;

pass., 42. p. 240 ; d. ck,
294. p. 323.

R

^^ 221. p. 302., 43. p. 240, I20. p. 267., 297. p. 325., 9I. p. 256 D., "/. p. 250 D.\€, 163. p. 282 ;
= * re-

new,' 78. p. 251 D., 35- p. 237, 1 28. p. 270.

aVaXiV/ceti/ = ' spend money,' 82. p.

253, 104. p. 260, 107. p. 262
;, 1 13. p. 264; met.,, 66. p. 247, ?, 9• p.

228, 279. p. 313., Io6. p. 262 D., Io6. p. 262 D., I02. p. 260, II6. p.

265 D.€, 12. p. 230, 60. p. 245;

mid., 99. p. 259, 136. p. 272., 306. p. 327.€, 167. p. 284 D., lo8. p. 263.^, 1 84. p. 290D.€, 1 95. p. 293., 58. p. 244., go. p. 255 D., 183. p. 289 D.

ai/art^eVai= * palm off,' 17. p. 230 ;

= * visit, as a sin, upon,' 290. p.

322, 294. p. 323., 143. p. 272, 296. p. 324,

303. p. 327.^, 75. p. 250 D; = *refer

back to,' 224. p. 302., 219. p. 30I., 54• p. 243 D.

avbpanobov, 2 1 3. p. 299., 215. p. 300., 122. p. 268, 1 29. p. 270., II. p. 229.

avfinelv, $5. p. 244 D, 58. p. 244., 203. p. 295.
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dvfpftv= * proclaim,' pass., 83. p.

263, 120. p. 267 ;
= ' declare

elected,' pass., 149. p. 277.(, sup., 32 1, p. 33 1.

5j/€u= * without the knowledge of,'

78. p. 251 D ;
= * besides,' 89. p.

255.

avexeadaij lO. p. 228, 160. p. 28 1., 259. • 313•^ 1 5 5» p. 279 D., intr., 1 75. p. 286 ; mid.,

49. p. 242.^ 193. p. 292, 275. p.

317, 300. p. 325, 308. p. 328 ;

-wy, comp., 252. p. 311., 242. p. 307•, 24. p. 233, 1 39. p. 274,

252. p. 311, 275. p. 317.

avLapos, 291. p. 323., 324. p. 332., tr., 1 29. p. 270, 259. p.

313 ; intr., 10. p. 228, 136. p.

272 ; mid., 136. p. 272.

voSy 252. p. 311.

avopoKoyelv, pass., 86. p. 254» 266., 1 4 1, p. 275., 164. p. 282 D., 1 38. p. 273.

avTave\uv, 23 1, p. 304.

avreindv, 83. p. 253, 136. p. 272.€€, 1 85. p. 290 D.

0^x1'=' instead of,' 126. p. 269, 130.

p. 270, 230. p. 304 ;
= 'in return

for,' 46. p. 241, 119. p. 266., 1 86. p. 290 D.

avrihiKOi, I. p. 226.

avTiKpovfiVy 1 98. p. 294.

avTiXtyaVj 49. p. 242, 1 62. p. 28 1.^ 289. p. 322 D.

avTiTOTTfiVf 236. p. 306.

^ 239. p. 307.

Koi, 1 1 1, p. 263 ; = * in the

Pnyx,' 169. p. 285., 03. p. 246, 74. p. 249.

a|tos with gen., 5. p. 227, 58. p.

244; abs., 195. p. 293.=^ to think worthy,' pass.,

51. p. 242, 128. p. 269;= 'pos-

tulate,' 255. p. 312; = 'claim,' 4.

p. 226, 297. p. 325 ;
=

' require,'

6. p. 227, 34. p. 236, 87. p.

254., 65. p. 246, 1 49. p. 277, pi.,

210. p. 298.

arcayyeWiiVy 32. p. 236, 323. p.

332., 1 92. p. 292, 245. p. 308.

anaWayri, 145. p. 275, 324. p. 332.^/, act. = ' come off,' 65.

p. 246 ;
pass. = 'get rid of,' 35.

p. 237, 261. p. 314., 1 5, p. 230, I25. p. 269., 151. p. 277., 59. p. 244., l8. p. 23I, 313. p. 329.

€€, 2,7' p. 238 D.

€€, 154. p. 278 D.^, 249. p. 310., 149. p. 277, 262. p. 314.^^, 82. p. 252, 134. p. 271,

239. p• 307•^, 124. • 268.

€py€a, 2 1 8. p. 30I., 36. p. 237., 6$. p. 246, 319. p. 33I;, SC. , yj. p. 238 D, 84.

p. 253 D., . p. 227, 47. p. 25 1, 52.

p. 242, 176. p. 286., 1 88. p. 29 1., 24 1, p. 307.\, . p. 228.



INDEX II. 245? = * honestly/ 58. p. 244, 1 1 1.

p. 263, 276. p. 317, 308. p. 328;
= ' wholly,' 88. p. 255, 179. p.

288, 321. p. 331.

^.) 3o8. p. 328.7 = '
distant from/ 230. p. 304;

= 'from' (of commencement),

^. a. , 297. p. 325, (of

fixed limit), 106. p. 262 D ;
= 'at

the cost of,' 102. p. 260, 92.

p. 256 D;= 'dating from/ ., 150. p. 277 (= ? On
what grounds '), 26, p. 233, 66.

p. 247 ;

=
' at the impulse of/

a. rrjs epavrov, l6l. p.

281, 292. p. 313 ;
= €,

. , 8. . 288.€€, 2. . 298.

fc , 131. . 27 1, 3^9• •
il• 328.

8€, 1. = * proofs,' 42. . 240,

59• • 245, 300. . 326; 'op-

portunities for display/ 310. p.

328.

8€€, 277. p. 318-8€, 29. p. 235 D., 'give back,' I GO. p. 259;
= ' render,' evvoiav, 2. p. 226,, 119. • 267, I20. p. 267,, I. p. 263 ; , 26.

p. 234 ; mid. = ' sell/ 47. p. 241., 205. p. 296., 90. p. 256 D., 1 98. p. 294., yj , p. 238 D.€, 34. p. 237, 214. p.

299., 1 68. p. 284., 156. p. 279.€, . p. 260, I33. p.

271.€, 25. p. 233.

^=
' to be left behind,'

107. p. 262 ;
= 'to be backward

in,' with g., 128. p. 270, 257. p.

312., mid. and 2nd pft. = ' be

destroyed,' 33. p. 236, 198. p.

294; act. = 'lose,' 46. p. 241,

102. p. 260 ; mid. = ' be lost,'

107. p. 262.\€, 6. p. 227, 53. p.

243., 2. p. 226.

7\€, 4. p. 226, 50. p. 242.€, 259. p. 3 1 3., 249. p. 310., 25. p. 233., 129. • 270, 312. p. 329., 1 04. p. 260, 1 08. p. 262,

311• p. 329•, 1 33. p. 268., 49. p. 242.

o€bavvvva, 289. p. 322 D.\(, 23. p. 233, 80. p. 252,

74. p. 249 D.€, 112. p. 264, 207. p. 297;

pass., 5. p. 227.€, 1 07. p. 262., 8o. p. 252, 107. p. 262., 159. p. 28 1.€, 37. p. 238 D., Io6. p. 262 D.€, 105. p. 261 D.\€, 200. p. 295•€^ 135• p. 272 ; mid., a., 189. p. 29I, abs., 204. p.

296.

€€, 54• • 243 ^) 1^5• •
26l D.

€€,103. p. 260, 222. p. 302,

243. p. 308., 1 37. p. 272., with g. = ' acquit,'
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250. p. 3 ;
pass.= * be disfran-

chised,' 132. p. 271.€, 'deal with,' 160. p. 281;

* lay hands on,' 30. p. 235, 79. p.

252, 141. p. 275.

apa, used, in quotation, to express

surprise, 22. p. 232, 54. p. 243 D;

= * after all,' 3 1 7. p. 33o ;
=-- * as a

matter of fact,' 324. p. 332.

Spa, 231. p. 304 ; V ovVf 140. p.

274, 282. p. 319.

€, 54. p. 243, 127. p. 269, 289.

p. 322 D, 297. p. 325., $9- • 245, ^6. p. 254, 2 1 7.

p. 300 ; adv.,, 319. p. 33^•, 269. p. 316., 42. p. 240., g6. p. 258., = 'refuse,' 282. p. 319 ;

= 'deny,' 286. p. 321., 242. p. 307., \ ., 122. p. 268.€ = ' Tu\e,^ 18. p. 231, 47. p.

241, with g., 96. p. 258 ;
= 'hold

office,' 117. p. 266 ; mid. = ' be-

gin,' with gen,, 3. p. 226, ,
130. p. 270.

=
' sovereignty,' 63, 66. p. 246;

= 'office,' 114. p. 264, 117. p.

266 ; = ' archonship,' 1 50. p. 277

(see on) ;
= ' beginning,' 179.

p. 288 ; TO € a., 322. p. 332,

6. p. 227, 69. p. 247.8, 26 1, p. 3 1 4., 28. p. 234., 112. p. 264, 29. p. 235 D., 240. p. 307.^, 243• p. 307., 234. p. 305, 295. p. 324,

^
319,320. p. 331., 36. p. 237, 202. p. 295., 1 1 4. p. 264.

, 202. p. 314.€, 319• • ZZ^•, 21 5• p. 300, 300. p. 326., 1 64. p. 282 D., 20I. p. 295, 220. p. 301,

281. p. 319.(, 138. p. 273, 324. p. 332., 45. p. 241, 203. p. 295,

305. p. 327., I02. p. 260., 1 66. p. 283 D; pi., 205.p. 296., 82. p. 253•, 26o. p. 3 1 3., 323. p. 332, 263. p. 314 ;

= *to be disfranchised,' 132. p.

271 ;
pass., 212. p. 298., 1 98. p. 294, 286. p. 32 1., 19. p. 231.

, I02. p. 260.€, 3. p. 328 ; mid., 161. p.

281., 322. p. 332.€€, 68. p. 247., 42. p. 240., 235. p. 305, 272. p. 317., 205. p. 296., 305. p. 327.

=, 262. p. 314•, 1 30. p. 270, 4. p. 227 ; ad-

verbial force, with prep., 9. p.

228, with imperat., 115. p. 265,

120. p. 267, with superl, 126. p.

269, 168. p. 284 ; , 315.

p. 330, eVt , SC.-,
28i. p. 319., 242. p. 307., 107. p. 262.

=, 9• • 3^4•, 287. p. 32 1•, 289• • 322., 121. . 268 ; mid., 13. p.

229, 15• • 230, 22. . 232.



INDEX II. 247, ig. p. 23 1., 88. p. 255., . p. 25 1 D.

(€€, 27- • 238 D., 89. p. 255, 256. p. 312., II. p. 228, 62,' p. 246, 132.

p. 271, 192. p. 292 ; d.,
195. p. 293, 218. p. 301., 32. p. 235, 82. p. 252,

160. p. 281., intr., 199, 200. p. 205,

307. p. 327, 308. p. 328., 156. p. 279, 233. p. 305., 1 9 1, p. 292, 1 98. p. 294., 3 1 6. p. 330., 13 1, p. 270., 3. p. 220.

«XP'j 179• P• 286, 301. p. 326.

8€ = 'march,' 147. p. 276 ;

= ' travel,' 44. p. 240; met., 4.

p. 226, 58. p. 244, 263. p. 314;
= ' visit officially,' 132. p. 271., 258. p. 313., 2. p. 298.^, 87. p. 258., 202. p. 295, 253. p. 31I,

182, p. 289 D., 19. p. 231, 24 1, p. 307., 202. p. 3 1 4., 35. p. 237., 39. p. 2o8 D, 244. p.

308.€, 189. p. 291, 307. p. 327., 252. p. 311., Io8. p. 262, II9. p. 267,

132. p. 271, 139. p. 274, 242. p.

307, 317. p. 330., 35. p. 237, 250. p. 310,

278. p. 318.€, 20. p. 234•

€, 90. p. 256 D, 311. p. 329.

, Sg. p. 255, 320. p. 33 1.€, 324. p. 332., 66. p. 247, 1 7 1, p. 285, 209.

p. 297, 312. p. 329., 155• p. 279 D, 181. p. 289 D., 175- p. 286., 259. p. 313., 8. p. 227, 89. p. 255, 97. p.

258, III. p. 263, 210. p. 298,

214. p. 299, 261. p. 314, 316.

p. 330., 288. p. 322 D., pft., 10. p. 228, 130. p. 270

;

pass., 265. p. 315.\€, 293. p. 323.€, . p. 228, 82. p. 252., 34. p. 237, 95. p. 257,

123. p. 268, 256. p. 312, 272.

p• 317.€, 283. p. 320, 323. p. 332., 23• p. 232, 82. p. 252, 122.

p. 268, 127. p. 269, 132. p. 271,

143. p. 275, 199. p. 294.^, 73. p. 249 D., ig. p. 231, 218. p. 301,

302. p. 326, 311• P• 329•, 23- • 236, 99. p. 259, 107.

p. 262, 177. p. 281, 215. p. 299,

218. p. 301., 2 1 3• p. 299, 1 54. p. 278 D., 202. p. 3 1 4.€, II. p. 229, 189. p. 291,

239• P• 307; = 'intend,' 317. p.

330; €t Tiva, 3 1 5.

P• 33^) ovTiva ., 3 1 9. p.

331•^, =
' be a member of the,' 25. p. 233, 28. p. 234 ;

mid. -=' deliberate,' 24. p. 233,

97. p. 258, 272. p. 317 ;
pass.

303. p. 326., 296. p. 324.



248 INDEX II,, i6g. p. 284, 55* •
244 D.

)7= * senate,' 169. p. 284; =

'Areopagus,' 133. p. 271 ;

= 'de-

bate,' loi. p. 259, 192. p. 292.^ 49• p. 242., 289. p. 322 D.8,. p. 308., 9. p. 228, 30. p. 235, 196.

p. 293; iv, 95. p. 258., 90. p. 255, 91. p. 256 D., 1 34. p. 27 1.

ya, 91. p. 256 D., 84. p. 253 D., 1 29. p. 270., 3• p. 226 ; narrativum, 18. p.

230 ; with ellipse of supposition,

13. p. 230.,. p. 324.

yavpiav, 244. p. 308.

ye, 257. p. 303 ; with pronouns, i.

p. 226 ; ironical, 13. p. 229.

6»;^?, 291. p. 323, 323. p. 332.

\, 85. p. 254., 278. p. 3 1 8, 309. p. 328 ;

TO-y. 32I.p. 331., 97• p. 258.

yevos, 122. p. 268.

yippov, 169. p. 284.^, 41. p. 239, 150. p. 277.

7^== 'Earth,' 127. p. 269, 139. p.

273 ; = 'land,' 324. p. 332;
=

' ground,' 323. p. 332.€, ig. p. 23 1, 70. p. 248,

108. p. 262, 177. p. 289;= 'to be

born,' 205. p. 296 ; = 'to amount,'

104. p. 261,

= 'judge,' 8. p. 228, pass.

122. p. 268, 228. p. 303 ;
= ' dis-

cover,' 141. p. 275 ; = ' resolve,'

58. p. 244.

, 2. p. 297., 189. p. 29I, 161. p. 281,

pi. 248. p. 309 ; . 176. p. 287., 8$. p. 254, 284. p. 320., 224. p. 302., 276. p. 3 1 8.

^, 205. p. 296., 3o6. p. 327.8, 26o. p. 313.

//= 'letter of alphabet,' 129.

p. 270 ;
pi. = 'elements of know-

ledge,' 265. p. 315;= 'docu-

ments,' 142. p. 275.€€, 201. p. 314, 265. p.

315•, \7.. p. 269, 38. p.

238 D., 209. p. 297.6/= '
write,' 79. p. 251 ;

= 'in-

scribe a law,' 6. p. 227 ;

= 'write

in a law,' 2. p. 226 ;
= ' draft a

law,' 13. p. 299, 21. p. 232, 179.

p. 288, pass. 56. p. 244 ; mid,

= ' indict,' 13. p. 229, 83. p. 253,

pass. 103. p. 260., 3. p. 226, 8. p. 228, 53. p.

243, 59• PP• 244, 245, 105. p,

261, 124. p. 269, 249. p. 310., Il6. p. 265 D., 204. p. 296, 21 5. p. 30O.

8aUiv, 90. p. 255 D., 1 92. p. 292, 2o8. p. 297,

303. p. 327., 287. p. 32 1, 291. p. 322.

8, 91. p. 256 D.

be answers , $. p. 226, 179. p.

288 ; with repeated word, 42.

p. 240 ; explanatory, 201. p. 295 ;

', 213. p. 299.', 214. • 299, ptcp. 263. p.

314.
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/, 291. p. 323.

deiKvvpai, 4. p. 220, 1 39. p. 274,

pass. 22. p. 232, 24. p. 233 ; -,
y6. p. 250 ; edeiKwev, 233. p.

305 ; -T€OV, 58. p. 244 ; €€(, 215- p. 30O.

/, I. act. (i) impers. 6. p. 227 ;

^e?7, 313• P• 329 ; , 47•

p. 241, 52. p. 242 ;
delv,

269. p. 316,, 20. p. 23 1
;

ptcp., 133. p. 271, 108. p. 262
;

(ii) pers., iii. p. 263. 11. mid.

(i) impers., 145. p. 276 ;
(ii) pers.,

= 'be in need,' 218. p. 301, 268. p.

316; = 'ask,' 6. p. 227. 34 p. 236.

Sfii/off = ' dangerous,' 6 ., 45. p.

241, ., 97. p. 258 ;
=

' expert,'

276. p. 318., 144. • 275, 242. p. 307,

277. p. 318.

deinvelv, 1 69. p. 284.

eI^ = 'to be cast in prison,'

107. p. 262.

/, 30. p. 235 ; eVi ., 1 05. p.

261 D.

], SC. ^, 37- p. 238 D.

deXeaCeadai, 45. p. 241.

deudpoKonelv, 90. p. 256 D.

'«, 323• • 332.

deano-njs, 47. p. 24 1, 235. p. 306,

296. p. 324.

deipo, 32. p. 236 ; -i, 233. p. 305., 83. p. 253, 310. p. 328,

249. p. 310 ; oi . = 'second class

of,' I03. p. 260.

, II. p. 228 ; , 2y6. p. 3 1 8., 41. p. 239, 313. p. 329 ; ;-, I30. p. 270, 273. p. 317•, 23- p. 232, 40. p. 239, 192.

p. 292., 6o. p. 245, 2
1
3. p. 299,

236. p. 306.

, 1 57. p. 280D., 1 32. p. 27 1•, 13. p. 229, 72. p. 248, 169.

p. 285; ='deme,' 120. p. 267D., 2o8. p. 297, 2IO. p. 298,

279• P• 319 ;^ ., 142. p. 275 ;

-, 125. • 268, 289. p. 322., 201. p. 3 1 4•, 6. p. 227, 122. p. 268., -, 21. p. 232,-,
146. p. 276, -, 26 1, p. 304., 13. p. 229, 117. p. 266 ; -Oev,

127. p. 209., 289. p. 322 D.

, I. with gen., expresses instru-

mentality or direct agency, ', 1 8. p. 23 1,
',

249. p. 310, . . .-, 42. . 240, ', 205. . 296. . with acc,

expresses (i) cause or agency

more widely and indirectly, ', i8. p. 231, 292. p. 323, 94.

p. 257, ', 249. p. 3

1

0, 49.

p. 242, ', 258. p. 313. [The

difference between i. and 11. (i)

though subtle is perceptible :

COmp., 285. . 320, with

, 3• • 329] 5

() reason, . . .,
3 1 6. . 330j 126. . 269 ; object

or motive, ', 13. . 229., II. . 228, III. . 263,

293- • 323-, . . 227-, tr. 89. . 255 ; intr. 254.

. 312., 12J. . 209•, J. . 227, 128. . 269., 1 33• • 27 1., 1 8. . 230, 278. . 3 1 8.



250 INDEX .^ 26. p. 296, 31• • 328., 238. . 36•, III. . 263., 6. . 245? 98• • 258., 1 54• • 278 D.-, 28. . 234) IH• - 263.^, 98. . 259•, iy6. . 287.€, 3- . 220, 30• • 235?

89. . 255.€, 23• • 232, 45• *
240, 43• . 275•€7, 185. . 290D., 192. . 292, 2. . 298., 24. . 233? 93• •
257., 258. . 33•, 2 1 3• . 299•, 21. . 232, 87. .
254•, 140. . 274.

avplVy 2. . 234» 120. . 269,

8. . 288, 299- . 325, 323- •
332•^, 248. . 309•(€, 142. . 275•/, with ptcp. . p. 225, 8. p.

227.

,'^. p. 238 D, 164. p. 282 D., 6l. p. 245, 168. p. 284.'= * make a difference,' 66.

p. 247, 205. p. 296 ;
= ' differ,'

123. p. 268, 189. p. 291; mid.=

'to be at variance,' 31. p. 236.

= ' corrupt,' 44. p. 240,

160. p. 281, 247. p. 309 ;
= *de-

stroy,' 295. p. 324.€, 321. p. 331, 78. p.

251 D.€€, III. p. 263., 2$. p. 3 1 2, 258. p.

313.

€, 129. p. 270, 265. p. 303 ;

met, 22. p. 232, 26. p. 233, 72.

p. 249., I03. p. 260, 324. p. 332 ;, 1 6. p. 230 ; els, 88.

p. 255, 179. p. 288, 189. p. 291,

219. p. 301 ; \oyov, 8. p. 227,

evOvvas, 58. p. 244 ; , 1 33.

p. 271 ; irelpav, 195. p. 293 ;

= ' forgive,' 139. p. 274; =* or-

dain,' 12. p. 228, 97. p. 258., 21, 22. p. 232;-,
179. • 288.^, g. p. 228, 13. p. 229, 243.

p. 308., 146. p. 276, 213. p. 299., l8. p. 231, 61. p. 245., ., 6, 7• p. 227., with dep. infin., 4. p. 227,

113. p. 264; . = 'legal re-

quirements,' 2. p. 226, 238. p.

316,=' points oflaw,' 1 1 1 . p. 263,

= 'just pleas,' 7. p. 227 ;
= 'the

Right,' 177. p. 287., 21 5• p. 300, 30 1, p. 326., 6. p. 227, 17• P• 230., 1 23. p. 268., 249. p. 310, 278. p. 318.

<;; = ' suit,' 121. p. 268, 322. p.

331 ; .', 13. p. 229, 124. p.

269,, 1 33. p. 27 1.,, mid., 178. p. 288, 247.

p. 309 ;
pass. 320. p. 331., 38. p. 238 D, 1 1 5. p. 265 D., 283. p. 320, 286. p. 32 1.

^, 113. • 264, I20. p. 267,

78. p. 252 D.^/ -=' define,' act. 275. p. 317,

pass. 274. p. 317; mid. = ' as-

severate,' 40. p. 239, III. p.

263., 54. p. 243 D, 184. p. 289 D.



INDEX II. ^5, 238. p. 306.

', 2 1 6. p. 300.

;^, 237. p. 3*^•^^ 312. p. 329.6, 9. p. 228 ; ., 7• . 227,

103. . 26.
Uy^ui, 140. . 274, 1 54• • 278.

^^ 4• • 226, 255- . 312 ;
pass.,

29. . 235 D.

8€, 1 62. . 28
;
pass., 266.

. 35•^ = * opinion,' 227. . 303» 229.

. 304 ;
=* credit,' 125. . 269 ;

= ' prestige,' 98. . 259; =' re-

putation,' . . 226, 89. . 255 ;

= ' glory,' 67. . 247, 3. •
328, 1., 8. . 252., 8. . 289 D.

dovXeveiv, 1 29. . 270, 205. . 296.

89, 129- . 270, 131. . 270,

295. • 324•, 289• . 322 D., 05. . 26 D., 193- - 292, 277• • 38 ;

1. = ' forces' {copiae), 44• • 240,

8. . 262, 233, 234. - 35,
237. . 36., abs. 32 1, . 33 1 5

=' pur-

port,' 25. . 233-, 67. . 247, 270. . 36 ;

1. 322. . 332.

' hvvaros, 146. . 276, 300• . 325-, 28. . 234? 4• • 26, 321.

. 331 ; €, 139. . 274•, iy6. . 286, 189. . 29,
38. . 328.€€, 7.1']. . yX).

€/, 197. • 294•, 323, . 332.,. . 3 1 6.€€, 43• • 24°.(, 3. . 226, 95• • 257•

, 53• • 243, 3• • 264, 293.

. 323, 312. . 329.', 45• . 240, 4^. • 241,

49- . 242., 20. p. 232, 3^• • 23^., 6. . 245•, 109. . 263.

eai/= ' allow,' with inf. 2. p. 226,

40. p. 239; = 'let (a proposed

law) drop,' 103. p. 260 ;
= ' neg-

lect,' 279. p. 319 ;
= 'waive,'

60. p. 245 ; 6 yap in par-

enth. 21. p. 232, 146. p. 276,

261. p. 314.

eav, 177. p. 287.

eapivos, 1 54. p. 278 D.^, 68. p. 247.€, 26 1, p. 314•€, 19I. p. 292.

eyyuff, with gen. 226. p. 303 ; corn-

par. 234. p. 305, 288. p. 321 ;

superl. 165. p. 282D; ' eyytly,

12. p. 229, 96. p. 258.

iyKaXelv, 76. p. 250, 1 39. p. 274,

178. p. 288.

€€, 1 99. p. 294.€, I5I. p. 277, 25I. p. 3II., 47. p. 24 1, 24 1, p. 307.€, 91. p. 256 D.€, 213. • 299•(, 207• p. 297, 2 1 5. p. 300-

eyxeLpelv, 97. p. 258., 28l, p. 319; -yf, 3. p. 226.

e'^Afti/, 25. p. 233, 97. p. 258., 68. p. 247, 99. p. 259.

eOpos, 271. p. 316.

€0os, 138. p. 273.

el, 28. p. 234, 70. p. 248., . p. 228, 28. p. 234 ;

asyndet., loi. p. 261.

€, 115. p. 265 D.
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fUoai, 38. p. 238 D.(, 1 6. p. 230, 69. p. 247, 94.

p. 257, 223. p. 302., 91. p. 256 D.

[€€\, 1 95• p. 293,

205. p. 296.

fivai, 139. p. 274 ; eariv, 2o8.

p. 297; = 'to be possible,' 103.

p. 260, 124. p. 268.

€€, 144. • 275•

fiVeti/ = * speak in assembly,' 21.

p. 232, 83. p. 253 ;
= ' use a

phrase,' 5 1 . p. 242 ;

=
' name,' 20.

p. 231 ;
' e., 4. p. 226.

(, 17. p. 230.

eiy, 99. p. 257, 61. p. 245, 104. p.

261, 304. p. 327 ; eh with

superl., 143. p. 275.

€ts= ' to,' ' into,' € TO€€, 169. p. 284, eh

ede^avTO, 2
1 5. p. 300 ; met. eh-

ayeiv, 21 5. p. 300 ;
= * be-

fore (as a court),' eh €-, 103. p. 260, eh ,
112. p. 264 ;

= * towards,' e^a-

eh, 322. p. 332, evyoia

eh, 99. p. 259, Tpeneiv eh Ke-, 290. p. 322;^ 'for the

purpose of,' a apev eh to

. . .(, 248. p. 309, TiOeTai

eh, I38. p. 273 ; = * tO

deal with,'^ eh, 1 79.

p. 288, 197. p. 294, 219. p. 301,

274. p. 317 ; = 'in view of,' i. p.

226 ;

=
' with respect to,'€

eh ^ a', 1 97. p. 294

;

= 'to the amount of,' 234. p.

305 ; eh, 36. p. 237.

elaayyeXia, 1 3. p. 229, 249. p. 3 10.

flaayyeWeiv, 1 3. p. 229, 2 50. p.

310.'/ = ' bring into court,' 117.

p. 266, 121. p. 268; mid.=
'import,' 143. p. 275, 145. p. 276.

elaeXuelv = ' come into court' as

dicast, 278. p. 318 ; 'as defend-

ant,' e., I03. p. 260 ; = 'tO

enter the lists,' 319. p. 331.

elela, 1 48. p. 276.

elaievai = ' to come before a court,'

278. p. 318;= 'to enter upon,'

e. ., 233. p. 305.

eWTrmTCLv, 153. p. 278.

elanpaTTeiv, 1 1 5, p. 265 D.

elepeIV = ' propose (a law),' 105.

p. 261 ;
' contribute,' 152. p. 277,

257. p. 312.

et, 35. p. 237, 304. p. 327.

eiTa, 22. p. 232 note.

eLTe, 20. p. 231, 270. p. 316.

ee, 149. p. 276, 288. p. 31I.

e/c, e|= Out of,' e/c ^,
213. p. 299, eK, 248.

p. 3io;= Out of the condition

of,' eK, 13 1, p.

271, €K epoa, 3. p. 226,

eK , 237• p.

306;= 'bom of,' eK evv,
10. p. 228 ; = 'from,' of place,

€K, 63. p. 246, eK

., 230. p. 304 ; = * on the side

of,' e'K , 30I. p. 226
;

=
' from,' of time, eK, 43.

p. 246, eK , 20.

p. 234, 203. p. 295 ;
= 'from' or

'by' (of inference),^, .
p. 230 ;

=
' by means of,' ;;-

oh | SiV , 198, p. 294,

cK paOelv, 89. p. 255 ;

= Owing to,' eK pepo
eyev,. p. 227 5 = 'in accordance

with,' eK , 1 3. p. 229,

105. p. 261,, 122. p.

268, , 256. , 312 ;
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= 'after,' \oyov Ik \6yov /,
313• p. 329 ; f^ ^-, 177. p. 287/€, 246. p. 308., 2. p. 226 ; -ov, 1 7. p. 230 ;

-, \. p. 230 ; -oty, 208. p.

297.

€€, 25• p. 233 ;
pi. 29. p. 235 D.€, 2g. p. 235 D, I37. p.

273 D.

€, 38. p. 238 D.

cV/SatWii/ = ' result,' 80. p. 252; =
'digress,' 211. p. 298.

€8€€, 21. p. 232.€8 = ' give out to make ' (/<?-

care), 122. p. 268;= ' give up,'

241. p. 307.

fKel, 287. p. 321 ; -Oev, 150. p. 277 ;

-e = 'to my old point,' 66. p.

246, 163. p. 281,= 'to the Mace-

donian court,' 44. p. 240, 323.

p• 332.

€K€lvos, 17. p. 230, 315. p. 330;
= ' Philip,' 27. p. 234, 222. p.

302, and often ;
=

' the famous,'

219. p. 301.€8(, gi. p. 256 D.€, 29. p. 235 D.

€\€, 265. p. 3^5•, 6j. p. 247.

eKkeyeiv, 255. p. 303 ; mid. 26 1, p.

314.

eicXeiVeii/= 'quit,' 204. p. 296 ; 'fail

in duty,' 124. p. 269.

€K\veLV, 26. p. 234.

€€, 140. p. 274.(, 39. p. 238 D.

€€€, 1 33. p. 27 1.

€€, 265. p. 315»

(KTOs, 38. p. 238 D.

eicTos, 54. p. 243 D, 310. p. 328;

e. SeKUTOS, 104. p. 26 1.

€€€, 291. p. 323.

€€€, ^^. p. 236.

€, 20. p. 231, 56. p. 244, 274.

p• 317., 262. p. 314., $. p. 226, 238. p. 306.(, lyj. p. 306.(, 124. • 268, 142. p. 275 ;

e. 35• • 33^, 125- .
269 ;€ i. 1 39. - 274•

iXavveadai, 48. . 241.(&, 54• • 243 ^•, 20. . 233 > ^*^, 2. . 309.

eXeyxos, 15. . 230, 226. . 303.

eXeeii', 4• • 239•

k\uv, 3• • 226 ; mid.=
' choose,' 59• • 245? ^2. . 245>

320. .33•
eXevOepla, 46. . 241, 68. . 247»

99• • 259•

fXeveepos, 131. . 270, 242. . 307.

eXevOepovv, 84. . 253 D•, 121. . 268.

iXXeineiv, 92. . 257 ; pasS. 246. .
309j 3^3' • 326 ; impers. 302. .
326., 26. . 234> 47• • 276., 38. . 238, 64. . 246, 89•

• 255» 97• . 258, 67. . 284D.

e/A/3atV€ii/= ' embark,' 204. p. 296;

met., 248. p. 309.(, 7o. p. 248 ; mid. 68. p.

247., 243. p. 308., 39. p. 239 D., 49. p. 242., 21. p. 232, JO, 72. p. 248,

270. p. 316., 2. p. 3 1 8., 1 73. p. 286., 1 32. p. 27 1, 169. p.

284.
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(, 42. p. 240, 59• • ^44)

256. p. 312.^. . 200.(, 309. . 328.€€, 94• • 257•€, 1 82. . 289 D., 203. . 296.

eV = * among,' betvols (., 248.

. 309 ; €V , 28.

. 234 > ^^ ^^ .,

8. . 202 ; iv . . .-/, 89. • 255;=* at,' ev^, 1 8. . 23 1, 28. .
297; 'in' (of time), ev (, 1 39• • 274 ; ^^,
what occasions,' 313• • 329» *''

ois, 323. p. 332, [but cf. 19. p.

231] ;
* during the formation of,'

epavTTJ, 20. p. 232 ;
* involved in,'

fv) Troielv, 1 36. p. 272 ;

*occupied in,' eV, ev, 2 1 8. p. 301 ; On what

terms you were,' ev € npos

aWrjXovs, 163. p. 282 ; ev-, 1 39, p. 274.

evavTLOv, 8. p. 227, 141. p. 274.

evavrios, oi e\ 233. p. 305, 292. p.

323; n., 313. p. 329, 179. p. 288,

136. p. 272 ; n., used adverbi-

ally, TO ev. 35. p. 237.

evavTiovaBai, 65. p. 246, 69. p. 247,

79. p. 252, 160. p. 281.(, 308, 309. p. 328.

evapyrjs, 300. p. 326.

evbeia, 257. p. 3 1 2, 258. p. 3 1 3,

313. p• 329•

evbeUvvaeat, lO. p. 228.

evdexeaOai, 239. p. 307.

eveoevs, 165. p. 283 D.

evdiSovai, 1 58. p. 280.

evdo^os, 65. p. 246, 219. p. 301.

evelvai, m, 7. p. 227 ; evrjv, 1 50. p.

277 ; eK ev, 256. p. 3 1 2, 1 90.

p. 292.

eveKa, 26. p. 234.

€€8€', 198. p. 294•€, 200. p. 314.(, 1 84- p. 289 D•

€1/101, 12. p. 229.

eviaTUvai, intr. /? ev. 89. p.

255> 139• P• 274 ;
mid.= ' insti-

tute,' 4. p. 227, 193. p. 292 ;

evos, 1 57• P• 280 D.

evvea, 112. p. 264.

ewoos, 119. p. 267, 250. p. 310.

evo9, 29. p. 235 D, 75. p. 250 D.

evoxKelv 4. p. 226 ; -, 39. p.

239•

evoxos, 38. p. 238 D.

evTovda, 25. p. 233, 79. p. 251 ; with

gen. e. irokiTeiai, 62. p. 245 ;

= this score,' 124, p. 268.

evTiuevai, 324. p. 332.

ei/rt/ios, 311. p. 329.

eVToXr}, 75. p. 250 D.

evTOs, 32. p. 236, 38. p. 238 D.

e^ayeiv, 1 84. p. 290D ; mid. = * ex-

port,' 145• P• 276.

e^aipelv, 30. p. 235, 90. p. 256 D.

e^aipeTOS, 28 1, p. 3 1 9.

6^6^,4. p. 239, 322. p. 331., 1 53. p. 278, 308. p. 328.€€, 99, lOO. p. 259, 178.

p. 288, 274. p. 317.

eavhpaohiea, 39. p. 239 D.

e^aviaravat, 1 69. p. 284.

e^anarav, 2a p. 23 1, 42. p. 240,

282. p. 319, 276. p. 318.

e^anoaTeXXeiv, yy. p. 25 1 D.

e^apKelv, 1 96. p. 293.€€, 1 33. p. 27 1.

e^apxos, 260. p. 3 1 3-

e^e'ivai, 14. p. 229, . p. 260 ; (,
30. p. 235.
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I

e^fipyeii/, 1 69. p. 284.

€^e\avpeiv, Zj. p. 254»

e'^fXe'yxeii/ = ' test,' 23. p. 233; =
'convict,' 13. p. 229, 81. p. 252,

123. p. 268, 125. p. 269.

€(€, 92. p. 256 D.

e^erti^eii/, = ' examine,' 17. p. 230,

3 14. p. 330;= 'audit,' 1 1 3. p. 264;

pass. = ' to be found in one's

place,' 173. p. 286, 217. p. 300,

'to be found,' 197. p. 294, 'to

be displayed,' 277. p. 318.( = ' examination,' 226. p.

303, 246. p. 308; = ' call,' 310.

p. 328, 320. p. 331.(, 1 6. p. 230.4, 92. p. 256 D.

e^rjs, 102. p. 260.€, 1 5• p. 230 ; mid.(, 3 1 9. p. 33 1.

€^o8os, 79. p. 252, 100. p. 259, 178.

p. 287.( =
' licence/ 44. p. 240, 138.

p. 273; = 'office,' 321. p. 33I•

e^='abroad,' 323. p. 332; = 'out-

side,' 215. p. 300 ;
= ' extraneous

to,' with gen.€ ttjs-, 34.

p. 236 ;
= 'besides,' 39. p. 239 D ;

-Beu, 9. p. 228, 196. p. 293.€, 324, p. 332.

eoiKevaty 9€. 8. p. 227, 251. p. 316;

eoiKOTcs, 189. p. 281., 298. p. 325.

€-/€(, 1 9• p. 23 1, 38. p.

238, 112. p. 263, 322. p. 332.

€7ray€LV, alrias,, 143• • 275•

ISO. p. 276, 322. p. 331.

€€, 57. p. 244, 84. p. 253 D,

113. p. 264, 317. P• 330, 323. p.

332.

enatvos, 299. p. 325 ;
pi. 80. p. 252.

enalpavj, 291. p. 323 j 'em-

bolden,' 175. p. 286, 298. p.

325, pass. 168. p. 284; mid.=
' brandish,' 222. p. 302.(, 1 67. p• 284 D.

fnavayeip, 1 33. p. 27 1.

6€(, 66. p. 246 ; -eXOfiVy

102. p. 260.

€7ravi€vai, 42. p. 240, 1 63. p. 28 1,

177. p. 287.€, 311. p. 329.(, 1 42. p. 275.(, 268. p. 316.€, 324. p. 332., . p. 228, 1 27. p. 269.

eVet,. p. 260.

(^, g. p. 228 ; -, \. p. 241.

eVeiVaKTos, 87. p. 254.

^^^ I. p. 226 n.

ineXeelv, 263. p. 314.

€€€€, 140. p. 274.

€€, 88. p. 254•, 141. p. 274.

eVexeiv = ' prevail,' 253. p. 311 :
=

'check,' 153. p. 278.

€€€, 138. p. 273, 320. p. 331.

€€, 12. p. 229.

eVt,l. with gen. = 'resting on,' eViT^ff

avTTJs, SC., 28 1 . p.3 1 9 >
~ ^'^^

the presence of,'' ,
i6. p. 230, 137.P. 273D; = 'in

the time of,'' , ICO.

p. 259 ;
=

' on the occasion of,'

eVl, 99. p. 259,

npoTepov, . p. 228 ;
=

' in ac-

cordance with,' eV, IJ.

p. 230, 22. p. 232, 226. p. 303,, 2. p. 298, 233. p. 305,€ ent, 307. p. 327.

II. with dat. = Over,' to7s tc-

€\(,. p. 321 ;
= *over

against,' ^, 2o8. p.

297 ;
= * having in view * (of
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grounds of action), iiraiveiv eVt

TOVTOLSj 57. p. 244, evvoiq, 28 1, p.

319) Xpnf^^f^h 45• P• 240, 6'

of? K.T.X. 13. p. 229, 312. p. 329,

iXniai, 38. p. 238, 89. p. 255 ;

em TTJ elprjvtjs€(, 44• p.

240 ; with infin. ofpurpose, €-
eVt ... .€€,

284. p. 320; = 'upon' (of occa-

sion), eVl Tols (^
197. p. 294, ..../,
284. p. 320 ;

= * in the power of,'

e0' ... 21 5. p.

300.

III. with acc. = 'to' (of motion),

' ^, 1 9- p. 23 1,

4. p. 226 ;
=

' against,' eni€, 1 56. p. 279,

81. p. 252 ; 'upon' (of motion)

fVt€ avaedep, 294. p. 323;

= ' aiming at ' (of end or pur-

pose), e.g. 'to achieve,'€,
24. p. 233, cf. eVt, 21. p.

232, ' . .... p. 3 1 8, 28.

p. 234, ' to arrange,' eVi

.,. 15. p. 230, 'to assist,' ?
€\ TOP

cvepyeaias, 3 1 6. p. 330, 'to take

charge of,' 215. p. 300 ; = 'into

the power of,' im . {-), 151. p. 277.

ini^aipeip, 1 54. p. 278 D.

€\(, 254. p. 312, 272. p. 317 ;

mid. = 'to take steps,' 164. p.

282 D.

etriya/iiia, 91. p. 256 D.

fTriyiypcoaKdPj 1 67. p. 284 D.€, 289. p. 322.€€, 289. p. 322.

fntSfiKPvpaiy 95. p. 257, 1 42. p.

275; -v?7, 38. p. 238 D.

€Trtdet|tf, 280. p. 319.

embibopaif II3. p. 264, II7. p. 266,

119. p. 267, 312. p. 329.', 1 1 7. p. 285.

emepaij 244. p. 308.

€€, 133. • 27 1 •€, 157• p. 280 D.

€€', 68. p. 247.

enUaipoSf 1 27. p. 269.

eniKokfladai, 1 27. p. 269, 262. p. 314.

eniKp'ipetp, 38. p. 238 D.

emXapdapeauaij 1 82. p. 289 D, 269.

p. 316.

enikeineiVy 296. p. 324.

€€€, 309. p. 328.€{, 72. p. 249 D.

^'7/€7,249..3; -ar, 193. p. 292.(^, 1 1 8. p. 266 D.

imveveiPj 324. p. 332.€€, 250. p. ^lO., 157• • 28oD.€€€, 74. p. 249 D.

€€, Il8. p. 264, 311. p. 329., 1 14• p. 264.

cniaTeXKeiVy 74• P• 249 D.

€(€, gi. p. 256 D.(, 36. p. 237.!/, 90. p. 255 D•€€^ toIs(^ 320. p. 33 1, 204. p.

296.€€^ 7^• • 248.€€, Sy. p. 254.€€\, 2g. p. 235 D.

€€, 140. p. 274., 64. p. 246, 312. p. 329.€, 15. p. 230, 312. p. 329.

eTrtTt/xtov, 38. p. 238 D.

fTTirpfVeti', 78. p. 25 1 D.

= ' oppress,' 104. p. 260;

= ' spoil,' 180. p. 288.

eVix«p€ti/, 98. p. 258 ; with dat.,

27. p. 234, 71. p. 248.
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emxeipoTovelvj 29. p. 235 D.(, 1 37• p. 237 D., 230. p. 304.(, 1 30. p. 270.

€, 312. p. 329.€€, 1 39. p. 274, 1 42. p. 275.

epyaaiuj 1 29. p. 270.

€, 14. p. 230, 24. p. 233, 226.

p. 303 ; opp. to, . p.

260, 160. p. 281 ; epyo), 20. p.

231, 107. p. 262, 89. p. 255 ;

= ' public works,' 114. p. 264.

epuvj 209. p. 297 ; €, 64. p.

246, 217. p. 300; (, 50.

p. 242, ptCp. 12. p. 229, 17. p.

230.

epiy, 18. p. 231., 1 52. p. 278.€€, 128. p. 270.

(/, 50. p. 242, 170. p. 285,

297. p• 325.

ianepa, 1 69. p. 284, 252. p. 3 1 1.', 12. p. 229 ; iv toIs .
178. p. 287.

€T(pos, 201. p. 295 ;
= 'a third per-

son,' 1 5. p. 230 ;

=
' a foreigner,'

320, p. 331, 323. p. 332; = 'ir-

relevant,' 34. p. 237, 44. p. 240;. 139. p. 274; ,
85. p. 254, 212. p. 298.

eTi, 31. p. 236, 62. p. 245.€, \. p. 287, 239. p. 307 ;

-, 20. p. 231, 161. p. 281.

eroy, 106. p. 261.

€, 269. p. 3 1 6.€€€, 323. p. 332.

evdaipovia, 254. p. 311, 296. p. 324.€€, 200. p. 314.€, 47• • 241.

€8, 8. p. 228, 97. p. 258 ;
pi.

322. p. 332.

evepyeaia, 269. p. 3 1 6, 316. p. 330.

€€€, 43- • 240, 97, 9^, • 258.(, . . 251 D., II. . 228.

fvOeveiv, 286. . 322.(, 6. . 246, 141. . 275-

(, 58. . 244> • • 263,

112. . 204, 7• • 266, 124. .
269.

€, 9. . 228, 31. • 236, 36. .
237 ; € e., 322. . 332., . 226, 1 59• • 28,

35• • 327•€, 151. . 277.

evvoia, with dat., I. p. 226 ; ei?,
320. p. 331,, 314. p. 329.(, y. p. 227.

(, . p. 227, 80. p. 252, 320.

p• 331•

euoi, 260. p. 313., 249. p. 310.

eimopeiv, 191. p. 292 ; with gen.

27. p. 234, 235. p. 305.(, Io8. p. 262, 311. p. 329;
-, 148. p. 276., 149. p. 277.

€€, 259. • 313•

€€€, I. p. 226, 7. p. 227., 126. p. 269. 1 57. p. 280D.(, 32. p. 236.€€€, 1 7 5- p. 286.

fVTVxelv, 18. p. 231, 263. p. 314,

323. p. 332; = 'farewell,' 78. p.

252 D., 323. p. 332., 141. p. 275., 285. p. 320., g2. p. 2^7 D., gi. p. 256 D., yo. p. 248, 264. p. 3 1 5., I. p. 226, 8. p. 227, 1 76.

p. 286., Sg. p. 255•
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€\\, 320. p. 33 1.

^, 31. p. 236, 56. p. 244, 73.

p. 249, 75. p. 250, no. p. 263.

€8(, 1 8. p. 231., Sj. p. 254, 112. p. 264 ;

intr. 60. p. 245.

€;^f 11/
=

' possess,' 252. p. 3 1 1 ;
= * to

wear,', 129. p. 270, 289.

p. 322 D ;
= ' have as charac-

teristics,' evvoiav, I. p. 226,

f., 321. p. 331, 292. p. 323 ;

with subst. (equivalent to dvai

with adj.) (^, 'to be

grateful,' 305. p. 327, €.,

* to be quiet,' 35. p. 237 ; so with

advb., e., 324. p. 332,, 6 1, p. 245»,
99• p. 259, 291. p. 322 ;

=
' bear,'

alriavj 4. p. 227,, 240.

• 307 ;
=

' to contain or imply,'

\, I20. p. 267, 123. p. 268
;

= 'to be able,' 16. p. 230, 32. p.

236 ; €( /, 'to take ac-

count of,' 199. p. 295 ;,
'to secure,' 45. p. 241; €,
often = little more than ^with,'

168. p. 284; mid. = (with gen.)

'to adhere to,' 79. p. 251.

(, 1 6. p. 230, 188. p. 291.€, 12. p. 229, 35. p. 237;

Beols, 46. p. 241, 61. p. 245., 50. p. 242.

€, with ind. 30. p. 235 ; opt. 32.

p. 236 ; with gen., 106. p. 262 D.

{^? = * distinction,' 120. p. 267;
= ' enthusiasm,' 217. p. 300., 1 52. p. 278.

, 205. p. 296, 72. p. 248, 314.

p. 30.

^, 15, 1 6. p. 230, 47. p. 241.

Cvyov, 289. p. 322 D.

, 43. p. 240., 65. p. 246., 24. p. 233, 143. p. 275 ; ol

^.=' first class of trierarchs,'

103. p. 260, 312. p. 329.^, 167. p. 284 D., 3. p. 226, 64. p. 246., . p. 228, 69. p. 248 ; . nevTf,

29. p. 235 D., 4. p. 226., 109. p. 263, 114. p. 264, 204.

^
p. 296, 275. p. 317., 22. p. 232, 279. p. 319., 8 1, p. 252., . p. 287., 89. p. 255, 3 1 6. p. 330., 2JO. p. 3 1 6, 1 27. p. 269.

^€, 9I.p. 256D. J

>7/xepa, 26. p. 234, 172. p. 285, 195. J
p. 293 ; 6 ' ., 2. p.

298 ; ., 68. .
247, 249- • 3., 46. . 241 ; ., 33• • 329•, 8. . 288, 1 84. . 289 D., 35- . 237, 65. . 246, 307,

38, . 328., 244- • 38., 244• - 38, 273• • 37•, 124- . 268., g6. . 256, 3• • 326,

324• . 332., gy. p. 298, 205. p. 296., 28. . 297•, 1 64. . 282 D., 264• . 3•(, 43• . 275, 1 59• . 28 1., 2 1 6. . 300, 248. . 309.

^, 28. . 234•

(, . . 226, 141. . 274•€, . . 228, 3^• • 236,

144. . 275-



INDEX . 259, 202. p. 314•, 58. p. 244) 120. p. 267.

^e'/LiiS•, 128. p. 269.

€09, 97. p. 258, I. p. 225, 141. p.

274.

€7€€, 28o. p. 319, 307. p. 327,

322. p. 332., 51• • 242.

^, pi., 309. p. 329.

6(€, 1 1 6. p. 266 D.€= '•\. be a spectator,' 28. p.

234, 265.P.31 5 ; = 'tobehold,' 68.

p. 247, loi. p. 259 ;
pass. = ' to

be examined,' 315. p. 330., 68. p. 247., 91. p. 256 D.€, 1 13. p. 264, 1 18. p. 266 D;

pi. (?) 55. p. 243 D., 322. p. 332., 26o. p. 3 1 3.

\€, 26o. p. 313.€, Tovs. 31 5• p. 33°•, 3$- • ^37, 174- •
286., 68, 169. . 284.€, 1 36. . 272., 17$. . 286, 211. . 298,

263. . 314., 268. . 3 1 6.

(, 183. . 289 D., 86. . 254> 28. . 301., 1 39• • 274•, 243• • 37•
^, \. . 230, 49• ' 242.

', 74• . 249 D, 95• • 254, 277•

\ . 38.

\ , 28. . 3I9j /3, 8. . 227,^, 64. . 244? ?, 2.
' . 298 ; . 123. . 268, 255. .

312; 83. . 289 >., 45• • 241, 78. . 251 D.

, g2. . 256 D., 1 48. . 276 Sqq. ; --,
90. . 255 D.

tepoV,= ' temple,' 92. • 257 D; =
' sacrifice,' 91 • • 256 D.

^^, 1 54• p. 278 D.

', I50. p. 277., 5. p. 242., 107.p. 262.

, with subj. 17. p. 230 ; opt. 32.

p. 236., 1 84. p. 290 D., . p. 287, 234. p. 305., 311. p. 329.", 299. p. 325., 320. p. 33 1., 3. p. 226, 7. p. 227 ; t.,

238. p. 306 ; i, \. p. 281,

236. p. 306 ; eVi ", lo6. p.

261 D., 91. p. 256 D ; intr. 195. p.

293 ; mid. 166. p. 283 D ;, 54. p. 243 D., 144. p. 275., with dat., 7. p. 227 ; with

inf., 18. p. 230; abs. 203. p. 295,

321. p. 331., 202. p. 295., 1 7. p. 230.

^, 259. p. 3 1 3.

KaOaipilv, 227. p. 303., 1 97. p. 294, 23 1, p. 302., 128. p. 269., 259. p. 313-, 107. p. 262.-, 97• p. 258.

€€, 184. p. 290 D., $0. p. 235., 149. p. 277., 71. p. 248, 79. p. 252,

222. p. 302 ; intr. 27. p. 234,

S 2
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47. p. 241, 100. p. 259 ; mid.,

ets rx]V€\€,
132. p. 271 ;

pass. 1 18. p. 266 d.\€, Il6. p. 265 D., I07. • 202.

= ' and,' . p. 226 ;= * also,' \
. . . eVri, 47. p. 24 1 ; . . .

df, 43. p. 240, 215. p. 300 ; re-

dundant in comparisons,

TTfp Koi K.T.\. 5. p. 226 ; . . .

= * both . . . and,' 4. p. 226 ;
=«

* actually,' intensifying adj. ., 3. p. 226, ., 279.

p. 319, verb, . , 47. p. 241,

. 8(, 6. . 245» advb. .*
;
=

' even,' .,
50. . 242, 324• • 332 ; redupl.

. . . . ., 275• • 3^7 >
=

'simply,' ,. . 259

;

...ye, *yes, and' in answer to

interrogation, 117. p. 266; =

*but,' when preceding an in-

terrog., \ ..., loi. p. 260,

282. p. 319 ;
= ' possibly' (like

€) when following an in-

terrog., \, 24. p.

233 ; = 'or rather,' . ovdev,

104. p. 260, xOes K., 1 30.

p. 270, €. . (, 12.

p. 229.

(of supposition), 276. p.

318.

itai (continuative) = * more-

over,' 14. p. 229—so often ;

ovbe, 76. p. 250. . . ov8e . . .

yf, 68. p. 247,, 54. p. 243 D., 1 8. p. 231.

icaipcJf = * occasion,' 'crisis,' 17. p.

230, 178. p. 287, 321. p. 331; =
* right time,' ' opportunity,'

(Ibfvai, 48. p. 241, iv K. 102. p.

260 ; = * convenience,' p. 297. p.

325•

= ' and yet,' 51. p. 242;

generally introduces a paren-

thesis inserted before the read-

ing of a document = ' and, by

the bye,' 103. p. 260, 123. p.

268, 180. p. 288, 212. p. 298,

219. p. 302 ; . . .y(, I lo.

p. 263.

KaKayyeXelv, 267. p. 3 1
5., 20. p. 23 1, 68. p. 247, 93. p.

257, 279• p. 319•, 3o6. p. 327., II. p. 228, I08. p. 263 ;

-, 78. p. 251 D., = ' mischief,' 16. p. 230 ;
==

'malady,' 198. p. 294., 135• • 272.\, 146. p. 276., 267. p. 315 ; -, 123. p. 268., 31. p. 236., 1 29, p. 270.

KaXeli', = ' denominate,' 51. p. 242,

72. p. 248 ;
=

' summon,' 170. p.

285, 141. p. 274., 93. p. 257, I18. p.

266 D., 127• p. 269, ICO. p. 259,

251. p. 310, 311 ; , 63. p.

246, 95. p. 257, 97. p. 258 ;, 8o. p. 252 ; compar.

100. p. 259, 316. p. 331., 85. p. 254, 97. p. 258 ; <c.

76, 231. p. 304.€, 243. • 307, 289. p. 322 D., 296. p. 324.

= , ' and if,' 4. p. 226., 23 1, p. 304, 309. p. 328., I. with gen. -- ( down upon)
' to the hurt of,' ' against,'

(. 19. p.231, 1 36. p. 272;
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= (upon) ' concerning,' ' about,'', 2
1 5• p. 300.

II. with acc. = ' throughout,'

of place, if. , 323. p.

332, of time, K. , 3• p.

226, . Tovs, I/, p. 230,

69. p. 248, K. ,
68. p. 247, 249. p. 310 ;

= 'inthe

time of,' " ovs(),.
p. 279, (,
298, . 325, 95• . 258, 37,38.
• 33^ ;

=
' in the province of,'" eva avdpa, I S3• • 278,

246. p. 309 ;
=

' as far as concerns,'

avTO, Io8. p. 262,

y, 2 1 6. p. 300 ;
= 'in respect

to,' K. , 304. p.

327 ; ovde ' ev, 1 6 1, p. 28 1 =
' in no respect ;' ' ev, 17. p.

230 ^ ' singly ;' &,
214. • 299 = ' the details of

each topic ;' '(,
324. p. 332 = ' alone by them-

selves ;' / = ' viritim,'

271. p. 316; = ' in accordance

with,' ' in consequence of,'-', 8o. p. 252,' ov, 102. p. 260, 105. p. 261,

K. , 15I• p.

279., 103. p. 260, 55. p.

243 D.

Kardyeij/ = ' restore an exile,' 71. p.

248 ;
= 'bring into port,' y^. p.

249 D, 78. p. 25 ID.€, 256, p. 312, 167. p.

284 D., 6y. p. 247.8\, 72. p. 249.€, . p. 260, 26 1, p.

314., 2 1 4• p. 299.

, 38. p. 238 D., 15 1. p. 277., 1 82. p. 289 D.

= ' se'ize,^ 71• P• 248,

99. p. 269 ;

=
' find on arrival,'

211. p. 298.€, 107. p. 262., 204. p. 296., 105, lo6. p. 26 1,/ ==' lodge,' 82. p. 252;
pass. = ' decay,' 102. p. 260.

icarafe/xeti' = ' assign,' €, 28. p.

234 ;
=

' depasture,' 1 54. p. 278D

;

mid. = ' portion out,' 155. p.

278 D.€, 175. p. 286., 247. p. 309 ;
pass.

86. p. 254., 200. p. 295., '^^, p. 236, 43. p. 240,

196. p. 293.

= 'execrate,' 130. p. 270,

282. p. 319 ;
= ' protest,' 283. p.

320., 212. p. 298, 244. p. 308,

322. p. 332., 36. p. 237, 7 1, p. 248.€, 50. p. 242., 309. p. 328., \. p. 248, 1 94. p.

293 ; mid. 66. p. 246
;

pass.

151. p. 277., 1 37. p. 272., 02. p. 245, 1 88. p. 29 1., 30. p. 235, 44. p.

240., 1 78. p. 288., 19. p. 23 1, 97. p. 258,

158. p. 280., 150. p. 277•

\^8€, g. p. 228, 1 7. p.

230, 291. p. 322.
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€€, 6o. p. 245, 96. p. 258,

184. p. 289 D., 3. p. 226, 15. p. 230,

TCI-, 4• p. 220., 263. p. 3 1 4., 123• p. 268, 12. p. 229.

KOTOifceti/, 91, 92. p. 256 D, 1
1 5. p.

265 D., 1 82. p. 289 D•, tr., 285. p. 320 ;
pass.,

306. p. 327 ; intr. 208. p. 297,

290. p. 322., .. Ill, p. 263., 142. p. 275, 77. p. 251 D.

€), 1 32. p. 27 1, 1 99. p. 294.

KeXevfiv, 6. p. 227, 28. p. 234, 58.

p. 244 ;
pass. 202. p. 295.

Kevos, 143. p. 275, 150. p. 277, 239.

p. 306., 267. p. 315.€, 213. p. 299, 1 64. p.282D.€, I S3' p. 278, 290. p. 322;

294. p. 323.€, 312. p. 329., 83. p. 253, IIO. p. 263,

120. p. 267., lyo. p. 285, 282. p. 319., I20. p. 267., 102. p. 281, 242. p. 307., gS. p. 259 J
. eire . . .

€iTe, 266. p. 315 ;
pass., 278. p.

318., lyy, p. 287, 45. p. 241., 1 98. p. 294., 26o. p. 3^3•

KXfifiv, 32. p. 236.

\(, 67 . p. 247., 1 29. p. 270., 31. p. 236., 312. p. 329.(€, I 50. p. 277.

, 55. p. 244 D.

Koivfj, 8. p. 227, 95. p. 258, 77. p.

251D., 1 37. p. 273.

= ' common,' 5. p. 227, 22.

p, 232 ;
= ' impartial,' 7. p. 227 ;

= 'large-minded,' 268. p. 315,

311. p. 329 ; , . p. 228,

134. p. 271 ; €V, 320. p.

330., 58. p. 244., 23. p. 232., 21. p. 232., yj. p. 238 D.^, 102. p. 28 1., . p. 241, 296. p. 324.^, 289. p. 322 D., 295. • 324•, 1 14. p. 264, 122. p. 268;

pass., 241. p. 307, 301. p. 326.

Kopdv, 258. p. 313., 287. p. 321., 2 1 6. p. 300., 65. p. 246, 98. p. 258., 259. p. 3 1 3., 1 90. p. 292 ; advb. 320.

p. 331•, 245. p. 308., 15. p. 230, 197. p. 294.

315• p• 330., ., 1 3. p. 229,\ ., 226. p. 303, 57• • 244 ;

pi. 14. p. 230, 124. p. 269 ; 289.

p. 322 D.€, 132. p. 271., 94. p. 257, 95. p. 258,

102. p. 260., 41. p. 22g., 3o8. p. 328., 1 94, p. 293., 300. p. 325 ;
- with gen.

96. p. 258.



INDEX II. 263, 323. p. 332., abs. = ' authoritative,' 6. p.

227, comparat., 255. p. 331 ;

with gen., 18. p. 231, 87. p. 254,

134. p. 271, 321, p. 331.

KwXveiVj 22. p. 232, 61. p. 245,

71. p. 248 ;
pass. 144. p. 275., 72. p. 248.^, 287. p. 321.

\aya)S, 263. p. 314.

^/3'/= '
accept,' 8(

119• p. 267, 262. p. 314; abs.

82. p. 253; = 'take' (simply)

28. p. 234 ; ., 12. p. 229

/, 02. p. 245 ;
= * adopt,, 209. p. 297 ;
^

' Seize,

., 1 98. ,
294 ;

= 'dupe,' 20. . 231, 4•
239-, 3^3• • 329) 320. .
33•, 3^3• • 329•, . . 251 D, 140. . 274)

148. . 276, 190. . 291.

^-^'^, 291. . 323•

Aeyeti/= ' speak,' 4. • 227, 7• •
248 ;/ 6, 3^3• • 329 5/, 277- . 3^8; = ' quote,'

28. . 234-, 1 57• • 28oD.

\, 72. . 248.

Xetneiv, 1 73• • 286., 104. . 26, 8. . 262,

267. . 35•
XeiTOVpyia, 9• - 256 D, 6. .

202, 267. . 35•, 26. . 33•, 283. . 320., 289. . 322 D., 298. . 325.

^, 297- . 325-

], 1 45• • 276, 230. . 304)

242. . 307., 299- . 325•, 26. . 3^3•, 299- • 325•^ =
' calculate,' 27. . 234,

20. . 267, 95• • 293 ;
= ' au-

dit accounts,' 227. p. 3^3;=
'enter in accounts,' 113. p. 264, 229, 231. - 304) "3•

264, 193- • 292., llj. p. 226 ; 229. p. 304
= ' speech,' 3. p. 226, 68. ,

247; ^, 13. p. 229

= 'topic,' 42. p. 240, 59. p. 244

. €K €(, 3 1 3, p. 329
= ' accounts,' ., 8.

227; opp. tO €, .
26, 6. . 28 1, to, 212

. 298, 244- . 38., . . 228, 8. .
288.8, 123- . 268, 138. . 272., 324. • 332 ; .{-
), 67. . 247 ; - , 23. .
232, without substant. vb., 4. p.

226 ; , 27. p. 234) 47• •
241, 95• • 258 ; , yS.

. 257 D., 6. . 26lD.

€,, 26. . 234) 7^• • 248,

73• • 249 ;
= ' quash,' pass. 104.

p. 261 ; mid. = ' ransom,' 268. p.

316.^ with acc, 267. p. 3 1 5,

312. p. 329; with dat., 303. p.

326 ; with cognate ' (.,

312. p. 329./, 4. p. 239, 65. p. 246, 217.

p. 301, 292. p. 323.

;, 288. p. 322., 5. p. 227.
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, 157- p. 280 D.

, III. p. 263, 208. p. 297., y] . p. 235 D.€^ 5"• • ^42•, 20. p. 23 1 ; els, 36.

p. 237., 1 6. p. 230
;
, 42. p.

240, ovdev ., 170. p. 285, . Sc

= *or rather,' 30. p. 235, 52. p.

242 ;, I. p. 226, .,

21. p. 232, 95. p. 257, . ,
I03. p. 260, 278. p. 318, 324. p.

332., 245. p. 308.

= ^ leB-Ul,' 89. p. 254; =
* comprehend,' iii. p. 263., 249. p. 3

1

0.€(, 253. p. 311., 8o. p. 252., 200. p. 3 13•, 289. p. 322 D., 1 18. p. 266, 135• P• 272D,

137. p. 273 D., 267. p. 315 ; 268. p.

316., 1 34. p. 272, 1 37. p. 273,

229. p. 304., 2 1 4• p. 299.^, 319. p. 33 1.

«';, 193• • 292, 209. p. 297.€\/, 68. p. 247.

/itya? = ' great,' 12. p. 229, 61. p.

245 ;
= 'grand,' 320. p. 331 ;

-, 31. p. 236, 194. p. 292, fi, 139• p. 274 ; ,
advb., 24. p. 233.

€(, 298. p. 325.(€, 1 29. p. 270.

env, 258. p. 313.

(€, 309. p. 328.

€€, 8. p. 227, 32. p. 236, 89.

p. 255, 135. p. 272 ; t6,
149. • 277-, II. p. 229, 21. p. 232,

69. p. 248, 78• p• 251.€€, 94. p. 257.€, 74• • 249 ^'

€', 6. p. 246., answered by de, 179. p. 288

by eneiTa or cira, I. p. 226 n.,

by , 12. p. 229 .; un

answered, 95. p. 257, 318.

330 ; ^ , I30. p. 270, 140,

p. 274, 316. p. 330 ; €, 12

p. 229 ; y€, 112. p. 263.

€€, in\, 307. p. 327 ;

e>i', 321. p. 331.

€, 64. p. 246, 176. p. 286.

/xepoff = ' portion,' 272. p. 317 ; ets

. €€, 6l. p. 245, 121. p.

268 ; , 6"/. p. 247;

TO€7 . 254. p. 312 ; .
•>^, 67. . 247) 03• •

26, 05. . 26 D, 222, . 302 ;

= ' party,' iv .,

292. . 323•^, 30• • 326., , 25• • 2)^0 ; eiy, 1 39• • 274•, 48. . 242, 112. . 264,

38. . 328,, . with gen. = ' in concert

with,', IJ. p. 230 ;, 21$. p. 300, 230. p. 304,

234• p• 305 ;
= * in attendance

upon,' 322. p. 332 ;
= * in ac-

cordance with,' (, 1 99.

p. 294, 316. p. 330,

\, 30I. p. 326, 286.

p. 32 1 ;
= * attended by,' (

iVfiet'a? (, 258. p.

313, € €(€ , 20$. p.

296 ;
= ' with the addition of,'
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€ TOOT €^,
202. . 295•

. with ace. = 'after' (of time),

36. p. 237, 233. p. 305.€€, 1 53• p. 278.

with acc. 250. p. 310 ;

with gen., 89. p. 253., 254. p. 3 1 2.

€, . , 20.

. 233 ;
•• ^/, 109• .

284., 228. . 303•, 24• . 233•, 121. . 208., = 'substitute,' act., 225.

p. 303 ; mid. 284. p. 320 ; mid.

= ' change one's mind,' bo^av,

229. p. 304, abs., 177. p. 287., Io8. p. 202, 225. p.

303., 316. p. 330, I25. p. 268., Sg. p. 255, 288. p. 322., 128. p. 269., 296. p. 324., of persons, 10. p. 228, 1 26.

p. 269 ; n. = ' fair,' 39. p. 239 D,

165. p. 283 D ; ,
' of moderate means,' 102. p.

260 ; -$•, i8. p. 231, 278. p.

318; -, 4. p. 227., . . . ., 48. p. 24 1

J

, 86. p. 254 j,
163. p. 282.

,177
= 'lest,' 33. p. 236, 214. p. 299;

prohibitive, 158. p. 280;

yap, 200. p. 295 ; before anti-

thesis, 260. p. 313; in negat.

wish, 89. p. 255, 324. p. 332 ;

after final particles, 32. p. 236 ;.,. , 7• • 248;

8, 03. . 200.

/^/, 35•• 330'

, 19. . 23 1, 287. . 321, .
. 228., after, 324• • 332 ;

after, 3^3' •
329•, 190. . 29 1

;,
125. . 269., 19. . 23.

/)/ = ' month,' 30. . 235•

= ' assuredly :

' see under ,
,., 284. . 320•, 1 29• • 270, 259- - 33•, Zj. . 254•, 34• • 272, 289• • 322,

296. . 324 ; comparat. 93• •
257., 02. . 200, 255• • 212;, 34• • 237»

\, 104. . 200 ;
-, 36. . 237 ,

5•. 277•, 209• . 31^•, 232. . 3^5•, 112. . 204•, 8. . 231, 47• • 24> 28.

. 319, 35--330•', 49• • 242, 320• • 33^•, . . 242, 1 38. . 272,

284. . 320., 1

1

5. . 206 D., 5• . 242, 200. . 34•, 21. . 23, 3• • 271 ;

mid. 33• • 236, 148. • 276., 38. . 238, 52• . 242., 1 88. . 291., 1

1

8. . 266 D., 28. . 297? 243• • 3^^•, 38. 273•, 42. . 275•, 3^3• • 329•, 94• • 257, 99• • 259•
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, 289. p. 322 D.

J
2. p. 226., ..., 1 37• •

273 ) with gen., /,
196. p. 293., 165. . 282 D., 1 49• • 277•, 20. . 267.

= ' ,,' 237• • ^ '>
=

* countless,' 100. p. 259» 120. p.

267, 145• • 276.

, 2$\. . 3.
vavay'ia, 194• • 293•, JJ. . 25 1 D., 'J2>• • 249 >, 78. . 25 1 D,, 1 94• • 293•^, 28. . 297•, . . 259•, 96. . 258, 1 94• • 293-, 02. . 26., 1 36. . 272, 33• • 329•, 1

1

6. . 265 D.^, 259- . 33•
verjXara, 260, . 34•, 267. . 3^5•, 28. . 297•

i/foy, 85. . 254, 29- . 235 '^
'> ^om-

parat. ^^ nenpaype-, 50. . 242., 1 88. . 291.€, 132. . 271.

, , . . 259, 7• • 266,

25•. 3•, 234• • 3^5-, . . 259•, 86. . 254, 247• • 3^9, 3^9-

• 331.(, g. . 228, 26. . 234 ;
pass.

1 8 1 . . 289 D ;
=

' rites,' 243• . 38., 275- • 37•

, 2. . 226, 20. . 267., 45• • 24•, 243• • 38., 68. . 247, 47• • 276, 256.

. 312, 324• . 332./ =
' now,' 3• . 226;= 'as it is'

(of fact), 133. p. 271, 153. p.

278, 195. p. 293, 200. p. 296.

/^, 259. p. 313.

^evia, 51. p. 242, 1 09. p. 263, 284.

p. 320., 311. p. 329.

^€Vos= ' guest-friend,' 46. p. 241,

51. p. 242 ;
= * mercenaries,' 152.

p. 277, 237. p. 306.

\, 129. p. 270.

6, with substant, in periphrasis, 17

. . . ctTf 6ir

. . . elnelv, 20. p. 234, 270. p.

316; TO with infin., 2. p. 226, 95.

p. 257, 254. p. 312; introducing

quotation in inf., 2. p. 226 ;

with infin. (of purpose), 107.

p. 262 ; €, 322. p. 332 ;

, 243• • 38.
6€\, 28. . 234•, 223- . 302, , 113- . 264,

= Ctesiphon.

o5oy= *road,' 260. p. 3^3 ;
= * jour-

ney,' 6., 1 95• •
293 5 n^et. 6. ,

^
322. . 332.€, 4• • 239•, 25. . 233, 94• • 257 ;

ptcp.

28. . 234 j
<*^^' ^* yeyovev,

70. . 248 ; oiS" (parenthetic),

171. . 285., 5. . 227, 46• . 24 1, 323•

. 332 ;
parenthetic, 45• • 241•

oiKflv, 305. • 327•
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215- . 300.€, 35• • 237•, 258. . 33•, 91. . 256 D, 132. . 271., 97• • 258.8€, 123. . 208., 227• . 3*^3 J
, 2iy. .

300., 48. . 24.
OiACTpoy, 4• • 239•

oios, . . 228 ; imep ^-
^ €€€, gS.

: ^. 259-^, 40. . 239? ^5' • 246.

OKvelv, 103. . 26, 120. . 209, 129-

;
. 270, 197. . 294-

OKV09, 1., 246. . 38., 6. . 265 D.

^' \(, as adj. (.?) 127. p. 269., delv, 20. p. 23 1.

»', 8o. p. 252., 74, p. 249 D.

6€, 259. • 313•

6\os, 121. p. 268 ; TO. , 28. p.

234, 278. p. 318, 303. p. 327,

39. p. 239 D; -, 190. p. 29 1,

1 94. -p. 293., 7• p. 227, 32. p. 236, 121.

p. 268.€, 102. p. 28 1., 136. p. 272, 317, 318. p.

330 ;
- =

' fairly,' 2. p. 226,

= * alike,' 6,, 6. p. 227,

17. p. 230, = 'no less,' no. p.

263 ; with dat., 43. p. 240., S' P• 227, 31. p. 236,

69. p. 227, 320. p. 331 ; mid.

14. p. 230, 29. p. 235 D., 1 64. p. 282 D, 246, p. 309., 241. p. 307, 301• P• 326., 287. p. 32 1.

, 12. p. 229., 1 86, p. 290D., 287. p. 321., 22. p. 232.^, 51. p. 242, 252. p. 311,

269. p. 316., 264. p. 315., 308. p. 328 ; ei's o. €,
242. p. 307., 250. p. 310, 284. p. 320.

oj/op,a^eij/=' to name,' pass., 46, p.

242; = ' to use phrases,' 35. p.

237, 122. p. 268., II9. p. 267., 1 4. p. 230., 234. p. 305., 175. • 286, 235. • 35,
289. p. 322 ; iv ., \. .
287 ; . to ', 244• • 3^8,

to, 87. . 254 \

., 38. . 238D, 115. . 265 D., 211. . 298., 45• • 24•, iron., 76. . 250., 3. . 328., 2 1 3. . 299•, ., 22. . 232., 262. . 34•
?, with Subj., 29. p. 235 D ;

. with subj., 32. p. 236 ;, 131. p. 271.

opai/ = *see,' 7. p. 277, pass. 93. p.

247, 268. p. 314 ; abs. 321. p.

331 ;
= ' beware,' 125. p. 269;

= ' compare,' 319. p. 331.

opyn, 99• P• 259, 138• P• 273•

^€^, 1 8, 20. p. 23 1.

op^os•, 0. , 15. p. 230, 322. p.

332; (sc. ). III.

p. 263 ; 6. ^lr, 298. p. 325 ;

-, 22. p. 232, 97. p. 258, 317.

p. 330.
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6€, 1 14. p. 264.

opiop, 174. p. 286, 230. p. 304.€, 30. p. 235., 2. p. 236, 25. p. 233., 24 1, p. 307., 28 1, p. 319.,. p. 309,, 154. p. 278 D, 296. p. 324.

Off, 143. p. 275 ; attracted, 118. p.

266— generally with omission of

antecedent, 114. p. 264, 136.

272, 213. p. 299, 2i8. p. 301,249

250. p. 310, 252. p. 311, 263

p. 314, 298. p. 325 ; «iff ^ . .

as €, 71. p. 248, 164. p. 282 D
182. p. 289 D; Off ye, 312.

329•, 217• p. 300., I. p. 226, 312. p. 329, 17. p.

230 ; , 5• 227•

oanep, . parenthet. i. p. 226,

102. p. 260., l6. p. 230, 94. p. 257, 312.

p. 329 ; eariv 6., 85. p. 254., 247. p. 309 ;, 14.

p. 229, 18. p. 231, 40. p. 239, 99.

p. 259.

orav, 45. p. 241.

ore, 44. p. 240, 114. p. 264.

ort = *to prove that,' 37. p. 237,

115. p. 265, 135. p. 272, 137. p.

273, 211. p. 298.

, 124, 125• p. 269.

, ,,, repeated (asyn-

deton), 107. p. 262, 244. p. 308

;

interr. 250. p. 311 ; ol8e,

124. p. 268 ; without verb, 83.

p. 253, 113. p. 264., 15. p. 230, 180. p. 288
;

= *of no account,' 310. p. 328,

320. p. 331 ; -, 175. • 286;

-(, 244. p. 308.

ouSe = *not even,' 315. p. 330; =
' nor only,' 2. p. 226 note., ly. p. 230; ' elff, 68.

p. 247 ; attracted, olSei^a -, 200. p. 295 j -
bh, advb., =' whit,' 318. p.

330.

oidenoT€, 82. p. 253.

^, 3S, P• 236, 79• P• 252, 23 1.

p. 304, 320. p. 331., 93• • 257 ? ,
117• p. 266, 281. p. 319., 24. p. 233 ; -ye, 3. p.

328., 3. p. 226. See under , €., 289. p. 322 D., lOO. p. 259., 1 04. p. 26 1, 1 06. p. 262 D.

€, 24. p. 233 ; € ... re, 293.

p. 323•

ovroff = 'Aeschines,' 3. p. 226, and

generally ; -- 'Ctesiphon,' 248. p.

309, 58. p. 244,, 1$. p.

230; = 'here present,' 114. p.

264 ;
pi. = 'my countrymen,' 316.

p. 330 ;
=

' my opponents,' 30.

p. 235 ;
=, 173. p. 285,

283. p. 320 ; Koi =
' and

that too,' 201. p. 295., 6. p. 247, 20I. p. 295., 26o. p. 313., 214. p. 313.

>//•€, I30. p. 270.

yoff, *, 1 33, 1 34. p. 27 1., 41. p. 239, 45. p. 241.-, 258. p. 313•(, I2y. p. 269., 2$?- p. 3^2., 23• p. 233., 209. p. 297, 225. p. 303.

7raXt>' = 'again,' 8. p. 227, 75. p.
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250 ;
= 'on the other hand,' 162.

p. 281, 198. p. 294., II9. p. 267.^, l^J. p. 280 D.^, 1 57. p. 280 D.-, 91. p. 256 D.(, 242. p. 307, 252. p.

311.

7';^} = ' anywhere,' 8i. p. 252., 256. p. 3 1 2., I. with gen. = ' from,'

ev ., 92. p.

256, 216. p. 300; with gen. of

pronoun, almost equivalent to

possessive, ,
3- p. 226 ; = 'from the action of,'

. , 33• •
329j 7. ,
38. . 328 ;

= 'by' (of agent), ., 35• • '^37^

. . , 202. . 295•

II. with dat.-= 'among,' 10. p.

228, 138. p. 273, 215. p. 300,

294. p. 323 ;
=

' at the house of,'

82. p, 252, 288. p. 321 ;
= 'in the

power' or ' province of,' 233. p.

305, 244. p. 308, 277. p. 318
;

=
' in the minds of,' 250. p. 307,

274• p. 317, 287. p. 321.

III. with ace. = ' along,' (of

place), 301. p. 326; = 'in the

course of,' (of time), 10. p. 228,

34. p. 236, 239. p. 307 ;
= ' close

on the time of,' 13. p. 229, 15.

p. 230, 226. p. 303, 285. p. 320 ;

=
' in consequence of,' .

yeyove ., 232. p. 3^5 j

= 'in comparison with,' 106. p.

261,265, 267. p. 315;
= 'beyond,'

235• p• 305•', 28. p. 234, 211. p.

298, 157. p. 280 D.

, 314. p. 320.

LV, 170. p. 285., 74. p. 249 D, yy. p.

251 D.-, 267. p. 315•. III. p. 263., 228. p. 303, 232. p.

305•, 1 99. p. 294., 79. p. 252., 1 78. p. 287., 6y. p. 247, 1 8 1, p.

289 D., 246. p. 308., g2. p. 256 D., 8. p. 227, 24. p. 233,

166. p. 283 D., 143. p. 275•', l62. p. 28 1, 1 72. p.

285.
^, 147. p. 276, 276. p.

318., 2. p. 298.

7€76' = 'leave over,' no. p.

263; = 'let be,' 313. p. 329; =

'omit,' 56. p. 244, 100. p. 259,

120, p. 267., 54. p. 243 , I05. p.

261 D, no. p. 263, 119. p.

267., = ' conduct,' yy. p.

2510; = ' dismiss,' 166. p. 283 D., lyg. p. 288, 248. p.

309•, y^. p. 249., 242. p. 307.^^ to dispose,' 234.

p. 305 ; mid. = ' prepare,' 19. p.

231, 32. p. 236., 26. p. 234, I02. p. 260,

216. p. 300., 71. p. 248.
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€(, 2o8. p. 297, 230. p.

304, 287. p. 321.-, l6l. p. 28 1., 232. p. 3^5•, 68. p. 247, 273.P.317.
napdas, 260. p. 3 1 3., 22. p. 232, 30. p. 235, 48.

p. 241, 83. p. 253, 198. p. 294 ;

eV , 21. p. 232,

€is TO 7., . p. 297 ; -
= ''\\. was possible,' 320. p.

331•

76^/ = ' pass by,' or 'away,'

35. p. 237, 188. p. 291 ; TO-€6 ^ * the past,' 192. p.

292, 6 7., 310. p. 328 ;
=

* to escape,' 7. 227 ;
=

' to ad-

vance,' 35. p. 237, 87. p. 254,—
esp. of an orator, 22. p. 232,

312. p. 329.^, 50. p. 242.€€, yj . p. 238 D.

€(, iavTov, I. p. 227, 2 1 6. p.

300 ; mid. 10. p. 228, 76. p.

250, 84. p. 253 D, 90. p. 255 D.

(), 170. p. 285.

{levai), 263. p. 314, 303. p.

326., tr. I. p. 226, 8. p. 228,

175. p. 286 ; intr. 90. p. 255 D., l6l. p. 281, 149. p. 277.(, lyy. p. 287., = ' every,' i. p. 225 ;

cKelvos , 43. p. 240 ;
=

' any,' 5. p. 227, 75. p. 250, in

bad sense, 130. p. 270.€, 1 8. p. 231, 41. p. 239,

130. p. 270; cy, 80. p. 252 ; 7. T17

^vxTJ,2gi. p. 322;=- 'to be under

a delusion,' 45. p. 241., 129. • 270, 205, p. 296,

288. p. 321.

, 90. p. 256 D, 203. p. 295., 49. p. 242, 66. p. 247, 89,

p. 255, 205. p. 296, 305. p. 327,

320. p. 331, 322. p. 332; .,
289. p. 322 D., 14 1, p. 274., 82. p. 253., 1 29. p. 270.

€, ICO. p. 259., 32. p. 236, 224. p. 306.

Tretpa, I07. p. 262, 195. p. 293.€ = ^ try,' 4. p. 227, 78.

p. 2510; = ' experience,' 89. p.

255, 253. p. 311.€, 24. p. 233, 1 37. p. 273., 266. p. 315, 310. p. 328., I02. p. 260, I07. p. 262., 256. p. 312, 263. p. 314•, lyj . p. 306., 1 05. p. 26 1 D.

TreWe, 29. p. 235 D.^, 312. p. 329., 55• • 244 D., 149. p. 277., 97. p. 258, 145. p. 275, 192.

p. 292., I. with gen. = ' about,' * con-

cerning,' I. p. 226, 215. p. 300,
=

' for the sake of,' ' in defence

of,' 200, 203. p. 295, 262. p. 314.

II. with ace. = * about the time

of,' . , 1 47. p. 276.,-, 65. p. 246., 23 1, p. 304., 297. p. 324., 8o. p. 252, 236. p.

306., 288. p. 321.', 128. p. 270, 227. p. 303., 72. p. 248., 323. p. 332 ; -,
I50. p. 277•
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nepiUvai, 44. p. 240, 1 50. p. 277,

158. p. 280.

nepuaravai, intr. = ' encircle,' 179.

p. 288, 188. p. 291, 196. p. 293 ;

=** result,' 201. p. 295, 218. p.

301.€(, 205. p. 296.

nepLopav, 63. p. 246, 99. p. 259.

rrepLOvaia, ex. . 3. p. 226.^, 32. p. 236.
*

nepinoieL•, 49. p. 242.€, 127. • 269.^, 234. p. 305.

7777X0?, 259. p. 313.^, 38. p. 328, 313. p. 329., 6j. p. 247., 242. p. 307.

TTLKpos, 108. p. 262 ; -$•, 207. p.

297, 265. p. 315.€, 23. p. 232, 46. p. 24 1., 41, p. 239, 21$. p. 300
;

pi. 164. p. 282 D., 259. p. 313., 2 1 8. p. 30I.€, 121. p. 268, 232. p. 305;

mid. 10. p. 228, 231. p. 304., 27. p. 234, 115. p. 265./, eX. 3 15• • 33°;€€\, 312. . 329 >, 39• • 239 ^>-,
8. . 288, TTfpl 7. 184. .
289 D ;, 20. . 233•

TrXe'ov, . , 125. .
268.\(, 6. . 245•^, 64. . 246., 1. . . 241., with gen. 190. p. 291 ; with-

out effect on constr.,

iavTOVs€, . p. 24 1 ; . '
€>/, 94. p. 257; . , 45- •
241 ; 7. iav, 121. p. 267 ; . et,

320. p. 331 ; introductory, =

'only,' 159. p. 281., 1 7 5. p. 286.€, 263. p. 314., 299. p. 325., 73. p. 249, 139. p. 274,

77. p. 251 D, 106. p. 262 D., I02. p. 260, 131. p. 270,

171. p. 285., 3o8, p. 328.

€, 47. p. 241, 52. p. 242, 128.

p. 269, 130. p. 270, 140. p. 274., 91. p. 256 D., 112. p. 264 ; . ev, I20. p.

267 ; mid., in periphrasis with

subst., I. p. 226, 16. p. 230., 3 1 8. p. 331., iig. p. 267.€, 1 65. p. 282 D.^, 20. p. 23 1, 1 39. p. 273,

145. p. 276 ; . \€,
31. p. 236

;
pass. 43, 44. p. 240.€, 137. p. 273 ; ., 1 37.

p. 272., l8. p. 230, I43. p. 275,

145. p. 276.€, 71• • 248, Sy. p. 254,

93. p. 257 ;
pass. 77. p. 251 D.

?, 7. = Athens, . p. 225 ;
pi.

18. p. 231., 39. p. 238.

oXret=-'citizenship,'9I.p.256D;
=

' constitution,' 65. p. 246, 90.

p. 256 D ;
=

' policy,' . -, 31?• • 33^ i
''' ^^^^

. 322. . 332> '"«

., 73• • 286., 4- • 226, 1 8. . 230,

45• . 240, 94- • 257, 313- •
329 ; . 8. . 227, 53• •
245., 8. . 202, 257• • 312.



272 INDEX II., 321. p. 331., .€, 237• •
36 ; . ^, 246. . 38 ;

= 'con-

stitutional,' ' Statesmanlike,' 13.

p. 229, 311. • 329•, 4• • 220, 8. . 252., 4• • 204•, €€, 1 99• • 294>"
peovTi, 136. . 272 ; -, 53• • 243 j , 47•

. 241, 52. • 242., II. . 229•, 124• • 208., 2 1 6. . 300•, 1 94• • 293•, ^. . 242., 267. . 3^5 5 neut. for

masc, 242. p. 307.(, 289, p. 322 D., 1 24. p. 268., 139• p. 274., JO. p. 248., \T], p. 269., pi. 309. p. 328., ., 163. • 282 ;

with gen., 299• • 325 >,
172. . 285., 103. . 26; -, 27 1, . 36., 1 16. . 265 D, 26. . 300., 312. . 329., 316. . 33°•, 205• . 3^5•, 9• * 256D., 312. . 329•, with gen., , 1 95• •
293.

= 'fact,' 1 5. • 230, 214. .
299 ;

* f^c* of *^^ case,' ., 4• • 227 = * trick,' 24. .
233, 44•.275, 37••33;1•
^'measures,' 193• • 292; .

=- 'affairs,' 'the situation,' 17. p.

230, 47. p. 241, = 'public life,'

233• P• 305 ;
pl. = * troubles,' 20.

p. 232, 42. p. 240, 271. p. 316,

292. p. 323 ;
= 'dealings,'

\ ., 283• .
320, 1. 88. . 291•, 20. . 234•| = 'transaction,' 59• • 244,

321. . 331 = dissociation,' 22.

. 232, 191• • 292., gi. . 256 D., tr., = 'to do,' 55• • 233j

., 4• • 220 ; = ' to make,', 20. . 232, paSS.,], 293• • 323 ;
= * tO

cause,' . . ., 302. .
326; intr. = 'to fare,' 195• •
293, 252. p. 31 1•, 20$. • 31 Sj 278. . 318., IJ. . 230, 23• • 233,

42. . 240, 79• • 252, 320. . 33•, 1$$- • 279, 1 79• •
288., 244• • 38, 282. .
319; •, 24. . 233, 3°•

• 23 5 J 73' • 249 ;,
77' • 250 D., 98. . 258., 47• • 241, 247• - 3^9•, 30. . 235•

=-' before,' (of place), 157• •
201, (of time), 189. p. 291 ; .

with infin., 26. p. 234, 33. p.

236.

IV, tr., 1 63. p. 282, 2o6. p.

296 ;
pass., 269. p. 316 ; mid.

tr., 298. p. 325 ; act. intr., 181.

p. 289 D., l8l. p. 289 D., 2. p. 220, 25. p. 233,

89. p. 254, 129. p. 270, 134. p.
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271, 257. p. 313, 280. p. 319,

285. p. 320, 315. p. 330.6= 'choice of policy,' ., 93. p. 257, 3 1 7. p.

330, 292. p. 323, 306. p. 327

;

yevvaiov Trj -
peaiv, 321. p. 331 ;-* principle,'

192. p. 292, pi., 59. p. 245, 206.

p. 296, 210. p. 298 ;

= 'scheme,'

12. p. 229.^, 63. p. 246, 246. p.

308.^' set in front as a

defence,' 97. p. 258, I95-P-293;

. , 300. p. 325?

301. p. 326; pass. =-'be pro-

posed for election,' 149. p. 277,

285. p. 320.»/, l6g. p. 285 ;
pass.,

53• p. 243., g. p. 228, 1 1 8. p. 266.^, go. p. 255 D.

npoyovos, 63. p. 246, 68. p. 247,

98. p. 258., 1 96. p. 293, 1 99. p. 294./, 47. p. 241, 322. p. 332.

TTpobo&ia, 38. p. 238 D, 297. p.

325•, 19. p. 23 1, 47. p. 24 1,

134. p. 271., 91. p. 256 D., 75• p. 250 D., 149. p. 276, 196. p. 293,

199. p. 294.

^^, 8o. p. 252, 246. p. 308., 234. p. 305., 1 63. p. 282., 200. p. 3 1
3.^,. p. 284 D.€, 125. p. 269., 2 1 6. p. 300. 286. p. 32 1,

301. p. 326, 312. p. 329.

, 54. p. 243 D, 57. p. 244

;

-, 221. p. 302.^, 67. p. 247, 72. p. 249,

94• p. 257, 97. p. 258, 114. p.

264, 134. p. 271 ;
pass., 303. p.

326., intr. 46
, p. 241, 200. p.

295, 298. p. 325; mid. tr., 15.

p. 230.€, 2. p. 226., 2o8. p. 297.

7rpoXa/i/3ai'eti'== 'seize beforehand,'

26. p. 234, 60. p. 245, 224. p.

303 ;

=
' take advantage of,' 314.

p. 329.

\€-, 45• p. 240, 72. p. 249,

196. p. 293, 235. p. 306., 220. p. 30I, 30I. p. 326.^, 82. p. 252., 40. p. 239 ; mid., 27. p.

234, 281. p. 319; = 'provide,'

301. p. 326., 47. p. 24 1, 256. p.

312., 12. p. 229, 316. p.

330.€, 2g6. p. 324., I. with gen. = 'by' (in invo-

cation), 7. ^, 199• p. 294.

II. with dat. = 'near,' .^, 1 29. p. 270 ;
-=

' occupied

in,' . . . . "^,
176. p. 287; = 'in addition to,'

2. p. 226.

III. with ace. = 'to' (of mo-

tion towards), 257. p. 312 ; ^-
To\rj (letter addressed

to you), 40. p. 239; = 'in the

direction of (expressing a great

variety of general relations),

7. €/i€, ' his relations to me,'

14. p. 230, €€ 6 ir.
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6/xf) *in no relation to me,' 44. p.

240, 60. p. 245, 247• p. 309,€(€ . rovs ueovs, 7. p. 227,

7. Toi/s€(\€9 (vvoiav, 314. p. 329, -^ . ., 36. . 237 [but

just below the same phrase

means ' hatred felt on the part

of, or by, the Th.'] ; of antagonis-

tic relation, . ov 6^ 235.

p. 306 ; €v ols . Tovs ivavriovs

€\ 8,. p. 318;=-* for

the understanding of,' /; .
TOVS, 40. p. 239, €

. ., 1 96. .
293) ^ ., . .
242; €, *as far as

my opponent is concerned,' 196.

p. 293, 251. p. 3ii; = 'in com-

parison with,' 7. €K€ivovs (-
€€, 314. p. 320, Lva 7.^,

ly. . 230, . \
. , 95• • 258

;

of the object to be gained or

furthered, ,
..\., 2. . 231•,-

aeiv ., 8. . 228,-
\€€ . ,
144• • 275 j l•'•^^ ^^'• "T^pos, * pleasurable,' 4• . 226

;

, * in a hostile spirit,'

141. p. 275.(\, 73. p. 249 D, 1 70.

p. 285., 28. p. 234, 2
1
3. p. 299.

npoaayopeueiv, 260. p. 3 1
3.7\€, 1 1 8. p. 244 D., 322. p. 332•, 58. p. 244.•, 1 13. p. 264, 209. p. 297.

^, . p. 227, 1 76. p. 286., 195. p. 293, 263. p. 314., 28l. p. 319., 258. p. 313.( = ^\. be added,' 306. p.

327; = *to attach,' 'apply,' 122.

p. 268, 246. p. 309, 273, 276. p.

318. ^€€, 22. p. 232., , 13. p. 229;, 257• • 3^2.€€,, 47• • 276., . . 241; -, IJ. .
230; = 'belong to,' 181. p. 289 D., 20. p. 231, 69. p. 247., 150. p. 277., with dat., 161. p. 281

;

abs., 277. p. 318, 254. p. 311.

== 'procession,' 86. p. 254

;

= *income,' 78. p. 251 D., 2 50. p. 310., 1 5 1, p. 277., 125. p. 269, 1 28. p.

270, 156. p. 279., 1 34. p. 27 1., 1 30. p. 270, 23 1, p.

304, 279. p. 318; mid. = 'ac-

quiesce,' 39. p. 238, 195. p. 293,

227. p. 303.^, 1 67. p. 284 D., 1 78. p. 288., 283. p. 320., 323. p. 332., 39. p. 239 D.€, 1 8. p. 231, 104. p. 260;. 7. 3l6. p. 330., y. p. 227, I04. p. 260., 1 92. p. 292, 273. p. 317 *,

mid., 236. p. 306., I20. p. 267, 246. p. 309., pass., 26 1, p. 3 1 4., 1 50. p. 277.



INDEX IL ^75, 1 56. p. 279, 236. p. 306., 252. p. 3 1 1., 324. p. 332.

npvTaveia, 75. p. 250 D.

TTpwaveveiv, 29. p. 235 D., 37. p. 238 D, 169. p. 284., 130. p. 270.

7€, 321. p. 331; pi., 66. p.

247, 203. p. 295, 209. p. 297., 21. p. 232, 236. p. 306,

310. p. 328.

TrraUiv, 286. p. 321., 131. p. 271.

€••, 1 1 8. p. 266 D., 1 5 5. p. 279., 149. p. 277, 1 54. p.

278 D., 1 54. p. 278 D., 267. p. 3 1 5., 2. p. 233./, 46. p. 241, 177. p. 287., 203. p. 295.

?, 65. p. 246 ; . ov, 1 39. p.

273.

8, . p. 234, 1 14. p. 264,

126. p. 269 ; compar. 147. p. 276., . p. 241./ (adj.), 138. p. 273., 45. p. 241, 219. p. 301.

pelv, 136. p. 272.

€€, 298. p. 325., 1 98. p. 294.

€, 35. p. 237., 35. p. 237, 40. p. 239, 223. p.

302., 267. p. 315•, p. fcat, 122. p. 268., go. p. 255 D., 94. p. 257, 219. p. 301, 226.

p. 303, 232. p. 304, 246. p. 308,

319• p• 331•

, i6y. p. 284 D., 98. p. 259.

, 26o. p. 316., 227. p. 303., l6g. p. 284., 196. p. 293 ; -ay, 28. p. 234,

121. p. 262 ; -, 49. p. 242.€, 133. p. 27 1., 204. p. 296 ; -, 35• p.

237, 130. p. 270.€€, I07. p. 262, 256. p.

312, 258. p. 313.^, 279. • 3i9> 285. p. 320., 23. p. 232, 1 89. p. 29 1., Sy. p. 254, 24 1, p. 307,

301. p. 326., 23. p. 249 D, 77. p. 25 1 D,

87. p. 254 D., 248. p. 310.>, 82. p. 252, 112. p. 264., I20. p. 267, 245. p. 308., 7^. p. 249 D., 67. p. 247., 2. p. 233, 276. p. 3 1 8., 36. p. 237., 1 94. p. 293., 169. p. 284, 180. p. 288., 194. p. 292., 1 8 1, p. 288 D., 62. p. 245., 1 59. p. 28 1, 267. p. 3 1
5., Il6. p. 265 D., 1 5• p. 230., 245. p. 308, 262. p. 3 1 4., 21. p. 232.', 227• p. 303., 276. p. 318., 1 98. p. 294., 1 54- p. 279 D., 1 59. p. 280., 127 > • 269.



INDEX II,^ 2. . 313*, 5• • 227•, 230. . 304•, 6. . 245•

€€, 217. . 300 ; 323• • 332.

aTspyeiVj 112. . 264., 54• • 243 1>, 89. . 255 ;

1., 8. . 252, 83. . 253-, 54• • 243 ^j 83. .
253, 89. . 255, 94- . 257, 4.
. 206, 117, 8. . 266 ;

pass.,

257. . 313, 26. . 313, 39• -
331.

7;, 1 54- • 278 D., yi. . 236, . . 259•€^ 1 65. . 282 D.€, 4. . 1 64, 94•• 293•, 212. . 298, 245• • 3^8.

f 73' • 248 D, 1 46. .
276., 5• • 277, 2 15. . 300., 27 . . 234, 74• • 249 D., 2 1 6. . 300, 247• •
39•, 1 33• . 27 1., 26. . 3^4•, 289• . 322 D.

avyyevcia, 1 86, . 290 D., 90. . 255 D., 274- • 37•, 122. . 268., 43• • 275•, 1 67. . 284 D., 63, . 246.€(, 43• • 275•, 1 66. . 283 D.(, 223. . 3^2., 37• • 238 D, 73- •
249 D•(, 1<). . 23 1 •, 175- • 286, 293- • 323

;

pass., 20. p. 231.

, 262. . 34•, abs., 3• . 264, 1

1

8,

121. . 268 ; with ace, 138. p.

273, 192• • 292, 239. • 307, 37•

• 330., 112, 1

1

3. . 264, 1 89.

. 291, 242. . 307., 95• • 257, 212. . 298,

249• • 3., pass., 139• • 274•, 83. . 253, 13°. . 270,

223. • 302., 20. . 231., 1 23. . 268, 262. p. 3 14,

308. . 328 ; €(, 312. . 329•, 1 72. . 285., 36. . 237, 4• • 239,

46. . 241, 63. . 246, 85. . 254,

8. . 262, 123• . 268, 320. .
33 1•, 258. . 313, 266. . 31 5•, 2. . 298., 2. . 298.€€, 69• . 247, ^• •
259, 298. . 325•, . . 226, 47• • 241,

66. . 246, 94• • 257, 189. .
291, 192. . 292, 320. . 33•, 22. , 232, 87. . 254•, 27. . 234, 65. . 245•, 1 03. . 26.€€, 1 58. . 28., 2 1 6. . "yxi., 293• - 320, 3^2. . 329•, 47• • 276.^, 1 36. . 272., 163. . 28 1.€, 29. • 235 ^» 39•

. 239D, 77• • 251 D., 1 68. . 284•(€, 87. . 254, 230. . 304•
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/, 8. p. 22 ; -, 20. . 231., 40. . 239•. . . 230.

-, only found in composition.€, 233. p. 305 ; pass., 73. p.

249 D, 106. p. 262 D.^, 20. p. 23 1, 25. p.

233, 136. p. 272., 41. p. 239, 61. p.

245., 64. p. 246, 212. p. 298., 28/• p. 321., 1 57. p. 280 D., 1 5 1• p. 277•, 274. p. 3 1 7., 134. p. 27 1., 135. p. 272 D., 22. p. 232.€, 1 54. p. 278 D.^, 66. p. 247 ; ^,
1 10. p. 263.

€€, 21. p. 232.^, 3o8. p. 328., 268. p. 316.€', 104. p. 260, 106. p.

261 D., 19. p. 231.€€, 2
1
3. p. 299, 229. p.

304., lyg. p. 288.

(05, 41. p. 239, 6 1, p. 245.^, 137. p. 273 D, 195. p.

293•, \T]. p. 269.€€, 217• p. 300., 2 1 8. p. 30 1.€, 20. p. 23 1 ; -, 308. p.

328., 29. p. 235 D, 77. p. 2$ I D.€, 217. p. 300•

(ei/ii), 1 37. p. 272.

{), III. p. 263., 249. p. 310 ;, 1 8. p. 230 ; mid. 62. p.

245., 234. p. 305.€, 78. p. 25 1., 2 1 3• p. 299.

=' contribution,' 237. p.

306 ; = *group of trierarchs,' 105.

p. 261, 106. p. 262 D.^, 78. p. 251 D.€, 104. p. 26 1., 149. p. 277 ;
pass. 144.

p. 275 ; mid. 39. p. 239 D., 1 94. p. 293., 265. p. 315., pass., 144. p. 275 ;

mid. 279. p. 319.^, 259. p. 313., 297. p. 325.€€, 246. p. 309.^^, 71. p. 248, 99. p.

259.

€€, 289. p. 322 D., 278. p. 318 ; -, 142. p.

275., l6o. p. 28 1.€, I. p. 226, II4. p. 264,

294. p. 323., 232. p. 305., 45. p. 241.€, pass. 18. p. 230, 80. p.

252., 20. p. 23 1, 66. p. 247, lOO.

p. 259., 49. p. 242., 43. p. 240., 8o. p. 252, 99. p. 259,

195. p. 293, 312. p. 329, 324. p.

332., 21 5• p. 300., 2 1 6. p. 300.



^% INDEX II., IQ. • 23 1 •^ 2 1 8. p. 301., 40. p. 239, 42. p. 240 ;

2) . 121. p. 268., 55. p. 244, 92. p. 256 D,

106. p. 262 D.

rap, , 312. p. 329.

|9 = ' arrangement,' * order,' 2.

p. 226 ;
= * ranks,' 63. p. 246 ;

=

*post of duty,' 138. p. 273, 173.

p. 286, 192. p. 292, 256. p. 313,

304. p. 329 ; €P TO^ei, 320. p.

331 ; €P €7€5 €, 13- p.

221.€, Io8. p. 263, 178. p. 288.

TaparreiPy 19. p. 231, 151. p. 277,

153. p. 278., l8. p. 231, 147. p. 276 ;

pi. 218. p. 301.

rarreip, 62. p. 245, 221. p. 302,

55.P.243, 292.p.323; = Ordain,'

294. p. 317., 288. p. 321., 90. p. 256 D, 182. p. 289 D.€, 299. p. 325., 248. p. 309., 324. p. 332 ;

advb., 25. p. 230.

T6, tap T€ . . . eap re, 85. p. 285.^, 299. • 325•€, 299. p. 325.€, 1 1 3• p. 264., . p. 258, 118. p. 266 D.

248. p. 310.

TiKup, = * complete,' 1 50. p. 277 ;

= * initiate,' 259. p. 313, 265. p.

315•^^, . (used abs.) 312. p.

329 ; advb. . 244. p. 308.

TtXevTUP, 243. p. 308, oi rtreX. 285.

p. 320, 314. p. 329.

T(\€VTTj, 179. p. 288,

TeXos, 140. p. 274, 193. p. 292.€, 234. p. 305.

TfTTapes, 30. p. 235., 1 3• p. 229, 22. p. 232,

259• p• 313•€, 82. p. 253, 190. p. 291., yio. p. 331.,^. 255, gj. p. 258, 307.

p. 327, 323. p• 332.

= * set,' ' put down,',
229. p. 304 ;

= ' pay,' .€-
pop , 04. p. 26 1

;

= ' impute,' ^117 8€ }, 1 93• . 292, 254• • 312

;

= * suppose,' € . .

, 8. . 288, 64. . 246; =
' put aside for a purpose,' -

eh , 1 38.

. 273 j
= ' enact,', 6. .

227, 02, 103. . 26 ; mid.

* give a name;', %, 289. •
322 D., 4. . 220

;
pass. 1 14• • 204

;

mid. = * appreciate,' 214. p. 299•, 67. p. 247, 97• p. 258, 207.

p. 297 ;
pi. 80. p. 252, 322. p.

332., 55- p. 244 D.', Io6. p. 262 D., 28o. p. 319 ; superl. 215. p.

300., 274. p. 3 17 ;
pi. 12. p. 229,

123. p. 268 ; €,
85. p. 254.

, double interrog. 72• P• 249 ;
=, 126. p. 269; advb. =

' in what,' 242. p. 307.

Ttff, indef. 177. p. 287; , i68. p.

284 ; Ti Xeyeip, = ' to say some-

thing of importance,' 235. p.

303•
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Toiya^ovv^ 40. p. 239, 1 34. p. 27 1., 25. p. 233 .
ToiovTOSf 10. p. 228, . p. 259,

119. p. 267, 128. p. 269, 140, p.

274; or. 133. p. 271., 22. p. 232, 68. p. 247.

TOvoSf 280. p. 319., 25. p. 233, 32. p. 236, 146.

p. 278, 299. p. 325., I. p. 226, . p. 259,

124. p. 268 ; -ov, 197. p. 294.6 = ' then' (of old), 317. P• 33o,

. 96. p. 258; 'then' (de-

monst.), r. df], €, 47. p. 241 ;€ . . . de (' once . . . but

now'),i9. p. 231 ;€ §e(' where-

as, on the other supposition'),

195. p. 293., 313) • 329•

Tpaycudelv, 1 3. p. 229.^ 1 27. p. 269., $4- • 243 D, 55• • 244 D,

84. p. 250 D., 202. p. 3 1 4., 1 55. p. 279., 30. p. 235., 263. p. 314.

Tpeneiv, 290. p. 322 ; mid. 1 1, p.

228.

€«= 'maintain troops,' 152.

p. 227 ;
= 'rear,' 68. p. 247, 256.

p. 312, 258. p. 313., 238. p. 306.

€, 258. p. 313•

,2$7' p. 312., Io8. p. 262., I05. p. 26 1 D, 3 1 2. p.

329•, gg. p. 259, I04. p. 261,

107. p. 262, 106. p. 261 D., 1 29. p. 270., 32. p. 236, 106. p. 261 D,

107. p. 262, 238. p. 306, 311. p.

329•€, 262. p. 314, 265. p.

315•, I'Zg. p. 270, 209. p.

297, 267. p. 315., 3IO. p. 328 ; of r. = third 300

of trierarchs, 103. p. 260., 209. p. 297.

= ' manner,' 182. p. 289 D,

263. p. 314 ; advb. .

13. p. 229, r. ('virtually'), 43-

p. 240, loi. p. 259; € .
78. p. 251 D., 298. p. 325.€=' come in for,' 'gain,'( &C.), 5. p. 227,

\oyov, 13. p. 229,, 85.

p. 254,, Io8. p. 262,, 128. p. 269; 6 =

'ordinary,' 180. p. 288, 182. p.

289 D, (cf. '4(, 130. p. 270),

' some one or other,' 308. p. 320

;

/ = ' perhaps,' 221. p. 302., 284. p. 3S0., 66. p. 246., 71. p. 248, 79. p. 252., II. p. 229., 67. p. 247, 245. p. 308, 252-

255. pp. 311, 312.

€, 132. p. 271, pass. 48. p.

241., 12. p. 229 ;
pi. 205. p. 296,

289. p. 322 D., 23. p. 233, 242. p. 307 ;
-,

298. p. 324., 139- p. 274., 26o. p. 313•

€, 88. p. 255., 2o6. p. 296., 1 88. p. 29 1.
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vnaKoveiVf 20. p. 23 1, 39. p. 238 D,

144. p. 275, 156. p. 279, 204. p.

296.

=' be, to begin with,'

24. p. 233, 95.. p. 257, 98. p.

259, 137. p. 273, 228. p. 303,

235• P• 305, 239. p. 307, 266.

P• 315 ;
= 'to be, as a start,' 60.

p. 245, 257. p. 312, 265. p. 315;
= *to be waiting,' i. p. 226, no.

p. 263 ; = *to be at the command
of,' 174. p. 286, 295. p. 324 ; = 'to

be the property of,' 80, 81. p.

252, 306. p. 327; = * to be cha-

racteristic of,' 3. p. 226, 68. p.

247 ;
ptcp. = * existing,' * perma-

nent,' 17. p. 230, 314. p. 330;

. =
' precedents,' 95. p. 258,

loi. p. 260, = ' resources,' 146.

p. 276.

xmelvai, 36. p. 237, 315• P• 330.

VKemelv, 60. p. 245.

virevavTLOSj 1 48. p. 276.

vnep, I. with gen. = 'in the interest

of,' I. p. 226, 16. p. 230, 25. p.

233, loi. p. 260, 124. p. 269; =

*in quest of,' 6"/. p. 247, 95.

p. 258 ;
= account of,' 31. p.

236, 36. p. 237 ; 'concerning'

(nearly like nepi), 9, 10. p. 228,

1 1, p. 229, 17. p. 230, 21. p. 232,

76. p. 250, 221. p. 302.

II. with ace. = * beyond ' (of

excess), 193. p. 292.

vnepaipeiv, 220. p. 301.

€\\€^ 275. p. 3 1 7.

= 'excess,' 16. p. 230, 212.

p. 298 ;
=

' extravagant conces-

sion,' 190. p. 291, 199. p. 294 ;

= ' delay,' 29. p. 235 D.

vnepevj lO. p. 228.^ 252. p. 311.

vnepiSelv, 1 8 1, p. 289 D.€, 200. p. 3 1 3., 3 1 6. p. 330.

6^/$•, 55.p. 243D, I II. p. 263,

189. p. 291, 196. p. 293.

€€,, 6o. p. 245,^
114- p. 265.

76€, 138. p. 273., Io6. p. 262 D., 283. p. 320., I. with gen. = 'by,* of agent,

137. p. 272 ; with intr. verb, 5.

p. 227, 264. p. 314.

II. with dat. = ' in the power

of,' 40. p. 239, 48. p. 241.

III. with ace. = ' into subjec-

tion to,' 39. p. 238 D., 1 86. p. 290 D., 1 5. p. 230, 287. p.

321., 21. p. 232, 262. p. 314,

312. p. 329.€, . p. 228, I. p.

263; pass., 142. p. 275, 269. p.

316., 2 1 9• p. 301., 228. p. 304., 99, lOO. p. 259, 1 97.

p. 294.

with acc, 160. p. 281,

200. p. 295 ; with infin., 204. p.

296.^ 95• p. 257, 269. p., 68. p. 247.

€\(, 1 38. p. 273., 1 66. p. 283 D., 307. p. 327.€, 126. p. 272., 1 03. p. 260., I02. p. 260., J. p. 227, 137. p. 272.



INDEX IL 281, 1 5 1, p. 277., 307. p. 327•^ 43. p. 240, 148. p. 276., 323. p. 332.€ =' show oneself,' 7 1.

p. 248, 190. p. 292, 173. p. 285,

308. p. 328; 'to be made clear,'

Tois €K , 227•

p. 303 ;
= 'to be seen or seem,'

7. p. 227, 310. p. 328, with ptcp.,

24. p. 233, 109. p. 263, 317.P.320., 139. • 274, 3 1 8. p. 330, 70.

p. 248, 35. p. 237., ig, 20. p. 231, 292. p. 323 ;

ep . 235. p. 306; -, 131.

p. 271, 136. p. 272.€, 292. p. 323., 138. p. 293, 197. p. 294., 303. p. 325., 41. p. 239, 43. p. 240.

^epetj/ =' endure,' 97. p. 258, 140.

p. 254; = 'produce,' 139. 274;

. ^|rop = ^ tender a vote,' 134.

p. 271; . ay6ii/ = 'harry,'

230. p. 304 ; . » ,-,
267. p. 31 5•, . . 230; . = 'the de-

fendant,' 7. • 227., 39• • 239 ^'^, 312. . 329, 120. .
209, 99• • 293, 26. . 313•

(of a month), 164. p. 282 D., 315. p. 330, 279. p. 319;, 121. p. 1 68, €P

. 13. p. 229., 242. p. 307., - p. 227, 23 1, p. 304,

316. p. 330;, 298. p. 325., 112. p. 264, 268. p.

316., l62. p. 281, 284. p. 320.

,, SC. ", 301. p. 326., iy6. p. 287., 112. p. 264., 112. p. 264•, 126. p. 269., 1 76. p. 287., 14 1, p. 275 ;
pi. 246. p.

308., 1 93. p. 292., 35. p. 237, 43. p. 240, 46.

p. 241, 51. p. 242., 78. p. 25 1 D., 66. p. 247, 257• P• 3^2,

167. p. 283 D., 98. p. 258, 175. p. 286., l6l. p. 281.

?, 33. p. 236, 323. p. 332., 265. p. 315•, 6i. p. 245, 271. p. 316., 152. p. 278, 286. p. 321., 324. p. 332., perf. ptcp., 323. p. 332., 282. p. 319, 286. p. 32 1
;

, 40. p. 239, 48. p. 241,,
19. p. 231,, 299. p. 325,, 1 77. p. 286, .,
i6i.p. 281., 6;^. p. 246, 2o6. p. 296,

209. p. 297, 210. p. 298., 8o. p. 252., 30. p. 235, 190. p• 291,

284. p. 320, 292. p. 323., 39. p. 238 D, 96. p. 258., 2t7• P• 238., 71• • 248., 19- p. 231, 159. p. 280., 73• p. 249 D, 161. p. 281,

215. p. 300, 248. p• 309., 248. p. 309., J. p. 227, 49. p. 242 ;-, 3 1 3• p. 329;

mid. 148. p. 276.



282 INDEX IL

;7, 29. p. 235D.€, 02. p. 245•, 144• p. 275 ;
'^"'"^ '^

. 123• p. 268; TTJ . f

146. p. 278, 276. p. 317;,
3.p.226, 315.P.330, 32i.p.33i., 308. p. 328., 28o. p. 3 1 9., . p. 228, 23. p. 233, 43.

p. 240, 170. p. 285, 280. p. 317»

287. p. 321 ; see under.
€, 39. p. 238 D, 41. p. 239,

292. p. 323.€, 5• • 227•, 217. p. 300., 87. p. 254., 239• • 36•5 = *gratitude,' 36. . 237, 85.

. 254, 112. . 264; 1•, 8. .
252, 109. . 203 ;

= ' gratifica-

tion,' 138. . 273; Xapts, 92. .
256 D., 1 53• • 278., 26. . 30•, 5• - 205 D, 194- • 293•, 67. . 247, 226. . 303, 232,

235• • 35•, 115• • 264 D, 1 34• •
271, 49• • 277, 248. . 39,
285. pp. 321, 322., . . 238 ; -oj/advb., 61. .
245, 65• • 246., 30. . 270., 264. . 3^4•, 85. . 254•, 129• . 270., 257- • 3^2, 265. . 34•, 6. . 26 1 D., 38. . 331 •, 84. . 253 D, 90- - 255 >,

282. . 39•

, ig. . 23, 312. . 329., 75. - 250D, 169. .
285., 20. . 23 1.,, 2. . 226 ;,
252. . 311 J , 1 4•

. 230; , 95. . 257 ;

ois, 1 8. . 231 ; -, 129. . 270;, 304. .
327-, yS. . 251, 8. . 288;

superl., 102. . 26., 24. . 233; iron., 30. .
235, 89- . 255, 38. . 33., ., 323. .
332 ; ,, 66. . 247,

203. . 295 ;
= * iiate,' 1 53- • 278,

1 55• • 279-, 36. . 237-, 54- - 243 >, 84. . 253D.

= the district of Attica, 37.

p. 238 D, 141. p. 274, 300. p. 325,

of Byzantium, 90. p. 2550; =

*room,' 'opportunity,' 220. p. 301., Tj. p. 234, 68. p. 247, 262.

p• 314., 24. p. 233, 20I. p. 295.

•^vha, 21. p. 232.

^^, 41. p. 239, 95. p. 257., 32. p. 236, 121. p. 268,

250. p. 310.>, . p. 234, I32. p. 27

1

= * counters,' 227. p. 303,

231. p. 304 ;
= 'ballot, * 103. p.

260, 105. p. 261 D ; =' verdict,'

126. p. 269., 262. p. 314, 245. p. 308, 281.

p• 319, 309• P• 328., 256. p. 312.

2>, with periphrasis, 22. p. 332,



INDEX . 283

/ioy, compar., 212. p. 298; -ojs,

285. p. 321., l8l. p. 289 D, 23I. p. 304,

275. p. 317., 32. p. 236, 247. p. 369.

a>s = *when,' 170. p. 285, ?,
151 p. 277 ;

=
' as,' ye, 7, 8. p.

227 ; with fut. ptcp. (of purpose),

140. p. 274 ; with ace. absol.,276.

p. 318; intensifies superl., 4. p.

227, 288. p. 321 ; introduces

quotation, 35. p. 237 ; a>s eVos

elnelv, 4. p. 226 ; €€, 85.

p. 254, 212. p. 298, 306. p. 327;

, ^- p. 246, 294. p.

325•

=, 91. p. 256 D., 323. p. 332 ; with perf.

ptcp., 276. p. 318 ; with ace.

abs., 122. p. 268 ;^ , 298.

p. 325 ; ap ft, 194. p. 293,

214. p. 299.^, with indie, 120. p. 267 ; with

infin., 18. p. 230; infin. with ,
283. p. 320.^, 89. p. 255•, a ., 288. p. 322.
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James Thornton desires to direct attention to the accotnpany-

ing List of Educational Works, many of which have now

attained a wide circulation.

The Authors and Compilers are mostly scholars of repute^ as

well as of large experience in teachifig.

Any notices of errors or defects i?i these publications will be

gratefully received and acknowledged.

The Books can generally beprocured through local Booksellers

in towfi and country ; but if at any time difcdty should arise^

James Thornton will feel obliged by direct communication on

the subject.



MISCELLANEOUS,

THE LATIN PRAYER BOOK OF CHARLES . ; or, an

Account of the Liturgia of Dean Durel, together with a Eeprint and

Translation of the Catechism therein contained, with Collations,

Annotations, and Appendices bytheEev. Chaeles Marshall, M.A.,

Chaplain to the Lord Mayor of London, 1849-1 850 ; and William W.
Marshall, B.A., of the Inner Temple, late Scholar of Hertford

College, Oxford. Demy 8vo. cloth, lOs. 6d. [Recently/ published.

'Is a distinct and important contribution to the Evangelical side of the Sacra-
mentarian controversy.'

—

British Quarterly Review.

' We have great pleasure in commending this work as a learned and valuable contri-
bution to our liturgical literature.'—Record, November 3, 1882.

CANONS OF THE SECOND COUNCIL OF ORANGE
A.D. 529. With an Introduction, Translation, and Notes. By the

Eev. F. H. Woods, B.D., Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. 25,

RECORD of the UNIVERSITY BOAT RACE, 1829-1880, and
of the COMMEMORATION DINNER, 1881. Compiled

by Geo. G. T. Treherne, O.U.B.C, and J. H. D. Goldie, C.U.B.C.

With Illustrations, 4to. cloth, 10s. 6d. ; or, printed on large hand-

made paper, with China paper impressious of the Plates, price 30s.

(only 250 copies printed, each numbered and initialled).

New and Ebvised Edition, bringing the work up to 1884. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

An UNDERGRADUATE'S TRIP to ITALY and ATTICA in

the WINTER of 1880-1. By J. L. Thomas, Balliol College

Oxford. Crown 8vo. 5s.

THE LIVES AND EPISTLES OF GIFFORD AND BUNYAN.
By the Kev. T. A. Blyth, B.A., Queen's College, Oxford.

[In the press.

The RECENT DEPRESSION of TRADE, its Nature, its Causes,

and the Eemedies Avhich have been suggested for it ; being the

Oxford Cobden Prize Essay for 1879. By Walter E. Smith, B.A.,

New College. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

JAMES THORNTON, 33 & 41 HIGH STREET, OXFORD.



LAW. HISTOEY, & POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

THOMAS HOBBES, of MALMESBURY, LEVIATHAN;
or, the Matter, Forme, and Power of a Commonwealth. A New
Keprint. With a facsimile of the original fine engraved Title.

Medium 8vo. cloth, 12s. .
A small edition of 250 copies only, on Dutch hand-made paper,

medium 8vo. 18s.

Students' Edition, crown 8vo. cloth 85. 6d. \Jtist published.

'In matters of reprints, such as this is, it is always well to retain as much as possible
the old spelling, and the old form of printing. By this means we are constantly
reminded that we are reading a seventeenth century writer, and not a nineteenth ; and
hence students will apply more checks to their process of reasoning than tbey might be
inclined to do if the book were printed in modern form. This is, we are glad to say,
applicable to the present excellent reprint, vhich is issued in old spelling, and contains
in the margin the figures of the pagination of the first edition,'

The Antiquary, October \^i\.
' We have received from Mr. James Thornton, of Oxford, an excellent reprint of

Hobbes's " Leviathan." The book is one which is not always easy to obtain ; and a satis-

factory reprint at a reasonable price may do more to advance the knowledge of Hobbes's
philosophy than one of the condensed handbooks which are now extensively popular.'

Westminster Kevibw, January 1882.

THE ELEMENTS OF LAW, NATURAL AND POLITIC.
By Thomas Hobbes, of Malmesbury. The first complete and correct

Edition, with a Preface and Critical Notes. By Ferdinand Joennies,
Ph.D. To which are subjoined selected pieces of unprinted MSS.
of Thomas Hobbes, \In the press ; ready in October.

BEHEMOTH ; or, The LONG PARLIAMENT. By Thomas
Hobbes, of Malmesbury. For the first time Edited after the
Original MS., with many Additions and Corrections. By Febdinand
Joennies, Ph.D. \In the press.

REMARKS on the USE and ABUSE of SOME POLITICAL
TERMS. By the late Right Hon. Sir George Cornewall Lewis,
Bart,, sometime Student of Christ Church, Oxford. A New Edition,

with Notes and Appendix. By Sir Roland Knyvet Wilson, Bart.,

M.A., Barrister-at-Law ; Reader in Indian Law, and late Fellow
of King's College, Cambridge ; Author of ' History of Modern
English Law.' Crown Svo. 6«.

An ESSAY on the GOVERNMENT of DEPENDENCIES. By
the late Right Hon. Sir George Cornewall Lewis, Bart., sometime
Student of Christ Church, Oxford. A New Reprint. [In the press.

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES in POLITICAL ECONOMY,
with References to Adam Smith, Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, Fawcett,

Thorold Rogers, Bonamy Price, Twiss, Senior, Macleod, and others.

Adapted to the Oxford Past and Honour and the Cambridge Ordinary

S. A. Examinations. Arranged and edited by W. P. Emerton, M.A.,
D.C.L., Christ Church, Oxford. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

MONTENEGRO : being the Stanhope Prize Essay for 1884. By
William Caer, Commoner of University College, Oxford. 8vo.

paper covers (106 pages), 2s. 6d. [Jttst published.
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XAW, HISTORY, AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY-
continued.

BE CONJECTURIS ULTIMARUM VOLUNTATUM.
Dissertatio pro Gradu Doctoris in Jure Cirili. By AYolseley
P. Emeeton, D.C.L., Christ Church. 8vo. sewed (110 pages,
2s. Qd. [^Jiist published.

An ABRIDGMENT of ADAM SMITH'S INQUIRY into the
and CAUSES of the WEALTH ot NATIONS. By. P. Emebton, M.A., D.C.L. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

This -work (tased on Jeremiah Joyce's Abridgment) originally appeared
in two parts and is now republished after careful reA'ision, with Additional
Notes, Appendices, and a Complete Index.

The above can be had in two Parts. Part I. Books I. and II. 3s. 6d.

Part II. Books III., IV. and V. 3s. ed.

OUTLINES of JURISPRUDENCE. For the Use of Students.

By B. E. Wise, B.A., late Scholar of Queen's College, Oxford

;

Oxford Cobden Prizeman, 1878. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.

This book is intended to be a criti-cal and explanatory commentary upon
the Jurisprudence text-books in common use ; and it endeavours to present
a precise and coherent view of all the topics upon which these touch.

' The student of jurisprudence will certainly find the work suggestive and helpful.'

The Athex^kum, July 15, 1882.

OUTLINES of ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.
By Britiffe Cokstable Skottowe, M.A., late Scholar of New
College, Oxford. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

The object of this book is to assist beginners in reading Constitutional

History by arranging in order outlines of the growth of the most important
Institxitions.

An ANALYSIS of the ENGLISH LAW of REAL PRO-
PERTY, chiefly from Blackstone's Commentary, with Tables and
Indexes. By Campbell, M.A., Author of ' An Analysis of

Austin's Lectures on Jurisprudence,' and of Compendium of

Roman Law.' Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

An ANALYSIS of JUSTINIAN'S INSTITUTES of ROMAN
LAW, with Tables. \_In preparation.

A CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY of the CHIEF REAL
PROPERTY STATUTES, with their more important Provisions.

For the Use of Law Students. By P. F. Aldred, M ., D.C.L.
Crown 8vo. 2s.

ELEMENTARY QUESTIONS on the LAW of PROPERTY,
REAL and PERSONAL. Supplemented by Advanced Questions on
the Law of Contracts. With Copious References throughout, and
an Index of Legal Terms. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

The SPECIAL STATUTES required by Candidates for the School

of Jurisprudence at Oxford. Fcp. 8vo. seAved, 2s. 6d. AVith brief

Notes and Translations by a B.C.L. Cloth, 5s.
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OXFOED STUDY GUIDES.

A SERIES OP HANDBOOKS TO EXAMINATIONS.

Edited by F. S. PULLING, M.L, Exeter College.

The object of this Series is to guide Students in their reading

for the different examinations. The amount of time wasted at

present, simply through ignorance of the way to read, is so great

that the Editor and Authors feel convinced of the necessity for

some such handbooks, and they trust that these Guides will at

least do something to prevent in the future the misapplication

of so much industry.

Each volume will be confined to one branch of study, and

will include an account of the various Scholarships and Prizes

offered by the University or the Colleges in its department ; and

be undertaken by a writer whose experience qualifies him to

speak with authority on the subject.

The books will contain extracts from the University Statutes

relating to the Examinations, with an attempt to explain them as

they exist, and advice as to what to read and how to read ; how
to prepare subjects for examination, and how to answer papers \

a few specimen questions, extracts from the Regulations of the

Board of Studies, and a list of books.

THEOLOGY. By the Eev. F. H. Woods, B.D., Fellow of St. John'&

College. Crown 8vo. cloth, 2s, Qd.

ENTRANCE CLASSICAL SCHOLARSHIPS. By S. H. Jeyes, M.A.,
Lecturer in Classics at University College. Crown 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6i.

' It is quite refreshing to find a guide to an examination that so thoroughly discourages
cram.'—Sc00L Guahdiax, June 20, 1881.

' This is a smart book, and a useful comment on the present method of awarding scholar-
iliips. There is a certain frank cynicism in much of the advice, as when Mr. Jkyks remarks,
"It is no good wearing out your trousers in a study chaii•, if you do not set your brains to
york ;

" or that it " is quite useless to play at hide• and seek with examiners who are familiar
with every turn and twist in the game ; " and there seems little doubt that a clever boy,
coached by him on his method, would get a scholarship.'—SPKCTATon, Aug. 2, 1881.

• Mr. Jeyes has provided parents and teachers with an excellent manual by which to
guide their sons or pupils in preparing for University Scholarships He gives directions

as to the best way of preparing for the different sorts of papers and also for the best
way of tackling with tlie paper Avhen confronted with it in actual examination. The
observations are of the most practical kind The book is weU done, and ought to be
useful'—Thk Acadkmt, June 18, 1881.
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OXFOKT) STUDY Gmm.S-coiitinued.

HONOUR CLASSICAL MODERATIONS. By L. R. Farnell, M.A.,

Fellow of Exeter College. CroAvn 8. cloth, 2s. 6d.

' It is full of useful and scholarly suggestions which many hard-reading men will be
thankful for With hints as to the line of reading to be adopted, and the books to
be taken up so as to make the most of their tic' and to read to the best advantage.'

School Guardian, November 4, 1881.

LITERiE HUMANIORES. By E. B. I^vax-Mulleb, M.A., New College.

[Shortly.

MODERN HISTORY. By F. S. Pulling, M.A., Exeter College. Will

he pitblished as soon as possible after the new scheme is finally sanctioned.

NATURAL SCIENCE. By E. B. Poulton, M.A., Keble College.

JURISPRUDENCE and CIVIL LAW. By W. P. Emerton, M.A..

D.C.L., Christ Church. [In preparation.

ARITHMETIC.

Just piiblisJiecl.

ARITHMETIC for SCHOOLS. Based on principles of Cause and

EiFect. By the Rev. Frederick Sparks, M.A., Mathematical

Master, the High School, Plymouth, and late Lecturer of Worcester

College, Oxford. Crown 8vo. cloth (416 pages), 4s. 6d.

It may perhaps appear somewhat rash to add another to the many text books on
Arithmetic already in use. It is believed, however, that the present work Avill be found
to contain some features sufficiently distinctive and valuable to warrant its appearance.

The chief aim of the work is to place prominently before the student the fact that
the principle of ' cause and effect ' is as applicable to Arithmetic as to other sciences, and
that by working on this plan he may obtain his results in about half the time required
by other methods. In each division of the subject this is shown by a typical example
worked out in fall, followed by ample exercises, with examination papers at regular
intervals. The more complex parts of fractions and decimals are introduced later, so

that the pupil may rsach as early as possible the more interesting part of his work, the
arithmetic of ordinary life. The so called ' inverse rules ' are learnt at the same time as

the • direct rules,' and thus the difficulties of proportion wholly disappear. A careful

selection of questions set by the Universities, Civil Service, and Army Examination
Boards, and other educational bodies, has been placed at the end of the volume.

The Answebs to the above are published in a separate form.
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CLASS BOOKS.

MELETEMATA ; or, SELECT LATIN PASSAGES IN
PROSE AND VERSE FOR UNPREPARED TRANS-
LATION. Arranged by the Rev. P. J. F. Gaxtillon, M.A.,
sometime Scholir of St. John's College, Cambridge, Classical Master
in Cheltenham College. Crown 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

The object of this volume is to furnish a collection of about 250 passages, graduated
in difficulty, and adapted to the various Examinations in which ' U^nprepared Trans-
lation ' finds a place.

' The work is nicely got up, and is altogether the best of the kind with which we are
acquainted.'—The Schoolmaster, Decembers, 1881.

' We find this collection to be very judiciously made, and think it one of the best
which has yet been published.'—Educational Times, April 1, 1881.

Forming a Companion Volume to the above.

MELETEMATA GRJECA ; being a Selection of Passages, Prose
and Verse, for unprepared Translation. By the Rev. P. J. F.
Gantillon. M.A. [In the press.

SELECTED PIECES for TRANSLATION into LATIN
PROSE. Selected and arranged by the Rev. H. C. Ogle, M.A.
Head Master of Magdalen College School, and T. Clayton, M.A.
Crown 8vo. cloth, 4s. Qd.

This selection is intended for the use of the highest forms in Schools and for University
Students for Honour Examinations, for whom it was felt that a small and compact book
would be most serviceable.

' The selection has been made with much care and the passages which we have more
part'cularly examined are very appropriate for translation.'

School Guardiax, June 7, 1879.

LATIN and GREEK VERSIONS of some of the SELECTED
PIECES for TRANSLATION. Collected and arranged by the
Rev. H. C. Ogle, M.A., Head Master of Magdalen College School;
and Thomas Clayton, M.A., Trinity College, Oxford. Crown 8.
5s. [Just ready.

This Key is for the use of Tutors only, and is issued on the understanding that ib

does not get into the hands of any pupil.

For the convenience of Schoolmasters and Tutors these Versions are also issued in
another form viz. on separate leaves ready for distribution to pupil^^, thereby saving the
necessity of dictating or copying. They are done up in packets of twenty-five each, and
not less than twenty-five sets (=76 packets) can be supplied at a time. Price—Thirty-five
Sbillings net.

DAMON ; or, The ART of GREEK IAMBIC MAKING. By
the Rev. J. Hebbebt AVilliams, M.A., Composition Master in S.

Nicholas College, Lancing ; late Demy of Magdalen College. Fcp.
8vo. Is. &d.

This small treatise claims as its merit that it really teaches Greek Iambic writing on
a system, and this system is based on no arbitrary analysis of the Iambic Une, but on the
\iay in which the scholar practically regards it in making verses himself.

A Key, for Tutors only. Fcp. 8vo. cloth, 3s. %d.
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CJASS BOOKS-continued.

SHORT TABLES and NOTES on GREEK and LATIN
GRA3IMAE. By W. E. W. Collins, M.A., Jesus College. Second
Edition, revised. Crown 8vo. cloth, 25.

ARS SCRIBENDI LATINE ; or, Aids to Latin Prose Composition.
In the form of an Analysis of Latin Idioms. By B. A. Edwards,
B.A., late Scholar of Jesus College, Oxford. Crown 8vo. Is.

ARITHMETIC FOR SCHOOLS. Based on principles of Cause
and Effect. By the Eev. Frederick Sparks, M.A., Mathematical
Master, the High School, Plymouth, and late Lecturer of Worcester
College, Oxford. Crown 8 vo. cloth (416 pages), 4s. 6d. [Just ready.

ALGEBRAICAL QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES. For the

Use of Candidates for Matriculation, Responsions, and First Public

Examinations, and the Oxford and Cambridge Local and Certificate

Examinations. Crown 8vo. 2s.

ARITHMETICAL QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES. For
the Use of Candidates for Matriculation, Pesponsions, and First

Public Examinations, and the Oxford and Cambridge Local and
Certificate Examinations. Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES IN ADVANCED LOGIC.
For the Use of Candidates for the Honour Moderation Schools.

Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

The RUDIMENTS OF LOGIC, Avith Tables and Examples. By
F. E. Weatherly, M.A. Fcp. 8vo. cloth limp, Is 6(Z.

' Here is everything needful for a beginner.'—Educational Times.

'Is a clever condensation of first principles.'—School Guardian.

•QUESTIONS in LOGIC, Progressive and General. By Frederic E.

Weatherley, M.A., late Scholar of Brasenose College. Oxford. Fcp.

8vo. paper covers, Is. [Just published.

A FEW NOTES on the GOSPELS. By W. . W. Collins, M.A.,
Jesus College. New Edition. Crown 8. paper covers, Is. Qd.

ARITHMETICAL AIDS to RESPONSIONS ; containing Concise
Pules and Examples worked out. Crown 8vo. paper cover, Is.

[Just published.
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CLASSICS AND TRANSLATIONS.

The NICOMACHEAN ETHICS of ARISTOTLE. Books I.-IV.

and Book X. Chap. 6 to 9, being the portion required in the Oxford
Pass School, with Notes, &c. for the use of Passmen. By E. L.

Hawkins, M.A., late Postmaster of Merton College. Demy 8vo.

cloth, 8s. 6d. Interleaved with writing paper, 10*. 6d.

The NICOMACHEAN ETHICS of ARISTOTLE. A New
Translation, with an Introduction, a Marginal Analysis, and Ex-
planatory Notes. By Rev. J). P. Chase, D.D., Fellow of Oriel College,

and Principal of St. Mary Hall, Oxford. Fourth Edition, revised.

Crown ^. cloth, 45. 6d.

The ELEMENTS of ARISTOTLE'S LOGIC, following the order

of Trendelenburg, with Introduction, English translation, and
Notes. By Thomas Case, M.A., Tutor of Corpus Christi College,

and sometime Fellow of Brasenose College. [Preparing.

ARISTOTLE'S ORGANON : Translations from the Organon of

Aristotle, comprising those Sections of Mr. Magrath's Selections

required for Honour Moderations. By W. Smith, B.A. New College,

and Alan G-. Scmner Gibson, M.A., late Scholar of Corpus Christi

College Oxford. Crown Svo. 25. 6d.

The POETICS of ARISTOTLE. The text after Vahlen, with an
Introduction, a New Translation, Explanatory and Critical Notes,

and an Appendix on the Greek Drama. [In preparation.

DEMOSTHENES on the CROWN. The Text after Baiteb. Yith
an Introduction, a New Translation, Not^s and Indices. By
Francis P. Simpson, B.A., Balliol College, Craven Scholar, 1877.

Demy Svo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

From the Pbefack.—Several of the Notes— which I have tried to make as concise

as possible—may appear unnecessary to a scholar; but they have been inserted for the
practical reason that the obstacles they should remove have been felt by some of the
many pupils with whom I have read this speech.

The main difHculty which Demosthenes presents to the student lies in the close

logical connection of his arguments ; and most commentaries consist largely of transla-

tion or paraphase. Paraphase is dangerous, as it may lead a novice to a belief that he
quite understands a piece of Latin or Greek, when he is some way from doing so. I

have, therefore, taken the bull by the horns, and have given a continuous rendering, as

close as I could decently make it. Its aim is purely commentatorial—to save its weight
in notes. It is intended to show what Demosthenes said, but not how well he said it.

And, I may jay, I believe that every lecturer and tutor in Oxford will admit that an
undergraduate, or sixth-form toy, cannot get full value out of reading the De Corona
without such help.

In Introduction I. will be found a sketcli of Athenian history, as far as is necessary
for the thorough understanding of this Oration. In Introduction II. a precis of the
oration of Aeschines, as well as that of DemostLenes, is prefixed to a brief analysis of

the two speeches considered as an attack" and a defence.
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CLASSICS AND 88-<»««<.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS AND REVIEWS.

'Accept my best thanks for your presentation copy of Mr. Simpson's edition of the
Oration for the Crowx, which I have no doubt be gratefully accepted by
professional scholars and the educated laity.'—Prof. Blackie.

' It seems to me very -well done and likely to be of gi-eat use. I notice with pleasure
that several mistakes of other translations and editions are tacitly corrected. Possibly
there might be a little more freedom in the translation without merely paraphrasing ;

but this is no doubt very difficult to do except at the cost of extra notes, and I believe

you are quite right in economising notes, which tend now to overlay and efface the
texts of the classics.'— S. H, BcER, Esq., Fellow of University College, Oxford, and
Professor of Greek in the University of Edinburgh.

• I have maile use of it for the last two of a course of lectures on the speech with
profit to myself, and I think it is likely to be appreciated.'

Rev. T. L. Papillox, Fellow of New College, Oxford.

' It seems to me likely to be very useful.'

A. SiDGWiCK, Esq., Fellow of Oorpus Christi College, Oxford.

' I am struck with the scholarly tone of all that I have seen. Some of the notes
seem models of good scholarship and exegesis.'

A. T. Barton, Esq., Fellow of Pembroke College, Oxford.

' Its closeness and accuracy wiU make it very u?eful for many students.'

Rev. W. W. Merry, Lincoln College, Oxford.

'One or two test passages that I have already looked at show that delicate points
have been considered and common traps avoided. The abstract of the speech of

Aeschines is an especially useful feature, and so is the copious index.'

Rev. J. R. King, FcUoav and Tutor, Oriel College, Oxford.

' I have read Mr. Simpson's " De Corona " with great interest. The translation and
the notes seem to be alike admirable, and to furnish tlie student with everything
necessary for gaining a scholarly knowledge of this masterpiece of Greek oratory.'

Rev. G. H. Heslop, M.., late Head Master of St. Bees' School,

and formerly Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford.

• Mr. Simpson's . . . text is probably the best yet published in England ; while the
index of words and phrases should prove a valuable help to students and editors. . . .

The volume is very Avell got up.'—Athen^um, December 2, 1882.

' This is a handsome edition of the text, with translation opposite, and notes at the
foot of the page. Of the translation, Mr. Simpson says that " it is intended to show'
what Demosthenes said, not how well he said it." Its aim is " purely commentatorial,'
and we believe that this aim is fully attained. It differs ahke from loose paraphrase on
the one hand, and on the other from those baldly literal versions vhich, by the seductive
promise of close fidelity to the text, beguile the unhappy passman to his destruction,
and make impossible a task which was at first only difficult. The general reader is

supplied with a speech which can be read, and might conceivably be spoken ; while the
young student may get most valuable hints by observing closely how the structure of
the original is dealt tvith. The notes, mainly grammatical, contain little that is

striking, but give in short compass much help towards the appreciation of Greek
idiom.'—Spectator, October 7, 1882.

' ... It is an excellent specimen of manly, straightforward English, and as far removed
as possible from, the atrocious slipslop which translators— by a law, as it would seem to

be, of their being—most commonly affect. This edition, however, deserves unstinted
praise, not merely for what it gives the student, but also for what it refrains from
giving him. The notes are concise, and for the most part grammatical ; but whatever
they are they are alwaj's practical, and have been inserted for the practical reason that
the obstacles they sliou.'d remove have been felt by some of the many pupils with whom
Mr. Simpson has read this speech. . . . Meanwhile it is our pleasant duty to congratulate
Mr. Simpson on the entire success with Avhich he has executed his task. Coming after

so many deplorable examples of "how not to do it" in the matter of translations from
the classics, this brilliant example of "how to do it " is doubly welcome.'

St. James's Gazette, November 11, 188?.
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CLASSICS AND TRANSLATIONS-co^zftnwei.

The PHILIPPIC ORATIONS of CICERO. A New Translation.

By the Rev. John Eichard King, M.., Fellow and Tutor of Oriel

College, Oxford. Crown 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

' The translation is forcible and fluent, and, so far as we have compared it with the
original, accurate.'—Athen^um, Dec. 7, 1878.

' The translation is evidently the work of a competent scholar who is beyond all

question master of the text.'

—

Spectator, July 12, 1879.

The FIRST and SECOND PHILIPPIC ORATIONS of
CICERO. A New Translation. By the Rev. J. R. King, M.A.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. Is. 6d.

The FIRST FOUR PHILIPPIC ORATIONS of CICERO.
A New Translation. By the Rev. J. R. King, M.A, Crown 8vo.

2s. ed.

The SPEECH of CICERO for CLUENTIUS. Translated into

English, with an Introduction and Notes. By W. Peterson, M.A.,
late Scholar of Corpus Christi College, Oxford ; Principal and
Professor of Classics, UniA*ersity College, Dundee ; late Assistant to

the Professor of Humanity in the University of Edinburgh.
Crown Svo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

* We have gone over the translation with some care, and we have found it of uniform
excellence. If any young scholar ever takes Kiebuhr's advice about translating the
speech, he could not do better than compare his own with this version before he began
to retranslate it. The translation is not only accurate, but it abounds in neat and
echolarly renderings of awkward Latin idioms.'—Glasgow Herald, Sepiembei' 1, 1882.

' This is a sound and scholarly piece of work The version is faithful without
being unduly literal both the Introduction and the Translation will prove trust-
worthy guides to the young student For the more advanced scholar the chief
interest of the book lies in the valuable notes vith vhich Prof. Nettleship has enriched
it. These deal both with the diction and with the text, and are as suggestive as might
be expected from the reputation of the Oxford Professor of Latin.'

The Acadeaiy, Jan. 27, 1883.

The LETTERS of CICERO after the DEATH of C-^SAR

:

being Part ^ of Mr. Watson's Selection. A New Translation by
S. H. Jeyes, M.A., Lecturer in Classics at University College,

Oxford. Crown Svo. cloth, 2s. 6. [Jmt picblished.

' There is much to praise in the translation ; nearly every letter contains some
striking and suggestive expressions which will be useful to students Mr. Jeyes
often shows great skill in the management of words.'—Oxford Magazine, June 6, 1883.

' The Avork is intended for the use of candidates for Classical Honours in Moderations,
and supposing them to need a translation at all, they could scarcely have a better one.
Besides help in reading their Cicero, students may gain an insight into differences
between English and Latin idioms, which will be most useful to them in writing Latin
Prose . . . happy turns of this kind are to be met with in every letter. . . . We might
read page after page without discovering that the work was a translation, yet a com-
parison of tiiese very pages with the original would probably fail to reveal the least
inaccuracy.'—JouiiNAL of Education, Oct. 1, 1883.

The AGAMEMNON of iESCHYLUS. A new Prose Translation.

Crown Svo. cloth limp, 2s.
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CLASSICS AND TRAmLXnom-oontinued.

The HECUBA of EURIPIDES. Newly translated into English
Prose by A. S, AValpole, M.A., late Scholar of AVorcester College,
Oxford ; Joint Editor of the Greek Text. [In the press.

LIVY'S HISTORY of ROME. The Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Books.
A Literal Translation from the Text of Madvig, Avith Historical
Introductions, Summary to each Book, and Explanatory Notes. By
a First Classman. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

THE SATIRES OF JUVENAL. A new English Translation, with
an Introduction and Marginal Analysis and Notes. By S. H. Jeyes,
M.A., late Lecturer in Classics at Uni'ersity College, Oxford.
Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d. [Just ready.

A SYNOPSIS of LIVY'S HISTORY of the SECOND PUNIC
AVAR. Books XXI.-XXIV. With Appendices, Notes, Maps, and
Plans. By J. B. Woecestee, M.A. Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo.
cloth, 2s. Qd.

The MENO of PLATO. A New Translation, with Introduction and
Explanatory Notes, for the use of Students. Crown Svo. cloth
limp Is. Qd.

A SYNOPSIS and SUMMARY of the REPUBLIC of PLATO.
With a Prefatory Excursus upon the Platonic Philosophy, and Short
Notes. By George William Gent, M.., Tutor of Keble College,

Oxford. [Preparing.

PLUTARCH'S LIVES of the GRACCHI. Translated from the
Text of Sintenis, with Introduction, Marginal Analysis, and
Appendices. By W. W. Marshall, B.A., late Scholar of Hertford
College. Crown Svo. paper covers, Is. Qd., or cloth, 2s.

A SYNOPSIS and SUMMARY of the ANNALS of TACITUS.
Books I.—VI. AVith Introduction, Notes, and Indexes. By G. \V.

Gen't, .., Tutor of Keble College, Oxford. Crown Svo. cloth, 3s. Qd.

A FEW NOTES on the ANNALS of TACITUS. Books I to IV.
For Passmen. Crown Svo. [In the 'press.

The iENEID of VIRGIL. Books I. to VI. Translated into English
Prose. By T. Claytox, M.A. Crown Svo. cloth, 2s.

The iENEID of VIRGIL. A new Prose Translation. By Thomas
Clayton, M.A., Trinity College, Oxford. [In preparation.
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PALJSTEA OXONIENSIS.

TL• object of this Series is tofurnish Exercises and Test Papersfor Candidates

prejoariiiff for the various Examinations at our Public Schools

and universities.

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES for MATRICULATION and
RESPONSIONS. Contents: (1) Grammatical Questions in Greek
and Latin; (2) Materials for Latin Prose; (3) Questions on
Authors. Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. Qd.

CRITICA CLASSICA, Part. I. ; being Answers to the Grammatical
Portion of the ' Questions and Exercises for Matriculation and
Kesponsions.' By W. "W. Cbouch, M.A., and A. T. Crouch, B.A.
Crown 8vo. cloth. \Just published.

This work lias been undertaken at the request of many correspondents who have
expressed the opinion that it would form a valuable supplement to the ' Questions and
Exercises,' and would be helpful to teachers and students alike. Great care has been
taken to ensure precise accuracy of scholarship, and each question has been fully

answered in the hope that the student may find it a complete and trustworthy test of

his grammatical knowledge.

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES for CLASSICAL SCHOLAR-
SHIPS. Contents : (1) Critical Grdmmar Questions in Greek and

Latin
; (2) Unseen passages for translation. Adapted to the Oxford

and Cambridge Schools Certificate and the Oxford First Public

Examinations. Second Edition, corrected and enlarged. Crown
8vo. cloth, 35. Qd.

CRITICA CLASSICA, Part II. ; being Elucidations of the Critical

Portion of ' Questions and Exercises for Classical Scholarships.'

[/w preparation.

Prom thr Preface.—The utility of a book Uke the present, provided it be properly

done, will hardly be doubted by practical teachers. . . . Examination is not only a test,

but a means of knowledge. It is the rough road by which we find out how much we do
not know. Still more, nothing better strengthens our grasp of familiar facts than
handling them in many ways and grouping them in different combinations. Nor does

it wholly ' come by nature ' to be able to discern the exact bearing of a question.

Answers given at the examination table, as at the witness box, oftener say too much than
too little. The golden rule is to answer the question—the whole question if possible ; at

any rate nothing but the question. But practice alone can give this faculty, while its

importance in bestowing symmetry, neatness, and precision of style need hardly be
named.

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES for CLASSICAL SCHOLAR-
SHIPS. Second Division. Contents: (1) Historical and General

Questions; (2) Subjects for English Essays. Crown 8vo. cloth,

35. &d.
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PALESTRA 0X0NIENSIS-coiiimi.6i?.

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES in ELEMENTARY MATHE-
MATICS. Contexts: (1) Arithmetic; (2) Algebra; (3) Euclid.

Third Edition, enlarged. Adapted to Matriculation, Eesponsions,

and First Public Examinations, and the Oxford and Cambridge
Local and Certificate Examinations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. Qd. With
Answebs, 5s. The Answebs separately, paper covers. Is. Qd.

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES in ELEMENTARY LOGIC,
DEDUCTIVE and INDUCTIVE ; with Index of Logical Terms.
Crown 8vo. cloth. (New Edition in the press.)

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES in RUDIMENTARY DI-
VINITY. Contents: (1) Old Testament; (2) New Testament;

(3) The Thirty-Nine Articles; (4) Greek Passages for Translation,

Adapted to the Oxford Pass and the Oxford and Cambridge Certi-

ficate Examinations. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. Qd.

ELEMENTARY QUESTIONS on the LAW of PROPERTY,
EEAL and PERSONAL. Supplemented by Advanced Questions on
the Law of Contracts. AVith Copious References throughout, and
an Index of Legal Terms. Crown Svo. cloth, 3s. Qd.

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES in POLITICAL ECONOMY,
with References to Adam Smith, Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, Fawcett,

J. E. Thorold Rogers, Bonamy Price, Twiss, Senior, and others.

Crown Svo. cloth, 35. Qd.

This volume consists of Questions mainly taken from various Examina-
tion Papers with references in the case of the easier questions, and hints,

and in some cases formal statements of the arguments pro and con. to the

more difficult questions. There are also two Appendixes on the debated

questions— ' Is Political Economy a Science ? ' and ' Is Political Economy
Selfish?'

QUESTIONS and EXERCISES in ENGLISH HISTORY,
with References to the best authorities. Arranged and Edited by
F. S. Pttlling, M.A., Exeter College. Adapted to the Oxford Pass
and Honour Schools, and the Cambridge History Tripos and Ordi-

nary B.A. Examinations. [Zw preparation.
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